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PREFACE

1, Purpose. The Katha Upanimd, though not the oldest or

perhaps the profoundest, is certainly from its comparative brevity ^

clearness and connectedness, and also from its artistic form and dramatic
interest, deservedly the most popular of the Upanisada. As such it

has probably seen more editions than any other. Then why add a new
one ?

(1) In the first place, though there have been issued in recent years

many editions and translations of the chief ITpanisads, there has been

a strange lack of commentaries, which, while setting forth the traditional

interpretations, also make an attempt to arrive at an independent
judgment as to the meaning in the light of modern knowledge. I have
attempted to deal with the Katha XJpanisad as I would with a Biblical

text, and my friend Principal S, N. Dasgupta, of the Calcutta Sanskrit

College, than whom non© should know bettor, assures mo that he knows
of no similar work. Though deeply conscious of my temerity I am still

more conscious of the need of this type of study. I plead a reverent

desire to appreciate and understand and I shall b© justified if I have
shown the way to those better qualified.

(2) Some ten years ago my friend and teacher. Dr. J. N. Farquhar,

suggested that I should write for one of his series a book on The Hindu
Doctrine of Qod. The attempt to do so convinced me that certain pre-

liminary studies were first necessary. I began with a study of what
is perhaps the most central document for Hindu theology,—^the Vedanta

Sutras, making a translation of the commentary of Nimbarka, which in

its conciseness and absence of sectarian polemic seemed to me unique,

and comparing also the interpretations of Sankara, Ramanuja, Madliva,

etc., with a view to discover, if possible, the original meaning of the

Sutras and to evaluate the whole movement of thought. But it soon

became clear that to do this a preliminary study of the XJpanisad texts

cited was first necessary, and, for one XJpanisad at least, an attempt

at an independent valuation. I chose the Katha as most central to the

development of Hindu theism. I have therefore entitled this book,
‘ A preliminary study in the Hindu Doctrine of God

(3) I have hopes that this study may be of interest to students of

the History and Philosophy of Religion generally. It has also a more

specific purpose. The Seriate of Serampore College, which directs the

studies of all the Theological Colleges in India of University grade, has

prescribed the Katha Upanimd as one of the texts to be studied by

students of the Philosophy of Religion ; it is also prescribed for special

study by those who take Sanskrit, This book has in mind the needs

of both these classes of students. The portion in large typo is more
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especially intended for students of the Philosophy of Religion who may
be ignorant of, or possess a slight knowledge of, Sanskrit. Linguistic

and critical notes intended for those who are making a study of the

Sanskrit text, as well as details not needed by those making a general

study, are put in small type. The Serampore Senate believes that it

is essential that Indian students of Christian theology should be trained

to appreciate India’s great heritage of thought and culture,—^that Indian

Christian thought must be organically and not merely geographically

Indian, and must consciously seek to relate the new to the old. A
deracinee theology, Hke any other rootless plant, can hardly be vital

or vigorous. A truly original Indian development of Christian theology

must of course have its roots in the Christian scriptures and in Christian

experience, but it must also spring from knowledge of and reverence

for all that is true in the religious thought and experience of India’s

past. Hence the prescription of such books as the Kapha Upanisad and the

Glia in a course of studies in Christian theology.

It is my earnest hope that Hindu students also will find this study

of value. They have their own problem of relating new and old, and the

lesson of the Kafka Upanisad is still needed in India to-day.

(4) Not only Indian students but also British and American students

of theology may find this book of value. For those of them who con-

template missionary work in India something of the kind is essential,

and even for those who do not contemplate work in India the study of

certain non-Christian sacred books is necessary for a just appreciation

of religious values and should find a place in every theological curriculum.

The time has surely passed when the mere study of manuals of com-
parative religion could be regarded as sufficient.

2* Scope. This volume consists of {a) an Introduction, (d) the Sanskrit

text of the Katha Upanisad printed in Devanagari, (c) a transliterated

text, (d) an original translation, and (e) a commentary.

() The Introduction is made as brief as possible. Students may, if

they wish, omit it at first reading, since the attempt is made in the

commentary to deal as fully as necessary with all important points as

they arise in the text.

() The text does not pretend to be critical. I have compared the

chief printed editions : A—^the Anandairama edition, B—the Bombay
text of Tukarama Javaji, and C—the Calcutta Bibliotheca Indiea text,

and have noted where they differ. I have also endeavoured in such

eases to take into account the MSS, evidence cited in A, but this is not

of m\ich value. Fortunately the variations are very slight, and in only

one case are they important.

(c) It may seem redundant to print a transliterated text also, but this

has been done for the benefit of students who know little or no Sanskrit.

South Indian students in particular are not usually familiar with Deva-
nagari, but their knowledge of Sanskrit terms in their vernacular enables

them to follow the argument with the aid of a transliterated text. For
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Western students also who are not Sanskritists the transliteration should

b© of help, and may, I hope, lure some of them on to the study of Sanskrit

by making a difficult path somewhat easier.

(d) In the translation I have been tempted by the success of my
revered teacher. Professor A. A. Macdonell, in his Hymns from the

Bigveda, to attempt to indicate the poetry of the Upanisad by rendering

it in a free verse, corresponding as nearly as possible to the original

metres. This, I am afraid, in many cases only means that an anusfuhh

verse is rendered by four octosyllabic and a tristubh by four eleven-

syllabled lines, but as a correct translation has been my first considera-

tion even this measure of adherence to the metre has not always been

possible.

(e) In the commentary I have endeavoured to approach the text

without assumptions, seeking to apprehend the samanvaya, or the

connected meaning of the whole, and guided chiefly by this in the

interpretation of the parts. Eight through I have of course been indebted

to the great commentary of Sankara (A.D. 788-850) from which, wherever

helpful, I have freely quoted. Most later commentators have, however,

been far too dominated by Sankara, and this is true not only of Indians

but also of Europeans like Gough and Deussen, I too started out imder

the guidance of Sankara and Deussen, regarding the Upanisad as a

monistic Vedanta work with certain dualist (Samkhya) and theistic

accommodations, but have been forced to a different conclusion. The
first adhydya is a unity in its thought, and th^second, though probably

somewhat later, occupies substantially the same standpohit. This

standpoint I now view as definitely theistic, sometimes emphasizing the

unity of all in a way that approaches positive or realistic pantheism but

never recognizing the doctrine of illusion, and never therefore teachmg

the negative idealistic pantheism or acosmism of Sankara.

Unfortunately Eamanuja (c. 1050-1137) did not comment directly

on the Katha, but he quotes from it extensively in his great commentary

on the Veddnta-sutras,—the SHbhdsya^ and discusses what is its samanvaya

or connected meaning. I have quoted some of the relevant passages.

On the whole I believe his interpretations are correct, though he is

sometimes too scholastic. I have also consulted and occasionally quoted

the Vedanta-sutra commentaries of Nimbarka (? 1100-1162) and Madhva
(1190-1278). Madhva’s Katha-bhdsya is definitely sectarian and is of

little help for the interpretation of the Upanisad. Belonging to the

school of Eamanuja is the Katlm-bM^a of Eangaramamija, but this is

very late and I have made no use of it.

In conclusion I must acknowledge my debt of gratitude to teachers and

friends who have helped me to gain whatever knowledge I have of Indian

thought, many of whom have read through the present work at various

stages and offered valuable suggestions. My first debt is to two succes-

sive occupants of the Boden Sanskrit,chair at Oxford. It was my privi-

lege to read Sanskrit for two years with Professor A. A. Macdonell, most
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genial and encouraging of teachers, and I have ventured to dedicate this

book first of all to him as a tribute of gratitude from an unworthy pupil.

Professor P. W. Thomas, who has succeeded him, has kindly read

through the manuscript of the Introduction and the proofs of the text

and commentary and given me most generous help. To two other old

Oxford teachers I am also greatly indebted,—to Dr. J. N. Farquhar, late

Professor of Comparative Beligion at Manchester University, who made
such notable contribution to the study of Indian Religion both by his

own writings and by the encouragement he gave to others, and to

Dr. Clement C. J. Webb, sometime Oriel Professor of the Philosophy

of the Christian Religion, for the inspiration of his teaching and friend-

ship. In the land of my adoption I owe most to Principal S. N. Das-

gupta of the Calcutta Sanskrit College, whose erudition I vainly admire

from far but whose friendship has been an unfailing stimulation. An-

other friend whose scholarly judgment and knowledge of philology have
been of help is Dr. R. L. Turner, Professor of Sanskrit in London Univer-

sity. It is impossible to acknowledge all the help received from publish-

ed works but I owe a special debt, which will be evident to readers of the

Introduction, to a fellow-pupil of Professor Macdonell (though even then

far exalted),—Professor A. Berriedale Keith of Edinburgh. To Dr. H. N.

Randle of the India Office Library, Dr. Van Manen of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal and Dr. Adityanath Mukherji, Registrar of Calcutta Univer-

sity, I am grateful for help with literature, and to Dr. Satkari Mookerjee

of Calcutta University and my colleague Professor H. P. Sengupta of

Serampore College, for help in correction of proofs. The mistakes that

remain are my own. If I waited to correct them all this work would
never be published. I send it forth in the hope that through the co-

operation of friendly critics something more worthy may eventuate.

10th January^ 1934, J. N. R.
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INTRODUCTION

TO THE GENERAL READER.

No one can doubt the importance of tbe Katha Vpanisad

in the history of the development of Indian thought,—and

this study stresses its significance and maintains its central

position in that development. But has this ancient scripture

any living meaning for to-day ?

Writing in the Observer^ concerning the opening days of the

World Economic Conference, Mr. J. L. Garvin remarks, The

overwhelming feeling was against that peculiar post-war disease

—

the doctrines of ego-centric nationalism and self-sufficiency.

Signor Jung, the leader of the Italian delegates, coined the

epigram of the week, ' Economic isolation means self-

mutilation ^

But why the qualif3mig adjectives ? It is not only economic

isolation that means self-mutilation. Nor are ego-centrism

and self-sufficiency merely post-war diseases. The Babylonian

account of the Eail says, “Themselves they exalted ”, and the

Buddha depicts the whole world as in the grip of the demon
Ahamkdra (Egoism). It is not new moreover that the demon
should masquerade as divine patriotism, for naked selfishness

can never long deceive. So it cloaks itself with herd-feeling

and takes a fine name. Nineteen centuries ago Jesus Christ

was crucified for sin,—but the particular sin which directly

caused his death was (Jewish) ego-centric nationalism. What is

new, however, to-day, is the world-wide extent of the destruc-

tion wrought by the demon, and the world-wide extent of the

glamour which nevertheless moves men to worship him. So it

needs a World Conference to discover that “ Isolation is self-

mutilation and even then men and nations do not act as if

they believed it. Consequently our modern world, both east

and west, answers very well to the picture of hell drawn in

the Isa Vpanisad

:

“ Sunless, in truth, are those worlds called.

And with blind darkness covered o’er,
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To which on passing forth they go

—

Whatever folk are slayers of the soul.’*

There is, then, no message that the modern world needs

more than the great Upanisad doctrine of Unity (advaita).

He who sees things (men, commimities, nations), as se^aratey

rims to waste after them.’’ '^He obtains death after death,

who sees things as if separate here.”

The disease is patent, what of the remedy ? (Certainly not

in Conferences which in endless tarha (argumentation) seem

only to discover the lowest common measure of our humanity.)

Our first need, so the Upanisads teach, is Vision,

—

Atma-

darsanay—'' to see the greatness of the Self If we have seen

the impotence and futility of our isolated, distracted, ego-

centric selves, then, in our dispair, we need to reahse that the

One Power behind the universe is yet the inmost reality of our

own souls and capable there of His fullest manifestation.

Vision of God, the Highest Self, is the first and most essential

step toward liberation from the obsession of ego-centrism.

Secondly—(and this is the special teaching of the Katlm

U'panisad),—^Vision must lead to Yoga,—^to the yoked life.

The Kafka Upanisad teaches mysticism, but it is a very practical

mysticism. Yoga is in the first place (in St. Paul’s language)

athlesiSy— ‘‘ the athletic life ”, an ordered, disciplined training

of all our powers much more radical than any merely physical

athleticism.^ Men are continually being led astray by uncurbed

instinct or desire for pleasure, and only when ail our powers

are yoked and rightly directed can there be harmonious and
victorious living. Now this first type of Yoga is widely recognised

as necessary, but the problem that has confronted ethics in

all ages is to find power for discipline. The distinctive answer

of the Katha, its message for India and the world to-day, is

that this power can only spring from a higher Yoga,—^the yoga
of communion, the yoking of our individual powers with the

higher, essential Self, which is their basis as it is the ground of

reality of the whole universe.

1 Observer

y

June 18th, 1933.

2 St. Paul does not actually us© aOX-qais but h© uses the verb aSXim and
other words expressing the same idea. See 2 Timothy ii, 3-5 ; Phil, iii,

13, 14; 1 Oor, ix, 25.
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This answer has been widely misunderstood. In India its

effect has been largely nullified, partly through the growth of

a totally different conception of Yoga,—a yoga of suppression

and trance, and partly because the Upanisadic doctrine of

unity has been too often interpreted as a pure metaphysical

monism. But Sankara’s overstress on oneness, which made
him treat all diversity, including human personality, as illusion,

brought its nemesis in a doctrine of two orders of knowledge

which made it possible to acquiesce for practical life in a degree

of diversity in religious and social life (e.g. in polytheism and

caste-division) unparalleled throughout the whole world.

In the West a very different development of thought has

led to very similar practical results. The characteristic teach-

ings of the KatJia Vpanisad are just as essential in Christianity,

and nowhere have they been so powerfully set forth as by Jesus

himself followed by St. John and St. Paul. Christian theology

also gave in more developed form the answ’er of the Katlia

regarding the relation between man and God, though with an

even more radical recognition of the essential sin of ego-centrism

and an attempt, in the doctrine of atonement, to set forth the

historic operation of Divine Grace to overcome it. But European

thought, in large measure, has treated all this as impractical

mysticism.

So ultra-monism and ultra-individualism alike have led to

an agnosticism which treats religion as a matter of the imagina-

tion. Human life, therefore, has ceased to be divinely based,

and, with the weakening everywhere of the ties of custom,

chaos has resulted. I know of no escape save by the rediscovery

of God, not merely as the philosophic Absolute or the transcen-

dent, numinous Other, but as the Spirit,—the very basis of

human personality and its ever-renewing, vitalising power,

{N.B .—The general reader may omit the rest of the

Introduction except the Argument. The student of Indian

religious philosophy may also perhaps, with advantage, read the

Introduction after the Commentary).





INTRODUCTION

GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE UPANISADS.

The Upanisads, their nature and classification.

It is now fairly weU agreed that the word Upanisad is derived

from upa (near) + ni (down) (to sit), i*o.
‘‘ sitting down near

and denotes primarily the sitting down of a little group of pupils

at the feet of their teacher. The name would thus naturally

be transferred to denote the teaching itself thus privately given.

We thus obtain the meaning, '' secret word secret or mystic

meaning or doctrine This is the most usual meaning in the

Upanisads themselves, as for example when Yajhavalkya in

Br. ii. 1. 20 says of the Soul (dtman) from which all powers and

all beings come forth like sparks from fire,
‘‘ Its upanisad

is satyasya mtywm Its mystic meaning is ‘ Reality of

reality’.’’ Thirdly the word is used to denote the books in

which such secret or mystic teaching, handed down in different

schools, was afterward reduced to writing.

The Upanisads are philosophical and mystical-religious treatises

which form what is called the or “ knowledge-

section of the Veda. The earher or karma^Mnda (“ works-

section”) comprises (1) the Samhitds (Hymn-books) or collections

of mantras (mostly hymns in praise of the gods), and, especially

in the Yajur-veda, sacrificial formulae, and (2) the Brahmav.as

(Ritual-books) consisting of directions for the performance of

the sacrificial ritual and explanations of its meaning. There

are thus three divisions of the Veda, (1) Samhitds or Mantras^

(2) Brdhmanus, (3) Upanisads, which ‘‘ may be roughly

characterised as the utterances of poet, priest, and philosopher

Another way of stating it is that the Brahmariaa are ritual

appendices to the Sarnhitas and the Upanisads are usually

philosophical appendices to the Brahmarpas of which they form

a part. Later a fourth division of the Veda,—^the Sutras or

systematised synopses of ritual, ethics, and doctrine, was

added.
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The Veda is also fourfold in another way, consisting of the

RQj Sama^ Yajur, and Atharva Vedas

^

and each of these Vedas,

in its fourfold division of Samhifa, BrdJima'^a, Upanisad, and

Sutra, is preserved in different recensions by various Vedic

schools (Sdkhds or caranas). In the case of the Samhitas these

recensions do not in most cases differ very greatly. In the case

of the Upanisads, however, a number of quite different books

were composed, redacted and handed down in the various

schools.

It is quite uncertain how many books there were which bore

the title Upani^ad Probably more than 300. Narayanans

collection (c. 1400 A.n.), which formed the basis of Colebrooke’s?

contained 52. Prince Dara Shukoh’s collection translated

into Persian (1656-7), and then translated into Latin by

Anquetil Duperron (1801) under the title Oupnehhat^', con-

tained about 50.^ The late Muhtikd Upanisad gives a list of

108 Upanisads, and this is regarded as authoritative in South

and West India. (These 108 have been printed by Tukarama

Javaji, Nirnayasagara Press, Bombay, in what is probably

the most handy edition of the Sanskrit text. Of European

translations Deussen’s, Sechzig Upanishad's des Veda is the

most compendious.)

Though the number of Upanisads is thus vefy large most of

them are comparatively late, as is seen by the fact that they

are sectarian in character. Sankara (c. 800 A.n.) is said to w

have written commentaries on eleven Upanisads, 1. BrJiadd-

raiTLyaha ; 2. Ghdndogya

;

3. Aitareya

;

4. TaiUirlya ; 5.
^

Keua ;
6. Katha

;
7. IM

;

8. ^vetdSvatara
; 9. Mupdaka

;

10. Praina ;
11. Mdyduhya. Sankara did not apparently

write a separate commentary on (12) the Kausltaki (commentary

by ^ahkarananda, c. 1350) or (13) the MahdndrdyaTia, but

he made use of them in his great commentary on the Veddnta-

autras. The addition of (14) the MaitrayaTuya or Maitri

completes the list of what are often called the classical

Upanisads,® i.e, those generally accepted as ancient and
authoritative in the time of the great commentators.® In

addition, even in their time there were a number of later works

(loosely attached to the Atharva-veda) which were regarded as
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having a claim to rank as Upani^ads, and this number has

since been very considerably added to.

Six of the fourteen classical Upani^ads are (mainly) written

in archaic prose, similar to that of the Bralimanas
;
five are

written in somewhat archaic (pre-epic) metre ; and three are

in later, more classical prose. Deussen interpreted this distinc-

tion as chronologically determinative, and in this he has been

very widely followed. Taking his division^ we may classify

as follows :

—

I. Ancient Pbosb Upanisads.

Veda. School. Upanisads.

A. Rg Aitareyin Aitareya

Kau^itakin Kausltahi

E. Sdma Tandin or Kauthuma Ghdndogya

Talavakara Kena
C. Blach Yajwr Taittiriya Taittiriya

White Yajur Vajaaaneyin Brliaddrai^yaka

II. Eably Metrical Upanisads.

C. Black Yajur Kathaka Kaiha

Sveta^vatara Smtdsvatara

Taittiriya MahdndrdyayAX

White Yajur Vajasaneyin lid

D. Atharva ? Saunaka MuTp^ka

III. Later Pbose Upanp^ads.

C. Black Yajur Maitrayani Maitri

D. Atharva ? Paippalada Prairm

? ^annaka Mdndukya

1 For lists of XJpanisads in the various collections, see Deussen.,

S.U.V. 53o ; Farquhar, O.R.LJ. 364.

2 These 14, with the omission of Mahdndrdyai^, are translated in

Dr. B. E. Hume’s “ The Thirteen Principal Upanishads ” (Oxford

University Press), which is invaluable for English-speaking students.

3 We may note that Bamanuja makes use of all 14, Sankara of all

except the Maitri. Sankara also uses subsidiarily the later Atharvap.a

Upanisads, Jabdla and Paifigi; and Bamanuja the Suhdla, CuUJcdf

Jdbdla, and Mahd,

4 See P.U. 23-26.
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Relative date and order of development of the
Upanisads.

The six old prose Upanisads are almost unanimously, by most

European and modern Indian authorities,^ regarded as the

oldest. As to the order of composition among these six, Deussen ^

followed by Macdonell^ and Wintemitz^ ranks as follows^

1. Brhaddranyaka, 2. CMndogya, 3. Aitareya, 4. Taittinya,

5. Kausltaki, 6. Kena. The Katha followed by the ISd

is regarded as the earliest of the next group. Oldenberg^

takes the Aitareya along with the Brliaddranyaka and Ohdndogya

as the oldest, and follows Indian tradition in suggesting that

the Isd should be included in the earliest group. Keith says.

The first place must probably be accorded to the Aitareya

Ara'^yaka in its philosophical portion, that is the first three

sections of the second book, and probably the Aitareya

Upanisad, which fills the remaining three sections of the second

book, is not to be dated later than any of the other Upanisads.

After these must certainly come the BrhaddraTjbyaka Upanisad

in its main portion, books i-iv, and the Ghandogya Upanisad

which is secondary in its versions of matter which it shares

with the BrhaMraTyyaka, Much later and in the following

order come the Kausltaki^ Taittiriya, and Kena,^

Belvalkar, however, dissents from these conclusions, urging

that the merely external difference between prose and verse,

unless used in conjunction with other more vital differences,

does not deserve that exaggerated importance which Deussen

assigns to it ^ He points out ® that while earlier authorities

(including Deussen) have admitted that many of the Upanisads

are composite, they have made very litfcle attempt to separate

the older from the later sections, and this failure very largely

vitiates their attempt to arrange them in chronological order.

He himself, applying stylometric tests and considering mutual

quotation and ideological development, arranges in four groups

very different from Deussen’s. I. Brahmamc, II. Brahmano-

Upani^dic, III, Upanisadic, IV. Neo-Upani§adic.®

^ JEJ,g, Dasgupta, Ranade, Radhakrishnaix.

2 P.U. 23. 8 S.L. 226. 4 GJX. i. 205. 5 L.U. 341.

6 R.P.V. 498. 7 H.I.P. 90. 8 Ibid. xxxv. » Ibid. 136.
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Omitting Belvalkar’s sub-groups, except in group III where

we are most concerned, we may condense as follows :

—

Gboup I. Group II. Group Ill(a). Group III(6). Group IV.

Ait. At. ii. 1-3 lid Katha I. i, ii. Katha II. Gh. vii.

Br. i. 1-3. Bdskala.^ Oh. v. 3-10. Tait. ii. 6—8. ,, viii, 13—15.

Gh, i, ii. Ait. Br. vL 2. „ iii. 7-10. Br. v, vi. 4.

Ait. At. iii. Bt. i. 4-6. Kam. i. Gh. viii. 1-12. &vet. ii, iii, iv.

Tait. L ,, vi. 1-3. Katha. I. iii, Br. ii. 2, 3, 5. Mdyjtd^

Kenaf iii, iv. Gh. iii. Muxid. „ iv. 3-5. Mait. iii-vii.

,, iv. 16-17. S'vet. i. Kaus. ii, iii, iv.

„ V. 1-2. Praina (?). ^vet. v, vi.

Tait. ii. 1-5, 9. Gh. iv, v, 11-24, Mait, i, ii.

„ iii, 1-6. „ vi.

Kena i, ii. Br. ii. 1, 4, iii.

Ghdgaleya.'^ „ iv. 1-2.

Arseya.'^

A systematic chronological grouping like this obviously

requires detailed discussion such as we cannot possibly give

in this brief introduction,—^moro detailed indeed than that

which Belvalkar himself gives. We shall later deal with some
of the points raised when we discuss the date of the Katha.

For the present, we would concentrate attention on what we
take to be the most important point,—^the very different

position assigned to the Yajnavaikya section of the Bfhadd-

raiyyaka (ii. 4, iii, and iv.) as coiSipared with the generally

accepted chronologies given above. Deussen of course holds

that the idealistic monism of Yajnavaikya (which is the founda-

tion of that of Sankara) is the main doctrine of the Upani^ads

in the sense that it was (first) definitely formulated and laid

down, and that other doctrines (pantheism, cosmogonism,

theism), are really deviations from it, caused by the inability

of man to remain on the high level of thought postulated in

the distinction (between empirical reality and the thing in

itself), and by the constant effort to apply empirical categories

1 The Bdskcda^ ^Ohdgaleya, and Arseya Upanisads, previously only

known from their occurrence in the Oupnekliat, have been discovered

and edited by Prof. F. 0. Schrader, who would date them somewhere

between the old prose and the early metrical TJpani^ads. Dr. S. P.

Belvalkar, who has translated them, seems to rank the Bddkala still

higher. This, as well as the position he gives to the lid, may well he

doubted, (See Four XJnpMiahed XJpanisadic Texts, Proceedings of the

Third Indian Philosophical Congress, Madras, 1925.)
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to the thing in itself. Erom the tendency to regard the universe,

however, as actually real and an absolute thing, there grew

up the view that the Atman is the universe which we know,

that is a system of pantheism But this standpoint was also

liable to difficulties : the identity was difficult to hold fast and

gave way to the simpler empirical conception of causality :

the 5tman produces the Universe, and he enters into it with his

self. This doctrine is found, he thinks, nowhere in the BrJiadd-

rm^/yaka^ but in the Chdndogya, the Taittirlya, the Aitareya,

and later. The pantheism thus passes into cosmogonism. The

next stage of thought produces theism : the relation of the Atman
to the soul in man is conceived as no longer one of identity,

but as one of some degree of contrast and independence : the

Atman of the individual is set over against the Atman in its

highest aspect, tentatively even in some old passages, then

definitely and openly in the Katha Upanisad and still more

markedly in the Svetdivatara Upanisad. The road was now
open for the disappearance of the deity (i.e. in the Samkhya)

since the individual souls were now independent entities.’’ ^

Or, if we may sum up in Deussen’s own words, the doctrine

of the Upanisads " begins with a bold and blunt Idealism, and

from thence (by accommodation to popular thought) through

the phases of Pantheism, Cosmogonism, and Theism, it finally

leads to the Atheism of the later Samkhya and eventually to

the Apsychism of early Buddhism

Keith characterizes Deussen’s view of Upanisad development

as a brilliant and attractive theory ”, but “ one impossible

to accept ”. The obvious history of the Upanisads, ” he

says, would suggest that the cosmogonic is the oldest form

of the doctrine of the Brahman or Atman. . . The view of

Yajnavalkya cannot, save by paradox, be deemed the earliest

view or the dominating view expressed in the Upanisads:..

independent and older are the cosmogonic and pantheistic

views which appear in the Aitareya Aray^yaka and in the

Brahmanas, and the dominating influence of the view of

Yajnavalkya ascribed to it by Deussen cannot be established.” ®

1 Keith, R.P.V. 509.
2 Deussen, A.G.P., quoted Belvalkar, H.I.P. 89. See also P.U. viii,

8 R.P.V. 610, 512.
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Even so late an Upanisad as the ^vetdivatara, Keith says shows
no trace of the presupposition of the doctrine of Yajhavalkya :

it is adequately explained as the mere development of primitive

pantheism or cosmogonism When in addition he repeatedly

(in eSect) remarks, The prominence of Yajhavalkya can hardly

be historical one might suppose that he is arguing for the

comparatively late date of this ^^the most characteristically

individual of the doctrines of the TJpanisads

Belvalkar, using very much the same arguments as Keith

reaches the conclusion, “Upanisadic idealism may thus have

come toward the end of the process, and not initiated it

He tries to show that there is a definite and natural evolution

of thought. In groups one and two the interest is centred on

cosmology. In group three there is a double movement, in

one direction toward a more positive theism, in the other

toward idealism. In group four this leads toward negativism

and mdyd-vdda. Keith on the other hand says, An advanced

and profound doctrine may be early in appearance, as Yajna-

valkya’s view in B.A.U.
;
for philosophy does not present any

orderly advance of ideas, and Yajnavalkya was evidently

too subtle for his age, which however was strongly influenced

by views which it could not wholly adopt Of these two

positions we confess that we feel more inclined to Belvalkar’s

with its late dating of the Yajnavalkya but do not feel

competent to decide. But whether he is right in his contention

that chronology and logic have thus joined hands or

whether Keith is justified in his opposite contention, both are

agreed on the main point which we wish to make, namely,

that the theistic (or panentheistic) cosmogonism of the Katha

Upanisad is not a late declension from a pure monistic idealism

(which is to be regarded as the main teaching of the Upani§ads),

but is rather on the central and direct line of Upanisad develop-

ment, which derives from the Vedic cosmogonism and leads

to the CUtd and the Sutras of Badarayana. Conversely, the

idealism of Yajnavalkya, which issued in the absolute monism

1 R.P.V, 524. Keith does not like Deussen distinguish between panthe-

ism and cosmogonism, but regards them as two aspects of one phase

of thought.

2 Ibid, 495. 8 H.I.P. 359. ^ R.P.V. 498 n. 5 H.I.P. xxv.
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of Sankara, is an aberrant development from the main teaching

of the Upani^ads.

It is impossible to give any absolute dates for the Upanisads

but the six early prose Upanisads, in their main portions, the

lia and the first adhydya at least of the Kafha, are almost

certainly pre-Buddhistic and may be roughly assigned to the

seventh and sixth centuries b.o. (See the discussion of the

date of the Katha Vpanisad.)

The beginnings of Indian Philosophy in the Rg Veda.

The common root of religion and philosophy is seen very

clearly in the Eg Veda. Religion is born of the awe and wonder

created in the mind of man both by the splendour and mystery

of the outer world and by the mysterious events and powers

of his own life and being. Philosophy, as Plato said, is also

born of wonder. It is the search for meaning and unity amid

the seemingly endless variety of the world of our experience.

So the Eg Veda is the record of how the Vedic Indians both

wondered and adored, and wondered and sought to understand.

At first all the nature powers which provoked wonder and

awe were regarded as separately existing, and the Vedic Indians

worshipped numerous devas or ‘ shining ones ^ Naturally,

however, the spirits associated with the greater nature powers

were singled out for special worship. The heaven gods (Dyaus,

Varuna), and the sun gods (Surya, Savitr, Mitra, Visnu), the

gods of the Wind (Vayu) and the thunderstorm (Indra, Rudxa),

and the god of fi.re (Agni), thus became the great objects of

Vedic worship. While the Vedic Indians never attained to a

monotheism like that of the Hebrews, or of the Persians under

Zoroaster, nevertheless at a certain time Varuna almost attained

such a position. Por the most part, however, Vedic Hinduism
may be described as polytheism, qualified by what Max Muller

called henotJieism (better Tcathenotheism)^ or the worship of

vfirious gods treating the one who is immediately being praised

as relatively supreme.

Various causes tended to the evolution of a quasi-monotheism

or pantheism from this primitive polytheism. It was natural

that the various devas presiding over groups of natural pheno-

mena should tend to be identified. So the various Sun gods
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tended to be looked upon as one ;
and Fire became regarded as

one deity in three forms and was thus identified with the sun, or

celestial fire, the lightning or atmospheric fire, as well as being

the earthly Fire-god, manifest on the altar and in the homes of

men. Thus the triune Agni was identified with Surya, Savitr,

and all the sun gods, and with Indra, Budra and Vayu, and

all the atmospheric gods. The sun and the fire thus became

the great later Vedic symbols for one supreme numinous or

adorable reality. This process was also aided by the fact

that many of the names of the gods were descriptive, e.g.

Savitr—^inspirer or vivifier; Prajapati—^lord of the people;

Vi^vakarma—^world-maker. The name of one god is therefore

often applied to another and the two tend to become identified.

Philosophical speculation began very early,—how early we
cannot say, and in time it led to philosophical discussions.

We have records of these in the brahmodya, or theological

riddles, with which some of the Brahmins entertained one

another and their hearers when they were assembled for the

great sacrifices.

The Riddle-hymn of Dirghatamas* One example of

a brahmodya which is preserved in the Eg Veda (I. 164.) is the

riddle-hymn ascribed to the rsi Birghatamas. It begins thus

:

1 . Of this love-worthy priest, ancient of days,

Whose middle brother is the hungry-eater.

There is a butter-backed third brother :

Here I beheld the Lord of men with seven sons.i *

One might not guess at first (for the riddle is distinctly ambiguous),

that the Priest and Lord referred to is the Sun (Surya) with his

seven solar rays (the Adityas), his brothers being Lightning and
the sacrificial Fire. The three are brothers since all are forms

of fire,—^heavenly, atmospheric, and earthly,—^the triime Agni.

1 Both the terms used and the construction are more than ambiguous,

and this is reflected in the extraordinary variety of the translations,

Cf. Griffith, Hymns of the Big Vedai M. N. Butt, Bigveda Sarnhitd;

Geldner, Der Bigveda; Regnaud, HEnigma du Big->Veda; and also

Sayana’s Commentary. It has also been translated by Ludwig and
Grassmann, and as an Atharva Veda hymn, (ix. 9 and 10) by Henry and
Whitney, H.O.S., vol. viii, 552-661. For notes marked* see Appendix
V (page 229), where I have attempted to justify my translation and have
also given alternatives.
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The next riddle is easier, plainly referring to the chariot

of the sun with its seTen horses. It is the first chariot-parable

in Indian literature and has a long progeny, through the chariot-

parable of the Koithi to the present car of Jagannath.^

2. They yoke the seven to the one-wheeled car.

One horse, with seven names, draws it along ;

The three-naved wheel is ageless, never loosened.

Whereon depend all these created beings.2*

The seven horses are the seven solar rays, sevenfold yet one

effulgent radiance (or the seven Adityas who are yet one).

The one wheel is time, with three naves or axles,—past, present,

and future (or else, according to Yaska, the year with three

seasons). Again, in verse 11, the sun itself as identified with

the year is typified by the wheel, which is then said to have

twelve spokes (the months), and on this wheel as it revolves

round the heaven stand in pairs seven hundred and twenty

children (the nights and days). The hymn is long and the themes

discussed various, often in riddles too obscure for any certainty

as to the meaning, but the recurring theme which gives a certain

unity to the whole is that of the Sun as the symbol of the
^

manifold yet one, the ever-changing yet eternal reality, the

source of all life and order.

Almost in the fashion of an Upani^ad sage Dirghatamas

questions about the dtman :

4. WTlo has beheld the First one, being born,
Which being boneless sustains what has bones ?

From earth are breath and blood ; where is the soul (dtman) ?

Who may approach a man who knows to ask this ?

Various interpretations are possible, but we venture to suggest

that the verse refers to the invisible soul, which though unsub-

stantial sustains the body, and equates, it with the Primaeval

one which, coming into manifest being, produces and sustains

the world. So he continues :

6, As ignorant I ask of those who know, the sages,

—

Not knowing, for the sake of gaming knowledge,

—

W^at is that One, in form of the unborn,
Who has established firm these six world-regions.^*

tOne should not perhaps stress the point here, but the '' unborn ’’

(aja) almost becomes a technical name for the dtman (both the

individual soul and the supreme Lord) in later hterature.] ^

1 See next page. 2 See Katha ii, 18, Svet. iv. 5, QUd ii. 20, 21,
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The sun is again introduced in v. 7, under the figure of a

bird, as the visible form of the “ unborn This (after various

other figures, including again the sun-wheel, 11-14), leads on

to the parable of the birds on the tree, 20-22, which begins,

20. Two birds, close yoked companions.
Clasp close the self-same tree ;

Of these one eats the sweet fmit,

Uneating the other looks

This is interpreted by Sayana as referring to the two forms of

the dtman, the individual soul and the paramdtman, and is

quoted in this sense by MuTjd^ iii. 1. 1 and iv. 6, and

apparently referred to in Katha iii. 1.

The seer also recognises his kinship with the whole universe :

33. Heaven is my father and begetter : here’s the navel

;

My kin and mother is the spacious earth.

Then comes the verse so often quoted as the real beginning of

Indian philosophy

:

46. Xndram Mitram Varuxbam Agnim dhur^

atho divyah sasuparno Garutnidn :

Eham sad viprd bahudhd vadamti,

Agnim Yamam Mdtariivdnam dhulu

They call it Indra, Mtra, Varuna, and Agni,

And also heavenly, beauteous-winged Garutman

:

The Eeal is One, though sages name it variously,—
They call it Agni, Yama, Matari^van.

The Cosmogonic Hymns of the Tenth Book.

It is in the tenth book of the Rg Veda that its philosophic

ideas are most clearly defined in a number of very striking

cosmogonic hymns. We will concentrate mainly on three of

these which lay the foundation for much of the thought of

the Katha Upanisad, These are (1) The Creation hymn (X, 129)

;

(2) The Hiranyagarbha hymn (X. 121); and (3) The Puru^a

hymn (X, 90).

1 Twenty miles north of Puri is the great Temple of the Sun at

Konarak, built in the form of a stone chariot drawn by seven horses.

The Jagannath car is a development of the same idea. Surya worship

was very prevalent in Orissa, though it is difiScult to say how far it dates

back. It is interesting to note that legend connects the Dlrghatamas

with Orissa, making him the real father of Kak^vat, reputed son of

King KaMga. (See Max Muller, A.S.L. 67.)
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The Creation hymn (Ndsadiya-aukta) is in many ways

the most remarkable hymn in the Eg Veda.

1. Non-being then existed not nor being,

There was no air, nor sky which is beyond it ;

What was concealed ? Wherein ? In whose protection ?

And was there deep unfathomable water ?

2. Death then existed not, nor life immortal ;

Of neither night nor day was any token ;

By its inherent force the One breathed breathless ,*

No other thing than that beyond existed.

3. Darlmess there was at first, by darlmess hidden ;

Without distinctive mark this all was water ;

That which, becoming, by the void was covered.

That one, by force of heat (tapas) came into being.

4. Desire (Mma) entered that one in the beginning,

—

Desire that was the earliest seed of mind.

The sages seeking in their hearts with wisdom,

Found out the bond of being in non-being.

5. Their ray extended light across the darkness

;

But was the one above or was it under ?

Creative fore© was there and fertile power.

Below was energy, above was impulse.

6. Who knows for certain ? Who shall here declare it ?

Whence was it born and whence came this creation 2

The gods were bom after this world’s creation

;

Then who can know from whence it has arisen 2

7. Wherefrom then this creation has arisen.

And whether He has or has not produced it,

—

He who surveys it in the highest heaven,

He only knows, or even He may know not. i

Macdonell says :
“ Apart from its Hgh literary merit this

poem is noteworthy for the daring speculations which foimd

utterance in so remote an age. But even here may be traced

some of the main defects of Indian philosophy,—^lack of clearness

and consistency and tending to make reasoning depend on mere

words. Nevertheless its truly philosophical candour cannot

but command our admiration. Summing up the main ideas,

the hymn says that before the beginning of determinate,

empirical existence the One existed. It was apparently

conceived as Spirit, hence the words, The One breathed

1 Translation from Macdonell, slightly modified by suggestions

from his V.B.S.
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breathless Verse 2 says that nothing else existed, but verse 3

speaks also of primaeval matter, pictured as a dark void or

abyss of waters (note the similarity to Genesis I. 2). By the

power of his own tapas (heat or creative fervour) the One
evolved into determinate being. Desire also (possibly another

name for tapas) is said to produce thought, and this thought or

wisdom manifested in the hearts of sages, enables them in some

degree to understand whence they and the whole creation have

arisen. Yet the writer of the hymn also confesses that all

this is only surmise, for how is it possible to be sure of things

which lie so far beyond determinate knowledge.

The Hymn of the Golden Germ {EimwyagarbM-suUa)-

This hymn is far more definitely theistie than the preceding.

In it the first existent being is called Prajapati. We have here

also the picture of a chaos of waters, apparently created by the

one Lord, but later we are told that He became manifest on
them in the form of a golden germ or egg, from which the whole

universe developed. He is called the one Life or Soul of the

gods [demridm amr eha'b'^), the true and faithful {satya-dJiarmd)

,

who created the world and ever sustains it, the only God
supreme over the gods {devesv adhi dem ehab), the Lord of

creatures {Prajapati)^ giver of life and strength, who rules over all.

1. Hiranyagarbha came in the beginning.

Of every creature bom the one sole Lord

;

The earth he has supported and the heaven ;

What God shall we adore with our oblation ?

2. Who gave the breath of life and vital power.

To whose commands the gods all render homage,

Whose shade is death, and also life immortal,

—

What god shall we adore with our oblation ?

3. Who by his might alone became the monarch,

Of all that breathes, of all that wakes or slumbers,

Of all, both man and beast, the Lord eternal,

—

What god shall we adore with our oblation ?

4. Whose niight and majesty these snowy mountains,

The oceans and the distant streams exhibit.

Whose arms extended are these spreading regions,

—

What god shall we adore with our oblation ?

1 CJ. the Euah EloJiim (Spirit of God) which, in Genesis i. 2, is said to

move upon the face of the waters.
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5. Who made the heavens bright, the earth enduring.

Who fixed the firmament, the heaven of heavens,

Who measured out the air’s extended spaces,

—

What god shall we adore with our oblation ?

7. When the great waters swept the universe.

Bringing the Gferm, also producing fire.

Then He arose, the One Life of the gods,

—

What god shall we adore with our oblation ?

8. Who overlooked the waters in his might.

As they brought power and bore the sacrifice.

The only God supreme above the gods.

What god shall we adore with our oblation ?

9. May He not injure us, the earth-begetter,

He who begat the sky,—^the true and faithful.

He who begat the great and shiniag waters,

—

What god shall we adore with our oblation ?

10.

Prajapati, thou rulest over all,

And there is none in all the world beside thee ;

Give unto us that pray our heart’s desire.

May we become the lords of all good things,^

The Purusa Hymn {Purusa-sukta). The third of the creation

hymns, the Purusa-sukta differs considerably in outlook from the

other two. It repeats in rather more concrete form the idea of the

Hiranyagarbha hymn of a primaeval being, existing before any

determmate existence, and then evolving himself or coming to

birth in the empirical universe. This being is called the Purusa, i.e.

Man or Person, and seems to be conceived as a giant with a

thousand heads, eyes, and feet, who fiUed the whole universe but

extended far beyond it,—the universe being said to be constituted

from one-fourth of his body. Here both the immanence and the

transcendence of the Supreme Being are expressed. The first

stage in creation was apparently the evolution of another being

called Virdj the resplendent which may represent primaeval

matter,—^the waters ’’ of the Hiranyagarbha hymn, but

corresponds better to the Katha Avyakta, (see 132'-’141),^

—

and again Purusa is said to be evolved from Viraj, just as

Hiranyagarbha as the life or soul of the gods and other beings,

was born in the matter of his own creation. The second half

of the hymn seems to express a different view of creation,

representing it as a sacrifice, in which the gods, who strangely

appear from nowhere, offer up the Purusa. The various parts

1 With acknowledgments to Kaegi, R.V, and Peterson, H.R.V.
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of the sacrificial victim produced the parts of the universe.

His head produced the sky, from his feet came the earth, from

his eyes the sun, and from his mind the moon. In this hymn
also we first have mention of the four castes, for we are told

that the Brahmana was created from his mouth, the Rajanya

or K^atriya from his arms, the Vai^ya or agriculturist from his

thighs, and the 6udra or lowest caste from his feet.

1. The Person {Purma) had a thousand heads,

A thousand eyes, a thousand feet ;

He filled the earth on every side.

Yet stood ten fingers length beyond.

2. The Person truly is this all

What has been and what is to be

;

The Lord of immortality,

He was all that which grows by food.

3. Such is his greatness, and yet more,

Than all this is the Purusa

;

All beings are one-fourth of him,

—

Three-fourths immortal in the heaven.

4. For with three-fourths he went on high,

One-fourth of him remained below.

Thence spread abroad on every side,

Over the lifeless and living.

5. From it was Viraj first evolved,

Again from Viraj, Purusa :

When bom he thence stretched far beyond.

Behind the earth, also before.

6. With Purufa as offering,

The gods performed a sacrifice.

Its melted butter was the spring,

Summer its fuel, autumn its oblation.

9. From that oblation fully made,

Were born the Bg ^‘'nd Sama chants,

From it were bom the sacred hymns,

From it was bom the Yajur Ved.

12. His mouth became the Brahmat?^,

His two arms formed the kingly class,

His thighs became the husbandman,

From his feet was the ^udra bom.

13. From his mouth was bom the moon,

From his eyes the sun was bom,
Indra and Agni from his mouth,

While from his breath was Vayu bom.
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14. From his navel was the mid-world {antarihsa)

From his head there rolled the sky.

From feet the earth, from ear came space (diSah)

:

Thus fashioned they the worlds.

Are the Upanisads a direct development of Rg-Vedic
philosophy ?

It is the opinion of some scholars that the Upanisad doctrines

‘‘ were not directly developed from the monotheistic tendencies

of the later Rg-Vedic speculations Some regard them as

an entirely new development, produced by reaction against,

rather than growth from, what had preceded. The theological

interest of the. Vedic hymns gave place, it is said, to the

ritualist interest of the BrdhmaTj^as, in which the sacrifice

became more powerful than the gods, and the thought of the

Upanisads (particularly the doctrine of the dtman) developed as

a revolt, originally particularly in K§atriya circles, against a

ritual which had become arid and profitless. Basgupta agrees

with Beussen and Garbe^ in the former view but dissents

from them in the latter, pointing out that many of the Upanisads

show signs of development in Brahmin circles, not as an entire

revolt from sacrificial ritual to something quite different but

rather by a natural develojDment from the ritual by allegorisa-

tion and meditation upon its inner meaning.

We doubt whether there is such lack of connection as Basgupta

suggests between the cosmogonic hymns of the Rg Veda and

the early Upanisads. It is true that Prajapati-Hiranyagarbha

is not referred to by name in the early Upanisads, but the ideas

of the myths are clearly referred to in vi. 1. 1., Br, i. 2,

i. 4., Ch, iii. 19, Ait, i ;
and, as we have said, underlie the whole

thought of the Katha, This is obvious in sucb passages as

iv. 6, 7, but it is also true of iii. 11, and vi. 7, 8.

(There, in the series Purusa-Avyakta-Mahdn dtman, we have

reference to the One supreme who evolves the other, the many,

which is yet non-different from himself, being an expression of

his own nature, and then entering into it becomes life or soul.

The Samkhya philosophy was probably derived from the ideas

of the Puru^a-Hiranyagarbha myth by looking on the waters

1 Daagupta, H.I.P. 62.

2 Beussen, P.U. Qarbe, Beitr, zur itid. KuUwrgesolmlUe, Iff,
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or primitive matter as independently existing, anci^a’v.’h^ Pnru^a

as first coming to determinate consciousness in the intelligence

(mahat or buddhi) wMch is a product of matter {avyahta).

With Sankara also the supreme is not a conscious person, but

in alliance with an other,—^in this case Ignorance, it becomes
an apparent world-soul or deity. Both of these views are later

distortions of the Aupani^ada teaching which, descending

from the Rg-Vedic hymns through such early Upanisad passages

as those quoted above, finds expression in the Katha and the

Olid in the theistic doctrine of a supreme personal Spirit who
expresses himself in nature, which is his own and not an
independent principle, and in individual souls who are one

with him in that he is the basis of their being and within whom
he dwells as inner guide. But this at present is an anticipa-

tion. We shall recur to it later in due course.)

The Contribution of the Brahmainias ; Dasgupta is right,

however, in his emphasis. Upanisad thought is not merely a

development of the monotheistic tendencies of later Rg-Vedic

speculation. The Brahmanas intervened and their sacrificial

ideas coloured, whether by direct development or reaction, the

whole trend of subsequent thought. In the Rg Veda the object

of devotion was the gods, the sacrifice being merely a means
of expressing that devotion and influencing their will in favour

of the offerer. By the time of the Yajur Veda and the older

Brahmanas the sacrifice itself became the focus of thought and
desire, its correct peiformance in every detail being all important.

Even in the Rg Veda the gods were regarded as nourished by
the sacrifice,—^Indra, for example, is said to have conquered the

drought-demons through the inspiring power of the soma.

In the Brahmanas, however, this idea is carried much further.

The creative activity of Prajapati is represented as exhausting

him, so that his power requires to be continually renewed partly

by his own tapas or asceticism and partly by the food of the

sacrifice.^ Again there are oft repeated stories of how the

gods and the asuras competed for world-power, and how the

gods only won through the correct knowledge of the sacrifice.^

1 (7/. Tdrtdya B. iv. 10. I ; Belvaikar, H.I.P. 66.

2 Kafka iSamhitd, xxii, 9 ; Tait, S, v. 3. 3 ; Tdiidya B. xviii. I, 2.
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4 What woiiQ Ir then if the priests, whose busmess it was to know
the sacrifice, 'soon came to be regarded as exercising compelling

power even over the gods, and the sacrifice itself became a

huge machinery of magic.

But this is not the whole truth. The sacerdotal trade is

the worst enemy of true religion, but even among priests it

can never quite kill devotion. The stories of Puru^a-Prajapati

show that the sacrifice was regarded as having cosmic significance,

and the true priest regarded himself as an ally of Prajapati

in his work of sustaining the universe. Moreover there were

those who not only had fellowship with him in partaldng, with

him, of the renewing sacrifice, but who also devoted themselves

to meditation upon its symbolic meaning. So, as Belvalkar

says, '' It can safely be asserted that among the new ideas

occurring in the TJpani^ads there is hardly one that is not

implicit in and logically deducible from the ideas present in

different portions of the Brahmanas. Thus the continuity of

tradition was maintained
; and this circumstance was given an

outward expression inasmuch as the Brahmanas, the Aranyakas,

and the Upanisads were made to constitute part of one whole
revealed text.’’ ^

The Arav^yaJcas^ or Porest-books ” are appendices to the

Brahmanas. which form a connecting link between them and
.thc"Xrpani§ads. Certain specially sacred rites were performed
not in the village but in the seclusion of the forest, and it

is probable also that for the purpose of meditation on the
mystic meaning of the sacrifice certain priests, and then teachers

and their pupils, would retire to the forest. Others regard
the Aranyaka as the Brahmana of the VdnaprasfJias,—those
who, having served their apprenticeship as Brahmin students
and performed their duties as householders had retired to
the forest for meditation. But, as Keith remarks, this is

Belvalkar, H.I.P. 84.

2 Uxoluding the Bthaddraxtyaha there are only three extant Aranyakas,
the Aiim&ya, Kausltaki or SdnhMyana, and TcdUinya, The Brhadd-
ranydka XJpani§ad is both an Aranyaka and an ITpanisad, and many
Brahmanas and IJpanisads contain portions Aranyaka-like in character
but not formally so called, e.g. the Jaimimya Upanisad Brnfma/^, of
which ihe Kena XJpanisad is a part*
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probably a later conception. No clear line can be drawn between
Brahmanas, Araiayakas, and Upanisads, but the Aranyakas
consist in tbe main of meditations on tke symbolic meaning of

the sacrifice. See, for example the meditation on the meaning
of the asvamedha or horse sacrifice in the opening section of

the BrhaddraTTi^yaha Upanisad, Sometimes such meditations

took the place of the actual sacrifice. “ Suppose ”, asked
Janaka of Yajnavalkya, ‘‘ you had no milk or rice or barley

to perform the agnihotra, with what would you sacrifice 1
”

With fruits of trees or whatever herbs there were.” If

there were none ? ” Then with water.” “ If there were no
water ? ” Then indeed there would be nothing here, yet this

would be offered,—^the truth in faith.” {i§.B, xi. 3. 1.)

There thus grew up the idea of what the Qltd later called

contemplative sacrifices [dhydna- or jndna-yajnas), and with
them the idea of a certain preparatory moral and ascetic dis-

cipline was specially associated. This idea later finds expression

in the great teaching of Ghora Aiigirasa to Kr^na Devakiputra

(which may be the original germ of the Oita), which interprets

all life as a sacrifice. “ When a man (who is a sacrificer)

hungers, thirsts, and abstains from pleasure, that is the diksd

(initiatory rite) Austerity (tapas), liberality, uprightness,

harmlessness, truthfulness,—^these are the gifts for the priests.”

This idea of discipline, taught in connection with the con-

templative sacrifices, was not however new. As Prajapati

practised tapas so ought the sacrificer, and this not merely in

the sense of physical asceticism : even as early as the Samhitas
of the Yajur Veda stress is also laid on a certain mental dis-

cipline. So the whole idea of Yoga, which the Kafha, a Yajur
Veda Upanisad, is the first to teach in any systematic way,
may be traced back to the passage which both the KdthaJca

and Taittinya Samhitas and a number of Brahmanas of the
Yajur Veda quote from Eg Veda v. 81, 1 :

“ The sages of the great wise Sage (i.e. Savitr or Prajapati)

Yoke their minds and yoke their thoughts.”

And the whole object of the sacrifice is said to be that

—

With mind well yoked are we.

By the inspiration of God Savity,

With strength for gaming heaven.”
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The new element in the Upanisads : Salvation by
knowledge of the Brahman-Atman.

But while it is true that there is a continuity between the

Brahmanas and the Upanisads (and a Yajur Veda Upanisad

like the Katha emphasises this), nevertheless those who see in

the Upanisads a reaction against Brahmanic ritualism are also

right. It is very evident that there were many who, like the

Hebrew prophets, felt an unbearable dissatisfaction with the

whole sacrificial system and radically revolted against it, seeking

in knowledge a way of deliverance. As the commentators on

VeddnixL‘Sutra iii. 4. 9 say, '' The rsis descended from Kavasa

said. For what purpose should we study the Veda ? For what

purpose should we sacrifice ? Knowing this indeed the ancient

ones did not offer the Agnihotra.” It is also clear from this

passage that the knowledge which they sought was not merely

knowledge of the Veda but something new ;
and that new

knowledge was kirowledge of the Brahman-Atman.

In one sense neither of these ideas were new,—^both can be

traced in the Samhitas and find a place in the Brahmanas.^

But the emphasis of the doctrine was distinctly new, so that

we may say that, while the Upanisads teach a Nature-mysticism

derived from the Vedic hymns, and a Sacrificial-mysticism

derived from the Brahmanas and Aranyakas, their distinctive

doctrine is Atman- or Soul-mysticism : since it is at the centre

of our inner being, in the Soul, that they find the secret of the

universe.

The word Brahman”^ in most of its occurrences in the

Rg-vedic Hymns clearly means prayer ”, usually in an

objective sense, i.e. the sacred word (mantra), and hence it

comes to denote the Vedic hymns themselves and then their

sacred potency. In the Atharva-veda the word first means

prayer or magic spell, and then the mysterious power of which

these are the expression. As such is it repeatedly coupled with

1 So Keith ;
“ It is impossible to deny that the Atman-Brahman

doctrine has a long previous history in the Brahmanas and is a logical

development of the idea of unity of the Bigveda (B.P.V. 494.)

2 For a discussion of the derivation and original meaning of brahman

see Keith, R.P.V. 442^.; Belvalkar, H.I.P. 346jgf‘.; Hfilebrandt, E.R.B. ii.

796-9; Hertel, IF. xli.
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tejas and tapas (brilliance and heat, i.e. energy) as though

practically synonymous. It supports the earth, causes the

ground to produce life, shines in the sun and fire, and ‘‘ into

it all the gods are woven As in the Rg Veda the brahman

is specially associated with Brhaspati or Brahmanaspati,

—

“ the Lord of prayer who is personally called the brdhmaT^

or priest and impersonally the brahman or sacred energy of

the gods, so also in the Atharva-veda it occupies a similar position

toward Prajapati, called also Virdj, Prdrt^a (Life or Spirit),

and the Brahmacdrin (regarded as a personal form of brahman).

Sometimes the personal is given priority and the brahman ia

said to spring from Prajapati, and sometimes the impersonal

is put first and the brahman is said to sustain the Highest

Lord.^ What has been said of the A.V. applies also to the

early Brahmanas. There Prajapati occupies without doubt the

position of supreme Creator-god, but more and more Brahman

comes to the fore, not merely as a power attached to prayer

or sacrifice, gods or nature, but as the highest principle of the

universe, the mysterium tremendum, the one mysterious, supremely

great and adorable reality.

A passage in the Kena Upanisad seems to preserve the

memory of the gradual supplanting of the Vedic nature-gods

by the one supreme Brahman. There Brahman is represented

as appearing to the gods as a mysterious stranger. They deputed

Agni to find out who the wonderful being was. The stranger,

however, took the initiative and asked Agni, “ Who are you

and what power have you I am Agni ”, he replied,

and can burn up anything The stranger put a straw

before him and said, “ Burn that ”. Agni tried with all

his might but could do nothing. Vayu was next sent. He,

boasting of his power to blow away everything, was challenged

to blow away a straw : but his stormiest winds could not move

it. Indra the thunderer then rushed toward the strange being

but it disappeared before him. Uma, the daughter of Himavat,

then appeared, and Indra asked her, “ What is this wonderful

1 A.V. xi. 5. 24: (Bloomfield, H.A.V. 217).

2 Contrast A.V. xi, 5 and xix. 53. For other references see my
lecture on The concept of Brahman in the Atharva Veda,
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being ?
” “ It is Brahman ”, she said ;

“ In this victory of

Brahman, exult ye Brahman is thus seen to be that supreme

Being through 'whose power alone the gods enjoy greatness, and

without which they can do nothing. As Katha 'vi. 3 says,

“ Through fear of Him Agni doth burn,

Through fear of Him Surya gives heat,

Through fear Indra and Vayu both.

With Death as fifth, speed on their way.”

The Upani^ads do not deny the existence of the Vedic gods any

more than did Xenophanes those of the Greeks but they are

reduced to the rank of dependent nature-powers. Some rsis

however, like the radical Yajhavalkya treat them very freely.

“ How many gods are there Yajnavalkya ? ” asked ^akalya.

He first gave the traditional answer, 3,306 divine powers, 33

gods. But when further questioned he said successively 6,

3, 2, and lastly one only. “ What is that One God ?
”

Prdnia ” (Life-power), said he, Men call him Brahman, the

Yon (Br. hi. 9.)

This Upanisad doctrine of Unity, it cannot be too strongly

insisted, is not a mere metaphysical speculation : those who
thus regard it entirely fail to grasp its value. As against the

popular polytheism and materialism it is a liberating gospel.

As a imity only it rriust be looked upon.

This undemonatrable, enduring Being.

He obtains death after death.

Who views things as if separate here. {Br, iv. 4. 20 ; 19.)

As water rained upon a height

Buns various ways among the hills,

So he who views things as diverse

Distractedly runs after them. (Katha iv. 14.)

Moreover, though often abstractly stated, it is not to be regarded

as merely abstract Unity. It has supreme numinous value,

it is a divine Unity
;

and, as Professor Otto has pointed out,^

this numinous value persists even in interpreters like iSankara

who, formally, state it most abstractly. Western scholars

have often gone astray through failing to do justice to this

aspect. ^

The Upani^ads begin then, with what has been called a

1 This is an etymological pun, and is probably satirical.

2 Otto, M.E.W. 103, 112, 145J.
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naturalistic pantheism, or more accurately, with the conception

of a unitary divine world-ground realistically viewed as the

basic substance and productive, sustaining, immanent energy

of all things
;
and when they attempt to define it they do so

naturally first of ail in terms of one or other of its most striking

manifestations. Thus, frequently in the Brahmanas, and

occasionally in preliminary stages of Upani^ad discussions, the

sun, the fire or ahdsa (space or ether) are said to be Brahman*

Very striking is Bharadvaja’s statement in the Arseya Upani-

sad,^ That light which shines in yonder orb, incessantly

throbbing, glittering, flaring, throwing brilliant shimmer and
suffusing all, that is my Brahman, none can transcend its

greatness.’’ Equally striking is Gautama’s reply, ^'You are

then merely worshipping what is only the greatness of that

other Brahman which is within this (sun) as the ' Golden

person, golden haired, and golden bearded, resplendent even

to the finger-tips’” (quotation from Gh. L 6. 6). Here we
have not a return to the Vedic worship of Surya-deva, but the

purusa (person or spirit) in the sun is taken as a symbol of

Brahman. A further step is taken in the “ instruction of

the fires ” to Upakosala {Gh, iv. 11->13) where the teaching is

first given that Brahman is the person in the sun, the moon
and the lightning, but Satyakama, his guru, then told Upakosala

that the fires had only told him Brahman’s environment but

he would teach him something deeper. “ That person who is

seen in the eye, He is Atman ,
—^that is Brahman.” {Ch, iv. 15.)

The concept of the Atman was probably originally deve-

loped independently of that of the Brahman. The etymology

of the word has been a matter of much dispute, but the most

usually accepted view is that put forward by Bohtlingk-Eoth

who derive it from a?^=to breathe, and it is almost certainly

cognate with the old High German dtum, ‘^breath” (Anglo-

Saxon, sefm
;
Modern German, dt&m)?

Deussen points out that it is often found in the Eg Veda (especially

as the reflexive pronoun, “ one’s self ”), in the form tman, and

suggests that dtman is a euphonic expansion. He regards it as

meaning, “ This I Keith, however, points out that dtman certainly

does in four places in the JRg Veda mean “ wind ” and normally means
‘‘ the breath of life Also that it is far easier to derive the meanings.
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“ self ”, “ body ”, and the use as reflexive pronoun, from ‘\wind ” or

“ breath ” than vice versa.

Atman, then, seems to have originally meant wind or breath,

and then life, soul, self or essential nature.

Older words than diman to express the same idea were Asu

and PrdTpa. So, in Rg x. 121. 7, Hiranyagarbha is called

the one asu (life-breath or spirit) of the gods Much more

frequently however, prana, the commonest name for the life-

breath, is used to denote the chief principle of the universe.

Atharva Veda xi. 4, for example, is a hymn to Prdrpa, described

as both the roaring wind and the supreme spirit of the universe,

Vird^ (the lustre), Desfr (the guiding power) and Prajdpati

(the Lord of all creatures). A theme which continually recurs

in the Brahmanas, Aranyakas and earliest Upanisads is the

dispute between the devas for precedence (see e.g, x. 3. 3

;

Jaim. U.B. iv. 11*-13
;
Ait Ar. ii. 1-3 ;

Br, i. 3 ; GL L 2).

Here the cosmic deities are equated with the prain^as, i.e. the

life-powers or faculties of man, and the muhhya-prd'i^a or

chief life-breath is said to be the uMha or chief principle

both of man and the universe. In Ait. Ar. iii. this chief

prana is called purusa, and just as all the cosmic powers and

all the human functions had each its prdo^a or vital power

so they are now said to have purusas,—whence we now read of

^Hhe person in the sun’^ “the person in the eye’’, etc. Ait.

At. iv. makes a similar identification of the chief prdrija with the

diman, and henceforward the term prdr\^ tends to be dropped

in favour of purusa or diman.

Notes to previous page.

1 See Belvalkar, Four Unpublished Upamaad Texts, 18.

2 It has been suggested that dtman may also be cognate with the

Creek dr/ios (smoke, vapour), and the Homeric dvTfiijv (breath).

This however is very doubtful. XJhlenbeck (Etymologuches Worterhuch

der alUndischen Sprache) denies any connection. Boisacq (Dictimaire

etymologiqure de la langue-grecque qv. aTfids) notes that it is doubtful

whether the a is long or short. If long drfxos^iderfxos (from

Sk. av or vd, to blow), and is not connected with diman. If short there

may just possibly be connection with dtmcm. dvrfjL'qv he connects with

derfids, and so not with dtman. Prof. R. L. Turner doubts the con-

nection of dtman with either of these Greek words. All of these authorities

however, agree on the connection of d^an with dtum.
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The term Furusa goes back to the primseval cosmic
'' Man ” or '' Person of Bg Veda x. 90, who through his self-

sacrifice created the universe. The etymology of the word is

uncertain, but the conception is clearly anthropomorphic,

originally denoting man with all his bodily attributes. Then
secondarily it was used to denote the inner or essential man,

—

the soul. But still the term denoted something more concrete

than ^rdiia or dtman, Kafha iv. 12 seems to be the earliest

mention of the angtLstha-mdtra pumsa or thumb-sized person
’’

dwelling in the human heart, yet the conception must be much
older, probably prehistoric. Later, through purusa in many
cases being used as practically equivalent to 'prdim (as indicated

above), and so used to denote powers or functions, it tended to

become depersonalised in meaning
;
yet the suggestion of con-

crete personality, which was part of its original meaning, seems

to have persisted at least on the fringe of its connotation

(and so could be revived by the author of the Katha and those

who followed him).

At present our aim is to show the related growth of the ideas

of purma and dtman in the early Upanisads. The myth of

creation given in the Puru§a-sukta is repeated in Atharva x. 7

and vi. L 1. In it all the worlds, the gods and orders of

men are formed from the various parts of the primaeval Person.

The sun came from his eye, the moon from his mind, fire from

his mouth, etc. In Ait, L we have a development of the myth.

There we are told that the gods or nature powers when thus

created found no fitting home. Hence the creator led a human
person to them. Pire then became speech and entered his mouth,

the sun became sight and entered his eyes, the moon became

mind and entered his heart. The creator (here called Attnan)

then himself entered the man and thence looked around on all

beings. He saw nothing as different from himself. He saw

this very person as veriest Brahman.’’ Here we see the

development of a doctrine which goes back to the H3nnn of

Dirghatamas as well as the Purusa-sukta. There, as we saw,

the sage said, ‘‘ Heaven is my father, earth my kin and

mother All the parts of the world (the macrocosm) were thus

recognised as standing in a relation of kinship with man (the
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microcosm). Hence, in a different sense from Protagoras, it

wae recognised that “ Man is the measure of all ttiiugg or,

as Br. i. 4 says in its aocoimt of the atma purtisavidhah
{“ Self in the form of a person ”) from whom the world evolved,

—

“ One should worship with the thought that He is just one’s

self, for this self is the footprint {padamya) of the All, for by it

one knows this All

The identification of the Brahman with the Atman.
We have advanced, then, from the conception of the prdy,a

or “ breath ”, which is the life-principle or spirit both of man
and the universe, to that of the anfardtman purusa (“ person
who is inner-self ”) who is called prai^asya dtmd (“ the soul of

prdya ”)
;
and from the old mythic conception of the cosmic

“Man” to the more spiritual aupanisada purusa (“person
taught in the Upani^ads ”), who is identified with the dtman
(Br. iii. 9. 26) and who is in Br. ii. 1. 16 called the vijndnamaya
puru$a,—“ the person who consists of intelligence What we
have said involves implicitly (and in the quotation from Ait. i. 3.

13, exphcitly) the identification of this puru§a or dtman with
the Brahman. Let us however trace the process a little further.

The second adhydya of the Brhaidray.yaka Upani^ad com-
mences with an interesting dialogue between the learned and
proud Brahmin, Balaki Gargya, and AjataSatru, TCiug of KaM.
This dialogue is interesting from two points of view. In the
first place we see the Brahmin, who came to the king to teach
him the nature of Brahman, unable to do so, and becoming in
his turn the pupil of the king. In the second place we notice
that Balaki in his conception of the Brahman sets forth the
view of naturalistic pantheism, which, as we have seen, was
probably the first stage in the development of the idea,

Ajatalatru, on the other hand, while admitting all that Balaki
says, shows that it is quite insufficient. Balaki has defined
the Brahman first as the person in the sun (dditye purusa).
Then successively as the person m the moon, in lightning, in
space (alcdia), in wind (vdyu), in fire (agni), in the waters

; also

as the person in the mirror, in the shadow, in echo and in the
body. The king says in reference to all these, “But is that
aU 1 ” When Balaki confesses that he can go no further, the
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king first, according to the parallel version in the KausUaki

U,, says, He who is the maker of all these persons, He verily

should be known Then Ajata^atru took Balaki to a sleeping

man whom he thus addressed, 0 great one with white robes !

Soma ! Kiog ! —and thus woke him. The king then asked,

When the man was asleep, where was the intelligent person

{vijndnamaya purusa) and whence did he come back ? ” Balaki

did not know. Ajata^atru then said, When the man slept

the intelligent person, having drawn in the prdr}m (i.e. the

senses), lay in the ether within the heart
;
there enjoying bliss

he was at rest. . . .Just as a spider sends out its threads and

sparks come forth from fire, so from this Self come forth all

vital powers {praims), all worlds, all gods, all beings. Its

secret name {upanisad) is satyasya satyam (the reality of the

real). The pranas are satyam (real). He is their satyam,

This is one of the most important passages in the Upanisads.

Balaki in his exegesis of Brahman sets it forth as pantheistic

world-ground. To the king, however, this is misleadingly

inadequate. If one would come to any adequate comprehension

of Brahman it is best known as intelligent Spirit, the enduring

upholder of one’s own psychic existence. It is the Soul or

Self {dtman), and this Self is the source of all existing things.

They are real, but only because it constitutes their reality.

We see then, as Deussen says, that *'A11 the thoughts of

the Upanisads move round two fundamental ideas. These are

(1) the Brahman, and (2) the Atman. As a rule these terms

are employed synonymously. Where a difference reveals itself.

Brahman appears as the older and less intelligible expression,

Atman as the later and more significant
;
Brahman as the

unknown that needs to be explained, Atman as the known
through which the other unknown finds its explanation

;

Brahman as the first principle so far as it is comprehended in

the universe, Atman so far as it is known in the inner self of

man.’’ ^ We have already given several examples but perhaps

the most explicit of all is the ^dydilya-vidyd 0,B, x. 6. 3 and

Ch, iii. 14) where it is first stated that, '' This whole universe

is Brahman ” {sarvam hhalujidairi hrahma), and then it is said

^ Deussen, P.U. 38.
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that this Brahman is to be identified with the self within,

—

“ This soul of mine within the heart, this is Brahman ’’ {esa

mey^dtmd^antar-hrdaye^etad brahma).

If then ”, says Deiissen, we hold fast to this distinction

of the Brahman as the cosmical principle of the tmiverse, the

Atman as the psychical, the fundamental thought of Upani§ad

philosophy may be expressed by the simple equation : Brahman

=Atman. That is to say,—^the Brahman, the power which

presents itself to us materialised in all existing things, which

creates, sustains, preserves, and receives back into itseh again

all worlds, this eternal, infinite, divine power is identical with

the Atman, with that which, after stripping off everything

external, we discover in ourselves as our real, most essential

being. ” ^ It is this identity of the Brahman and the Atman
which is expressed in the great sayings, tat tvam asi (*' That

thou art ”, Oh. vi. 8 . 7) and aham brahmdsmi I am Brahman ”,

JSf. i. 4. 10),—^the central texts of the Vedanta philosophy.

Here we must pause to discriminate. What has happened so

far is that two diverse and in some degree independently

developed conceptions, the Brahman,—^the power behind the

universe, and the Atman,—the inmost reality of the individual

soul, have been brought into relation, and the Brahman, the

world-ground, is viewed as world-soul. But the word dtman

is ambiguous, since it denotes both the individual and the

supreme soul. If we distinguish between Atman as supreme

Soul and atman as individual soul [pva) by the use of a capital

for the first, then it is clear that the Upani^ads teach Brahman=
Atman, but do they also teach Brahman=Atman=atman ?

This of course is Sankara’s interpretation. He takes the

statements “ That thou art ” and I am Brahman ” q^te
literally as the statement of a pure identity. In reality there is

only one Soul, though to the unenlightened, under the sway of

avidyd (ignorance) and mdyd (illusion), there may appear to

be many. Deussen also, though in some points he dissents

from Sankara’s exposition of the Upani^ads, agrees with him

in the main, and says that their central doctrine is a daring,

uncompromising, eccentric idealism (comparable to that of

1 P.U. 39.
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Parmenides) This earliest and most fundamental teaching

he finds in the Yajnavalkya discourses of the BrhaddraTyyaha,

Now these do undoubtedly teach that the Atman is (1) the

one knowing subject, (2) which is itself unknowable, and (3)

which is the sole reality (the world being the apparent projection

of its thought). “ That Imperishable is the unseen seer, the

unthought thinker. Other than it is none that sees, other

than it is none that thinks.’’ ^ ‘‘ Thou canst not see the seer

of seeing, thou canst not think the thinker of the thought,

thou canst not know the knower of what is known.” ® ‘‘ Where
there is duality, as it were, there one sees another, there one

knows another. But where everything has become just one’s

own self, whereby and whom should one see ? whereby and

whom should one know? ” ^

“ These three thoughts ”, says Deussen, '' are the kernel of

the Upani§ad teaching, and with it became permanently the

kernel of the entire religious and philosophical belief of India

In a sense we may give a qualified acceptance to the latter half

of the statement, since the Yajnavalkya doctrine was the basis

of that of Sankara, and Sankara’s interpretation, till recently,

commanded the assent of probably three-quarters of the thinking

minds of India. Nevertheless Deussen unwittingly uses the just

word when he himself describes it as an “ eccentric ” idealism,

since it is a departure from the central line of Hindu thought

which is seen, we hold, in the Katha, the Olid, and the Sutras

of Badarayana (most truly interpreted by Ramanuja and

Nimbarka). With regard to the Upanisads we have already in

our discussion of their relative date and order of development

shown reason to doubt whether the Yajnavalkya sections of the

Bfhaddraryyaha were either so early, so central or so influential

as Deussen supposes. He himself is compelled to admit that

if the Yajnavalkya teaching is the kernel of the Upanisads, it

had (from the point of view of a subjective idealist) a very

thick husk.® Further, that even in the Yajnavalkya sections

the idealist position is not consistently upheld, lapsing into a

pantheism which was perilously close to theism when he des-

cribes the Atman as the antarydmin or inner ruler.'^ Further,

1 P.U. 399. 2 Br. iii. 8. 11. 2 Br. ui. 4. 2. ^ Bf, ii. 4. 14.

5 P.U. 400. 6 p’xj. 400. 7 P.U. 405, 175-6.
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lie admits that Yajhavalkya’s views found the consciousness

of his contemporaries already occupied with traditional views

to which they had to accommodate themselves.^ Chief among

these traditional views was the pantheistic or quasi-theistic

view of the Brahman-Atman as the evolver and ruler of a real

universe which, we maintain, is the direct outgrowth of the

teaching of the Samhitas, the Brahmanas and the Aranyakas.

The individual soul : Among these traditional views which

were accepted by the majority of the Upanisad thinkers, was,

we hold, the belief in a plurality of real souls or selves. It is

true there is no insistence on this doctrine in the early Upani?ads,

and at first sight one might suppose that the one Soul theory

was far more widely accepted than is really the case. But

that was just because the belief in a plurality of souls was

so widely and so imphcitly accepted as to render such teaching

unnecessary. All the insistence is therefore upon the unity of

the one supreme Self, who is the constitutive reality of the

world and of individuals. As we have said before, the doctrine

of unity is preached as a liberating gospel. Later, however,

when the one Self theory had been sufficiently accepted to

make such teaching necessary, the early metrical Upanisads

definitely teach a plurality of individual immortal souls. This

is not a new teaching as some (e.g. Stoherbatsky,^ Jacobi^)

suppose,—^it was only a statement of what had long been

implicitly accepted.

We repeat then that the central doctrine of the Upanisads,

This Atman is that Brahman ”, means that self-consciousness,

our awareness of our own iimer-selves, is a revelation of the

nature of Brahman,—the supreme, adorable reality, in that He
too is essentially Atman,—^the supreme Self. But this is

different from saying, as Yajnavalkya and Sankara do, that

there is only one knowing Self who is both subject and object,

for that involves that the Self is unknowable,—that the Self-

knowledge which the Upanii^ads teach must above all be sought,

is reaUy unattainable.

1 P.U. 401.

2 Stcherbatsky : The Central Gonoeption of Buddhism, 69ff.

2 Jacobi : Die Entwicklung der QoUesidee bei den Indem, 19fE, For
an account and criticism see Keith, R.P.Y. 545ff.
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Do the Upanisads teach that the Brahman-Atman is

knowable ?

We have already very largely answered this question, but

must press it further and sum up. We have said that the

central thought of the Upani$ads is that Brahman is to be

known as Atman. So Deussen rightly says, “ The general view

that lies at the basis of the Upanisads is that Brahman is an

object of knowledge “ The Atman should be seen, com-

prehended, reflected on.’’ {Br. ii, 4.) ''The Self... that is

what we should search for and endeavour to know.” (Ch,

viii. 7. 1.) The very object then of the Upanisads is to com-

municate the knowledge of the Brahman-Atman as a means

of salvation, and so they are said to teach the judna-marga,

the way of salvation through knowledge.

If we ask what are the attributes commonly ascribed to

Brahman, conceived as the reality of the universe and essentially

Atman or Self, the orthodox answer is summed up in the word

sacciddnanda {sat^cit^dnanda, i.e. real existence, intelligence

and bliss). This word does not occur in the older Upanisads

but the ideas which it expresses are found in Br. iii. 9. 28, where

Yajhavalkya says, " Brahman is knowledge and bliss
”

(vijndTiam dnandam Brahma)^ and in Tait, ii. 1, where we read,

" He who knows Brahman as reality, knowledge, infinite

{satyam jmnam anantam)^ he obtains every wish together with

the intelligent Brahman Tim latter passage occurs at the

opening of a section called the ATiaTida-valll in which the whole

stress is upon the supreme bliss of Brahman, so that it is a

natural conjecture that for anardam we should read dnaTidam,

Ait iii. takes intelligent consciousness {prajndm) as the essential

attribute of Brahman, called intelligent Self (prajndtman) and

says, " Ever3rthing that heart and mind are,—sensation, percep-

tion, discrimination, conception, understanding, insight, resolve,

thought, imagination, feeling, memory, volition, purpose, life,

love and will,—all these are names of intelligent consciousness

On the other hand, as we have seen, Yajnavalkya in the

BrhaddraT^yaka, in teaching which reminds us of Kant’s doctrine

of the transcendental self, asserts that just because the Self is

1 P.U. 74.
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the knower it caiinot be known. Over and over again it is

said, '' That Self is not this, not that {neti, mti) ”
; and since

there is no duality it is impossible to know it
;
yet at the same

time it is said, Lo verily, it is the Self that must be seen,

thought on, pondered on. Lo verily, in the Self’s being under-

stood, this world-all is known ” (iv. 6. 6.), and in iii. 8. 10,

Yajnavalkya says, Verily, 0 Gargi, he who departs from this

world not knowing that Imperishable, is pitiable

Sankara’s answer to this puzzle is his doctrine of the

two orders of knowledge,—empirical {vydvahdriha) and ultimate

or transcendental {^dramdrtliiha), corresponding to which there

are two forms of Brahman,—^the higher (para) or unqualified

{nirgu'^) Brahman^ and the lower {apara) or qualified {sagwjja)

Brahman, The lower Brahman is knowable, and all the pas-

sages in the Upani§ads which speak of Brahman in positive

terms as world-soul, or psychical principle, or God, Sankara

takes as referring to the lower Brahman only. This lower

Brahman, though called limra (Lord or God), is only empiri-

cally real (i.e. as real as the world of our sense-experience),

but from the deeper (pdramarthiha) point of view he is an

illusory being, due to the imposition of a principle called Avidyd

or Mdyd upon the real. The only real Brahman is the higher,

who is one and without attributes (an undifierentiated unity)

and therefore unknowable. So, though Sankara applies to

Brahman the epithets sat, cit, dnanda, he explains the latter

two away, speaking of ananda as the mere absence of sorrow

bliss without the fruition of happiness ”) and regarding

cit as abstract intelligence or knowledge, denying that Brahman
is a knowing Self.

It is perfectly clear, however, that there is no mention of

Avidyd or Ajndna (in the technical sense of a cosmic principle

of Ignorance) in any of the older Upanisads, nor yet of Mdyd
in the sense of illusion. JSTor is there any support for Sankara’s

doctrine of the two orders of knowledge or the two forms of

Brahman, which, if imposed, distort the sense of the Upanisads.

It is true that there are different ways of conceiving Brahman
and Bf, ii. 3. 6 does speak of two forms of Brahman,—^the

formed {murta) Brahman which is empirically knowable, and
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the formless {amurta) which is not an object of emimical know-

ledge. But though Sankara claims the support of this passage,

the distinction between the two forms here described and those

of Sankara is evident. For the murta brahman is just the uni-

verse of which the formless Brahman constitutes the Reality

of reality {saiyasya satyam). We shall see in our commentary

to what desperate expedients of exegesis Sankara has to resort

to maintain his position. As Keith says, his whole attempt is

a clever tour de force without final validity, and its ingenuity

is as great as its improbability

The Mysticism of Yajnavalkya. It may further, I

think, be said that while Sankara’s teaching was based upon

Yajnavalkya’s it does not quite correctly interpret what

Yajnavalkya was trying to express. It is difficult to discern

in the Yajnavalkya passages any consistent philosophy, but

it is evident that his epistemological agnosticism was coupled

with and subservient to a mystical religion,—he denies an

intelleetual understanding of a Self but seeks for an intuitive

immediacy of apprehension. As a man in the embrace of a

beloved wife knows nothing within or without, so this person,

when in the embrace of the intelligent Self, knows nothing

within or without. Verily that is his (true) form, in which

his desire is satisfied, in which the Self is his desire.” (Br.

iv. 3, 21.) Specially interesting is the passage in which he

teaches that while those who trust in the intellect cannot

attain Brahman, yet there is an apprehension of his being by

those who are childlike. ‘‘ Therefore let a Brahmin, flinging

away learnmg, take his stand on childlikeness ”, though even

in that he is not to trust, nor in any state, but in the Self alone.

(J5f. iii. 5.) Moreover it is through quietening the strivings of

the will and the empirically directed intellect that the condi-

tions are realised for the being of Brahman to shine clearly

within the individual soul. Therefore having become cahn,

subdued, quiet, patiently endming and collected, one sees the

Self jnst in the self ” (iv. 4. 23).

The purpose of Upanisad anti-intellectualism* We can-

not treat in detail the teaching of the other Upanisads, but

1 R.P.V. 608.
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a study of the lid and Kena (which devote special atten-

tion to this subject, and which stress the need for knowing

Brahman yet assert that He transcends knowledge), shows

that their polemic against knowledge is not based upon any

metaphysical puzzle but upon a view of religious knowledge

which should be quite familiar to Christians. There is (1) a

sense of the uniqueness and surpassing greatness of the Supreme,

which makes his apprehension quite distinct from that of

finite, empirically discerned objects ; (2) A Socratic (as Christ-

taught) humility,—a realisation of ignorance, coupled with

earnest search and childlike teachableness
; (3) A realisation

that while Brahman is uhknowable in the sense of unfathomable,

incomprehensible, He may yet be apprehended, and so truly,

though partially, known, by those who truly seek. The Katha

adds the thought (found also in the GMndogya and Taittinya),

(4) that the nature of religious truth is such that a teacher is

necessary to impart it ;
and goes on also to add that (5) the

ultimate source of illumination is Divine grace.

The teaching of the Katha, though at first sight somewhat

contradictory, is quite clear and consistent, not being com-

plicated by the metaphysical puzzle of the unknowability of

the knower. It first, like most of the Upanisads, emphasises

the mystery and wonder of the Supreme being. '' That which

is hard to see, entered into the hidden, dwelling in the deep,..

.

whom many cannot even hear of, whom many even hearing

do not know.’’ In characteristic Upanisad language, also,

the antinomies which perplex human reason when it strives

to understand Him are set forth. Less than an atom, greater

than the great.” Sitting He travels afar, lying He goes

everywhere.” He thus transcends the limitations of space

and time, and yet is “ Lord of the past and the future ” and

evolver and grade of a real universe. He is proclaimed by the

Vedas as Brahman, and the sacrifices are means to his partial

attainment, but He is above all to be recognised as the Self,

‘‘ set in every creature’s heart Yet though so near He is

not accessible to the senses or to the unaided intellect, Not
by reasoning is this thought obtainable.”

For in the first place moral preparation is necessary.
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Who has not ceased from evil ways.

Who is untranquil, unprepared,

And he whose mind is not at peace.

By knowledge cannot win to Him.

In the second place a spiritual teacher {acdrya or gum) is

necessary. Save by another taught there’s no way thither.”

This follows from the very nature of spiritual truth, which is

not a doctrine communicated through words but a light of vision,

which requires a receptivity, an attitude of faith, wMch can

best be communicated from one person to another. But the

guru’s work, though so important, is only preliminary. As in

Christianity the Divine vision which brings salvation can only

be the work of Divine grace.

Not by instruction may this Self be gained,

Nor intellect, nor by much acripture-learning ;

Whomso He chooses, by him He may be gained.

To him this Self reveals His own (true) person.

Less than an atom, greater than the great.

The Self is hid in every creature’s heart

:

The unstriving man beholds Him, freed from sorrow.

Through the Creator’s grace he sees the greatness of the Self.

Very definitely then the Kafha Upanisad teaches the knowability

of the Self, It is true that,

Not in the range of vision stands His form,

By outward eye no one soever sees Him.

But it is none the less true that for one who seeks in the right

way.

By heart, by thought, by mind. He is apprehended

;

Those who know Him thereby become immortal.



SPECIAL INTRODUCTION TO THE KATHA
UPANISAD.

^
The Katha Upanisad, as its name implies, belongs to the

^ Black Yajur Veda school of the Kathas or Kathakas, and was

almost certainly composed in the original home of that school,

the Kuru-Pahcala country (the Agra-Delhi district).

According to Patanjali,^ the rsi Katha, the traditional

founder of the school, was a pupil of Vai^ampayana. The

Kathaka school now finds its chief home in Ka^mir, and the

commentary on the Garaijba^vyuha ^ describes how, on the

separation of the Black Yajur Veda schools, the Kathas and

Katha-Kapisthalas spread in the Panjab and Kasmir, the

Maitrayaniyas in Gujarat, and the Taittiriyas in the South,

while the White Yajur Veda school of the Vajasaneyins spread

to the North-east (Kosala and Videha, the home of Buddhism).

The original home of aU of them was however the madhya-deSa

or Kuru-Pancala country. The Taittinya Samhitd, Brahmap^,

and Aranyalca, continually address themselves to the Bharatas

or Kuru-Pancalas
; the Bdmdyana (ii. 3. 16) describes the

Katha school, together with the Taittiriya, as being in Ayodhya
;

^

and Uddalaka Aruni, from whom the father of Naciketas is

supposed to be descended, is described in xi. 4. 1, as a

Kuru-Pancala Brahmin.

In the Black Yajur Veda there are normally no separate

Brahmanas, the prose explanations of the ritual not being (as

in the case of the White Yajur) separated from the Samhil^s.

The Kathaha Bamhitd therefore has no Brahmana. In the

Taittiriya school, however, in addition to the Brahmana material

in the Samhita, there is a supplement dealing with certain

sacrifices omitted in the Samhita and this is caUed the Taittinya

Brahmami. Macdonell considers that the last three sections of

Book iii. of this Brahmana (as well as the first two books of the

Aranyaka) origiaally belonged to the Kathaka school. The
difierent origin of these parts ”, he says, is indicated by the

absence of the change of y and v to iy and uv respectively,

which otherwise prevails in the Taittinya Brahmapu and

1 MahdR}hd^a oa Panini iv. 3, 104.

2 See Keith, Veda of the Blmh Yafur School^ xcii. ^ ihid, xciii.
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Aranyalca, ^ In one of these Kathaka sections, Tait. B. hi,

11, by way of illustrating the significance of a particular fire-

sacrifice called Ndciketa, the story is told of a boy, Naciketas,

to whom the sacrifice was first revealed by the god of the dead.

On this story is based the Katha Upanisad,

The Integrity of the Katha,

() The Katha Upanisad is divided into two adhydyas, each

of three vaMs. That the two adhydyas were once distinct

units, or rather that the first adhydya formed a complete

Upanisad to which the second was later added is shown by :

—

(1) The two summings up and phala4rutis (declarations

of the result of the teaching) in iii. 16, 17 and vi. 14, 16.

(2) The absence of quotations in the first adhydya as

against their comparative frequency in the second ; among

the latter also are quotations from the first adhydya.

(3) The orderly development of the first adhydya con-

trasted with the comparative absence of plan in the second.

(4) The completeness of the first adhydya in itself. The

second makes a new beginning and repeats certain of the

teachings of the first, though with difierences.

(5) The greater development in the conception of Yoga

found in the second adhydya, and the use of technical

terms like indriya-dhdrayd, apramatta
;
there is develop-

ment also in theology, e.g. the conception of the sarva-

bhutdntardtman, which imphes the antarydmin doctrine,

and in eschatology.

() There are also small later additions to the Upanisad,

thus formed.

(1) vi. 16, 17, and vi. 18 are clearly two later appendices.

(2) i. 16-18, may be a later insertion, though this is

doubtful.

All these parts, however, form a remarkably coherent whole

so that it is possible for Oharpentier to argue for the unity of

the Upanisad by saying that the phala-imti verses, iii. 16, 17

are apparently a late addition, and therefore do not in the

slightest degree prove that the original Upanisad was at an

end here

1 S.L. 212. 2 Indian AnUgmiry, Dec., 1928, p. 229.
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Eelvalkar,^ on the other hand, maintains that the Upanisad

is rather more composite than we have suggested, the original

Upanisad consisting of valUs i and ii only, mill iii being added

after some considerable interval and adhydya II {vallls iv~vi)

again after rather a shorter interval. This, as to the compara-

tive gap between the three parts, does not agree with his

table of grouping, which puts a large mass of Upanisad material,

including practically the whole Yajhavalkya section of the

Bfhaddranydka, between Katha I and II, and very little between

I. i, ii and I. iii. It is true that the third valU forms a

characteristic whole, which shows distinct advance in thought,

but it also completes the argument of the first two vallls and

Belvalkar has shown no adequate reason for separating it.

(A possible reason however is given on page 48.)

The Date of the Katha.

<a) Points of contact with Buddhism.

(1) Oldenberg^ argued that the Katha must be pre-Buddhist

because of the very close similarity between the story of the

temptation of Gautama the Buddha by Mara and the story of

the temptation of Gautama Naciketas by Mrtyu told so vividly

in the first valll of the Upanisad. Keith ^ says that this ignores

the fact that the story is already found in the Taittinya

Brahma'^, This, however, is not the case. The Naciketas

legend of course dates back to the Brahmana, which establishes

its general priority over the Buddhist legend, but the story of

the temptation of Naciketas occurs for the first time in the

Upanisad.

(2) The prevalence of Ndstika-vddins^ i.e. those who reply
“ ndsti ” He does not exist to the question as to what
happens to a man after death (see Kafka i. 20), has been taken

by some to be an evidence of post-Buddhist date. Here, it is

said, we see the influence of the Buddhist doctrine of anattd

(an-'dt'man),—^the denial that man has an immortal soul. But
though Buddha might say of himself as enlightened, Rebirth

has been extinguished, after this life there is no beyond

1 H.I.P. 92, 135. 2 Buddha, (Calcutta, 1927), 63^8. 3 B.P.V. 602.
^ Sermon in the Deer-Park, Mahdvagga i. 6, 46.
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he does not seem for the ordinary man to have denied a

transmigrating entity, and Anoka’s edicts show Low prevalent

the hope of heaven was among the early Buddhists. Later

Buddhist thinkers might draw the logical conclusion from the

Master’s teaching, but Buddha himself was said to have for-

bidden his disciples to dwell on the view, I have not a self ”,

just as on the view I have a self Certainly the early

Buddhists would have repudiated the title ndstika-mdin, for

the term is found in Buddhist literature applied to such

materialistic teaching as that of Ajita Kesakambalin.^ His

was a doctrine of sceptical materialism directed both against

Brahmanic ritualism and the doctrines of harman and the

dtman. To all he said, '^Ndsti^\—“there is neither fruit of

good or evil. A human being is built of the four elements.

When he dies earth returns to earth, the fluid in him to water,

the heat to fire, the breath to air, the indriydni or faculties into

space. Eools and wise men alike on the dissolution of the body

are cut ofl, are amiiliilated
;
after death they do not exist

We find his teaching set forth among the views of contemporary

philosophers given by Ajatasattu, King of Magadha, as reported

in the Sdmanna-phala-sutta,^ He was thus, if this tradition

is correct, a contemporary of the Buddha, and this date, the

latter half of the sixth century b.o., when such doubts were

prevalent but before Buddha’s own teaching had spread, is a

possible date for the composition of the first part of the KatJia

Upanisad. Arguing on this ground alone a century later would

of course be equally possible, as Buddhism does not seem to

have spread in the Kuru-Panoala country, the probable place of

composition of the Upani§ad, for some considerable time after

Buddha’s death. In any case the argument from silence is

precarious ; the only point we are entitled to make is that as

there is no trace of Buddhist ideas in the first adkydya of the

Katha there is nothing to make a pre-Buddhist date impossible,

Charpentier ® views the matter differently. “ To me ” he

says, “ it appears that the surroundings are entirely the same

that we meet with in the old Buddhism. The question put to

Yama in verse i, 20, is exactly the same as that repeatedly

1 Belvalkar, H.I.P. 462, Basgupta, H.I.P. 80.

2 Dlgha Nikdya, ii. 3 Ind, Ant, Nov. 1928, p. 207.
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pnt to the Buddha, viz. ' does the Tathagata survive after

death, or does he not survive V In v. 11-12 duTikha and

suhha seem to have the same sense of ‘ unrest ’ and ' rest

'

that they have in Buddhist philosophy, as is proved by

Professor Stcherbatsky ;
sdnti is just as well Buddhist as

Upani^adic, etc. It thus seems probable that our text belongs

to about the same time as the oldest Buddhist texts—^perhaps

the fourth century B.o.—and that it originated in the same

spiritual surroundings as did these works.” The argument is

very shght. It is really a matter of impression. (Also

Charpentier does not distinguish between the two adhydyas.)

Even when we come to the second adJiydya there is no clear

indication of contact with Buddhist thought. Even the use

of the term a^ramatta (vi. 11), may be perhaps sufficiently

explained by reference to the undistractedness in meditation

which Ohdndogya i. 3, 12, says is necessary to fulfil one’s desire.

But I cannot resist the impression that the stress on apramdda,

vigilant concentration, in the Buddhist discipline as reflected in

the Dhammapada^ and its importance in the Yoga discipline

of the Kafha and Mup^daha (as later in the Yoga-sutras) are

not unconnected. The mention of apra7ndda as one of the

three most important ethical requisites in the Bhagavata

rehgion, as seen in the Besnagar pillar inscription, and the

fact that the dhamma of A^oka which consisted in vigilant and

unremitting unselfish exertion might equally be characterised

by the same term, seem significant of the spirit of the age.

{h) The Metre of the Katha.

An argument for a comparatively early date is afforded by

what Keith calls the really antique character of the metre ”

of the Katha^ Kena, and IM as compared with the Epic or

with such early Buddhist texts as the Sutfa-Nipdta, ^

Stcherbatsky ^ seems to take the metrically pre-Buddhist

character of the Katha for granted, but Keith points out the

difficxdty of comparison with texts written in a different

language (i.e. Pah) and Charpentier that here pre-Buddhist ”

can only mean pre-A^okan Keith says that a more secure

standard of comparison is with the Bfhaddevatd, which is

with much plausibihty assigned to the fourth century b.o.

and suggests that the metre of the Katha is older.
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(c) Quotations by the Katha.

(1) A comparative study of the common and similar passages

found in the Katha and other literature brings out very strikingly

the originality of the first adJiydya and its difierence from the

second. Apart from the quotations from the Taittinya

Brdhmana with which it begins, I have not been able to trace

any clear quotations. It is true that the saying Anaudd ndma
ie lokas (*' Joyless surely are those worlds i. 3a) occurs

also in Br. iv. 4. 11, but one would judge that it was a com-

mon saying, describing the penalty for various offences (i.e.

He will certainly go to hell who does so and so Katha

i. 8 also contains some phrases which are found almost

identically in Bf. vi. 4. 12 and the idea behind is similar. But
Br, vi. 4 is an appendix to the XJpanisad, which, though it

contains much ancient Vedio material, is in its present form

certainly later than the Katha, (Belvalkar calls it Neo-

upanisadic.) We are, I thiulv, justified in saying that Katha I

contains no quotations from other Upanisads.

(2) The second adhydya of the Katha, however, quotes several

times from the Vedic Samhitas, at least four times (possibly

nine) from the Brhaddray^yaka, once perhaps from the Taittirlya,

and possibly refers to the KavMahi. Its appendix, vi. 16

is quoted from the Ghdndogya (viii. 6. 6).

Katha iv. 5b. —vr, Br, iv. 4, 15b, Katha iv. 13d. = B.r. i. 5. 23d.

iv. 5ed. = Bf. iv. 4. 15cd. 99 V. 2. = By, iv. 40. 10.

» iv. 8. = Sdma, i. 2. 3. 7. „ = TaiL S. i. 8. 15.

?> iv. 9ab. = Atkarva, x. 18. 16. „ V. 7d. c/. Kaus, i. 2.

93 99 = Br. i. 5. 23ab. 99 V. 9b. = Bg, vi. 47. 18.

99 iv. 9c. =:or. Br. ii. 6. 15. 99 99 = Br. u. 6. 19.

99 iv. lOcd. = Br. iv. 4. 19od. 99 vi. 3. =vr. Tait. ii. 8.

99 iv. llab. Br. iv. 4. 19ab. 99 vi. 14. = Br. iv. 4. 7.

99 iv. 12cd. s= Br. iv. 4. 15cd.

With regard to the metrical portion of Br. iv. 4 (even by

Deussen admitted to be late) it is not clear whether this is

prior to the Katha,

^

or whether it is (as Belvalkar holds) largely

1 R.P.V. 502. 2 C.C.B. 68.

3 I Started out with the presupposition of the priority of the Bfhadd-

ranyaka, even in its metrical portions, and the commentary sometimes

betrays this. I have moved more and more however toward Bolvalkar’a

view that the Kafka i«5 here prior.
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made up of quotations from the Kafka and the Isdy or whether

there was a common store of verses which teachers of different

schools felt free to use and adapt. Leaving these Br, iv. 4

passages aside it is curious how little definite quotation from

Upani^ad sources remains. Two of the four remaining Br,

passages are originally quotations from the Samhitas. The

passage sa evadya sa u Svak {Br, i. 5. 23d=Z‘a^M iv. 13d) also

occurs in the Br, as a quotation from another source, but I

have not been able to trace it. Tam devah sarve arpitds {Kafka

iv. 9c.)=(«;r.) asmin dtmani sarve devak samarpitdh {Br, ii. 5. 15)

is the residuum of what seemed at first sight such an impressive

list of quotations from the Brhaddrai/^yalca. It is quite possible

therefore that the author even of Kafka II made no direct

use of the text of any other Upanisad.^ On the other hand it

seems quite clear that he was in touch with the school of thought

represented in the Brkaddraryyaka, Among the most charac-

teristic doctrines of the Yajnavalkya section is that of the

antarydmin or Inner-controller, who dwells in fire, wind and sun,

in the breath and bodily powers, and also in mind and under-

standing, and yet is other than all these. “ He is your Soul,

the Inner-controller, the Immortal/’ {Bf. hi. 7.) Our author

does not use the word antarydmin, but he speaks of the antardt-

man (Inner-soul) who is also eJco vail (One controller), immanent
yet transcendent, in very similar terms. It seems clear that

he knew and used Yajhavalkya’s conception, adapting it so as

to bring out more clearly its theistic nature.

1 Re the verse in common with Tait. there is really nothing to show
that the one Upaniaad quotes the other.

Notes on page * 2 R.p.y. 500. 3 H.T.P. 95.

4 and Sveta^vatara parallels with Kafha.
Mutikd, i. 2. 8. =t?r. Kapha ii. 5. Svet, ii. 9. c/. Kapha iii. 3.

ii. 1. 2. c/* iii. lib. „ iii. 13.ab.= 99 vi. 17ab.

ii. 1. 4. fi/. V. 9c. „ iii. 13.ed.=: 99 vi. 9cd.

ii. 2. 10. = V. 15. iii. 20. =vr. 99 ii. 20.

iii. 2. 3. = » ii. 23. „ iv. ll.cd.=vr. 99 i. 17cd.

iii. 2. 8. >9 vi. 8. „ iv. 20. :=vr. 99 vi. 9.

99 vi. 12. =:vr. 99 v. 12.

iii. 1. 1 = iv. 6.* „ vi. 13.ab.= 99 V. 13ab.

99 vi. 14. =
99 V. 15,

(Keith quoting this parallel says,
“ Mun^. apparently uses ^vet

But there is nothing to show this.)
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{d) Quotations from the Katha.

Keith says that the lid is clearly dependent on the Katha

and cites iM 8 of. Katha v. 13. The case cited is not clear,

but lid 4, 5, and 6, 7, may be dependent on Katha ii. 21, and

iv, 6, 12, Belvalkar holds that Mui^daka is intermediate

between Katha I and Katha II, holding that Mwpd, ii, 2. 10

is more original than Katha v, 15.® Here we dissent. The

Mm^daka, though probably not much later than Kcdha II,

quotes from and is dependent on both sections of the Katha,^

The ^vetdivatara also is clearly dependent on both Katha I

and II, It is probably somewhat later than the Mwpdaha,

its theology and its yoga showing much more advance on the

Katha than does the Muydaha, Then, in order, probably come

Mahdndrdyay^, Praina and Maitri, the last of which very

freely quotes the Katha and expands some of its ideas.

The Oltd has a specially close relation to the Katha Upani§ady

being virtually an expansion of the parable of the chariot.

Not only does it freely quote from the Katha, but it uses its

characteristic phrases and adopts and develops its characteristic

thoughts.® It is also clearly dependent on the Svetdivatara.

5 The Gita is dependent on the Kafha in the following passages :

Qitd Kapha Gttd Katha

ii. 19, 20, on ii. 19, 18. xi. 53, 54, on ii. 23.

ii. 29 „ h. 7. xih. 31-33 9t V. 11.

hi. 42 „ hi. 10, 11. XV. 1 99 vi. 1.

viii. 11 „ h. 15. XV. 6 99 V- 15.

Compare also the following phrases ;

Qitd Katha

Ndyam loko ^sti na 'parah. (4. 40) Ayam loho ndsti parah. (2. 6)

Prdk icmra mmohsai^L (5. 23) Prdk ^anraaya visrasah, (6. 4)

Hanta ie haihayi^ami. (10. 19) Hanta te^idam pravaksydmi (5. 6)

Tad dkdmaparamcm mama, (8. 21). Tad visnoh paramampadam, (3. 9)

Yaidamparamamguhyam, (18.08). Ya ifnamparamamguhyam, {Z. 17)

mad-bhaktesv ahhidhasyati, irdvayed brahma'-sarnsadi.

Here we have not only obviously reminiscent phraseology which shows

a very close acquaintauoe of the O^tdJedra with the Katha, but, allied with

it, conscious development of the thought which can surely leave no doubt

which way the dependence lies. Yet only ten years ago Sir S. Badha-

krishnan could write, “The Katha Upani§ad.. .quotes freely from the

Bhagavadgita ”, and append a note, “ Some scholar.; are inclined to the
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Conclusion

:

The first adhydya of the KatJia shows close acquaintance

with the inodes of thought prevalent in the Brahmanas and no

trace of acquaintance with Buddhist thought, though a strong

interest in the problems which moved men during Buddha’s

time. Spite of its metrical form all the evidence goes to favour

a fairly early date, though it obviously does not belong to the

earliest group of Upanisads. All this suggests a date some-

where about 550 to 500 b.c.

In the third valll, however, we have hints for the first time

of a new development of thought,—^there is explicit recognition

of a distinction between the individual and the supreme soul,

a doctrine of yoga, and a suggestion of a distinction within

the Supreme being which provides a basis for theism.

These hints are taken up and developed in the second

adhydya, and then in the Mu7)daha and ^vetdsvatara Upanisads,

and the movement of thought culminates in the theology of

the Gita,—^the doctrine of Krsna as the Highest Person; of

Brahman or the alcsara avyahta (eternal unexpressed) as his

higher nature, the basis of individual souls and their goal and

abode when saved by grace; and of the world as a lower

expression of that same nature. The linkage is clear and the

whole movement of thought may not have required more than

a century.

Katha and GUd (continued from premous page).

view that the Katha is older than the Grita ”. (I.P. vol. I, 142.) Indian

opinion is curiously inclined to cling to the antiquity of the even as

against other idstras. Even Principal Dasgupta, who in the first volume

of his H.I.P. could write, “ Though we may be slow to believe such an
early date as has been assigned to the Bhagavadgltd by Telang (4th century

B.o.) yet I suppose that its date could safely be placed so far back as

the first hah of the first century b.o. or the last part of the second

century ” (p. 421) now, at the end of his second volume, suggests that

it was pre-Buddhist. But the discussion of this subject demands another

volume—^from him.

(Re the relation of the K<Uha and the Q^td, students may further consult

Prof. D. S, Sarma’s excellent little book, The Kapha and the Gita, Madras,

1932.) Also for a description of the age and circumstances in which the

Gita was probably written, the chapter on “ The Age of the Gita ” in the

Introduction to his Bhagamd Oita,
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The Katha then is linked with the Brahmanas on the one

side and with the Oitd on the other. Intermediate is the third

valll which is part of the first adhydya yet is the fountain-head

of the new development. (It is for this reason, no doubt,

that Belvalkar suggests an intermediate date for its composition.)

As to the date of the Oltd there is still much uncertainty, but

all the evidence (summarised in the Introduction to Hill^s

BMgavadgltd^ 1-18), suggests that on the one hand it is post-

A^okan and on the other not much later than the Ghasundi

and Besnagar inscriptions, ie. 230 to 150 b.o.

If then we may venture to suggest dates which fit the evidence

we have been trying to summarize.

Katha 1 may have been composed about 500 b.c.

„ 1 Hi {if separate) „ „ 400 „

„ II » „ 350-300 „

Mun^ha „ „ 280 ,,

J§vetdsvatara „ „ 250-200 „
The Oltd „ ,5 200 „

But there are so many elements of uncertainty that all this is

still tentative.

The Argument of the Katha.

Caveat. A synopsis, if it is not a colourless list of headings, is necessarily
also an interpretation. For its justification and also, in places, for material
for quite different interpretations, the reader is referred to the
commentary.

Valll I. The story of Nacihetas in the house of Death.

1-9. To keep his father’s word Naciketas goes to the house

of Death, where for three days he remains unfed. To atone

for inhospitality Death offers him three gifts.

10-11. For the First Gift he chooses return to his father.

12-19. For the Second Gift, knowledge of the Naciketa

fire-sacrifice, leading to immortality.

20-29. For the Third Gift he chooses knowledge concerning

the meaning of “ the great Passing-beyond Death tests

Naciketas by offering instead all that men usually value,

—

sons, wealth, power, long life, and every kind of pleasure.

Naciketas rejects them all, for in the presence of Death he has

seen their vanity. He asks again therefore to know the secret

of what lies beyond death.
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VaMi II. Deaths teaching concerning Immortality,—the dis-

cernment and attainment of eternal reality.

1~6. There are two ways,—the way of knowledge and of

good, and the way of ignorance and pleasure. Men, deluded

by the fair shows of life and grasping at fancied gain, fall into

a childish materialism which is the cause of their slavery to

death.

7-11. Wonderful and hard to comprehend is the supreme

Reality,—unattainable indeed by human reasoning. Such

knowledge can only be imparted by a true spiritual teacher to a

fit pupil. Yama therefore accepts Naciketas as his disciple,

but recognises that in one respect he is superior to himself.

For Yama, through sacrifice, has obtained the sovereignty of

heaven, while Naciketas is ready to surrender all wealth,

heavenly as well as earthly, that he may know ultimate reality.

Verses 12 and 13 begin the instruction. The reality

Naciketas seeks is very deeply hidden, yet through adhydtma-

yoga (spiritual yoking, or meditation on the inner self) its

divine nature may be realised. Apprehending it as Spirit a

true inquirer like Naciketas attains that which is of supreme

value.

14. That is what I want, said Naciketas. I do not ask

about religious duties or merits, or their results, I seek to

know that which is deeper than all the happenings of time. Tell

me about eternal Reality.

15-17. In the first place, replied Yama, eternal Reality is

symboHsed by the word Om which is, or represents, th®

imperishable Brahman,—^the supreme goal, the supreme stay

of all, and the only source of true greatness.

18-20. Now look within. Birth and death are only bodily

changes. There, at the centre of your being, in the undying

Soul, is eternal reality. There in your own heart you may,

hy Divine grace, have a vision of the greatness of the Atman,

—^your own self, yet the Self of all, and so may be delivered

from all sorrow.

21-25. Yet how may the Self be gained ? For ordinary

men with ordinary methods He seems a baffling enigma.

Keenness of intellect, scripture learning, rehgious instruction,
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all these by themselves are vain. But to the purified, tranquil,

collected soul the Supreme Soul, in grace, manifests himself.

Other men, no matter what their social or supposed religious

status, are but the food of Death.

ValU III. The Parable of the Chariot^ teaching adhydtma-

yoga,—the yoking of the soul with the eternal reality which is its

basis.

1-9. The third mill begins by distinguishing two souls,

called shadow and light {i.e. the individual and the supreme

souls). The relation of the two, and the way by which the

individual may yoke all his powers for the attainment of the

highest, are set forth in the parable of the chariot.

The individual soul is lord of the chariot of the body. Its

active powers (the indriyani or “ senses pictured as horses)

may be potent for good or evil. Only when well yoked and

controlled by mind and reason can they be guided to the right

goal (described as ‘‘ the highest place of Yi^nu ”). Here then

we are introduced to the way of Yoga defined later as indriya-

dMrand,— control of the senses ”, i.e. to the yoga of discipline.

10-13. The next section seems to teach a higher yoga,—the

yoga of communion. Reason, the charioteer ”, is a faculty of

the dtman,—the individual soul, called great ” because it is

lord of all the faculties. But the soul can only rise to the

height of its powers and effectively control the senses ” when
it realises that it is the expression of a deeper principle,—^the

divine nature or energy called Avyakta (“ the Unexpressed ”),

the ground both of the world and of all individual souls. Still

more ultimate is the Pumsa, the highest SeH or Person

14, 15. This way which goes beyond all outward, empirically

describable things, beyond our finite separate personality to

the eternal ground of all being, is said to be “ sharp as a razor’s

edge Yet for keen, earnest souls it leads beyond death to

immortality,

16, 17. Here probably ended the original Upani^ad, and

these two verses describe the result of its recital. (But it raised

problems concerning the nature of the Self and the meaning of

yoga, which a later teacher sought to solve, possibly with

reference to discussions in other schools of the Yajxir Veda.)
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ValU IV. The need for Inner Vision, hading to the perception

and attainment of unity.

1, 2. Our normal vision is outward, tlirough the senses to

the world : but a certain sage (possibly Naciketas) desiring

immortality turned his vision inward and saw tlie Self.

3-5. What is meant by the Self ? Verses 3 and 4 define

it as the perceiving and knowing subjeet. But the experiencer,

called in verse 5, dtman jiva, the living soul ”, is not a mere
individual. It is one with the eternal Lord, and knowledge of

this truth strips away all fear.

6-9. Verses 6-9 quote or refer to a number of Vedic mantras

which show that the One Lord, who has entered the human
heart as the soul, is also the universal Soul, from which all

creation has sprung. He is the supreme life-power, worshipped

in the sacrifice through the sacred fire. He is seen also in the

sun, which like all nature powers has its being in Him.

10, 11. All beings then, ultimately regarded, are one, and it

is failure to realise this unity which is the cause of death.

12, 13. The human soul was popularly supposed to reside

as a “ thumb-sized person ” m the heart. Yet the inner person
is not to be viewed as a separate individual, for it is one with the
eternal Lord.

14, 15. So, it is repeated, failure to perceive unity leads

to distraction and waste. Perception of unity leads to unity.

ValU F. The Inner-sonl, immaneni yei transcendent.

1-8. The Lord of the city of the body is also immanent
Lord of the world. He is eternal Brahman yet as individual
soul He dwells (like a dwarf) in human bodies. As such He
is subject to transmigration, which is determined by knowledge
and deeds. His essential nature as Self is seen in that He is

eternally conscious even in those who are asleep. He is also
the Brahman, the eternal world-ground.

9-11. He is, then, the Anta/rdtman,—the one Inner-soul of
aU beings. Like air and fire he is immanent and all-pervading,
enwrapped in every form ”, Yet He is also transcendent

:

none can fully express Him. He also transcends the sorrow
and imperfection of the world, being like the sun, which reveals
the faults in visible things but is itself untainted by them.
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12-14. As Inner-Soul He stands within the individual soul,

and they are truly wise who direct their vision within and find

Him there. Such vision alone brings enduring joy and peace.

But how is such vision possible. Only as He himself shines

into the seeking soul.

ValU VI. The way of adhyatma-yoga further expounded.

Verses 1-3 begin by comparing the world to an inverted

pipal tree, whose unseen root is Brahman. He is the mysterious

awful living energy from whom the universe originates and

whom its powers must ever obey.

4, 5. Through knowledge of Him a man is saved and fitted

for higher life. Such vision is possible in all the worlds through

which the soul may pass in its long transmigration, but nowhere

is clearer vision possible than here and now, within one’s soul.

6-8. In order to obtain this hberating vision a man must

penetrate within to the inmost recesses of his being ; beyond

the senses and instincts, beyond mind, beyond reason to the

great soul. Beyond that also to its unexpressed basis (the

Avyahta). Beyond that to the highest Person (Purusa).

9-13. That Person, being all-pervading and bodiless, can

never appear to outward vision, yet by heart and thought

inward apprehension is possible. The senses and mind must be

withdrawn from outward objects, even reason must cease to

strive, and, with all one’s powers held in control, one must

vigilantly concentrate all one’s attention within. To do this,

faith in the existence of the inmost Person is first necessary,

but this leads on to immediate experience in which his inner

being, which transcends all description, is made manifest.

14, 15. Thus all the knots that bind the heart are cut.

Desiring only Brahman one attains Brahman, and so attains

to immortality.

16-18. Concluding appendices.
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Om!
Saha ndv avatu

;

Saha nau hhunaMu
;

Saha vlryam haravdvahai

;

Tejasvi ndv adhltam astu ;

Md vidvisavahai ;

Om : idntihi ^dntih, sdntih*

THE KATHA UPANISAD
Introductory Prayer.

Om !

May He protect us both

!

May He be pleased with us !

With vigour may we work together

!

Successful may our study be I

Let there be no variance between us 1

Om 1 Peace ! Peace ! Peace !

The Introductory Prayer is not part of the Upani^ad proper

and is not foimd (or occurs in abbreviated form) in many MSS.
It is found prefixed to other Upani^ads also, e.g. the 2nd and

3rd vallia of the Taittiriya. Teacher and pupil recite it together

before they begin their study. Harmonious co-operation

between teacher and pupil in vigorous keen study will, by

God’s help, lead to success. Tejasvin (keen, bright, energetic,

successful) may refer to the brightness and keenness of the

study or the splendour of its successful result, or to both.
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First Valli.—^The legend of Naciketas, found in the

Taittirlya Brahmana^ III. 11. 8 (given in Appendix I, page 214)

is taken to provide a dramatic setting for a discussion on the

nature and conditions of immortality. The original

story is told to explain the origin and title of the so-called

Ndciheta fire sacrifice and to extol the blessings which it confers.

The Brahmin boy, Naciketas, is told by his father in a fit of

anger to go to Death. He goes to Yama’s house and finds

him absent, and so for three days and nights remains there

unfed. Yama, on his return, thus convicted of the sin of in-

hospitality to a Brahmin, offers three gifts in recompense. For
the first Naciketas said, Let me return alive to my father”
For the second, ‘'Tell me how my good works {istd~jpurte),

may not be exhausted For the third, " Tell me the conquest

of re-death {^unar-mTtyuy\ In answer to both the second and
the third questions we are told, “He (Yama) told him this

Ndciketa fire”.

In Eg-Vedic times men looked forward after death to a
immortality in which they would unite with the fathers

and the gods and enjoy the reward of their good works {istd-

purte, "sacrifices and works of charity”) in highest heaven.

(See Eg. X. 14, quoted p. 63.) In the Brahmanas we see a
growing doubt and fear that such happiness may not last.

What if the effect of the good deeds wears out and in place of

the desired immortality in the next world there comes renewed
death ? Hence the priestly teaching that many sacrificial

rites are required to save from this : and among these is the
Ndciketa fire. Still later, in the early Upanisad period, came
fear of rebirth on earth (see Keith, B.P.V. 570-3).

The author of the Kafha Upanisad, teaching in a period when
not only the doctrine of transmigration but also materialist and
other ndsUka doubts as to any continuing self had developed,
substitutes for Naciketas’s third request as given in the TaiUi-
Hya Brdhrrw/y^ (which is only a repetition of the second),

the request that he may be taught the real meaning of the
“ great transition ” which men call death, and by this know-
ledge may be set free. With the answer to this third question,

which begins with the Second vaJJS, the Upanisad teaching

proper begins. The first valh, with its account of the Naciketa
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Prathama Valll^

1, TJian ha mi Vdjairava^ah sarva-vedasam dadau ;

Tasya ha Naciketd ndma putra dsa.

2, Tam ha Tmmdram santam dahsiipdsu nlyamandsu

sraddhd ’vivesa so ^manyata.

3 , PUodahd jagdha4pid,

dugdlia-dohd nirindriyah

;

Anandd ndma te lohds^

tdn sa gacchati td dadat,

FIRST VALLI.

Naeiketas and his father.

1. Being desirous (of reward) Vaja^ravasa^ gave ail his goods

(in sacrifice). Now he had a son named Naeiketas.

2. Though he was but a boy, as the offerings were being led

away faith entered into him, and he thought

:

3. Their water drunk, their grass eaten,

Their milk milked, their strength worn out

:

Joyless, surely, are those worlds.

To which he goes who gives these (cows).

1 Or, TOan Vaja^ravasa.

fire, is simply a dramatic introduction, though it is interesting

as representing a type of thought which, first developed in

the Brahmanas, still persisted alongside of the thought of the

Upani^ads and was indeed far more widely prevalent.

1. Being desirous (u4an)

:

The first word of the Upanisad

strikes the key-note of the religion of the Brdhmay^as,—desire

for earthly or heavenly gain, prompting sacrifices to the goda
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and gifts to the priests. The key-note of the Upanisads is

sonnded in II. 20 :
“ One who is free from desire beholds

Him This is the note also on which the Upani^ad ends

:

When all desires are given up

That dwell within the human heart,

Then mortal man becomes immortal,

—

Even here to Brahman he attaineth.

Sometimes in the Upani^ads and in later literature this

liberation from desire tends to be spoken of as the attainment

of an infra-human, stone-like indifference. The story of Naci-

ketas is valuable as showing that this is not the true way of

regarding it. The story links up the religion of the Brahmanas
and the religion of the XJpanisads and shows that the latter

was not merely the antithesis but also the true fulfilment of

the former. In the Brahmanas sacrifice had become mechanical

and soulless. But there was a right idea behind it. Vaja^ra-

vasa’s vow to give all that he had in sacrifice and in gifts to the

priests was only a conventional exaggeration, and he inter-

preted it like Ananias. But his son Naciketas, into whose

heart faith had entered with the enthusiasm of youth, was
shocked when he saw the selection of old cattle his father really

offered, and it seemed to him sheer sacrilege. Both to save his

father and to keep faith, he felt hound to offer himself. Dedica-

tion of the whole self in faith is the true sacrifice. It is desire-

less in the sense that it is prompted by no desire of reward,

hut it leads to “ fulfilment of desire ” in the highest sense.

Ee Vaan, we have followed the traditional interpretation given by
Sankara and all commentators on the Upanisad. In his hha^a on the

Taittiriya Brahmana, however, Bhafctabhaskara Mi4ra, commenting on
U^an ha vai mjairavasal^f says, VSan nama vaja^ravaso ^patyam,

—“ The
-offspring of Vaja-^ravas named U6an and this certainly seems a more
natural reading of the Sanskrit. There still remains the possibility that

the name was invented in Bunyan’s fashion to suit the story,

—

Desirous’’; (or perhaps “Willing” or “Zealous”; for in the Brahmana
there is no criticism of the offering on the ground that the cows were

so poor or that VSjaSravasa was not sincere, but simply a feeling on

the part of Naciketas that a son was needed to complete the offering).

Note that verses 1, 2, and 4 are in prose, and are an almost exact

quotation from the Taittiriya Brahmana, The reflections of Naciketas

in verses 3, 6, ««id 6, are in verse (like the rest of the IJpamsad) and are

an addition to the original Brahmana story. 3c is a tag which may
possibly be quoted from Br. iv. 4. 11a, but more likely is a current

sayiag variously applied in various contexts (c/. also ISa 3).
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4. 8a hajiivdca pitaram, Tata kasmai mam ddsyasijiti

;

Dvitiyam trtlyam tarn liajavdca, Mrtyave tvd dadmriijiti,

5, Bahundm emi prathamo,

bahundm emi madhyamab^

;

Kimsvid Yamasya hartavyam^

yan mayd ^dya karisyati.

4. Then he said to his father, “ Father, to whom will

you give me ?
”

Twice he asked and thrice. Then (being angry) he

answered, To Death do I give you.’’

5. {Naciketas thought),

Out of many I go foremost,

Out of many I go midmost

;

What, I wonder, does Death need done,

That he will do by me to-day.

4, To whom will you give me? I^ahkara says, Kasmai

rtvig-viiesdya daksiijurthaTn mdm ddayasi—^^To whom, i.e.

to what partionlar priest will you give me as a daksiyu or ofier-

ing ?
” The explanation seems reasonable. Naciketas was

wiUing to be given as a servant to make up as far as he could

for the defect of his father’s offering. His father, however,

angered by the persistence of his priggish ” son, bursts forth

with the equivalent of an angry Englishman’s ‘'Go to hell”.

His words were probably a mere expression of annoyance but

Naciketas, in his piety, takes them literally, and sets out for

the house of Yama, the god of death.

Quite what we are to understand by this is not clear,—the

story in the TaiL B, as well as in the Katha is very sketchily

told. In Vedie times Yama’s house was conceived as in highest

heaven, usually in the sun, and inaccessible to mortals. Max

Mtiller supposes that “ the father, having once said so, though
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6. Anufodya yafhd purve^

praiipadya tatJid ^pare

;

Sast/qm Uq, ma/riyalp pacyate,

w’ djdyatq pimdlp.

6. Look%a(i, the former men,

Look on, so will the after ones :

Like corn a mortal ripeneth,

Like corn, is hither born again.

in haste, had to be true to his word and sacrifice his son

Whitney is however probably correct when he says, '' To

suppose anything of the kind is quite out of the spirit of the

story. He simply goes, as naturally as in folk-lore stories

everywhere people go to the (prosaically) most impossible places.”

5, 6. Sankara represents Naciketas, startled at what has happened,

going apart to reflect. Is it just that he should have to die ? He has

tried to do his duty and cannot help knowing that he is better than many
sons (“Among many I go first*’). At least he is not worse than the

average (“ Among many I go midmost ”). His father has obviously

spoken without purpose but there must be purpose behind. It must be,

he reflects, that God has some special need of him. Then, seeing his father

full of grief, Naciketas comforts him with the words of verse 6, which

following Sankara, we should render,

“ Look back, how men of old behaved,

Look round, so others now behave.”

i.e. Your ancestors never falsified their word, and good men to-day

never do so. Besides, what gain would there be ? Man at best is

transitory,—what will happen must have happened very soon. Bo not
grieve for what is inevitable and don’t think of breaking your word.

We have given Sankara’s explanation as it merits consideration, and
is followed by practically all Indian commentators, but it is surely more
ingenious than convincing. We are rather inclined, with Max Muller
and Whitney, to regard both, vv. 5 and 6 as a meditation of Haciketas,

the subject of both being the same, the transitoriness of human life. After

it is nothing unique that has happened to him. He is one of a large

company moving toward the world of the departed,—^the first of many
who will come after, the midst of many of his contemporaries. The
important thing is to find out the meaning of it all, for it must have a
meaning. Why is Yama singling him out ?—^what will he do through
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?'. VaiimnaraTp pravisati^

atithir brdhmav^o grhdn

;

Tasya^etdm idntim hurvanti,

hara Vaivasvatajiidakam,

Naciketas in the house of Death.

7. Lake unto Fire a Brahmin guest

Makes entry into houses

:

They make this his peace-offering,

—

“ Bring water, 0 Vaivasvata

him ? The same idea is repeated in another and more generalised form

in verse 6. As Whitney says, He sends his gaze first along after (anu)

his predecessors, and then in the other direction to meet (prati) those

who are coming after him,”—all fare alike. Then comes the classic

couplet on transmigration,—-man is like corn which ripens and rots that

it may be born again.

Verse 6 may possibly be an interpolation. It is unnecessary after

verse 5. It is an anachronism if we have in view the supposed date of

the Naciketas story {Taif. B. mentions pwxar’iiirtyu but not punar-janma).

It is dramatically incorrect in that Naciketas is here represented as al-

ready knowing a good deal about ‘^the great passing-beyond On the

other hand if we view the matter from the standpoint of the author of

the Katha Upaniaad, transmigration had by his time become an es-

tablished doctrine and stood in the fore-front of men’s minds. The
BrJutdaranyaka had first explicitly taught it, and thereafter all the Upani-

sads assume it and seek deliverance from it. It is not unnatural there-

fore that it should find mention at this point where Naciketas is setting

out on his search for eternal reality.

Between verses 6 and 7 there is a gap. In the BrcSirrm^a

story Naciketas goes to Yama’s house at the command of a

divine Voice. I^ahkara however fills in as follows : Thus

addressed, the father sent him to Death to keep his word, and he

having gone to the mansion of Yama fasted for three nights,

Yama being away. When Yama returned his ministers or

wife said to him/^—^then follow verses 7 and 8.

7. VaUv^imm means “ belonging to all men It is an epithet of

Agni, occurring 60 times in the Bg Veda, and is used to designate fire in

all its aspects.

VawasixOa^ i.e. Yama, son of Vivasvat (the sun).
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8. Aid’^pratllcse sangatam sunrtdni,

cajistd-'purte putm-pa4umi-ca sarvdn,

Etad vrnkte purusasya^alpa-medhaso^

yasya^anainan vasati brdhmai^o grlfie.

8. Hope and expectation, friendship and joy,

Sacrifices and good works, sons, cattle, all,

—

All this is wrenched from him of little wit

In whose house a Brahmin abides unfed.

Just as fire is appeased by water, so a Brahmin guest must
be pleased with hospitable entertainment, beginning with
water to wash his feet, otherwise his presence, like fire, is des-

tructive to the house. Note the high position of the Brahmins-

at this period
; even a god is represented as guilty and hable

to great loss if he offends one of them. As the ^atapatha

Brahmav^a said, “ There are two kinds of devas, the gods in

heaven and the Brahmins on earth’". (II. ii. 2. 6.) To some
extent, however, the Katha may be regarded as a piece of
Brahmin propaganda. It represents the supreme knowledge
of the Atman as having been divinely revealed to a Brahmin,
whereas the older Upanisads represent this knowledge as first

attained by Ksatriyas and communicated by them to Brahmins.
Thus the BThadaTWfyyahci and the GJidndogycL represent the Brah**
min sage Gautama Aruni, the teacher of the great Yajnavalkya,
as receiving instruction from Pravahana Jaivali, King of the
Pancalas, who says, “ This knowledge has never come to
Brahmins before you”. (Br, vi. 2, Oh, v. 3, esp. 7.) In the
Kamitahi (i. 1) Aru^u is also said to have gone as pupil to King
Citra Gaxgyayajcia, and in Br. ii. 1 and Kau§, iv. the proud
Brahmin Gargya is represented as a pupil of Ajata^atru, King
of Ka^. (But see Keith, R.P.V. 492-6 and Dasgupta, H.I.P.,
31, 33-36.)

8. fellowship, friendly intercourse.
Sanrm in Vedic Sanskrit means “joy” (see Macdonell, S.D.). In later

Sanskrit, especially among the Jains, it meant the virtue of kindly speech.
(Sometimes also “truth,” opp. of anHa,) Sankara inteiprets, “The
fruit resulting from fellowship with good men and from true and pleasant
speech
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9, Tisro rdtrlr yad avdtslr grhe me,

anainan brahmann atithir namasyaT],,

Namas te *8tu brahman svasti me *stu^

tasmdt frati trln varan vr^plsva.

9. (Yama returns and addresses Nacihetas).

Since Brahmin, in my house you have abode three nights,

Unfed,—a guest who should have been revered.

Homage to thee, 0 Brahmin, welfare to me !

Therefore in recompense choose thou three gifts.

“ Sacrifices and good works ” (lata-purte )

:

ista, pp. of 2/ay=:sacrificed, so things sacrificed, sacrifice,

purta, pp. of pf=filled, fulfilled, so n. (1) fulfilment, (2) merit or

charitable work.

Sankara says, istapurte—istaip yagajam phalam, purtam draTTmdi-

hriyajam phalam. “ latam means fruit produced by sacrifice, purtam—
fruit resulting from such works as planting gardens, etc.”

This agrees with the regular Vedic use of the phrase. Of* for example

the great funeral hymn, ;^g Veda X. 14, where the departed soul is

addressed as follows

:

Saip gacchasva pitrbhih, sam Yamma,
iatapurtena parame vioman.

** Unite thou with the fathers and with Yama,
With the reward of thy sacrifices and good works in highest heaven.”

(See Macdonell, V.R.S. 170.)

Vrhkte, 3 s. pr, A. of vrj^ P. vrnaJcti, to turn, twist. A.=to remove,

wrench away (from anyone, g. or a&.). The subject is brahmanabf and

the literal translation, “ A Brahmin wrenches away all this, (i.e. all the

things enumerated in the first half verse) from the man of little under-

standing in whose house he remains unfed”. Sankara; vrnkte—Svar-

jayati, vind^ayati. (*‘ Frnfc^e=removes, destroys.”)

With verse 8 cf. Br, vi. 4. 12, where a Brahmin who has been injured

curses his injurer with the words, ** I take away your sons and cattle

(putra^paiurna^ejddade), I take away your sacrifices and meritorious

deeds (i80,-8uhfte), I take away your hope and expectation (oia-

pa/rakdSau)

9. Welfare to me (svasti mey^astu), i.e. Pardon me and let me be

freed from the sin of inhospitality.
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IFfPri ^giftssFTsgsi^cwt Hifw »?art I

^cTW^TUTT II \« II

w Tswii^f^«rr i

^rf^rcTT ftcw!5|w it ii

10. ^dnta-aanlcalpalj, sumand, yatha sydd,

vlta-manyur Oaviamo md ^bhi mrtyo^

Tvat-prasrstam md ’bhivadet pratUa,

etat traydV'dm prathamam varam vrTj^e.

11, YatJhd purastdd bhavitd pratlta,

Audddlahir Arw^ir mat-prasrstalp

;

SuJcham rdtrlT), iayitd vlta-manym,

tvdm dadriivdn mTtyu-muhJidt pramuhtam.

The First Gift.

10. (Nacilcetas said ;)

That with anxiety allayed and anger gone,

Gantama may be gracious to me, 0 Death,

—

That he may know and welcome me, by yon sent back,

—

This choose I as the first gift of the three.

11. (Yama replied :)

Auddalaki Arnni having known yon

Sent back by me, will be just as before :

Sweet will he sleep at night, his anger gone,

On seeing you from Death’s (dread) maw released.

11. Mat-prasrstabf “sent back by me,” is nom. in apposition with

the subject, Anddalaki-5.nini. But this gives an unsuitable meaning,

since the one sent back is Naciketas, not his father. Sankara interprets

as ma/yn amijfiatcib, “permitted or instructed by me”. This is quite

different from the obvious meaning of the phrase in the previous verse,

and cannot be accepted. Bohtlingk amends the text to prasrste, “ Hav«
ing recognised (you) A-A will be just as before to one by me dismissed

Whitney suggests prasrstamy and we accept his emendation as almost

inevitable, Se we render, “ Just as before will A>A be, having recognised
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(you as) one sent back by me Whitney himself however renders, “ As
of old shall A-A be cheerful (toward thee) sent forth by me,”—some-
what doubtfully accepting the second meaning of prailia.

Pmtlta, pp. of prati^if gone toward and therefore (1) recognised,

known, acknowledged, and so (2) convinced, satisfied, cheerful. Com-
menting on pratlta, in verse 10, Sankara says, pratUo lahdha-smrtih,—8a

eva ayafn putro samdgatah ity-evaip pratyabhijdnan ity^a/rthah^ “ PratUa

means recollected, recognising this is my very own son come back again.”

On the whole we prefer to follow Sankara here, though Hum© and Deus-
sen join Whitney in rendering, “ cheerful ” or “ happy,” and this gives

rather a better order to the sentence. Deussen keeps the reading, mat-

prasrstah, but interprets quite differently from Sankara :

“ Auddalaki Aruni will be just as before,

Happy will he be, released by me (from his words).”

If we wish to avoid emendation, this is probably the best rendering.^

Oantama and AudMlahi-Amipi are names of Vaja^ravasa.^

Gautama is probably a clan name, and the other name may
mean either Anddalaki, son of Arnna, or the son (or descendant)

of XJddaiaka and Aruna. What then is his relation to the

famous r§i Uddalaka Aruni, so prominent in Br,, Gh, and Kam.%
(See note on 7.) Possibly an unworthy son, i.e. Auddalaki,

son of Uddalaka, son of Aruna,—Yajnavalkya being bis spiritual

descendant. (See the traditional list of teachers in the Vaja-

saneyi school, Br, vi. 5.) Vaja^ravasa is also a patronymic,

son or descendant of Vaja^ravas, a name which occurs third

before Aruna.

But probably the names, which are all patronymics, are not

intended to be historical.

1 See note on V^an (page 58) pointing out that Bhattebhaskara Mi^ra

in his commentary on the TaiUiriya Brahmwna takes TOan as the personal

name of Vaja^ravasa. (See A. Mahadeva Sastri’s edition, Astaka III, pt

.

II, 234. (Mysore 1913), Also Macdonell and Keith, V.l. 282.)

Charpentier {Indian Antiqmry^ 1928, pp. 205, 223) considers that the

Kaiha identifies XJ4an Vaja^ravasa, the father of Naciketas, with the

famous XJddSlaka Arujji. Aiiddalaki Aru^i therefore means Naciketas.

So he renders verse 11 “ As of old he will be full of joy
; (since) the son

of Uddalaka Aruni has (already) been let loose by me ”, i.e. Yama im-
plicitly tells Naciketas that he is already free to go back. So too

Hillebrandt, “ Arupi, son of Uddalaka, is (herewith) released by me
(At«5 Brafmanas und Upanisaden, 117.)
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*rw fsirf*rT% *r jt i

^ ’SDcNriferift
ii

12, Svarge loJce na bhayam Jcincana^asti,

na tatra tvam najarayd hibheti:

Ubhe tlrtvd ^^andyd-pipdse^

iokajatigo modate svargaloke.

The Second Gift:

Knowledge of the Sacrifice, leading to Immortality.

12. (Naciketas said :)

In the heayen-world there is no fear whatever

:

Thou art not there, nor does one fear old age

:

Having crossed over both hunger and thirst,

Sorrow o’er-past, one rejoices in heaven.

12. Thou art not there : i.e. death, in the sense of the cause

of decay and fear. But Yama, the god of death, though in

later mythology a gloomy and fearful being, was in Vedic

times regarded as the leader of men to the joys of the heaven-

world, often conceived as located in the sun, where ruled his

father Vivasvat. So the great Funeral Hymn, Rg X. 14, says :

“ Yama was first to find for us the pathway.’*

And the departing soul is addressed as follows

:

“ Gro forth, go forth along the ancient pathway.
By which our former fathers have departed.

Thou shalt behold god Varupa and Yama.
Leaving behind all blemish.”

With regard to the joy of the heaven-world Rg IX. 113, says :

Where radiance inexhaustible

Dwells, and the light of heaven is set,

Place me, clear flowing one, in that

Imperishable deathless world.”

** Make me immortal in that world,

Where dwells the King Yaivasvata,

Where stands the iumost shrine of heaven

And where the Hving waters are.”

When the Katha Upani^ad was written, however, this bright

faith had passed away. Though Naciketas seems to give
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’ET 55fff cf ^sf^^TT^rnr i

^^3|fT W^rsff D H
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n \ii ii

IS. Sa tvam agnim svargyam adhyesi mrtyo,

prahruM tarn ^ sraddadhdndya mahyam

:

SvargaloJcd amrtatvam bhajante,

etad dvitlyena vrn& mrefnid.

Id, Pm te bravlmi tad-u me nibodha^

svargyam agnim Nacihetali prajdnan

:

Anantadokdptim atho pmtisthdm

viddhi tvam etam nihitam guJidydm.

13. Thyself, 0 Death, know'st well the heavenly fire,

To me do thou declare it, who have faith :

(By it) heaven’s people share immortal life :

This choose I as the second of the gifts.

14. (Death said :)

To thee do I declare it, mark me well,

Knowing well the heavenly fire, Naciketas :

The means of attaining the infinite world

And its foundation,—^know this hidden in the cave.

expression to it in this verse, it is clear from his later questions

that the doubts as to the future life which came in toward the

end of the Brahmana period and which developed into the

agnosticism of Buddhism, had affected him also.

13 ff . These verses reflect the thought of the Brdkma'o^ period.

In it the sacrifice became of predominant importance,—^more

important even than the gods. It was through the power of

the sacrifice that the gods were said to have gained the victory

over the asuras and to have gained immortality. See for

example ^atapatha Brdhman^a^ III. 6, 1, 28 and 29.

1 13.b. tamt so B. and C. A. reads tvarj^ but against the weight of

cited Msb. evidence.
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14. The fire of the sacrifice is called “ heavenly,” first be-

cause it is identical in nature with that Agni which in his heaven-

ly form shines in the sun, and secondly because it leads to

heaven.

He who sacrifices doubtless does so that he also may obtain a place

in the world of the gods. That sacrifice of his goes forth towards the

world of the gods: after it follows the sacrificer He now strides

the Visnu strides. Gratifying the gods by sacrifice he acquires a share

among them, and having acquired a share among them he goes to them.

. . .

.

Wlien one has thus ascended these worlds, that is the goal, that is

the safe refuge ” (or abode, pratiaiha), {S'atapatha B. I. 9. 3.)

The word pratisthd means that on which anything stands or

rests, and so foundation,” '' abode,” ^^refuge”. In the passage

just quoted the heaven-world itself, identified with the sun, is

spoken of as the gratis thd or safe abode of the blessed departed.

He loots up toward the sun, for that is the final goal, that is the

safe refuge.” I. 9. 3. 16.) In our verse however the

sacrificial .fire is spoken of as the jpratistM or support of the

heaven world, as later, in II. 11, it is said to be the support

of the universe.

The phrase “Hidden in the Cave” {nihitam guhdydm) is

one of the characteristic phrases of the Upani^ads.^ It is pos-

sible that here it may primarily refer to the fire which is hidden

in the fire-sticks until it is set free by friction. (See IV, 8.)

But the more usual reference is to the cave of the human heart,
—“ the cave in the midst of the body ” {guild iarlrasya modhye,

Tail. Brdhrm'^a, I. 2. 1. 3). The prime meaning then is that

Naeiketas should know that that fire which is both the means

of attainment and the support of the heaven-world is also the

vital heat or energy in his own heart. But there is a second

and deeper meaning behind which Yama will later make ex-

plicit and which forms the central teaching of the Upani^ads :

fire being the symbol of that idtimate power which is the founda-

tion or support of the universe and which may be intuitively

known as the inner Self.

The Ka^ha TJpani^ad thus begins with the ritual religion of

1 Like the similar phrase gult^-hita (II. 12,) it is used in the
Veda of the treasure (of rain) which the drought-demons (Vrtra, Ahi),

hid in the cloud-caves. See I. 130. 3 ; X. 71. 1.
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tie Brahmaijas, but then it is shown that it is not the sacrifice

itself but realisation of its inner meaning which gives salvation.

TTfrarr ^ ^ifir i

cit^ Hf^errwftii wt jzttw ii i

15. Lokadim agnim tarn umca iasmai,

yd istakd ydvoMr m yaihd vd

:

8a cajapi tat pratyavadad yathohtami

Athajasya mTtyulp punar ev’ aha tustah*

16. Tam ahramt prlyamdTio mahatma,

varam tavajiha^adya daddmi bhuyah

:

Tam^em ndmnd hhavitdjyam agnih,

srnkdm cajimdm aneka-rupdm grJidna.

15. He told him of that fire, source of the world :

What bricks (are required for the altar), how many,

and how best arranged
;

And he in turn repeated it as told.

Then, pleased with him, Death spoke even yet again

:

16. Being delighted, the Great-soul addressed him :

I give you here to-day another boon,

—

By thy name only shall this fire be called

;

Accept also this many-pattern’d chain,

16. That fire, source of the worlds {lohddim agnim). lokMi==:loJca

j~ddi^lokandm adi. Loka means world in the sense of a division of

the universe. So there are often said to be two lokas, earth and heaven ;

or three (-hair) ; or seven, variously named.

The most obvious rendering of lohddi is source or origin of the worlds,

Agni in the i?fif Veda is often identified with FrajSpati, the creator. Again

in Katha v. 9, we are told that the one Fire, having entered the universe,

16.d. Some Msa. read punar aha, making the line metrical.

16.d. B, cawiclw.
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assumed all forms. (Cf. Heracleitus.) Also with regard to the sacrifio'al

fire we are told in Sr, i. 2. 7., This fire is the arJka, the worlds are its

embodiment

Lohadi might also mean * first of the worlds So Sankara says, Fire

is lohanam adi because it was the first embodied existence So in the

Sg Veda, Agni is often represented as the first born son of Dyaus, Also

Ch. vi. 8. 4, says that all other things evolved from fire (tejas) which

was itself the first product of essential Being (sat.).

The simplest interpretation is that Yama taught ITaoiketas

the proper arrangement of the fire-sacrifice, glorified in Brdh-

ma'gxi fashion as source and support of the worlds.

16, Max Muller (Introd. S.B.E. XIV, p. xxv), considers that verses IB-

IS are an insertion. “ Death had granted three boons to Xaciketas

and no more. In a later portion of the Upanisad (ii. 3), however, the

expression srhha vittamayl occurs, which I have translated by ‘ the road

that leads to wealth As it is said that Naciketas did not choose that

ernka, some reader must have supposed that a srnkd was offered him
by Death. SrhJca, however, meant commonly a string or necklace,

and hence arose the idea that Death must have offered a necklace as an

additional gift to Xaciketas.*’

Be Srnka, we do not know Max Muller’s authority for saying that it

commonly means necklace, since apparently it only occurs in these two
Ka\ha verses. In this verse, joined with aneka-rupa we may infer a
meaning like necklace or garland, but in ii, 3, it seems to mean a road.

So Sankara in this verse hesitates between the two meanings, “ a neck-

lace of precious stones” (ratnamayl mala), and “the way or knowledge
of works (karmamayi gatih) (i.e. the sacrifice) which is not to be despised

because it is productive of many fruits Deussen, however, suggests
“ chain,” as suiting both cases, here an ornamental chain and in ii, 3, a

golden fetter.

We accept Deussen’s suggestion and point out in support that srhhd

may very well be connected with the common word for chain, Sridchala,

which in Prakrit appears without the aspirate as though from a Sanskrit

form Sp^kala, For the variation between s and ^ c/. Srgala and ^rgdla

(jackal). (See Turner, Nepali Dictionary, safilo.)

The chain is called aneha-rupd, which might be rendered ‘‘many-
coloured” if referring to a jewelled chain, but more literally means
“multiform”, “many-pattern’d”. This may merely refer to the rich

ornamentation of the chain, or the chain may have been a kind of talis-

man, engraved with various mantras or with figures possessing a
symbolic (sacred or magic) meaning. This would lend significance to

nicdyya^imum of the next verse if we interpret it as meaning, as Prof.

F. W. Thomas suggests, “ gazing at this (chain)
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3r?i3T'^ fff^T 7iTf%JTar*ff5it^ n ?,'s

»
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17, Tri'^dciJcetas iribhir etya saTidhim^

triJcarma-lcTt tarati janma-mrtyu

:

Brahma-ja-jnam devam Idyam viditvd

nicdyya^imdm idntim atyantam eti.

18, Tri'^dcihetas trayam etad viditvd

ya evam vidvdmS cinute ndcihetam

:

8a mrtyu-pdSdn puratafb praxiodya

ioha^atigo modate svargaloJce.

17. Wlio thrice has lit the Naciketa jSxe,

Having attained to union with the three,

—

The doer of the triple work,

He crosses over birth and death

:

Knowing the god adorable.

Who knoweth what is Brahma-bom,

Revering (him) one goes for ever to this peace.

18. Having a triple NdciJceta, having known this three,

He who, thus knowing builds the Ndciheta (fire).

Having thrust off before the bonds of death.

Sorrow o’er-past rejoices in the heaven-world.

17. The story of Naciketas as we have said first occurs in the TaUti-

rlya Brahmana in connection with the Naciheta fire sacrifice. Yama
reveals the sacrifice to Naciketas and does him the honour of calling it

by his name. Naciheta is thus treated as an adjective derived from

ISTaciketas (i.e. relating or belonging to Naciketas). Whitney points

out that in this case the form should he Nacihetasa.

Trinaoiketa (halmvrlhi compound) :
“ Having a triple Naciheta,’'^ i.e.

“ He by whom the fixe of the Naciheta sacrifice has been thrice kindled,”

or, “He who has kindled three Naciheta fires”. The Naciheta seems

to have been a form of the Agnihotra. For a description of this with

its three fires (Garhapatyay Ahamnlya and Dahaina) see, e.g. the 2nd

handa of the Shtapatha Brahmana. (S.B.E. XII.)
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17, 18. Uaion with the three : Having known this three : Sankara

explains ** the three ” o£ verse 17, with whom one must have union in

performing the sacrifice, as “ father, mother and spiritual teacher ”

(5c3?^a), or alternatively “ Veda, smrti and good men The explana-

tion is not convincing. The triple worh he explains as “ sacrifice, study

and almsgiving ” (ijya-adhyayana-daria),

“ This three,^' of verse 18, ho explains differently, referring back to

the instruction of Yama in verse 15, “What bricks, how many, and

how arranged

17b. Brahma -ja-jfia : Sankara takes ja ondjna as in appo-

sition, and interprets as '' the omniscient one who is born of

Brahman’’. He takes it as referring to Him7Ti,yagarbha (‘^the

golden germ ” from which according to Rg Veda X. 121, the

universe developed). This Sankara takes to be a name of

8agurji<i-Bmhman. This however is reading much later Vedantic

conceptions into the Upani^ad. (See pp. 88, 133j5^.)

The most natural interpretation is to take Brahma-ja-jna

as a name of Agni, i.e. the knower {jna) of Bmhma-ja, i.e.

what is born of Brahman, i.e. the universe. That is to say

the name is equivalent to Jdtavedas (the aU-knower)—a con-

stant Vedic name for Agni, who is here also called Idya (adorable)

and deva (resplendent or divine).^

Hume points out that nicdyya may carry a double meaning :

revering ” (Agni) and building up ” (the fire which is his

symbol). It might also mean gazing at ”, perceiving ”,

(So Sankara comments, tarn . . . viditvd Sdstrratafi nicayya drstva

ca^dtmahlidmrha,
—“Having known him from scripture and having re-

alised him as the self, ”)

^ Brahma-jajflayi viditvd nicdyya i Quite a different rendering is pro-

posed by Hillebrandt (followed by Charpentier),—“Having known and
meditated upon (the texts) hrahma jajftanam {A.V. iv. 1. 1) and devam
Idyam (some unidentified Agni hymn), he for eternal time goes to this

peace See Hillebrandt, T.K. and A.B.IJ. 118 ; Charpentier, I.A. (1928).

Celdner, (V.B, 168, note 896), also says, ** Because he has known and
beheld the Brahman of the well-known verses hrahma jajnanam,

A.V. 4. L’’

For these texts see Bloomfield, Vedic Concordance, av» hrahma jajflcmmj%

prathamcurp, purastdt, 656. In most of the passages the reference is to the

sun or heavenly fire, called, ** the brahman bom first in the east ” (jc0fLdna

pf, p. A. of yan, c/. Gk, ytyvo/mif). See for example T.S. iv. 2. 8. d. (Keith

V.B.Y.S. 321) and AB. vii. 4. 1. 14. (S.B.E. 41, 366.)
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^ ^*T€Jn^T it® i

^leWfil crlsf II II

19, Esa te 'gnir Naciketalj, svargyo

yam avruyitha dvitlyma vareupa

:

Etam agnim tava^eva pravahsyanti jandsas^

Trtlyam varam Nacihefo vrydsva,

19. This is thy heavenly fire, Naciketas,

Which thou hast chosen for the second gift

:

This fire thine alone will people call

:

Choose now, 0 Naciketas, the third gift.

** This peace {imdrti 4dniim)—Sankara explains as svahvMhi*

pratyahsam 4dntim,—the peace which is immediately realised in one’s

own experience. But the phrase this peace ” is grammatically awkward
since, apart from verse 7, this is the first reference to ^anti, Whitney

therefore takes imam Santim as governed by nicayya, regarding ^antim^

in the sense of ** appeasement as referring to the Naciketa fire.

‘‘ Revering this appeasement he goes to the endless.” Grammatically,

however, it would be natural to separate imam and idniim^ taking imam
deictically as referring to srhhdm. On the other hand we note that in

iv. 11, where onr verse is partially quoted, nicdyya clearly governs

devam Idyam, and imam Santim governed by eti can only mean ** this

peace”.

Returning to the Three, which the sacrificer has to know

and with which he is to be united, we suggest that the reference

is to the agni4raya, the three sacrificial fires, but to these as

representing or symbolising the triune Agni {trivTi agni) who is

later identified with Brahman. See again ^atajpatlm B. I. 9. 3,

and after the passage quoted (p. 68) note verses 14 and 15.

“ He looks on the dhavanlya fire saying, ‘ We have united with

the splendour He then looks up toward the sun (the heavenly

fire) for that is the final goal, that is the safe resort. To that

goal, to that resort, he thereby goes.’^ This whole passage then

(Katha I. 12-19) moves within the sphere of ideas of the

Brahmapas, but note the insistence on knowledge of the sym-

bolism of the sacrifice hy which we pass to the thought of the

Upani^ads. Read again the note on verse 14.
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%?r^ «TT?rir^fer^ i
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20. Yajiyam prete viciJcitsd manusye,

asti^ity-ehe, najayam aatijiti ca^eJce

;

Etad vidydm anuSistas imyd %am^
vardTj^dm esa varas irtlyaf^.

21. Devair atra^api vicihitaitam purd,

na hi aujneyam wn,wr esa dharmaJf,

;

Anyam mram Nacilceto W7},%§va^

md mdjwparotslr ati md srja^enam.

22. Devair atra^api vicikitsitam Jcila,

tvam ca Mrtyo yan na sujneyam dttha ;

Vahtd cajiaya tvddrg anyo na labhyo,

na^anyo varas tulya etasya kascit.

23. i§atdyusai^ putra-pautrdn vnlsva^

bahun pasun haaii-hirap/yarn oAvdn ;

BJiumer rrmhad dyatanam

avayam ca jlva iarado ydvad icchaai.

24. Etatdvlyam yadi manyaae varam^

vfxj^l^va vittam cira-jlvikdm ca

:

Mahdbhumau Nacihetaa tvam edhi,

JcdmdTmn tvd Jcdma-bhdjam karomi.
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The Thiid Gift;

Knowledge concerning the great Passing-beyond.

20. {Nacihetas said :)

This doubt there is about a man departed,—

Some say, ^ He is,’ some, ^ He does not exist ’

;

This would I know, instructed well by thee :

Of the three gifts, this gift is the third.

21. (Death said :)

Even the gods of old on this point doubted,

For subtle is this truth and hard to know.

Choose then another boon, 0 Haciketas

!

Do not entreat me, give this up I pray

!

22. (Naoihetas said ;)

Even the gods indeed on this point doubted,

Which thou too say’st, 0 Death, is hard to know :

Of it no other teacher can be found like you,

Nor is there other boon to equal this.

23. (Death said:)

Centenarian sons and grandsons choose thou,

Many cattle, elephants, gold, and horses :

Choose thou far-flung dominion of the earth,

And live thyself as many autumns as thou wilt.

24. Or, if thou thinkest other boon equal to this,

Choose—^riches and a long extended life

:

On the great earth, O Naciketas, be thou (king)

;

Of thy desires I make thee free-enjoyer.

20. Na^asti—“he does not exist”. The prevalence of such nastikaa

or disbelievers in the soul’s eternal existence has been considered by some

to be an indication of a post-Buddhist date for the Upanisad. Or the

reference may be to the Oarvahas, a school of materialists which dates

from quite ancient times. But such doubts are natural to man in ah

ages. See Introduction.

21. d. Literally, “Do not importune me, let this go for me”. Ma
uparotsifi, aor. without augment used as imperative, rudh^to obstruct,

aor. 3. s. arotsU, upa+nidh^to besiege, importune.
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25, Ye ye Mmd durlabM martya4oJce,

sarvdn Icdmdmi chandaial), prdrtJiayasva

:

Imd rdmdlp saratMJi saturyd

na hiJiAtsd lamhhanlyd manusyaiJpy

Abhir mat-praitabhilp paricdrayasva^

Naciketo maray>am md 'nuprdhslli,

«

26, ^vobhdvd martyasya yad antaka^etat

sarvendriydy^dm jarayanti tejab^

:

Api sarvant jivitam alpam eva,

tava^eva vdhds tava nrtya-gUe,

27, Na vittena tarpav^lyo manusyo^

lapsydmdhe vittam adrdksma cet tvd

:

Jwisydmo ydvad Uisyaai tvam,

varas tu me varaij^lydfy sa eva,

28, Ajlryatdm amrtdndm upetya

jlryan martyah hvadhaJ^athib, prajdnan^

Abhidhydyan varT^^-mti-prcmoddn

atidlrghe jwite Jco Tameta,

28.b. One M^. has kvavaatJidb ; two, kvadhastab.

iSahfcara gives the v.l., hoa taddHhab.

HiUebrandt, T.K,, adopts hv^avasthah.
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25» Whatever desires in mortal world are liard to win,

—

For all desires at pleasure make request

:

These lovely girls, with chariots and lutes,

Such as are not obtainable by men,

—

By these, by me bestowed, be waited on

:

O Naciketas, ask not about dying.

26. {Naciketas said ;)

Ephemeral things ! They wear away, 0 Death,

Whatever vigour of his powers a man may have.

All hfe, moreover, at the best is brief :

Thine be the chariots, thine the dance and song I

27. Never with wealth can man be satisfied.

Shall we get wealth if we have seen thee ?

Shall we even live as long as thou shalt reign ?

That boon then must I choose, and that alone,

28. Drawing near the agelessness of the immortals,

What aging mortal here below that understands,

Weighing the joys of beauty and of love.

Would delight in an over-long hfe ?

23, hhumer mahoMyatanam—“ a great expanse of earth Sankara,

—

pf^ivyafi ^iatlrnmy, sUnwajyam.

24. c. tramslates literally the text, maMbhumau, etc. and the word
king ” has to be supplied. Probably we should amend to mahan bhu-

mau.
—“ On earth, O Kaciketas, be thou great ”,

26.

The story of the temptation of Naciketas presents points of

similarity with that told of Buddha. A vision of Apsarases is suggested.

26. S'vohhdvab : “existing till to-morrow,” so “things of a day”.

27. Sankara treats lines b, c, as an affirmation,
—“We shall obtain

wealth if we have seen thee, we sliall live as long as thou shalt mle,”

—

“ for how could a man after approaching thee be poor or short-lived

Treated as interrogative however the sense is much better. So, Miiller,

Hume, Whitney, 'etc.

With line o. o/. He&rew, ii. 16, “ That he might deliver them who
through fear of death were in all their living subject to bondage Fear

of death is an obsession which destroys both the power and the zest

of real living.

28. Ajlrya&am—Sankara and others who follow him seem to take

this for a g. pi. agreeing with amjrtan^m. But why should upet^ya govern
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29. Yasminn idam vicikitsanti Mrtyo,

yat sdnipardye mahati bruhi nas tat

:

Yo ^yam varo gudJiam anupravisto,

Na^anyarp tasmdn Naoihetd vrplte.

29. Tell me this thing whereon they doubt, 0 Death,

What is the meaning of the great transition

:

This boon which penetrates the mystery,

Naught else than that doth Naciketas choose.

the g. ? We have taken as aeo. s. of ajiryata (only here). Max
Muller suggests ooa/ryata and Whitney, ajuryata or ajuryata.

Kvadhdfisthdt^. (another dTr. Aey.) we have taken as=)fe?^ (deprecatory

•^adhah-8tha (standing below), i.e. on this wretched earth. Two
diral X€Y6fjL€va in one verse surely suggest a corrupt text, varna-

rati (“ beauty and love ”) ; va/ma—external appearance, colour (so caste),

beauty ; m«i=s©nse-delight, sexual pleasure, love.

29. yat samparaye imihati—“ what there is in the great passing beyond,’ ’

i.e. the meaning of the great transition.

Sampcvraya^sam-^pa/ra-^'O/ya ; aamparaya^ adj. relating to the 5a?7»-

pwraya, noun—the meaning of the passing beyond, the other life or
world to which it leads, or {^sarnpmaya) the passing beyond, i.e. death
itself.

gu4ha/m anupravis^

:

entered into the hidden, penetrated the mystery.

It is clear from Naciketas’s restatement of his question in

verse 29 that verse 20 did not fully express his meaning. The
question was not merely, ^^Does a man continue to exist after

death ? It is clear, as Ramanuja points out, that the first two
requests are meaningless except as implying a belief in such

existence {^b. I. 2. 12.). In the Brahmana story the question

was, How shall one overcome the danger of re-death and so

secure immortality ? Here the question is. What is the mean-
ing of death ? What is the nature of the state to which death
leads ? And this is later seen to mean, What is the nature of

eternal Reality ? What is man’s relation to it ? and how can
he reach it ?
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SECOND VALLI

The Second Valli begins the Upani^ad teaching proper ;

from this point on Death is supposed to be the speaker.

There are two ways : the way of good and the way of pleasure,

i.e. the way of illusion of a seeming material wealth, obtainable

by the senses, which leads to repeated death. To enter the

way of good, which is the way of knowledge of true reality,

a spiritual teacher is first needed. Verses 10 and 11 next seem

to point out that not only must the way of pleasure be given

up but also that good which seeks heavenly satisfaction, if

the highest good of all is to be obtained. This consists in the

vision of the inmost reality by adhyatma-yoga. This reality is

symbolised by “ Om ” and is called Brahman. It is identical

with the Atmany the self hidden in the heart. It is both too

great and too subtle and deeply hidden to be gained by in-

tellectual knowledge yet it reveals itself to those it chooses.

Those alone are fit to be chosen who have gone along the way
of good to a collected and peaceful mind.

The Two Ways,—of good and of knowledge, and of pleasure

and ignorance. The Upanisads are said to teach the jndm-
mdrgay the way of salvation through knowledge, and are often

criticised as being too purely inteUectual. The criticism is

not unfounded, especially if iSahkara is taken as guide to their

meaning. Knowledge is far too often conceived as intellectual

assent to a philosophy of pure monism. It is fair to point out,

• however, that Sankara, like all the commentators on the

Upanisads and Vedanta-sutras, emphasises preconditions for

entering on the way of knowledge which are largely moral in

nature. So, commenting on the first verse of the Vedanta-

sutras,— Then therefore the inquiry into Brahman,"^—^he

says that the preconditions for such an inquiry are, (1) Dis-

crimination between eternal and transient things ; (2) Renun-

ciation of the desire for the enjoyment of reward
; (3) Acquire-

ment of tranquillity, self-control, patient endurance and re-

verence (Sraddhd) ; and (4) Desire for salvation. (1. Nitydnitya^^

vaatu-vimha, 2, iMmutrdrtha-^hala-bhoga-virdga% 3. iama-

damddi-sddJiana-aampaty 4. mumuksutva.) The story of Naci-

ketas is an excellent illustration of these requirements.
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Dvitlya VaTM.

L Anyat^Sreyo ^nyad uta^eva preyas te^

ubJie ndndrthe purusam sinlta^

;

[TayoTp] Sreya ddaddnasya sddhu bJiavati^

Myate ^rthad ya u preyo vri^lte^

2. ^reyai-ca preyai-ca manusyam etah,

tau samparltya mviirnkti dMrab ;

^reyo hi dhlro [abhi] preyaso vfyMe^

preyo mando yoga-hsemdd vrrfite.

3. Sa ivcm priydn priya-^rupami-ca Mmdn^
abhidhydyan Naciketo Hyasrdksih

;

Na^etdm sfnkdm vittamayim avdpto^

yasydm majjanti bahavo manusydli.

4. Duram ete viparlte visucl,

avidyd yd ca vidydjiti jndtd ;

Vidyd-'bMpsinam Naciketasam manye,

na tvd kdmd bahavo ’lolupanta.
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5. Avidydydm antare vartamdndl^,

svayam dhlrdlp fwthdiimh manyamdndjh

;

Dandramyamdy^dlp pariyanti mudhd,

aTidhem^eva myamdm yathd

The Two Ways.

1. One thing is the good {smyas), quite other the pleasant

(preyas) :

Both these with different aim bind man (to action)

:

Well is it for him who takes hold of the good
;

He fails of his aim who chooses the pleasant.

2. Both the good and the pleasant approach a man

:

Going all round them the wise discriminates :

Eor good before pleasure a wise man chooses

;

The fool, for ^ property, prefers the pleasant.

3. But thou, the pleasant and sweet-seeming objects.

Examining, 0 Naciketas, hast renounced,

Not having fastened on that chain ^ of riches

Wherein so many mortals sink to ruin.

4. Ear opposite are these two and divergent,

—

Ignorance and what is known as knowledge

:

Eager for knowledge deem I Naciketas

;

Many dehghtful things did not distract you.

5. Abiding in the midst of ignorance.

Self-wise, thinking themselves learned,

Eools go about, rushing round and round,

Like blind men led by the blind.

1 Or, to property.

2 Or, Not having taken to that way of riches.

1. S^eyaa, op. of Sn, splendour, beauty, fortune, means generally

superior. Here, and a number of times in the Gita, it means the morally

excellent, the good.

pr&yas, cp. of dearer ; here means the pleasant, that which

to most is dearer them the good.

“ He fails of his aim ” or “ misses the goal ” (hlyate ariJidd), Many
of the Biblical words for sin mark it as a missing of the aim or goal of

life. (So Gk. dimprCa and Heb. hata^ and its derivatives.)
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2. Yoga-k§ema is generally interpreted as “ getting and keeping

So Sankara here takes as meaning Sariradi’-upacaya-Tahaana^nimittam, i.e.

“ The fool prefers the pleasant,—such things as cattle, etc. for the pur-

pose of fattening and preserving his body ”, But this does not bring

out the ironic punning of the text. The most usual meaning of yoga-

ksema is “property”, “possession”, “prosperity”. So, the fool, i.e.

the worldly-wise materialist, for the sake of getting and keeping, i.e.

for property, prefers things which give bodily comfort. But the abla-

tive may also mean “ in preference to ”, “ rather than So, the fool to

(real abiding) property (i.e. the good) prefers the pleasant. This agrees

with the use of the phrase in GUa ix. 22, where it is said that ECysna

himself undertakes the maintenance of his devotees, or provides their

yoga-kaema, i.e. property, security, all that they really need,

“ Those men who think on me alone.

Who worship me and naught beside.

Of these, my constant devotees,

I myself take the maintenance,”

(Or, “ I furnish full prosperity ”,

Yoga-haemam vahamy akam,)

Our text, we take it, plays on the two meanings of the ablative to point

the folly of the materialist view of life. Compare Matthew vi. 19-34.

3. Chain of riches viUamayl) : As we said in commenting on
I. 16, the meaning of arfika is imcertain. Sankara treats it there as

meaning “ necklace ” and here as meaning “ way ”. Hume, to be con-

sistent, renders by “garland” in this verse also, which obviously does

not suit the context. Whitney says “ The use of majjanti, ‘ sink ’ indi-

cates that srf^ka means something like ‘ slough ’ or * pool ’ ”, but that

does not suit I. 16. Deussen’s ‘ chain ’ (Kette), which might in I. 16

mean an ornamental chain set with jewels and here a fetter, is the only

conjecture which suits both eases. Following him we read, “ Not having

fastened on that chain of riches

All difficulties would disappear if, following Geldner and Oharpentier,

we amend majjanti to sajjanU and so read, “ Not having fastened on (or

accepted) this chain of riches, wherein so many mortals are entangled”.

4. Divergent : vi^cli f. dual of viavaHo (•;ifw=on both sides, and
a^o=sto go or lead).

Distract : alolupanta^ 3 pi. imperf. A. intensive of lup, to injure, tear.

The intensive is said to have the meaning ‘ confound ’ but Whitney
thinks it is invented to suit this case. He and Hume take the primary
meaning and render “Many desires do not rend thee”. (? amend to

lolv^ante,) We have taken i^ama objectively.

5. Cf. Maithm xy, 14. “If the blind lead the blind, both shall fall

into the ditch.” The words refer to the obstinate self-conceit of the

Pharisees.
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6. Na sdmparayafp pratibhdti bdlam,

pramddyantam vitta-mohena mudham

;

Ayam loJco m^asti para iti mdnl^

pwmh punar vaiam dpadyate me.

The cause of repeated death.

6. The passing-beyond is not clear to the childish,

Careless, befooled with the glamour of wealth

;

This world exists, there is no other,*’—thinking,

Again and again he falls within my power.

6. Na samparayah pratibhati halam

:

The meaning of the passing-

beyond (i.e. death) does not shine (i.e. is not clear, intelligible) to the

child.

Child ifidla) is here synonymous with fool, and so is rendered
‘‘ childish It ironically refers to the materialistically minded

man who prides himself upon his hard sense.

It is interesting to contrast this with the quite opposite

conception of the child-mind set forth in BrhaddraTpyalca III.

5. 1. Usasta asks Yajhavalkya to explain the Brahman who
is the self within. Yajhavalkya says negatively, Thou canst

not see the seer of the sight, . .thou canst not know the knower

of what is known How then, asks Kahola, is it possible to

come into touch with the imier-self ? Yajhavalkya then

replied, “ Let a Brahmin, casting aside his learning, take Ms
stand on childhood ” {pdi;idityam nmidya bdlyena tisthdset).

Here bdlya (childhood) evidently betokens a state of simplicity

and intuitional understanding, and the saying may be com-

pared with that of Jesus, “ Except ye become like little children

ye shall not see the kingdom of God ”, Although the conception

of cMldhood difiers in the two passages, the Katha Upani§ad,

in the verses which follow, resembles the BThaddraipyalca (Lc,)

in that it sets small value on argumentative reasoning as a

means of reaching the Self. So verse 9 announces very em-

phatically, ‘^Not by reasoning (tarka) is this thought to be

obtained This thought may be the thought of the sdmpardya,
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the meaning of the great transition beyond death. But it

evidently means also the thought of the ultimate reality to

which that transition leads if one has been enlightened and

delivered.

vj
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7. &rava7}i.dya^api bahuhhir yo na labhyal},^

irnvanto ^pi bahavo yarn na vidynlp ;

Ascaryo vaktd Icusalo ^sya labdhd^

dicaryo jndtd Tcuialdnusistab,.

8. Na narev,a^avarei^a prokta esa

suvijneyo baTiudhd ointyamdnalp

;

Anunya-prokte gatir atra ndsti,

apnydn hy atarhyam aojbupramdndt.

The Need of a Spiritual Teacher*

7. He whom many cannot even hear of,

Whom many, even hearing, do not know,

—

Wondrous His teacher, skilful His attainer,

Wondrous His knower, skilfully instructed.

8. Not taught by an inferior man can He
Be truly understood, though much considered

;

Save by another taught there’s no way thither.

For He is inconceivably subtler than the subtle.

7—9. One of the things on which Hinduism has always

most strongly insisted is the need for a guru or spiritual teacher.

This has sometimes been extravagantly and unintelligently

stated, but in essence it is correct and follows from the very

nature of religious truth.

7. Literally, “ He who by many is not obtainable even for hearing ”•

Sankara comments, “Of thousands who seek good, it is only some one

like you who becomes the knower of the atman ”, This is due to (1)

the subtlety of the self which is beyond argumentative reasoning or
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P. Na^esd tarkena matir dpaneyd,

proktd ^nyena^eva sujndndya prestha

;

Yam tvam dpalp satya-dhrtir bata^asi,

tvddrkjno bhuydt^acihetajp proktd.

9. Not by reasoning is this thought obtainable,

Though, by another taught, well may one know it,

friend

:

Thou hast obtained it, being true and steadfast ;

—

May we find, Naeiketas, a questioner like thee

!

demonstration, (2) the need of an absolutely sincere and steadfast ptxrpose

{mtya-dhrti) on the part of the seeker, (3) the need of a guru who him-
self has realised the highest.

8. Though much (or manifoldly) considered (haJiudM dntya-
mdndh ) : We have supplied the word “ though Sankara supplies “ be-

cause ” and obtains an opposite meaning. For him an inferior teacher

means a dualist. “ Taught by a man of inferior, i.e. worldly, understanding

the Atman is not easily knowable. because He is variously discussed by
disputants. But if the Atman is taught by a preceptor who is free from
the notion of duality and has become one with the Brahman, there is

no doubt,. .. .for there is nothing else knowable.” The explanation

seems forced : the simple meaning is that no amount of individual think-

ing will supply the place of a good teacher.

Ananya-prohte gatir atra nasti : We have rendered, “ Not taught

by another there is no way thither,” i.e. to Brahman or the true Self.

Sankara takes ananya-prohte as meaning, taught by one who is non-

difierent”,—^i.e. who has realised his oneness with Brahman. Then,

there is no way thither ” means there is no way beyond Brahman,

—

knowledge stops there ; or else, “ there is no further travelling into

aaipaara ”.

Almost certainly Sankara is here, as in so many places, forcing his

own interpretation upon the text.

8. Subtler than the subtle (anlyan armpramdnaA) ; literally, “ more

atomic in measure than an atom

Atarkycm may be taken in two senses, (a) It may be used adverbially ;

in that case aniyan hi atarhyam aniipramandt will be rendered as above

:

so M.M., W., H. (6) Sankara, however, takes it as an adjective qualifying

the subject
—“ For He is subtler than the subtle and unprovable by

argument.” So most Indian commentators. This suits the general mean-

ing of the peissage.
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In verses 7-9, then, the reality reached by the great transi-

tion,—^the Supreme Self, is with equal emphasis said to be

quite unknowable if sought by argumentative reasoning and

readily knowable if revealed by a true teacher. This is because

the object sought is so “ subtle ” as to be beyond the reach

of the senses and of the understanding based upon sense-per-

ception; also because religious truth is of the nature of an

intuition, an immediate apprehension of value, communicated

through faith or suggestive illumination from one person to

another, but only capable of very partial expression through

abstract concepts. This should be borne in mind in our subse-

quent discussion as to whether Brahman is or is not knowable.
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10, Jammy aham ievadhir ity-anityam,

m hy adhruvaii, prdpyate hi dhruvam tat

;

Tato mayd Ndcihetai cito ^gnir,

anityair dravyail^ prdptavdn asmi nityam.

Naciketas superior to Yama.

The worthlessness of wealth,—^heavenly as well as earthly.

10. I know full well that wealth, so called, is transient,

For not by the unsteadfast is what is firm obtained :

Yet is the Naciketa fire laid by me,

—

By transient things I have obtained the enduring.

Who is the speaker in verse 10? Max Muller and Hume
attribute to Naciketas, (Whitney also, though with some
doubt, sajdng that it is so without recognisable pertinence as

to seem an intrusion.) But Naciketas has not yet performed

the sacrifice called by his name. Sankara therefore, we judge

rightly, attributes the words to Yama, who glorifies the sacri-

ficial fire because by it, most transient of transient things, he

has obtained the enduring sovereignty of heaven. Yet he

goes on to commend Naciketas because he seeks something

more enduring still.

10. Sevadhi, n.m., a rare Vedic word, ^eva-d^^treasure-reoeptaole,

treasury, also treasure, wealth, {^eva, like Mva, adj, dear, kind, pre-

cious ; n.n. treasure.)
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Not by the unsteadfast (na hi adhruvaih) : Hume has, those who
are unsteadfast*^. We have left the translation ambiguous like the

original, but it should probably be taken as referring to means rather

than men,—^to all earth’s transient treasures.

Yet : the two halves of the verse are joined by the word tatali, which

usually denotes consecution (“ then”, “ after that ”). Sankara takes

it as equivalent to tasmdi (" therefore ”). So also M.M., H,, W., D. But

this seems to leave a contradiction between the two halves of the verse,

—

a distinct non sequUur, We follow therefore the suggestion of Ananda-

jnana that tatxih here should be taken as equivalent to “ yet ” or “never-

theless”. Sarvananda, who agrees, says, “The commentator Ananda-

jfiana suggests that Yama here eulogises Naciketas, saying that he him-

self, though fully aware of the ephemeral nature of harman and its results,

and that nothing permanent can be achieved by it, nevertheless performed

the sacrifice to attain the Yama state (i.e. the sovereignty of the

heaven-world), but Naciketas is his superior since he looked beyond to

a tnier eternity.”

Sjfcrer f|T 'g?irT 5rfer%eft5i*re'T^: II \\ II

11 . Kdmasyaptiin jagatafp pratisthdm,

Jcrator anantyam abhayasya pdram

;

Stoma-maJiad urugdyam pratistham^ [drstva],

dhrtyd dhlro Naciheto 'tyaardhslhk.

11. The attainment of desire, the world’s foundation,

The endless fruit of rites, the fearless shore,

The exceeding praised, the far-stretching, the goal,

—

Being wise, Naciketas, firmly hast thou let go.

11. B. Bnantyam ; stomaip methods dfstva (“having seen ”), at the end

of line e, has been omitted as hypermetric and redundant.

Kdmasyajdpti : the fulfilment of desire, that by obtaining which,

all desire is satisfied.

jagatdh pratiHhd : pratisthd means that on which anything stands

or rests, so—foundation, abode or refuge.

Jcrator anantyam : Jeratu may mean(l) power or will, (2) sacrificial rites.

Hume takes in the first sense and renders “ the endlessness of will
’*

with a note, “ or perhaps work Sankara takes Jeratu in the second

sense and inserts phalam : “ Krator updsamyah pJialam anantyam ”

—

“ The endlessness which is the fruit of Jeratu^ i.e. worship”.

abhayasya para : the further shore of fearlessness.

stoma-mahat

:

Hume and Deussen render, “ The greatness of praise”.

Max Muller, “ That which is magnified by praise Sankara follows the

vJ. stomam mahat, (so B.) “ The praiseworthy and great,” and says.
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stomamz=stomyom, stutyam. We have taken as a bahuvrlhi compound,

—

“ having great praise”.

uru^gaya : “ wide-going,”—used in the Rg Veda as an epithet of Soma
who is called “ wide-spreading ” {Rg IX. 62. 13), of Visnu (“ far-striding

VIII. 29. 7), and of the wide-spreading glory of the dawn (VI. 65. 6).

What is it, described in such high sounding language, that

Naciketas has let go ?

Sankara interprets the passage as referring to what he

calls the state of Hiranyagarbha {Haira'fj,yagarbha-pada).

Hiranyagarbha—the Golden Germ—is first mentioned in the famous-

Creation Hymn, J^g 'Z., 121, as the first born of creation, which appeared

on the face of the primseval waters and gave rise to the rest of the world.

With regard to it Deussen says (P-U., 199) “ Because it is the first

principle itself which appears in its creation as first-born, therefore ther

latter also is denoted by Brahman (masc), as though it were Brdhman
personified,” In the text of the older XJpanisads this conception is but little

developed. It is first developed in the S'vetdivatara (iii. 4, iv. 12, v. 2, 3, 5,

6), where the great primaeval Purusa is said to develop his own nature and

so behold the birth of Hiranyagarbha, called also the Great Soul {mahat-

'inan) and Brahma, In the still later Nrsimhottara XJpanisad it is called

the Universal Self-consciousness. Sankara takes it therefore as a name
for one aspect of his Saguna Brahman, and the Hairanyagarbha-pada

is the state of those who, not being able to realise the unreality of all

that is phenomenal and knowing Brahman not as the One Self within

but as a divinity opposed to themselves, worship him by sacrifice and

meditation and so obtain aUmryam,—a lordship and a joy which though

illusory from a higher point of view are yet as real as anything in our

experience.

Ram Mohan Ray, following this interpretation of Sankara, has trans-

lated the verse as follows :

—

“Thou, O Naciketas, hast through firmness refused, though ofiered,

the state of Brahma, which satisfies every desire and which is the support

of the world,—the best consequence of the performance of rites, without

limit and without fear, praiseworthy, full of superhuman power, extensive

and stable.”

^aiikara^s explanation is natural from his point of view but

it is an anachronism. A much simpler interpretation is possible

if we look at the text not in the light of later Vedantism but

of the mode of thought of the BrdhmaTjbas. It seems to us

almost certain that the passage, with its double use of the

word prati^thd,^^ refers back to the description of the sacrifice

and the heaven-world obtained by it given in the ^atcupatha

Brahmaupa I. ix. 3.
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“ He who sacrifices assuredly does so with the desire that there may-

be a place for him in the world of the gods,. . . .The sacrifice being com-

plete it goes forth toward the world of the gods, and after it follows the

sacrificer He strides the Vispu strides (i.e. from earth, through the

intermediate region, to heaven). Having acquired a share among the

gods (i.e. by sacrifice) he goes thither. When one has thus ascended

these worlds, that is the goal, that is the safe abode {pratistlia)^'

He (the sacrificer) looks toward the east. He looks with the text,

‘ We have gone toward the realm of light ; we have united with the

splendour,’—^meaning ‘ We have united with the gods He then looks

up toward the sun, for that is the final goal, that is the safe refuge

{pratiat’hd)^

These passages, with their repeated reference to the world of

the gods, particularly the sun, as the final goal or refuge, pra-

tisthdy seem to show that the most natural interpretation of

verse 11 is to take it as a description of the Heaven-world

attained by the sacrifice, which Naoiketas has not cared to claim

because of his desire for something better. That is to say, he

has renounced the old Vedic ideal of immortality and is seeking*

the new ideal of the Upanisads,—^immediate realisation of

unity with the Supreme Being. These two ideals are set in

close and sharp contrast in verses 11 and 12, 11 giving the

old Vedic ideal of the goal of life and 12 giving the ideal of the

Upanisads.

(Additional note.) In fairness to Sankara’s interpretation it should

perhaps be pointed out that there are certain verses in the Shtapatha

Brahmana account which suggest that already at that time a more
mystical interpretation was beginning. Eg. I. ix. 3. 10, says, " When
one has ascended these worlds, that is the goal, that is the pratiatha.

The rays of the sun which burns there are the righteous departed, and
the highest light—^that is Prajapati or the heavenly world “ Also

he looks up with the text, ' Self-existent art thou, best ray of light-

The sun, indeed, is the best ray of light/ *’ Here in this passage the general

reference is still to the Heaven-world as the place of refuge of the

departed, but the statement, * That is Prajapati ’ and the ascription of

self-existence, point to a personal power behind the heaven-world as its

basis.” In Bg IV. 53. 2. Savitr is called Prajapati and in Bg X- 121*

Hirapyagarbha is called Prajapati.

There is thus an identification between Prajapati (the Creator-god),

the Sun-god, and Hirapyagarbha. In Epic and Sutra times, i.e. shortly

after the time when the KAtha was probably written, the Creator and
Father-god was usually known (in popular religion) as BrahmS, and the

world to which the righteous go as the Brahma-world.

There is a certain justification therefore for taking II. 11, as referring
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to the state of Brahma or Hiranyagarbha* The difficulty however comes

in here. Sankara’s Hiranyagarhha is not the “ Golden Germ ” of the

Veda but a very specialised conception,—his name for Saguna Brahman
as illusorily associated with a cosmic subtle body. The root objection

to Sankara’s interpretation is that it unwarrantably imports into the

Upanisad his doctrine of the two-fold Brahman, with its corollary, the

doctrine of illusion.

(For a fuller treatment of the Hiranyagarhha conception, see pp. 133

and 156.)

3 ^fPT irw^ TOJirw i

12. Tam dur-darsam gMham anupravistam,

guhd-hitam gahvarestJiam purd'tj^am ;

Adhydtma^yoga^adhigamena devam

matvd dhlro harsa-idkau jahdti.

Apprehension of the Supreme Being through

adhyatma-yoga.

12. He who is hard to see, entered into the hidd’n,

Set in the cave, dwelling in the deep, ancient,

—

Perceiving God through spiritual concentration,^

The wise man leaves behind both joy and sorrow,

1 or. Spiritual communion.

or. Communion (yoking) with the Essential Self.

Naciketas, in I. 29, has asked to be instructed in the meaning

of the great pasaing-beyond, a boon which he says penetrates

the mystery (or, has entered into the hidden). He refuses to

be put off with transient earthly joys, or even with the joys of

heaven. Yama therefore now speaks to him of that mysterious

divine being, hidden behind all the phenomena of the world

and in the depths of his own being, so difficult of access by any

ordinary means, yet accessible by what is called adhyatma-

yoga.

Entered into the hidden {gudham amtpravista) : This epithet

is used in I, 29 to describe the third boon, the instruction by

which Yama wiU penetrate and make plain the mystery of

that which lies beyond death. Here it describes the inmost,

deepest, reahty.
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Set in the cave {gnThd-Mta) ; This phrase occurs a number
of times in the Eg Veda as applied to drought demons (e.g.

Vrtra or Ahi, “ the dragon who lurk in the cloud caves and
hold back the waters (see, e.g. II. 11, 5). Here, like the

similar phrase nihitaJi guMydm (see I. 14) ; it is used to describe

the supreme reaHty as inner self, the cave being usually regarded

as the cave of the heart. (Sankara comments buddhau sthita—
‘‘ located in the intellect ’’.)

Dwelling in the deep (gahvare-stha) : Eepeats the idea ex-

pressed by the preceding phrases, emphasising as strongly as

possible the mystery and difficulty of access of the inmost

reahty which is the object of search.

Perceiving God (devam matvd) : tarn from line a should pro-

bably be understood with devam

:

so wa should render, “ Per-

ceiving (or recognising) him as God (or, as divine) Or deva

may possibly be used in its root sense of shining,’’— per-

ceiving that resplendent one

Adhyatma-yoga. This is the only occurrence of the phrase

in the Upani^ads so there is difference of view as to its exact

meaning. Moreover, except for a reference in TaiL II. 4. 1,

which does not help, and for the phrase yoga-ksema in II. 2,

this seems to be the earliest use of the word yoga in the

Upanisads.

As this is a very important passage it may be of interest to quote

several translations, particularly of the third line.

“ The -wise who, by means of meditation on his Self, recognises the

Ancient, who is difficult to be seen, etc., as God.” (Max Miiller.)

“ Regarding (him) as god by study of devotion to the overself.”

(Whitney.)

By considering him ets God through Yoga-study of what pertains to

self.” (Hume.)

He who lays hold of God by means of devotion within his own

soul.” (Beussen.)

“ Having known him as God by means of meditation on his Self.”

(Thibaut, S.B.B. 48, p. 361.)

“ Knowing the resplendent soul through a mind abstracted from earthly

objects.” (Ram Mohan Ray.)

“ Having realised, by the knowledge obtained through spiritual com-

munion, that Divine Being.” (Tattvabhusana.)
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Yoga comes from the root yuj, to join or -unite, and signifies

both the act or state, and the means of union. A primitive

Vedic (and apparently Indo-European) meaning was that of the

yoke by -which oxen were coupled for ploughing (cf. L. jugum,

Ok. ^vyov, Eng. yoke). It is also used of the harness of horses,

and so came to mean any kind of equipment or arrangement.

More often it meant the act of yoking or harnessing, and so more

generally, setting to action. Perhaps the most usual meaning of

yoga is therefore, (1) exertion, disciplined activity. With regard

to the mind it means (2) meditative concentration or control,

i.e. the yoking or uniting of all the powers of the mind for a

single end, and then, negatively, as a means to this (2h) abstrac-

tion from outward sense objects. So Sankara, combining these

two says that Yoga means deep meditation {samddJidna) with

thought abstracted from external objects In the early yoga

of the Kafha the positive aspect is prominent ; in the later yoga

of Patanjah,^ the negative, so that yoga comes to mean sense-

suppression and the ceasing of bodily activity. The Gita on the

other hand usually stresses activity, using yoga in sense (1), i.e.

activity not merely in meditation but in the ordinary duties of

life.2 .

So far yoga has no religious connotation (and much of the
I

later yoga is only very casually theistic), but we maintain that
j

while in the KathaUpanisad yoga certainly means yoking in the

sense of control through meditative concentration, back of this
i

it also means (3) yoking in the sense of union or communion

with God,—^the divine reality realised as one’s inmost self. So

Keith, speaking of the development of the idea of yoga as first
I

clearly revealed in the Katha and ^vetdivatara Upanisads says,
]

*^In the conception of Yoga, literally yoking, there seems to be
J

an almost necessary, or at least normal, reference to a fixing of i

the mind on God (S.S. 55),^
]

Adhyatma is used both as a noun and as an adjective.

The prefix “odAi” has (1) the primary meaning above,”
;

but it is also used with the sense (2) within ”, and (3) “per- ,

taming to”. So the nomi adhyatma may mean (1) higher self,
;

(2) inner or essential self. As an adjective the word may mean
\

(3a) spiritual, , or (3b) pertaining to the seK.^
|

Here adhydtma-yoga may be rendered “ spiritual concentra-
]
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tion ” or, more specifically, concentrated meditation upon

the Self.’* Later, the idea of yoking or communion with the

Essential Self is farther developed. (See pp. 105, 142, 205.)

1 Re the meaning of Yoga, see Keith, S.S. 54 ff.

;

R.P.V. 549,

589 ; Basgupta, H.I.P. 226; Edgerton, M.S.Y. jf.; Oitramare,

H.I.T. i. 300 ;
Tuxen, Yoga, 20

Basgupta points out that “in Panini’s time the word yoga had
attained its technical meaning, and he distinguished the root ‘yuj

mmadhau^ (yuj in the sense of concentration) from ‘yujir yoga^ (root

yujirin the sense of connecting)”, Charpentier (Z.D.M.G. xlv. 846 j^.)

considers that neither of these meanings are original but rather
** praxis”, practical effort (as opposed to Sarpkhya knowledge and
abandonment of action). Edgerton agrees.

We have thus three views as to the primary sense of yoga

:

(1) praxis or active effort. (Charpentier, Edgerton.)

(2) samddhi or concentration. (Tuxen).

(3) yoking or union. (Oitramare, Keith.)

The variation is largely due to the section of Yoga literature on which

attention is focused. In the Katha and S'veL yoga is mainly 2+ 3, in the

Gita 1 + 3, in the Yoga-sutras—2.

2 Yoga in the Gita : Note that in the Qlta, yoga is used in three

(or four) senses.

(1) When used alone yoga usually means karma^yoga or niskama-

karma-yoga, the method of the selfless performance of duty, irrespective

of results. This is clearly a development of the first meaning given

above, i.e. disciplined exertion, as opposed to the saipkhya-yoga (or

jnana-yoga), the method of sarnnyasa or abandonment of action and

trust in knowledge only.

(lb) A subsidiary hut very frequent sense of yoga in the Gita is that

of “ method ” or “ rule ”, or more fully “ the method of control by means

of ”. So the Gita speaks of the three methods, karma-yoga, jHana-yoga,

and hhakti-yoga.

(2) In the sixth adhyaya is described a meditative yoga very like that

of the Katha but more distinctly ascetic.

(3) “ It must also be borne in mind that for the Gita, unlike the Yoga-

sutras, yoga could retain its fuller, more original content, control that

leads to union with Vasudeva-Brahman. ” (Hill, B. 41.)

8 The Yoga of Patanjali’s Yoga-sutras should be carefully dis-

tinguished from that of the Katha and the Gita, It is entirely a yoga

of samadhi in the more negative sense, a method of control of the bodily

and mental powers but not a method of union, since no supreme Self

was recognised. Its aim was by the restraint or suppression of the

activity of the senses and mind (cltfa-vrtti-nirodha) to realise kaivalya,

the release of the self by its isolation from aught beside. It is of this

PStanjala Yoga that Otto is speaking when he says that, ‘‘Yoga is not

a mysticism of union, but purely a mysticism of the soul.” (M.E.W.

143.)
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4 Adhyatma is used repeatedly in the earlier Upanisads, (e.g. Br, I. 5.

21 ; 11. 3. 4; II 6. 1 ; III 1. 10; III 7. 15; Oh. I 2. 4; L 6. 3 ; I. 7.

1; III. 18. 1; Tait. I. 3. 1; Kaus. 11. 12; but always in the sense (3b)

—
“ pertaining to one’s self ” as opposed to adhihhuta, “ pertaining to

the material elements,” or adhidaiva, “ pertaining to the deities”.

In the Olid however the meaning is a combination of (2) and (3). It

is applied to Brahman with the sense “ essential self.” (Qltd VII. 28

;

VIII. 1 ; VIII. 3 ; XI. 1. Sankara commenting on VII. 28,
—

" They

know that Brahman, the whole essential self ” {Te brahma tad viduh krts-

nam adhydtmam) says “ the reality imderlying the individual self
”

(pratyagatma-mmyarih vastu). The word adhyatma is used elsewhere

in the Katha only once,—^in the closing verse which says, Then ISTaci-

ketas having obtained this knowledge and yoga-vidhi, declared by Death,

and so having attained to Brahman, became free from passion, free from

death, and so may any other who thus knows the adhyatma The
meaning here seems to be the same as in the Gita, i.e. “ knows the

Supreme Self who is also his essential self,” though it may also be rendered
“ who knows what relates to the self

We append in full Sankara’s commentary on the two important

verses 12 and 13 :

12. Tam tvav^ jhdtwn icchasi aim^nam, tariff durda/rSam—duhhhena

da/rianam o^aya^jiti durdan^Sam^ otisuhsmatvdL Oudharrh gahanam,

armpramata/rji^ prdJcrta-visaya-vikara’Vijnancdh pracchannam iU^etat.

OvMMtam—guhaydrp huddhau hitam nihitarp sthitam, tatra^upalahhya-

mdnatvdt, OahvarestTiam—gahvare viaame anehas^anarthaaahjcate iiathati

iti gahvarea^ham. Tata avam gudham anupraviato gukd-hitaS’Ca, ato-'^aau

gah/vareathahi aio durda/tSah. Tarn purdnam purdtanam adhyatma*

yogddMgarmna—maayebhyal} praiisarphrtya cetaaa dtmani samddh^nom

adhyd1ma*yoga1i, taaya^adhigamyxlii prdpUh, Una matvd devam dtmdnmn^
dhlro haraa-iokaUf dtmana utTcaraa^apaharaayof abhdvatf jahdti.

“ That ” self you wish to know is “hard to see ” since it is extremely

subtle ;
“ entered into the hidden”, i.e. concealed by the modifications of

consciousness due to material objects ;
“ set in the cave”, i.e. located in the

intellect (since he is there realised) ;
“ dwelling in the deep ”, i.e. he stands

amid many difficulties, (i.e. in the body). Since he is thus concealed

by material objects and located in the intellect, hence he dwells in a
difficult situation, hence he is hard to see. “ By attaining that ancient

one through adhydtma-yoga^\ i.e. deep meditation on the self with
thought abstracted from external objects, thus “ perceiving the divine ”

Self, “ the wise man leaves behind both joy 6uid sorrow ”, since there is

neither elevation nor depression of the Self.

13. Kin*ca “ atad ” dtmd-tattvcm yad aham vakaydmi, tat “ Srutvd ”

dcdrya*sahd^dt aamyagdtmohhavena pcmgrhya^' updddya, ‘‘^ma/rtyo^^

maranadharrna, dhcmridd-anapetaap “ dhcmnyam ” “ pravrhya ”

—

ud/yamya,

prthdk-hrtya icmradeh, * a7]mp ”—mhamam “ etam ” dtmJdnam “ dpya ”

prdpya, **aa'^ martyo vidvdn ^^modaU^\ modamhyam ” ha/raamlyam
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Iran ^*HJTJlI%cf*TTxg I

V* SI

fw ws^ faraw *rf^%cw jt% ii ii

13, Etat^srutvd samparigrhya martyal],,

•pravrhya dharmyam aTj^um etam dpya

;

Sa modate modamyam hi labdhvd

:

vivftam sadma Naoihetasam manye.

—as Spirit.

13. Hearing and comprehending this a mortal

Extracts its essence/ gaining that Subtle (Being)

:

He joys as gaining that which is joy-worthy

:

An open house, I think, is Naciketas.

1 Of, Tears off the qualified, or. Discerns the Holy, or, Puts off the

conventional.

13. The general purport of the verse is clear : it repeats

and completes the thought of the previous verse, calling the

deep-hidden divine reality, perceived through adhydtma-yoga,

that Subtle Being {a'Q^um etam), i.e. intangible Spirit, as

opposed to that which is gross or material. To perceive Him
(says V. 12), is to be carried beyond all distracting emotions,

—

the elation of joy as well as the depression of sorrow,—^largely

organic in character,—as one realises, in the depths of one’s

own self, one’s unity with the deepest reality who is also Self

or Spirit. But does this mean the fading out of aU the colour

of feeling,—^the merging in a characterless absolute,—“the

night in which all cows are black ” ? This is how the teaching

of the Upanisads and the Vedanta has been often interpreted

atmanam “ lahdlwa Tad-ekid-evar^i-vidTicm brahma sadma ” bhavanam,
“ Naciketasarji ” tvam prati apdvrta-dvaram “ vivrtam ” ahhimukhl^

bhutarjfh “ manye .* mohaarha/rp tvam manye iti^^ahliiprayab.

Again, “having heard” from a religious teacher “ this ” truth about the

Self which I shall tell you, “ and having grasped ” or apprehended it

truly and entirely as self, “a mortal” man “ extracting”, i.e. lifting

up or separating *‘the dharm/yam^' (i.e. that which is possessed of dharma)

from the body, etc. so “ obtaining that subtle ” self,
—“ he,” i.e. the

wise man “ rejoices ” “ because he has obtained the joy-worthy ”, i.e.

the Self, in which one ought to find delight. I think that such a Brahma-
abode is wide open to you, Naciketas, (is facing you with open door)

:

the meaning is, I think you worthy of salvation.
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(see Lanman, p. 207) and Yoga practice lias often been directed

toward this end. But our text goes on to say that the deepest

Being is the highest Value,—^the supremely joy-worthy, and to

attain Hityi is to gain supreme, abiding bliss (see V. 12-14).

Pravrhya dharmyam : The one difficulty is the interpreta-

tion of the phrase pravrhya dharmyam.

Pmvrhya is from the root vrht hrh, harh^to pull out or root up (dis-

tinguish from similar root=to grow). So pravrhya means “ having

tom or pulled out,” “ extracted ”. See VI. 17, where it is said of the

soul, tam svat Sarlrat pravrhet :

“ Prom ones own body one should draw it out,

Firmly, as from its sheath (one pulls) a reed.”

Having heard and comprehended the tmth expressed in v. 12, and
" having extracted the dharmyam ”, one attains “ that Subtle Being ”

and so supreme bliss.

Dharmyam^ which occurs only here in the Upanisads, is an adj. from

dharma used as a neuter noun.

dharma is from the root dA/*=to hold. Hence it means “ that which

is held fast”, so “law”, “custom”, “anything proper to any state,

person or thing.” (So justice is the dharma of a king, courage of a

warrior, ferocity of a tiger.) Hence philosophically dharmameans “ charac-

teristic quality”. Ethically it is specialised to mean “duty”, “right”,
“ virtue”, and this in ordinary usage is its most common meaning.

dhcvrmyat therefore, may mean (1) ethically
—“lawful”, “righteous”,

“ connected with duty ”. (So three times in the Gita, and once appa-

rently=“ sacred ” or “holy” XVIII. 70, also perhaps XII. 20.) Or

(2) in a more general philosophical sense it may mean “ qualified
”

or “ possessed of a certain character or essential nature

Xow one may extract a thing either to get rid of it or to preserve

it. So one may regard the dharmyam (whichever meaning we give it)

either (A) as something alien from “ that Subtle Being”, which is to be

pulled ofi before one can reach it ; or (B) as something fundamentally

one with the “ Subtle ”, which must be extracted, i.e. discriminated from

other things, before its real (subtle) nature can be realised.

(A) Most European commentators, connecting the verse with that

which follows rather than that which precedes, take the dharmyam as

“ the qualified”, whether (1) ethically, or (2) in the more general philo-

sophical sense, and its qualities must be stripped ofi to attain to absolute,

unqualified (“ subtle ”) being. So

—

(1) Hume . .
“ Has torn o:ff what is concerned with the right.”

Whitney . . “ Having flung away what is concerned with duty.”

(2) M. Muller . . “ Who has separated from it all qualities.”

Deussen . . “ Who has put ofi what is external.” i

The occurrence of the phrase “ Apart from dharma and adharma,”
apparently in an ethical sense, in the next verse favours (1).
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The contrast (or close connection) of the dharmyam and the subtle

supports (2).

(B) Sankara, whom one might expect to take the above line of ex-

planation, lending support as it does to his general position, explains

quite differently, in the light of the previous verse, taking dharmyam^
anum eiam^^dtmanam, and interpreting pravrhya dharmyam as “ Separat-

ing (i.e. clearly distinguishing) the dharmyam, i.e. the Self, from the

body, etc. (all that is not-self) and so realising that subtle one, i.e. the

Self Sankara defines dharmyam as dhammd-anapetam, not separated

from, i.e. possessed of, dharma, which leaves it ambiguous whether it is

to be taken m senses (1) or (2).

(1) Most of his modem Indian followers take in an ethical sense as

the Bighteous or Bure one. So

—

Arabinda Grhose . .
“ When he has separated the Bighteous

one from the body.”

Tattvabhusana . . “ Having discriminated the Pure one from

other things.”

Sftarama ^Sstri , . Having abstracted the virtuous atman
from the body, etc.”

We have suggested that dharmyam should be given a numinom rather

than an ethical meaning, and in this sense have given the alternative

rendering “ Discerns the Holy ”, i.e. the mysterious Being of v. 12,

realising Him as Spirit.

(2) Taking the more general philosophic meaning Tattvabhusana

as an alternative suggests dharmyam—guna-vUistham (dtnmnam), i.e.

by discriminating the qualified, i.e. individual embodied Self from its

material environment one learns the true nature of the atman and so

attains that subtle (i.e. unqualified) Self.2 This gives excellent sense

and fits Sankara, but it is curious that if this is his meaning he did not

say so more specifically.

On the whole, we are inclined to the simple rendering

suggested in the text. Hearing and comprehending that truth

about the deepest reality given in v. 12, a man extracts its

essential nature, or discerns its real character, and so attains

that subtle, i.e, essentially spiritual, Being. Alternatively we
suggest either, Discerns the Holy ”, or, (bearing in mind the

next verse), Puts off the conventional ”, i.e. all that is merely

customary, whether in thought, morals or religion.

1 Abtat was omserlich, S.D. 273.

2 This is an iuterpretation of Tattvabhuaapa’s Bengali commentary.

Boer apparently intends a similar meaning: “Having distinguished the

(soul as) endowed with qualities (dharmyam) (from the body) and obtained

it in its subtle nature, the mortal rejoices ”,
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An open house, i.e. for the habitation of the Supreme Self. Of,

Mun4^ III. 2. 3. (which follows a verse identical with Katha II. 23),

" Into his Brahma-abode this Self eaters.” Also Chand. VIII. 1. 1.

Sankara inserts ** tvain praii after Nacilcetcisam^\ “Such a Brahma-
abode is I think wide open to thee, ISTaciketas ”, This apparently

involves an amendment of the text to NaciJcetase,— Wide open seems

the house to Naciketas”. Or to Naciketo^’ (voc.), with ^‘tvam praW^
understood, making the line metrical. But the text as it stands {pace

Whitney who thinks it senseless) gives a good meaning. Alternatively

we might punctuate di'S^evently and read, Hearing and comprehending

this, extracting its essence, gaining that subtle being, a man rejoices

:

so I consider Naciketas one who has obtained a joyful open house.”

14.

cRK II

I

II

Anyatra dharmad [anyatra] adharmdd,

anyatra^asmdt Jcrta-ahrtdt,

Anyatra hJiutdt [ca] bhavydt^ca

:

yat tat pa^yasi tad vada.

14. Apart from duty (dharma) and non-duty (adJiarma),

Apart from what is done or not done,

Apart from past and future time,

—

What thus thou seest, that declare.

14. Arvyatra {adv.)—as other than, different from, independent of.

Adharma is always used in an ethical (or at least quasi-ethical, i.e.

legal or social) sense. In this verse therefore Dharma must be used in

the same sense. There is however some difference as to the exact mean-
ing.

“Independent of good and evil” (Deuasen, Gough).

“Apart from right and apart from unright ” (Hume).
“ Different from virtue and vice ” (Rber, ^astri, Tattvabhusana).

“Apart from duty, apart from non-duty” (Whitney).

It is interesting to note Sankara’s different shades of meaning in different

contexts, of which Thibaut’s translations are a fair reflection. So SiUra-

hhasya I. 2. 11. (T. 118) has “That which thou seest as different from
religious duty and its contrary”. I. 1. 4= (T. 28), “Different from merit

and demerit ”, with the comment, “ That bodiless entity to which merit

and demerit, with their consequences and threefold time do not apply

In a number of places however Thibaut considers that dharma and
adharrm are used in the general philosophical sense and renders, “ That
which thou seest as neither this nor that” (231, 248, 251). This is also

Max Muller’s rendering. Sankara’s comment in the KUihaka-bha^a is

given below.
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Anyatra^asmat hrta^ak^taL Sankara says, Krtam^^karyam^ ©Sect;

ahrlx^m^haranam, cause

Just as the previous verse has been interpreted as meaning
that one must strip ojff all attributes to reach the (negatively)

Absolute Being, so this verse has been understood as asserting

that among those attributes to be stripped are all moral

qualities,—that the Supreme Reality is supra-temporal, supra-

causal and supra-moral, beyond good and evil. Undoubtedly
the Param Brahman of Sankara, like the Absolute of Plotinus,

is “beyond the Good’\ Ethical distinctions, like all other

distinctions, belong to the phenomenal world and are tran-

scended in the Absolute. We doubt however whether this is

the meaning here.

In the first place we note that it is misleading to translate

dharma and adharma by good and evil’’. This is responsible

for much of the disagreement of Indian and European scholars,

Dharma usually means “ duty in the sense of what ought to be

done under particular conditions : what St. Paul called “ the

law of commandments contained in ordinances ’’ {E^h. 2. 15),

which does not bind the freed man, much less God. Good
is for man an infinite ideal, and in God an eternal actuality.

Sankara commenting on our verse says, “ Other than dharma,

means different from acts enjoined by the scriptures and from

their results and means of attainment

In the second place, instead of treating the Upanisad as a

collection of disjointed texts let us note the context. Naciketas

is dissatisfied with the religion of works, no matter how pro-

ductive of prosperity. He has refused even the happiness of

the heaven-world obtained by sacrifices and good works, and is

seeking that salvation which comes from knowledge of supreme

reality. Yama, therefore, seeing he is fit for the revelation,

has spoken of that mysterious Divine Being, set in the cave of

the heart, which may be gained not by outward works but

by adhydtma-yoga, inner concentration. Stripping off extraneous

externalities, discerning divine reality, laying hold of its essen-

tial nature as Spirit (the different interpretations of v. 13 are

complementary), a sincere inquirer like Naciketas may obtain

that which is supremely joy-worthy. “ That is what I want

says Naciketas. I am not asking about religious duties or

works of merit or the results of doing or not doings them.
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I wish to kaow that which is deeper than all the happenings

of time. If you know such an eternal reality, which is beyond

all worldly experience, tell me that.^

A^art from the 'past and the future : Even if we interpret lines

b and c with Sankara as ‘independent of causality and time

or with Deussen, “independent of becoming and time*’, this

does not necessarily mean that Brahman is here viewed as

timeless in the sense that time is an illusion (though that is

Sankara’s view). “Independent of past and future” means

not timeless but eternal, imperishable (ahsara). So in Br. iii.

8. 9, discriminate time is derived from the Imperishable, and

in Br, iv. 4. 15, and Katha iv. 5. 12. 13, Brahman is spoken of

as “ Lord of the past and future ”, i.e. Lord of the time-order.

(See note on iv. 13. Also Keith, B.P.V. 560.)

era 11 ii

'^Tc^ ^ II 11

inc»t I

?i:eT^ra*^*f ’simr fr’#N% 11 11

15. Sarve vedd yat padam dmananti,

tapdmsi sarmrpi-ca yad vadanti^

Yad icchanto brahmacaryam caranti^

tat te padam samgrahe'^a bravlmi

:

Om iti^etat.

16. Etad^hi^eva^aJesaram brahma^

etad^hi^eva^ahsaram param^

Etad^hi^eva^aksaram fnalvd,

yo yad icchati tasya tat.

17. Etad dlambanam Sresfham^

etad dlambanarn param,

Etad dlambamm jndtvd,

brahmadohe mahlyate.

^ Yad idrSari(i vastu sarva-vyavaharagocaratUani pa^yasi jandsi, tad

vada mahyam.—Sankara.
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“Om”—the symbol of Brahman.

15. That word which all the Vedas glorify,

And which all austere practices proclaim,

Desiring which men follow holy living {brdhmacarya)^

—

That word to thee I briefly do declare

:

That (word) is Om

16. For truly this word is Brahman,

This word indeed is the highest

:

Emowing indeed this very word,

What any man desires is his.

17. This support is best (of all),

This support is the highest

:

Knowing this support a man
Grows great within the Brahma-world.

Naciketas has asked to be taught eternal reality. The
answer is here given that all revelation and religious practice

declare the eternal Brahman, symbolised by the word Om”.
Then in verses ISjJP. Yama goes on to declare that that Brahman

is the Atman, the eternal Self.

15. Word (pada).—Pada means footstep, footprint, sign,

word ; also place, abode, goal. Sankara here takes it as mean-

ing goal {padanlyam, gamanlyam). The goal is Brahman of

whom Om is the symbol. Acts of austerity declare Him
because they have Him as their goal,—otherwise they would

be senseless.

Brahmacarya denotes the condition of life of a brahmacdrin

or religious student. This is first referred to in Rg Veda x. 109,

and is described in Atharva Veda xi. 5. It normally lasted

twelve years but might be longer, ^vetaketu {Gh, V. vi. 1. 2.)

was a brahmacdrin from 12 to 24. The student lived in the

house of his teacher, and served him, tending the house and

the cattle, often begging his own and his master’s food, looking

after the sacrificial fires and studying the Veda. He was

req[uired to be chaste, obedient, to drink only water and not to

sleep in the daytime (see Aivaldyana Grhya-sutra i. 22, 1. 2).

The word later became generalised to mean holy living,

particularly continence and self-restraint.
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16 . Word in this verse translates aJcsam, which may also

mean ^'imperishable’’. There is thus as in the previous verse

a double meaning
;
there is reference to the word " Om ” but

still more to that which the word symbolises,—the goal of

all study and discipline,—the highest Imperishable One who
is our support (dlambanam) and only source of true greatness.

Be. Om—^Deussen says, “Essentially it was the unknowableness of

the first principle of the universe, the Brahman, and the impossibility

of expressing it by word or illustration, which compelled the choice of

something so entirely meaningless as the symbol Om as a symbol of

Brahman The statement is misleading since, by the time Om became a

symbol of Brahman it had acquired a meaning.

The word Om (not found in the Rg or Atharva Vedas) occurs in the

Taittirlya Samhita of the Black Yajur Veda (iii. 2. 9. 6) where it is called

the pranam which, says Keith, indicates the prolongation and nasalisation

of the last syllable of the ofiering verse, uttered by the hotr. It first

becomes frequent in the Brahmanas where it is generally a response

by the adhvaryu (offering priest) to each ^'g-Vedic verse uttered by
the hotr. It thus corresponds to the Hebrew ‘ Amen ’ and hke it comes to

be used as a solenm “ Yes, So be it

Already by the time of Aitareya Brahmana v. 32, Om, regarded as

=AIJM, had acquired such numinous value that it is treated as a

mystic syllable representing the essence of the Vedas and the universe.

{ Prajapati by tapas created the three worlds and their light-givers : earth,

i air and sky: Agni, Vayu and Aditya. From these he produced the
* three Vedas and the three pure sounds : Agni-^Rg-^S^Ciji ; Vayu~>Yajur
1 -^hhuvah, ; Aditya->Sama-~>svar. These sacred sounds are called the
internal fastenings of the Vedas and expiate any errors in recitation.

^
Again from these, representing their essence A, U, M were produced,

j

So Axim (=Om) represents all these,—the threefold sacred knowledge, the

I
world-powers and the One whence all these proceed. The Aitareya

^Brahmana does not here attempt an etymological derivation of Om,
but it was natural that later some should say A=Agni, IJ=VSyu,
therefore M=the Aditya Mitra. Om is also in Maitri vi. 5 identified

^ with the later trinity, Brahma, Rudra, Vispu.

When therefore the XJpanisads take Om as the symbol of Brahman
the thought behind is surely not, as Beussen suggests„that an unknowable
absolute is fitly expressed by an unintelligible word. For the word
by usage in worship had been charged with sacred meaning and expressed

not something abstract (however difficult of definition), but rather

the whole fullness of numinous (mysterious yet adorable) reality. Further,

just as AMEN, used as a response to solemn statement or prayer with the
meaning, ^It is true’ or ‘May it be true*, is converted by St. John
into a most impressive name for God revealed in Christ (“ The Amen, the
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faithful and true witness ’% Rev. iii. 14), so we believe it is not fanciful to

say that OM, used originally as a response in worship, becomes in such

phrases Om satyam and Om tat sat, expressive of the Hindu belief in the
truth and reality behind all,

(See Keith, article “Om”, E.R.E., ix; Deussen, P.XJ., 390-2; Gough,
P.TJ., 67-74. Also Keith, R.V.B., 256. We do not of course deny the

absurdities and the magic that have often attached to the use of Om.)

*r 5rT5r% ws? i

TfifiT %«sFsr% fcr^sjTsg^ 'wm i

\5

^ n fgsrnfteft wm «r ii n

18, Na jdyate mriyaie vd mpa^cit,

najayam hutaicitjm hahhuva kascit

:

Ajo nityah SdSvato ^yam purdipo

Tia hanyaie hanyamdne ianre,

19, Hantd cetjmanyaU IrmiVwm,

haias-cetjmanyate Jiatam,

Vbhau tau Tia vijdmto

:

na^ayam hanti na hanyate.

The Unborn Eternal Self.

18. The wise (self) is not born and does not die,

Erom naught else comes it nor does aught become

:

Unborn, eternal, endless, this the Ancient,

Is slain not with the slaying of the body.

19. If the slayer think he slays,

Or if the slain think he is slain,

Both of them do not understand,

This slays not, neither is it slain.

Here and in the following verses the answer to both the ques-

tions of Naciketas, in 1. 29 and II. 14, is given. The meaning of

the great transition, that which lies beyond the mystery of

death, is just this : the soul or self is eternal and death a mere

bodily appearance. Also, that eternal changeless reality of

which Naciketas has inquired is just the Soul, These verses

are quoted in Qltd ii. 20. 19, and form the substance of Krsn;a’s
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teaching to Arjuna when he hesitates to engage in battle-

against his kinsfolk.^ In the Gita they occur in a section called

Sdmichya-yoga and seem to refer to the eternity and changeless-

ness of the individual soul. Here however, in the verses which

follow, it is clear that it is the One Supreme Soul {dtman) that

is referred to as individuating itself and constituting the inner

reality of each living being.

In verses 15-17, the eternal reality is called Brahman. In.

verses 20 it is called^A^ma7^. We have here then, by implica-

tion, the central thesis of the Upanisads,

—

Brahman^Atman, i.e.

the mysterious power behind the world is one with the central,

reality of our own inner being. So in the ^dndilya-vidyd (^.B.

X. 6. 3 and Gh. iii. 14) it is first stated, Verily this whole-

world is Brahman ” {sarvarp, khalu idam Brahma), and then it is

said, “ This soul of mine within the heart, this is Brahman
(esa me^dtmdntarhrdaye^etad Brahma),

But does this mean, as Yajnavalkya usually taught {Br, ii.

4. 12. 14 ;
iii. 8. 23, etc.) and Sankara taught consistently, that

there is really only one Soul, that the Soul is a pure undif-

ferentiated Unity, and that all plurality, of souls as well as>

objects, is an illusion ? It is not till Valli III that the Katha

Upanisad draws any explicit distinction between the individual

and the Supreme Souls, and right through the basic unity of the

two, the fact that the individual soul owes all its reality to the

1 Relation of the Katha and the Gita in this passage.

It is interesting to note the variations of Qlta II. 20 and 19 from

Katha II. 18 and 19. Qita II. 20. c.d.=Kaifta II. 18. c.d. and Qita II. 19.

c.d.=iCa|fta II. 19. c.d.

II. 19. a.b. has, Ya enam vetti haniaratn, yai-oainam manyate hatcm.

He who thinks of him as slayer,

And he who thinks of him as slain.

Gita II. 20. a.b.

—

Na jayate mriyate vd Jcaddcit

Na aycm bhutvd hhavitd va na hhuyaTi^

He is not ever born, and never dies.

He came not into being, nor shall come hereafter.

Some have thought that the Katha verses are an interpolation from the

GUd. But Jcaddcit for the Vedic vipaScit is surely a deliberate simplifica-

tion on the part of the Gitakara : it is improbable that the change took

place the other way. The Katha version of 19. a.b. also seems the more

original.
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Supreme, is insisted on. But though the writer concentrates

attention on the Supreme Soul he seems, even in this valli, ta

assume the reality of individual souls who see and attain the

Supreme.

In this connection the name here given to the Soul, i.e.

Vifascity is surely significant.^ This word means literally ' know-

ing inspiration’ and therefore 'inspiring’ or 'inspired’, and is

used of Savitr in Eg Veda v. 81. 1, in a passage which seems to-

be the fountain-head of the idea of Yoga

:

“ Yunjate mam uta yunjate dMyo, vipra viprasya brhato vipaicUahJ'

“ The sages of the great wise (i.e. inspiring) Sage,

Yoke their minds and yoke their thoughts.”

This passage is quoted (and elaborated) again and again in

the Samhitds of the Tajur Veda, the Brdhmanas, and later in

Svet U, : and in a number of passages Savitr, the life-giving Sun-

god, is identified with Prajapati, and, as in the Qdyatrl, taken as

representing the Supreme Being. Especially we should note,

the central position of this passage in the directions for the piUng

of the Eire Altar in both the Taittiriya and Kdthaha Samhitds

of the Black Yajur Veda. (See Keith, V.B.Y.S., 289.) This

surely makes it clear that it is not by accident that the word

Vipascit is here used for the Atman, The whole object of the

sacrifice is said to be

:

** With mind well-yoked are we,

By the inspiration of God Savity,

With strength for gaining heaven.”

{Taittinya Samhita iv. 1. 1. c.)

And now the Upanisad goes on to teach that immortality con-

sists in the yoking of the individual soul with the Supreme

Soul which constitutes its inmost being and inspires it for the-

highest.

1 VipaScU comes from the root quiver or tremble ; henoe the adj.

t}ip=:inwardly stirred, inspired; noun uipas^inspiration ; vipc*^-c^i=know-

ing inspiration. Sayapa renders by medhamnc=:wiBe. It occurs as we
have said,

(1) J^g Veda v. 81. 1, and this passage is quoted, V.S. v. 14, xi. 4; T.S.

i, 2. 13. X, iv. 1. 1. d.; K.S. il 10, xv. 11 ; M.S. i. 2. 9, ii. 7. 1 ; also in the

following Brdhmanaa, A.B. iv. 30. 4; K.B. xx. 2, xxii. 1 ; ^.B. iii. 5. 3. 11 ^

vi. 3. 1. 16 ; xiv. 1. 2. 8. Also Svet. U. ii. 4.

(2) Rg Veda ix. 86. 44 ; vipa^cite pavamanaya gayata.

Praise the wise (or inspiring) Purifier”, i.e. Soma.
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(3) Tait. U, ii. 1. 1 refers to Brahman as identical with the Atman
perceived in the soul within, yet transcendant in heaven. “He who knows

Hina who is hidden in the cave and set in highest heaven, he obtains all

desires, together with the wise Brahman [brahmana vipa^oita).^^

(4) Gita ii. 60 refers to men. ‘‘ The senses even of a wise man (puru-

aasya vipctSoUah) carry away his mind.”

TTagfcT ftcnfNt srT(|! 5reKT^ffTrKfnaT*r! n ii

20, ApjOr airfAydn^ mahato maMyd%
dtmd ^syajantor nihito guhdydm

:

Tam ahratuJp foiyati vUa-soho,

dhdtufp prasdddt ’^jmahimdnam dtmana'^,

1 A. dhatu-prasadat.

Opposite characteristics of the Self:

Vision through Grace.

20. Less than an atom, greater than the great,

The Self is hid in every creature’s heart

:

The nnstriving man beholds Him, freed from sorrow,

Through the Creator’s grace* (he sees) the greatness of

the Self.
* Or, With tranquil mind.

20. Less than an atom (a^or an^jlydn) : When the diman is

thought of as psychical principle its smallness is emphasised.

So in V. 3, using old animistic language, it is called “the

dwarf”, and iniv. 12, “thumb-sized”. It is also said to be
“ smaller than a grain of rice, or mustard, or millet” (OA. iii.

14. 3), and here “more atomic than an atom”. On the other

hand when the Soul is thought of as cosmic its vastness is

emphasised. So in ii. 22 it is called “the great, aU-pervading

Self ”, and in Gh, ni. 14. 3,“' greater than the earth, greater than

the sky, greater than all these worlds When the two aspects

as here and in the ^dnd^ya-mdyd^ are set in contrast side by
side, it is clear that the diman is regarded as essentially

spaceless, i.e. not limited by the form of space. This means, as

Sankara remarks, that all things, however small or great, exist

only through the Self and apart from the Self have no reality.

But it does not mean, as he goes on to say, that all things

small or great are only names and forms (illusorily) imposed

upon it.
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The unstrivingman (aJcratuI^). Sankara comments, AJcratu^:=^

ahdmalji>. Max Muller and E/oer follow by rendering, One who
is free from desire ” ; Arabinda Ghosh, When a man is stripped

of wishes ’’
;
Hume, One who is without active will ” ; Deussen

(P.U.), “ Indifferent

The latter translation does not give the right colour here. It

is true that the Indian religious ideal has often expressed itself

in complete inaction and the suppression of all desire and will.

But here the negative is for the sake of a positive. If like

Sankara we interpret as “desireless’’, then that means as he

says, freedom from those desires for external objects, whether

earthly or heavenly, which distract the soul and prevent vision.

As in the case of Naciketas it is clear that mumuhsutva, desire

for salvation, thus becomes all the keener. Yet even desire for

salvation may be over-anxious. “ Blessed are they that hunger

and thirst after righteousness ”, said Jesus. “Strive to enter

in at the straight gate.” But there comes a point where striving

must cease and the soul must rest in God alone. Here, then, we
have rendered the word ahratuh^ which might grammatically

mean " actionless ’ or ‘ will-less by ‘ unstriving ’. It denotes the

man whose will is at peace, who possesses what the Greeks

called drapa^ia, Christian ataraxia, the untroubled peace of

true faith, of trust which leads to vision, is taught very

emphatically by Jesus in the passage in John 14 beginning,

rapaaaiadd) (“ Let not your hearts be troubled”), and in the

Sermon on the Mount with its repeated warning against anxious

striving as a hindrance in the way of entrance into the Kingdom

of Heaven.

The Grace of the Creator.

The first line of Katha ii. 20 suggests the difficulty of knowing

Brahman, the infinitely subtle and infinitely great, though as Self

He dwells in our own hearts. The third line says that never-

theless the man of tranquil unselfish will may have a vision of

TTim ? How ? Does the fourth line add anything new 1

Sankara says, No,—it simply further explains ‘ ahratvJp ’ and

says that it is through the tranquillity of the senses and the

mind that the vision comes. If on the other hand our text is

correct the vision is through the self-revelation of a personal

and gracious God.
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Note that there is here an important difference of reading,

(1) dhdtuh prasdddt : Bibliotheca Indica text (C) and the

Bombay text of Tukarama Javaji (B).

(2) dhdtu-prasdddt : Snandasramatext (A) and most Indian

editions that follow Sankara’s bhdsya,

Dhatuh is the genitive of c?Mir=sustainer or creator.

,dhatu means element ” and is interpreted by Sankara as referring to

the mental elements,—the mind and the senses.

prasdda is from the root sad^ to sink down,

pra

+

5ad=to grow calm, bright, pleased, gracious.

So the notin prasdda may mean (1) calmness, (2) clearness, (3) kind-

ness, grace.

.( 1 ) Adopting the first reading

^

Max Muller , . “By the grace of the Creator

Hume . . . .
“ Through the grace of the Creator ”.

Whitney . . “By the power of the Creator’’.

Hegnaud . .
“ Par la favour du Cr^ateur ”,

Geldner . . “Durch die Gnade des Schbpfers

<2 )
Adopting the second reading,

Ranamohan Ray
Roer .

.

Gough .

.

Sitarama Sastri

“ Tlirough the steadiness of the senses ”.

“ By the tranquillity of the senses

“In the limpid clearness of his faculties ”,

“ With his mind and senses composed”.

Hume, in an important note (p. 350) says : This is an

important passage as being the first explicit statement of the

doctrine of Grace {prasdda). The idea is found earlier in the

celebrated Hymn of the Word {Vdc), E.V. x. 125.5. c.d. This

same stanza occurs with slight verbal variations at &vet. iii. 20

n.nd MahdndrdyaTia viii. 3 {=:Taittirlya Arav^yaha x. 10. 1).

Inasmuch as the method of salvation ‘ through the grace of

the creator ’ is directly opposed to the general Upani§adic doc-

trine of salvation ‘ through knowledge \ Sankara interprets

dhdiuh prasdddt as dhdtu-sarnprasdddt, ‘ through the tranquillity

of the senses ’ according to the practice of the Yoga method,.”

Now Sankara, it is true, is sometimes rather arbitrary in his

interpretations, bending texts to suit his philosophy. Here

however, he may not be so arbitrary as Hume suggests. In the

first place the difierence of reading may date back before his

time (Hume does not mention it). In the second place ‘ tran-

quillity ’ is quite as primary a meaning of prasdda as ‘ grace
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This Hume admits when he goes on to say, There is this

possibility of different interpretation of the word prasdda
;
for

it occurs unquestionably in the sense of ‘tranquillity’, at

Maitri vi. 20 and 34 ; compare also the compounds jmna-
prasdda, ‘the peace of knowledge at Muifjd* ih* 1* 8, and
varna-prasdda, ' elesimeBS of complexion at In
the Bhagavad-QUd there is the same double use

;
‘ peace or

‘ tranquillity ’ at 2. 64, 65 ; 18. 37 ; and ‘ the grace of Krishna %
at 18. 56, 58, 62, 73.”

Deussen, who generally leans toward Sankara in his interpre-

tations, remarks concerning this verse, “ Another verse which
in all probability promised the vision of the diman concealed in

the heart to him who ‘ by pacifying the organs of sense ’ has

become ‘ indifferent ’ {aJcratu), has received a theistic colouring

in i§vet 3. 20, and Mdkdndr. 8. 3, in that it represents the

knowledge of the dtman as received ‘by the favour of the

creator’.” (P.U, 78.) Immediately before this, however, he

has recognised that Katha ii. 23 does contain a doctrine of

grace, when he says :
“ The knowledge of the dtman cannot

be gained by speculation concerning it, but only by a revelation

communicated through the teacher. According as the dtman is

conceived as a divine person this revelation is represented as an
act of his grace.”

“Not through instruction is the atman won.

Not through genius or much book-learning

;

Only by the man whom he chooses is he comprehended

:

To him the atman reveals hia essence.” ii. 23.1

In conclusion, we may sum up with the judgment that apart

from verse 23, and following only the general trend of the

teaching of the Eatha Upanisad so far, Sankara’s interpretation

of verse 20 would seem to be intrinsically the more probable.

Apart from verse 23 we might conclude with Deussen that

the version given in ^vet 3. 20 and MaMndrdyaTpa S. S,

“ Paiyati . . dhdtul^ prasdddt mahimdnam Uam

“Through the grace of the Creator he sees the Lord and

his greatness”,—is a later theistic modification. Taken in con-

junction with verse 23, however (which Deussen admits does

teach a doctrine of grace), we conclude that the reading ‘ dhdtui

prasdddt ’ represents the original text, and in Katha h. 20 as in

&veL iii. 20 we should render, “ By the grace of the Creator
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It should be noted however that l^lahkara interprets Katha ii.

23 quite differently and does not admit that it contains a

doctrine of grace, and if we were to accept his interpretation

there our judgment on ii. 20 might be quite different.®

^ wsrfs iictrT*r> ’mfer i
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21. Asmo duram vrajati^

saydno ydti sarvatah,

Kas tarn mada-amadam devam

mad-anyo jndtum arhafi.

22. Aiarlram iarlresu,

anavastJiesv avasthitam,

Mahdntam vibhum dtmdnam

matvd dhwo na iocati.

1 See note on ii. 23 and mark how Denssen here departs from Sankara’s

guidance.

2 There is another argument for the originality of the reading dhatuh

prasaddt which is worth mentioning. Kegnaud considers that it is a

reminiscence of dhatur dyutandt {Rg Veda X. 181).

Dhdtur dyutanat savitui-ca visno (h)

Bathamtaram djabhard Vasisthak,

Avimdan te atihitam yad dsU
Yajnccsya dhdma paramam guhd yat,

Dhdtur dyutandt savituS-ca vianor

Bharadvdjo brhad d cahre agneh.

From radiant Dhatr, Savity, and Visgiu,

Vasistha cultivated the rathantara;

From radifmt Dhatr, Savity, and Vianu,

—

From Agni,—Bharadvaja brought the hfhat;

They found out what was very deeply hidden,

That cave which was the high abode of yajna.

(Or, The sacrifice’s loftiest secret essence.)

This certainly fits in with one of the main themes of the Katha. It

begins with the sacrifice but seeks to find its inner meaning. It is in^

tended to yoke the mind for perception of and communion with the Self,

But for this divine inspiration is needed. See the previous note on the
Self as VipaSoit.
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Sitting, He travels afar

;

Lying, He goes everywhere

:

Who else than I is able to know

That active yet tranquil God

22. The bodiless amid bodies,

The stable amid the unstable,

—

The great and omnipresent Self

Emowing, a wise man does not grieve,

* Or9 That joyful-joyless deity.

Compare Up. 4, 5.

** One motionless, yet swift as thought ;

Standing still. He yet o’ertafces all runners.

Resting is He and yet restless,

Afar is He and yet near

;

He is within all,

And yet yonder outside all.”

Deussen (P.U. 149) says, Here opposite predicates are ascrib-

ed to Brahman in such a manner that they mutually cancel

one another, and serve only to illustrate the impossibility of

conceiving Brahman by means of empirical definitions

^ankara^s comment is much the same,—‘‘He has mutually

opposed characteristics, hence, because it is impossible to know
him (i.e. for ordinary men with ordinary methods),—‘ Who else

but I can know this joyful-joyless deity ? ^ It is only by per-

sons like us (Yama), of subtle intellect and learning, that the

Self can be known.’’ ®

Sankara, however, does not balance impartially between the anti-

nomies. He always inclines to the negative or static side as giving a

nearer approach to ultimate reality. So here he goes on to say, “Though

fixed in its own nature, because it is invested with qualifying conditions

(upSdhis) through the motion of the mind and other organs it seems

to travel to a distance. In reality however it remains here alone.” ^

Madamada

:

Whitney, following the St. Petersburg Lexicon, takes as a

reduplicated formation from mad^to be intoxicated or excited. So “ that

S cdo-^^ahyatmj-jTiatwm,—KaS tarn Tnaddmadar^

devarjij mad~anyo jfiaUm arhati.

Svena rupena sthita eva son, mana adi gaiim tad-upadhikatvad duraifi

vragatiy^wa, 8a ca^iha^jeva vartate.
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ever-excited divine one”. Deaasen also in S.U. apparently takes in the

same way, translating,

*‘The god’s moving (rolling) hither and thither,

Who hut I can understand ?
”

Taking madamada with Sankara as maday^amada-vUistha we might render
* exhilarated yet sober i.e. * energetic yet tranquil

We doubt whether the opposites are intended to cancel.

We take it that the contrast of the whole verse is between the

energy and peaceful stability of the Self. Both are real, but

only one who is inspired by the divine Self can understand it.

22. Bealising the essential nature of the Self, knowing that

though now embodied and therefore subject to change, he

is one in nature with the enduring omnipresent Self, a wise

man has no need for fear.

s(T^rnTiin *r «r i
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23. Na^ayam dtma framcanena lahhyo,

%a medhayd na bahund hutena,

Yam eva^esa vrr^ute tew lahhyas^

tasya^esa dtmd vivrnute tanum svdm.

The Supreme Self knowable through self-revelation

to a fit person,

23. Not by instruction may this Self be gained,

Nor intellect, nor by much scripture-learning

:

Whomso He chooses, by him He may be gained,

To him this Self reveals His own (true) person.

23. There are two roots vr meaning (1) to choose, (2) to cover, (o/,

Latin, velle and aperio,) So here vrnute means chooses; vivrnvde^

uncovers, reveals.

^a8ya=*'to him”,—genitive instead of dative of indirect object with

verb of showing (Macdonell, S. G., 202. e.)

tanum «t;am=literally “his own body ”, i.e. person, or character.

This verse teaches that while the Supreme Self is difficult

to know, and indeed unknowable by the unaided intellect even

though that intellect is directed to the study of the Scrip-

tures,—yet He is knowable through His own self-revelation

to the man whom He chooses. Quite clearly then, if the

translation we have given is correct, this verse teaches a

doctrine of Divine Grace and conceives the Supreme SeH as

personal God.
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(N.B.—With the rendering given above Max Miiller, Deussen, Hume,
Whitney, Geldner, Arabinda Ghoso, Tattvabhusana, Ranade (C.S. 346) and

Badhakrishnan (I.P. 234) substantially agree.)

Sankara, however, interprets quite differently.—He
changes the subject in the second half of the verse, taking

e§a he ”) as meaning not the Self but the man who chooses,

i.e. seeks and meditates on, his own inner self, and so obtains

it.

Yam eva esa vrnute, tena labhyas, literally translated means,

Whom this one chooses, by him he is obtainable

Sankara comments

:

Yam eva—svdm dtmdnam. Esa—sddhako,

‘‘ Whom ( Yaw) means his own self He (esa) means

the aspirant The passionless man chooses, i.e. meditates

on, his own self, and so the self is obtained by the self/’

So he would render the second half of the verse

—

* ‘ It is obtainable by the man who chooses (i.e. seeks) it alone,

To him this self shows its own real nature.”

By this inversion of subject and object Sankara turns a

verse which would tell strongly against his doctrine into a

means of support. It is very clever exegetical acrobatics, but

we doubt whether it can be grammatically justified.

Ramanuja, who supports the interpretation we have given

above, takes the first half of the verse to refer to that hearing

the scripture (iravav^a)^ reflecting on it (ma'mna==:pravaca7ia)f

and steady meditation {nididhydsa7ia=medhd) which are the

preliminary stages of knowing God. So, commenting on this

verse he says, “By this it is said that the gaining of the

Self is not effected by mere hearing, reflection and meditation.

‘ Whom the Self chooses, by him it may be gained/ Now
a chosen one means a most beloved one. And he is most

beloved of the Self by whom the Self is held most dear. That

Ehagavan Himself endeavours that fehis most beloved person

should gain the Self, He himself declares :

< To those who are constantly devoted and worship with love,

1 give that knowledge by which they reach Me.’ (OUa x, 10.)

Hence he who possesses steady remembrance (which is a form

of direct perception), which is dear to him above all things

because of the inexpressible dearness of its object,—he is
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ckosen by the Highest Self and by him alone is the Highest

Self obtained. Such steady remembrance {dhruvd smrti) is

denoted by the word ‘ bhahti ’

Ramannja’s exposition is of course a development rather

than a strict exegesis of our text,—but if what we have said

is correct it is a legitimate development. Moreover though

Ramanujans own Bhagavatism is some 1,500 years later than

the Katha, there is fairly good evidence that the Bhagavata

religion was already in existence when the Katha was written

and passages like this seem to have been influenced by it or

a kindred theistic development.

srraprrmwt wTfpr ii u
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24. Na^avimto duicaritdt^

na^aidnto im^asamdhitab,

Na^asdnta-mdmso vd-^pi,

praj'mnena^enam dpnuydt.

Additional Note on Sankara’s Exegesis of ii. 23.

We append Sankara’s comment in full.

Yadyapi durvijfieyo ^yam dtma^ tatha *py upayena suvijfieya eva,

—

ity aha
* Na ayam aim'd pravacanena ’

—

aneka-veda-smTcaranena, ^ labhyo ’

—

jn^yah^

*na’ api ‘medhayd^—granthdrtha-dhdrana-Sahiyd, *na bahund drutena^

hevalena, Kena tafhi labhyah ? ity ucyate) *Yam evci’

—

svdtmanarn, * eaa’

—

sddhakOf “ vrnute ’

—

praTihayate, ‘ tena ’—eva dimana, varUrd, svayam dtmd
* labhyo ’

—

jndyate, evam-ity-etat. Niakdmas^ca dtmdnam eva prdrthayate ;

dtmana eva dtmd lahhyate,—Uy arthaJi* KatJmp, labh/yate? ity ucyate^
' Tasya ’

—

dtmd-Jcdmaaya,
—

‘ esa dtmd vivrnute ’

—

prahdSayati,—pdramdr-
thihwi ^avdrn tanum^—svahiyam ydthdtm/yam,—Uy a/rthab*

“Although this self is hard to know, still by proper means it can be
well known. So it is said, ‘Not by instruction’ {pravacana ),—^i.e. the

correct exposition of many Vedas, ‘ is this seif obtainable ’ (i.e. know-
able), * nor yet by intellect ’ (med^a)—i.e. power of grasping the meaning
of books,—‘ nor by any amomt of mere scripture-learning ’.

How then is it obtainable ? It is explained as follows : ‘ Him alone
’

(i.e. his own self) ‘whom he’ (i.e. the aspirant) ‘chooses’ (i.e. seeks)^

‘by that same self’ (i.e. by the seeker) ‘ is it’ (i.e. his own self) ‘obtain-

able’ (i.e. known)—this is the meaning. The passionless man seeks

only the self; by the self alone can the self be obtained. How is it

obtained? ‘To him’ (i.e. to the one who seeks the self) ‘that self

reveals* (Le. manifests) ‘its own’ essential ‘form’ (i.e. its own ‘real

nature
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24. Who has not ceased from evil ways,

Who is untranqnil, unprepared,

Or he whose mind is not at peace,

By knowledge cannot win to Him.

24, May be either a repetition of the first half of 23,—i.e.

one cannot obtain the Self by mere intellectual knowledge
;
or

prajndna may mean wisdom, saving knowledge, which cannot

be had without the moral qualifications here described.

Bdmdnuja {Snhlidsya iv. i. 13) says that “ this verse teaches

that meditation, which should become more perfect day by day,

cannot be accomplished without the devotee having broken

with all evil. This is the indispensable condition of pleasing

the Lord and winning His grace.’’

Concerning the moral qualifications for the vision of the Self

the Mundaka Upanisad says,

“ This Self is obtainable by truth, by austerity (tapas).

By proper knowledge (samyag-jiiafia), by the student's life of

chastity {brahmacarya ), constantly practised ” (iii. 1. 5).

“ Not by sight is it grasped, nor by speech.

Nor by any sense organ, austerity, or work

:

By the peace (or clear light) of knowledge {jnana-prasada), one’s

nature purified

—

In that way, by meditating, does one behold Him who is without

parts.” (iii. 1. 8).

Concerning this verse Banade (C.S. 341) says, “The Mundaka Upanisad

tells us that it is only when a perfect katharsis of the whole moral being

takes place by the clearness of illumination, that one is able to realise the

immaculate God after meditation.”

Then, immediately after Mu'od, iii. 2. 3 (which is identical

with Eatha ii. 23), and corresponding therefore with our verse,

Muv4-
Noy^ayam atmd halahlnena Mhyo,
Na ca pramadat, tapaso mpy cdifigdt

;

Etair updyair yatate yas-tu vidvatps,

Tasyoy^em dtma vUate hrahma-dhama.

“ This Soul is not to be obtained by one destitute of fortitude.

Nor through slackness, nor without distinctive mark of discipline.

But he who strives by these means, being wise,

—

Into his Brahma-abode this Soul enters.”

AsamdMta^ unprepared, unconcentrated, possibly refers back

to Hr. iv. 2. 1, where Yajnavalkya says to Janaka, "‘Verily, as
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a king about to go on a great journey would prepare a chariot

or a ship, even so you have a soul prepared with these mystic

doctrines [ufanisadblhilj, samdhita-dtmd)*' And the whole

passage may have in view Br, iv. 4. 23, Therefore having this

knowledge, having become calm, controlled, quiet, patiently

enduring and collected (Mnto ddnfa uparatas titiJcsulp samdhito)

one sees the self just in the Self. One sees everything in the

Self. Evil does not overcome him; he overcomes all evil.

This is the Brahma-world, 0 king.” (Gf. Galatians

V. 22, 23).

It is right that we should do justice to Hinduism by keeping

in mind these moral qualifications which are insisted on in

many Upanisad passages. At the same time it remains true

that there are numerous other passages in Hindu scripture

which teach that morality, though a necessary propsedeutic,

belongs to the phenomenal world which must be transcended.

W^ ''T I
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25, Tasya brahma-ca Icsatram-ca

ubhe bhavata odaTialp,

Mrtur yasyajapaiecaTham^

ha itthd veda yatra sa^,

25. For whom the priest and warrior both.

Are as a meal of cooked rice,

Of which death is the curry-spice :

Who knows for certain where He is ?

25. This verse reads like an agnostic interpolation on the

part of one who objected to the teaching of the knowability of

the Supreme Being contained in the previous verses.

It reminds one of Rg Veda x. 129,

“ Who knows for certain? Who shall here declare it?

Whence it was born, and whence came this creation.”

If it is not an interpolation but fits into the context, then we
must accept Sankara’s suggestion that its pui^ose is to declare

emphatically the impossibility of knowing Brahman on the part
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of those who lack the qualifications described in the previous

verse.^

The vivid picture of Brahman as the universal destroyer

reminds one of BrhaAaraiyyakd i. 2. 1, where the creation of the

universe is ascribed to Death, Mrtyu being there evidently a

name for the Supreme. ‘‘In the beginning nothing existed.

All was concealed by Death. He thought. Let me be possessed

of a body- By worshipping he produced water, foam, earfch, fire

and air ...... men, cattle. Whatever he brought forth, that

he began to eat. Verily he eats [atti) everything : that is the

aditi nature of Aditi ’’ (i.e. the Infinite, here explained as the

Eater).

In our text however death is not a name of Brahman but is

said to be the Destroyer’s spice or curry powder as though it

were that which gives fliavour to an otherwise dull universe.

The Brahmin and the K§atriya are mentioned as the two

highest orders of creatures, those regarded as fitted to inquire

into the nature of Brahman. Yet after all how little fitted

they are.

“ As for man, his days are as greiss.

As the flower of the field, so h© withereth.” {Psalm 103 : 15).

“What is man that thou art mindful of him? ” {Psalm 8 : 4).

And yet, in grace, He is mindful. {See Hebrews ii. 9.)

1 And so, adds RSmanuja, lack Divine grace. “ The clause, * Who knows

him where he is ? * clearly shows that w© have to recognise here the Self

(or highest Brahman, which is the topic of the entire section), of whom it

has been said that He is hard to know unless He assists us with His

grace.*’ (<S"&. I. 2. 10.) He further says that the clause, “To whom {or

of which) death is a condiment ”, means that death leads to the reahsorp-

tion by Brahman of the entire world in which the Brahmins and Ksatriyas

hold the foremost place, death itself also being absorbed in the Eternal.
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TrUya ValU.

1, Etam pibantau sukrtasya lohe,

guhdm pravistau parame pardrdhe :

Ohdyd-tapau hrahmavido vadanti,

pancdgnayo ye ca tri'mcihetd'b^,

THIRD VALLl.

The Two Selves.

L Two drink the rta in the righteous worlds

Lodged in the cave in the high upper realm

:

Shadow and Light do Brahma-knowers call them,

—

And those who tend five fires, three Naciketas.^

1 Pious householders, especially those who tend the Naciketa fire.

The connection of thought seems to be as follows

:

The Rirst Valli, which is introductory, ends with the third

and chief request of ISTaciketas that he may be taught the

meaning of the ‘'great passing-beyond’’. The Second VaUi
first points out that there are two ways, the way of pleasure

and ignorance which leads to repeated death, and the way
of good and of knowledge which alone leads to that which
is enduring. This eternal reality, greater than anything this

world or the heaven of the gods can give, is deeply hidden but
may be obtained, not indeed by ordinary empirical (scientific)

knowledge, but by meditation on one’s own inner self. To the

one whose will is at peace (from foolish egotistic striving) and
thus concentrated, the Supreme Self manifests Himself : other-

wise it is impossible for human knowledge to reach Him. The
Third Valli again takes up more in detail the question how
Brahman,—^the Supreme Self, may be known and the goal

of immortality attained. The first verse seems to teach that

meditation on the inner self leads to knowledge of the Supreme
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because the Supreme Self dwells in close fellowship with the

individual self in the cave of the human intelligence. The

parable of the chariot then goes on to set forth the method of

yoga, the yoking of all the powers of our nature so that our

whole being may be controlled and guided to its goal by the

Supreme Person,

Mdmdnuja, whose guidance we have largely followed in the

above exposition, summarises Valli III as follows: ‘‘The sloka,

iii. 1, ‘There are two drinking, etc.’ shows that, as the object

of devout meditation and the devotee abide together, medita-

tion is easily performed. Then the section, ‘ Know the Self to

be him who drives in the chariot’, teaches the true mode of

meditation and how the devotee reaches the highest abode

of Vi§nu.” {^rlhhd§ya, 1. 4. 6.)

This interpretation is not without its difficulties and requires

justification in detail, but if the first three vallis are to be

taken as a literary unity it provides the best clue we have

discovered to their meaning,

1. ‘‘ There are two drinking the fta ” [rtam pibantau).

Bta, from the root r=to move, means as an adjective ‘ fitting ‘ right

‘true’. As a noun it is one of the great key words of the Veda and

means established order, divine law or truth. It signifies the divinely

established order of the universe, both natural and moral. Hume here

renders ‘righteousness’. This is hardly the right shade of meaning in

this context. It probably here refers to that law or divine order connect-

ing deeds with their results. So Sankara comments, —satyam

avaiyamhhavitvat harma-phalam p^antau ^^—“There are two that drink

ria, i.e. true because inescapable fruit of action

“ In the world of righteousness ”—The two words suhrtaaya lohe

naturally go together. MaedoneU, S.D, notes the phrase as Vedic and

renders as above, referring to heaven. Sankara, however, takes suJcrta-

sya as equivalent to sva-Jcrtasya and construes with rta (phala). So he

would render—“ There are twowho eat the fruit of their own deeds Lake

he takes separately as=amm dartre : “ In the world, i.e. in this body

Another possibility is to take sukrtasya lohe together but to interpret as

svahrtasya lohe : so Thibaut in his translation of RamSnuja’s SHbMsya
I. 2. 10 (p. 267) has, “ There are two drinking their reward in the world

of their own works,” i.e. the world created by their own deeds. This

seems preferable to Sankara’s reading, but we prefer to keep sukrtctsya

and render—“ There are two that drink their recompense in the world of

righteousness
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Who are the two here referred to ?

We should probably interpret in the light of a passage which

occurs identically in Muv4. i“- 1 j ^ goes

back to Rg Veda 1. 164. 20. (Introduction, p. 15.)

“Two birds, fast bound companions,

Clasp close the self-same tree ;

Of these, one eats the sweet fruit,

The other looks on without eating.

On the self-same tree a person, dejected.

Grieves for his impotence, deluded

:

But when he sees the other, his loved Lord

—

And all his greatness—sorrow is departed.”

The two birds are evidently the individual soul (jwdtman) and

the Supreme soul {Paramdtman) personified as the Lord {lia),

and the two here referred to are evidently the same, though

with less personification. Sankara, Ramanuja and Nimbarka in

their comments on Vedanta-sutra I. 2. 11, all agree in this

view. But how can the Supreme Self, which in &vet. and

Murid, is said to look on without eating, be here said to drink

the recompense or reward of deeds ? Sankara, Ramanuja and

Srinivasa (in his supercommentary on Nimbarka) all explain

away the difficulty by citing the example of two men walking

under an umbrella, of whom one might loosely say, There go

the umbrella-bearers ”, whereas only one carries the umbrella.

Probably however the intention in our passage is to emphasise

the close fellowship of the two selves, spite of the fact that they

are so different that they are called ‘^Shadow and Light”.

The Supreme Seif dwells with the individual self in the cave of

the heart, making it possible by His fellowship for the indivi-

dual to drink the recompense of reward in the world of righte-

ousness, and, by sympathy, sharing in that reward. So
Madhva quotes the Brhat-Samhitd and says, ‘^The Lord Hari

dwells in the heart of beings and accepts the pure pleasure

arising from their good works

“In the highest upper sphere”—^may indicate that the
“ cave ” of the heart is not to be understood in the bodily sense.

Deussen has, “ On high, in the world beyond ” (“ Droben im
Jeuseits ”), which is quite a literal translation of^arame fardrdhe.
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The heaven, however, referred to here and in the phrase

suJcrtasya loke is surely that kingdom of heaven which Jesus

said is within us, the deepest and highest reaches of our

personality where the human soul holds fellowship with God.

The last line shows that the Katha Upani§ad, while extolling

the way of meditation or of spiritual knowledge of the Brahma-

knowers, does not regard the older way of sacrifice or ritual

religion as valueless. Pious householders may also reach a

measure of spiritual understanding through due performance of

the appointed sacrifices.

f?f#|T|err ®rTf%%?r ii
s?. i

2, Ya^j setur Ijdndndm,

aksararn brahma yat param,

Ahhayam titlrsatdm param,

ndcihetam Sakemahi.

2. That bridge for sacrificers,

The imperishable highest Brahman,

Por crossers to the fearless shore :

That Naciketa may we master.

Verse 2 continues the theme of l.d. There are two ways of

crossing the river of samsdra (over the change and sorrow of

this world), (1) the sacrifice, by which (so the Vedas -taught)

men cross to the heaven of the gods, and (2) the knowledge of

Brahman, which is the supreme means. The first is in that

it symbolises the second, and should prepare the way for it.

So it is said in B.A.U. iv, 4. 22, ^^Him Brahmins desire to

know through sacrifice

The verse seems to be a prayer in which master and pupil

unite before commencing the yoga-vidhi which is the real

Naciketa,—the new and characteristic contribution that the

Katha Upanisad has to make to human salvation.
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Aimrnmm rathinam viddhi,

Sarlram mtham eva tu ;

Buddhim tu sdrathim viddhi,

manafy ^ragraham eva-ca,

iTidriydxbi Jiaydn dhur^

visaydrns tesu gocardn

;

AimdjhThdriya-mano-yuUam^

bholctdjity dJiur manlsi'^a'b.

Yas tv avigTmnavdn bhavaty-

ayuUem manasd saM ;

Tasyajindriydny maiydni^

dustdsvd iva sdratheb.

Yas tu vijMuavdn bhavati

yulctena manasd sadd

;

TasyaJindTiydTii vaAydni^

sadaM iva sdratkeb*

Yas tv avijndnavdn bbavaty-

amanasJcab sadd "sucify

;

Na sa tat fadam dpnoti

samsdram ca^adhigacchati.
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<9. Yas tu vijndnavdn bhavati

samanasicab soda iudb ;

Sa tu tat padam dpnofi

yasmdd bhuyo na jdyate*

The Parable of the Chariot (Ratha-rupaha),

3. Know the soul (atman) as lord of a chariot.

The body the chariot itself;

Know reason {buddhi) as chariot-driver,

And the mind [manas) as bridle and reins.

4. The senses {indriydTit^i), they say, are the horses,

The objects of sense (vi§aya) are their path

;

The soul, yoked with mind and the senses,

Learned men call the ‘ enjoyer ’ {bhohtr),

5. He who has no understanding,

Always of unrestrained mind {ayulctena manasd),

His senses are out of control,

Like a charioteer’s bad horses.

6. But he who has right understanding

Always with mind well restrained {yuJctena mamsd).

His senses are under control,

Like a charioteer’s good horses.

7. He who has no understanding,

Careless and ever impure,

Never attains to that goal.

But goes on to transmigration {samsdm),

8. But he who has right understanding,

Always attentive and pure,

Attains at length to that goal,

Whence he is no more reborn.

The Parable of the Chariot constitutes quite a distinct

section of the Ka^ha Upani§ad and introduces its most charac-

teristic teaching. The soul {dtman) is compared to the lord or
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owner of a chariot {rathin), (the chariot being of course the

body) . There is a driver (sdratJii) called byMhi (reason, intellect)

,

or vijndna (true or discriminating understanding). The horses

are said to be the mdriydThi. This word is usually rendered

senses but ‘‘ life-powers would perhaps be more appropriate.

They fall into two groups,—the five jMnendriyd'^i or powers of

knowing, i.e. the five senses, and the five harmendriydni or powers

of acting,—generally enumerated as the organs of speech,

reproduction, evacuation and the hands and the feet (by which

is meant not simply the organs themselves but the powers

or functions they express). The indriyd'i^>i are therefore, in

modem language, the senses and the instincts.^

As horses must be controlled by the driver by means of

bridle and reins (pragraJia) so intelligence, the driver of the

chariot of the soul needs an instrument, the manas through

which it may control the senses and instincts {indriydyi,i).

The term “ manas ” has passed through very various shades of

meaning in the course of the long history of Indian thought.

It is derived from the root man to think, and at first meant

mind in its widest sense as the seat of thought, feeling and

will. In this wide sense it is often used as synonymous with

soul (dtman). This is the meaning in the Rg Veda and it

has persisted in popular usage till the present day. Quite early

however a narrower specialised meaning was also developed. So

in a number of passages in the Bfhaddranyalca and Ghdndogya,

manas is one of the five prdy>ab or organs, i.e. breath (smell),

speech, eye, ear and manas. All these are organs or functions

of the dtman* '‘As breathing he is called breath, as under-

1 —^We have emiiaerated the indriyaiji as in the developed

Satnkhya andVedanta philosophy. The first clear reference to ten indriyani

is in PraSna iv, 2, which is distinctly later than the Katha. In the earher

XTpanisads (JBf. and Oh.) indriyam means vital power and pmndli is

generally used for the organs. These are usually given as five but the

five are not our five senses (the jhdnendriydni) since speech is almost

invariably put first among them. In JBr. iii. 2. 2-9, eight organs are

mentioned (called grahdh, i.e. ‘graspers ’)—^breath {prdna)^ speech, hands,

eye, ear, tongue, skin and manas. The exact number thought of by the

Katha is not clear, but the powers symbolised by the horses must include

both those by which we become aware of objects and those by which we
react upon them.
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standing mind (manas)\ all these are only names for his

effects”. (Br, i. 4. 7.) The other organs or powers are how-

ever subordinated to the manas. So it is said in Br. i. 5. 3,

‘‘I was elsewhere with my mind, therefore I did not see.

Por only with the mind do we see, and only with the mind

do we hear” (c/. Plato: Theaetetus, 184. C.D.).

In our passage then the manas is the central organ of the

conscious life which shapes into perceptions the impressions

of the senses, and also translates these perceptions into conative

acts expressed through the organs of action. The mind should

be under the control of a higher power,—the reason, intelligence

or discriminating understanding (buddhi or vijndm). He who
has such a discriminating understanding controlling the

impulses of the mind, which is then said to be yoked (yukta), is

called vijndnavdn (wise, of right understanding) ; while the man
without such a discriminating controlling judgment, whose

mind therefore is unyoked (ayuJcta), is called avijndnmdn

(without understanding). A controlling understanding makes

a man attentive and steady-minded (samanasha) while without

it the mind is inattentive and shifty (amanasha). Such an in-

attentive mind cannot control the senses and instincts. Mind

in verse 9 means a steady or attentive mind,

Plato’s Parable of the Chariot.—The Parable of the

Chariot reminds one very strongly of Plato’s similar parable in

the PJmdrus}

Every soul is immortal. . . . For every body which derives

motion from without is soulless, but that which has motion

within itself has a soul, since that is the nature of the soul.”

About its form we must speak in the following manner.

To teU what it really is would be a matter quite superhuman

and of long discourse hut it is within human power and a

shorter matter to say what it is like. Let it then be likened to

the combined power of a pair of winged horses and a charioteer.

Now the horses and charioteers of the gods are all good

but those of others are mixed. Our ruling power (o dpxwv)

then, drives a pair of horses, one being beautiful and noble and

the other quite the opposite in breed and character. Therefore

in our case the driving is necessarily difficult and troublesome.

1 §§ 24-28 in Fowler's Edition, Loeb Library
; pp. 471-9-
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. . . Now the chariots of the gods, whose well-matched horses obey

the rein, advance easily ;
^ but the others with difficulty, for

the horse of evil nature weighs the chariot down, making

it heavy and pulling toward the earth the charioteer whose

horse is not well-trained. There the utmost toil and struggle

await the soul Yearning for the upper region but un-

able to reach it, they (i.e. earth-bound souls) are carried round

and round beneath, trampling upon and colliding with one

another, each striving to pass his neighbour. So there is the

greatest confusion and sweat of rivalry, wherein many are

lamed and many wings are broken through the incompetence of

the drivers.^^

The charioteer (d rjvioxos) or ruling power (d apxo)v) Plato,

calls vovs^ i.e. intelligence or reason. The two horses symbolise ( 1

)

6vfi6$ the spirited principle of the soul,—the higher emotions,

which on the whole side with reason, and (2) to imdvfj/qriKov, the

lower, more animal appetites and instincts.

These two parables, which must be almost contemporaneous

in composition, show differences which are probably too great

for any dependence, one way or the other. The KatJia parable,

for example, differs from Plato’s in that it does not explicitly

recognise a double nature of our life-activities (the horses)

;

and even if, in accord with later thought, we distinguish two

classes of indriydiii, these two classes do not correspond to

Plato’s and there is no moral difference between them.^

Spite of various differences, however, the Katha Upani^ad

and the Phaedrus agree in the main purpose of the parable.

2 i.e. upward, toward iieaven (wo wrovpdvvov d^tSa). 0/. St. Paul’s

conception of the Christian life in Ephesians as ev rots iTrovpavCots,

8 It would be a more serious dijEEerence if we were to treat literally

the remark of the Phcedrus that the soul is a composite power made up
of three parts. This is opposed to the trend of the argument on the

immortality of the soul which immediately precedes the parable of the

chariot and still more opposed to the whole argument of the Phcedo

which asserts that the soul is one and indivisible. As Fowler says,
** It is important to bear in mind that the description of the soul in

the Phmdrns is figurative, otherwise we are involved iu hopeless con-

fusion”. “It is evident that Plato did not consider the soul a com-
posite creature, but a single being. The two horses then represent

not diatinot parts of the soul, but modes of the soul as it is affected

by its contact with the body.” 4 i,oeb Library, Plato, Vol, I,, 408, 409.
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They agree in their insistence that the ruling power of the soul,

called by the Katha buddhi or vijndna, and by Plato notis,

must really rule and set in order and direct to one end all

the powers of our nature. So Plato elsewhere (in the Eepublic,

Bk. IV. 443 remarks, ‘‘ The just man sets in order his own
inner Hfe, and is his own master and at peace with himself

;

and when he has bound together the three principles within

him (i.e. reason, emotion and the sensual appetites), and is

no longer many but has become one entirely temperate and
perfectly adjusted nature, then he will proceed to act, if he has

to act, whether in state affairs or in private business of his

own.” This is in entire agreement of spirit with the Katha
Upani^ad, and like it sets forth the true nature of yoga,—not

as it is often conceived a kind of magic or a set of rules about

breathing and posture but the yoking or complete control

of all the powers of our complex psychical and physical nature

and their direction to the highest end.

^
,

iTTORrrsrtf^ trw w e ii

9, VijMna-sdratJiir yas tu,

manab pragraJiavdn imrab,

So dhvanab pdram dpnoti,

tad VisTpob paramarn padam,

9. With reason for chariot-driver,

The man who has mind well-reined.

Reaches the end of the journey,

—

The highest abode of Vi§nu.

Visi^ob paramam padam. The end of the journey is said to be

the highest step or place of Visnu. This is a reference to

Eg Veda, 1. 154.,

1. I will proclaim the mighty deeds of Vi^pu,

Of him who measured out the earthly spaces

:

Who, firmly holding up the higher station,

Strode out in triple regions, widely-pacing.

4. I would attain to that dear home of his.

Where men devoted to the gods rejoice

;

There is the friendship of the mighty-strider,

—

In Vimu’s highest step a spring of nectar.

(“ FfsnoJ pade pa/rcme madfma utaah ”.)
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(Sankara comments :
“ What the goal is, is now explained : the

man who has discerning intelligence for driver, whose mind
is under control and thought concentrated, and who is pure,

i.e. the wise man, reaches the end of the road of samsdm.

That is to say that wise man reaches ^ the highest place of

Vi§nu’, i,e, the nature of the all-pervading Brahman, the

Paramatman known as Vasudeva

This seems to be the first place in the Upanisads in which

the personal name Vi$nu is used for the Supreme Self, but the

identification is regularly made in the Gltd and later Vaisnava

literature. The KatJia Upanisad is not a sectarian Vaisnava

book (this is the only occurrence of the name Visnu) but

it seems to be on the direct line of development of Bhagavata

or Vaisnava ideas.

TO Tr«rs 1

TO n

5iir®T m to arfss « ll

vj Os.

c?5SFT firr pT! II II

’gprsflnraR^
ii

10, IndriyebhyaJh para hy arthd

artJiebhyas-ca param manalp^

Mam8as4u para buddMr

buddher dtrm mahdn pardfp,

11, Mahatafb param avyaJctam

avyalddt purv^alp parafp^

Puru8dn na param hincit

sd hdsthd sd pard gatil^.

12, Esa sarvesu bhutesu

gudho Hrrm na prahdSate,

Briyate tv agryayd buddhyd

su1c§mayd mhsma-dariibhil^.
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18, Yacched vdn-maTiast prdjnas

tad yacchet^jndna dtmani^

Jndnam dtmani maJiati niyacchet

tad yacchet^sdnta dtmani.

The order of progression to the Highest Person

:

The Way of Yoga.

10- Beyond the senses are sense-objects, {artha)

Beyond the objects is the mind, {manas)

Beyond the mind is the reason, {buddhi)

Beyond the reason, the great self, {dtmd maMn)

11. Beyond the Great (mahat) is the Unexpressed, (avyakta)

Beyond the Unexpressed, the Person, (purusa)

Beyond the Person there is nothing

;

That is the end, that is the final goal.

12. Hidden in all living beings

This Self does not shine forth

:

Yet he is seen by subtle seers,

With subtle keen intelligence.

13. The wise man should restrain speech and mind.

He should restrain it in the knowing self.

The knowing one he should restrain in the Great Self,

That he should restrain in the Seif of Peace.

The parable of the chariot has taught that the lower elements

of our being must be controlled by the higher if the goal

of life is to be attained. An attempt is now made to formulate

a progressive order of superiority in these elements, which how-

ever does not stop with the individual self but leads beyond it

to a cosmic principle or being called the Unexpressed (avyakta)

,

and beyond that again to the ultimate being, the Pum§a,

who is the final goal.

In these verses we meet with a kind of hierarchy of prin-

ciples or beings which are described by names which have

become technical terms in the later Samkhya and Vedanta

philosophies, and the difficulty is to avoid being unduly in-

fluenced by these later developments of thought in our inter-

pretation of the passage.
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Let us note certain preliminaiy details.

First of all. What exactly is the kind of superiority or ultimateness

indicated by para ? Does it indicate causal priority, and is the series

therefore to be regarded as evolutionary ? This is how RSmanuja takes

iti (so that one point in his attack on a Samkhya interpretation is that

in Kapila’s system the objects are not viewed as causes of the senses nor

the mind as cause of the objects/ all these being the effects of ahamkara).

Or perhaps it would be more correct to say that he considers that the

series would have to be regarded as causal and evolutionary if given a

Samkhya interpretation.

The statement, “Higher than the senses are the sense-objects”, cer-

tainly cannot be interpreted causally. Moreover, however we interpret

pam, the objects come in rather oddly in a series, the other members of

which have to do with the self, and they are omitted in the order of

yoking in verse 13. Wo suggest that the passage is a vidya or meditation

in which, starting from the outward life of sense, the aspirant moves
inward and upward till he reaches the central and highest reality of his

own being. But at the first step comes the reflection that sensation is

dependent on objects, and that might have led to quite another path of

meditation such as we have in Hr. iii. 8, where one passes from outward

nature to the one world-ground,—the Aksara (Avi/akta), But here, in

our passage, stopping at the first step outward the aspirant turns inward,

reflecting that the life of sense, though dependent on sense-objects, is still

more dependent on the mind,—as also are the objects, because “the rela-

tion of the senses and their objects (i.e. sense-perception) is based upon
the mind

In verse 13, vati-manasi seems to be clearly a dvandva, i.e. “speech

and mind I^ankara however says, vdh-^dcam, manasi-manasi, chanda-

sani dairghyam. The suggestion is that in Vedic language manasl may
optionally be written for the usual locative form mancm, while vdk is

written for vaccm. The translation will then be, “A wise man should

restrain speech in mind”. But this is surely an unnecessary straining

of grammar (though Sankara has distinguished followers). Speech here

stands for all the indri/ydni. The dual compound “ speech-and-mind ”

indicates the perceptive (and active) seK. Beyond and controlling this

is the jMna dtman,—the self of knowledge, called for short jndna, which
is identical with the buddhi and vijflQna of the preceding passage and the

sattva of vi. 7. Beyond this the mahdn dtmd. Beyond this ^A^e SdrUa

diman, or peaceful self, which is probably to he identified with the avyakta

(cf, PraSna v. 7.) or else represents the inmost Self as avyakta-purum
combined,

1 8¥%bhd^a, i. 4. 1. (Th. 357).

2 It is interesting to note that in the theistio Samkhya of the Moksa-
dharma section of the S'dntirpatvan of the Mahdhhdrata (Bk. xii, 306.

27-8, Bombay edn.) the mind is spoken of as the cause of the five

elements.

2 Sankara, Sh, i. 4. 1. (Th. L 239).
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We will now consider various traditional interpretations.

(i) Is a Samkhya interpretation permissible ?

The Samkhyas maintain that this passage gives scriptural

warrant for their philosophy, because there is here enumerated,

by the same names and in the same order, the three highest

principles of the universe as taught in the Samkhya system,

i.e. the mahat^ avyahta and purusa^ and because the whole

passage is best interpreted on the supposition that the elements

here enumerated are the 25 principles of the Samkhya.

The twenty-five principles of the Samkhya are as follows :
^

—

(1) Avyalcta (the unevolved), called also Prakrti (Nature or undiffer-

entiated energy-matter) and Pradhana (or chief principle, since it is

the productive cause of all others except Purusa), From this, when its

equilibrium (the balance of its three gunas, i.e. moods or constituent

elements) is disturbed by the attraction of Purum, proceeds the evolution

or srsti of the whole of the manifest (the world of experience), consisting

of the following 23 principles.

(2) Mahat (the great principle) or Buddhi (intelligence)—^the first pro-

duct of avyahta. This gives rise to

—

(3) Ahamhdra (egoism or self-consciousness, the principle of individua-

tion). From it are evolved

—

(4) Manas (**mind”)—^the central co-ordinating sense-organ, the organ

of perception

;

(5~9) Five huddMndriydni or sense-organs.

(10-14) Five JcarmeTidriyani or organs of action,

(15-19) Five tanmdtrdni or subtle objects of sense,—^the primaryelements

of touch, sound, colour, taste and smell. Also called suh^a-hhutani

or subtle elements, i,e. subtle ether, air, light, water and earth. From
these subtle elements are evolved

—

(20-24) The five sthula-hhutdni or gross elements, i.e. perceptible ether,

mr, light, water and earth, and the material bodies of which they are the

constituents.

Lastly, there is the 25th principle

—

(26) Furuaa or spirit—an infinite multiplicity of souls, totedly distinct

in nature from all the other principles, being neither producer or

produced, though by its influence on Prahfti it produces consciousness

and causes the evolution of the manifest world. In itself it is quite

inactive, a spectator only, and is compared to a lame man who has to be

carried on the shoulder of a blindman (unperceiving matter) before he can

do any thing. The simile however is not quite accurate as Purusa though

called a spectator, only rises to consciousness through its material instru-

ments,—^the intelligenoe and the mind.

Essentially then the Sdiphhya is dualistic—explaining the universe by

two fundamental principles,—Purusa (a multiplicity of so-cedled souls ”)
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and the one Prakftif or energy-matter, existing in two forms, unraanifest

(avyahta) and manifest (vyaJcta )—all the other principles, i.e. intelligence,

self-consciousness, mind, the senses and organs of action and all material

objects being only manifestations of Prakrti.

We bave given above an outline of the classical Samkhya
as it appears in the SdmJchya-kdrikd^ This cannot be dated

at the earliest before the fourth century A.D., but the essential

features of the system are found in the great Epic (particularly

the AnugUd and the Moksadharma section, c. 3rd century

A.D.). Traces of Samkhya ideas, however, are found much
earlier, e.g* the GUd. Can we say that Katha iii. 10-13 is a

still earlier expression of them ?

We note first the absence in the Katha list of the principle

of ahamkdra. This however is not a serious difference for,

as Keith remarks in dealing with the early Samkhya of the

great Epic, '"The distinction between intellect and individua-

tion is a slight one and is not normally made. Bather it is

assumed that intellect per se involves individuation (S.S. 36.)

Much more serious is the criticism made by Safikara,

Ramanuja, and all the chief Vedantic commentators, that the

Katha Upani^ad does not identify the bvddJii and the mahat
but specifically distinguishes them. "Beyond the huddU is

the dtmd mahdn'" (also called mahat). Moreover in Kapha's
system the mahat, which is a manifestation of prahtti could

not be called a ‘ self

Further, as Sankara remarks, from the general purport of

the passage it is obvious that the terms avyahta and furvsa as
used here mean something quite different from the avyahta and
purusa of the Samkhyas. The purusa of the Samkhya is

not beyond the avyahta which is an ultimate principle, i.e.

there is no Supreme Purusa, If then there are Samkhya ideas
in our passage it is not the classical Samkhya but a theistic

Samkhya of the type found in the Gita, which recognises a
Puru§oUama or Highest Person.

Again as Sankara says, the word avyahta in itself merely
indicates something unexpressed, unevolved or unmanifested.

4 See the Samkhya-kdrika, secs. 22 ff. (Davies, Hindu Philosophy, pp.
54 ff.). Also with its commentary the Tama-Kaurnudi in Gangs NSth
Jha’s Edn., 60 ff.
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and the fact it occurs here between the mahat and the purusa

no more proves that it refers to the pradhana or unintelligent

matter of the Samkhyas as cause of the world than the fact

that a cow is tied in a place usually occupied by a horse proves

that it is a horse. (See Sankara’s comment on Veddnta-sutra

I. 4. 1.) Further verse 13 seems to refer to the avyahta as ‘ the

Self of peace’ or else it omits to refer to it at all, either of

which suppositions would preclude its being the prakrti of the

Samkhya.

Katkct iii. 10-13, we conclude, does not give scriptural

warrant for the (classical) Samkhya, nor is it permissible to

interpret it according to Samkhya ideas. If however, by the

Samkhya we mean not merely the atheistic dualism later

formulated by I^vara Kr^na (the author of the Kdrihd) but

also the qualified monistic theism called in the Gitd by that

name, then it is probable that in our passage we have the

earliest extant basis for certain Samkhya ways of thought.

(2) Gan Sankara’s interpretation be adopted ?

(a) Re. the Mahat or Mahan Atmd,

In his Kdthaka-bhdsya Sankara interprets the mahat or mahdn
dtmd as referring to Hira'^yagarbha, the Great-soul of the

universe, the internal principle of the intelligence of all living

beings, who is said to be the first-born of Avyakta.

In his Sutra-bhdsya I. 4. 1, however, he says, '‘Higher than

the intellect is the Great Self which was represented as Lord of

the chariot. The same self is referred to in both passages.

The soul is appropriately called ‘ Great ’ as it is the master
”

(i.e. of all its powers represented by the chariot, etc.). He
proceeds, however, to give as an alternative the same explana-

tion as in the KdthaJca-bhdsya :
“ Or else the phrase ‘ the

Great Self’ may here denote the intellect of the first-born

Hirapyagarbha which is the basis of all intellects.”

The conception of Hiranyagarbha: This conception of a

world-soul goes back to Rg Veda X. 121,—the Hymn of the

Golden Germ. There we read that in the beginning there was

a chaos of waters, floating on which appeared Him'^ya^garbha—
‘ the Golden Germ ’—the first-born of creation and the creator

of all other beings. Concerning the conception Deussen says
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(P.U. 199), “Because it is the first principle itself which

appears in its creation as first-born, therefore it also is denoted

by Brahmdn (with a change of gender and accent), as though it

were Brdhman (neut.) personified” That is to say, Sankara

takes the Great Soul, or Hiranyagarbha, as another name for

his Saguna Brahman or I^rara, the product of the imposition of

avidyd (cosmic ignorance) or mdyd (illusion) upon the absolute

unqualified Brahman.

Deussen goes on to say concerning our passage (see P.U. 201),

“To the series of primaeval being, primaeval waters, and

first-born {Brahmdn, Hiranyagarbha) there corresponds the

description of furusa, avyahtam, and mahdn dtmd, given after

abandoning the mythological form in Kath, 3. 10-11, 6. 7-8,

as the three earliest principles. Here, in contrast with the

individual dtman, the Mahdn dtmd is the soul of the universe,

i.e. the " self-conscious of all ’ Hiranyagarbha. . , For the

metaphysical comprehension of the universe this idea is indis-

pensable. We know that the entire objective universe is

possible only in so far as it is sustained by a knowing subject.

This subject as sustainer of the objective universe is manifested

in all individual subjects, but is by no means identical with

them. For the individual subjects pass away, but the objective

universe continues to exist without them
;
there exists therefore

the eternal knowing subject also {Hiranyagarbha) by whom it

is sustained.”

On this Dasgupta comments (H.I.P. vol. I. 52),—“ This

seems to me wholly irrelevant, since the Hiranyagarbha doctrine

cannot be supposed to have any philosophical importance in

the Upanisads”. Moreover, we would add, it is gratuitous,

for l^ankara in his polemic against the Samkhya interpretation

of our passage has said, “We must avoid the mistake of

abandoning the matter in hand and taking up a new subject

And he has also said, “ Higher than the intellect is the Great
Self which was represented as the lord of the chariot. That
the same Self is referred to in both passages is manifest.”

Why then bring in Hiranyagarbha (except as a support for

1 Base brdhman, nom. sing. hrdhma, neuter.

brahmdn, „ „ hrahm^, masc.
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Ids doctrine of the two forms of Brahman) ? As a commentator

Sankara cannot help admitting that the mdhdn dtmd of our text

most naturally refers to the individual self, but as a philosopher

seeking support for his particular doctrine, he puts forward

as an alternative the Hiranyagarbha view.

(b) Be. AvyaUa.

Following out the principle of interpretation that the beings

or principles mentioned in verses 10 and 11 are the same

as those spoken of symbolically in the parable of the chariot,

Sankara says that avyakta must mean the body (symbolised by

the chariot). But the term avyaUa which means ^ unmanifest
’

cannot refer to the gross body. It must, therefore, mean the

subtle body. {Svira-hJidsya I. 4. 2.) This has Ignorance

{avidyd) as its cause and is of the nature of illusion [mdyd),

“ For Maya is properly called undeveloped or non*manifested

since it cannot be defined as that which is or that which is

not {Sutra-^h, I. 4. 3. Th. 243.) In support he quotes ^vet,

iv. 10, “Know that prdkrti is mdyd^\ Sankara thus objects

to the Samkhya teaching that avyahta means independent

matter or prahrti but interprets it as that illusory power which

imposes itself on the supreme Brahman to produce Saguna

Brahman and the whole world, of which from the empirical

standpoint he is regarded as the soul.

All this, however, is a much later theory, imposed upon our

text and not naturally deduced from it.

(3) Ramanuja’s interpretation.

Ramanuja has a very full discussion of our passage which

occupies the greater part of the fourth pada of the first adhyaya

of the ^ribhasya. (See S.B.E. xlviii, 354-407.)

{a) Re. the meaning of the mahat or mahdn dtmd.

Ramanuja says that the text under discussion refers only to

those entities which have previously appeared in the parable of

the chariot. The intellect is compared to the chariot-driver.

“ Higher than the intellect is the individual self, for that self

(symbolised by the owner of the chariot) is the agent whom

the intellect serves. And as all this (intellect, mind and senses)

is subject to the wishes of the Self the text characterises it

as ‘ the great Self
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Then, quoting Katha hi. 12. 13, Ramanuja comments,.

‘‘This passage, after stating that the Highest Self is difiSlcult to

see with the outer and inner organs (of knowledge) unsubdued,,

describes the mode in which the ‘senses,’ compared to horses,

are to be held in control. He should restrain speech, which

stands for the karmendriydifbi and jnanendriydv^i of which it is

the first, in the mind; that he should restrain in the know-

ing self or buddhi

;

the knower or intellect he should restrain in

the great Self, i.e. the active individual Self (Jcartr)

;

that he

should restrain in the Self of Peace, i.e. that active (individual)

self he should restrain in the highest Brahman who is the Inner

Ruler {antarydmin) of all. By such a chariot-owner the place

of Vi^nu must be attained.” (I. 4. 1.)

Ramtouja, we conclude, is correct in regarding the mahat or

maJhdn dtmd as the individual seK, not however as being a

separate and self-sufficient being like the Samkhya 'purusa but

as indwelt by the Highest Self.

(b) Be. Avyahta,

In brief he says, “The word avyahta does not denote a

pradhdna (primary matter) independent of Brahman ; it rather

denotes the body represented as a chariot in the simile”.

(I. 4. 1.) But how can the term avyahta (unevolved, unmani-

fest) denote the evolved body ? Like Sankara, Ramanuja
replies that it denotes the elements in their fine or unevolved

state, which, entering into a particular condition, become the

body. (I. 4. 2.) Then, say the Samkhyas, you have admitted

that avyahta means subtle matter, i.e. prahrti or pradhdna,

Hot so, says, Ramanuja. We, by no means, wish to deny

prahrti (in the sense of unevolved matter), but we do deny a

prahrti of the Samkhya hiTid—i.e. matter as an ultimate prin-

ciple independent of the Lord. Por the fact is that it consti-

tutes his body or means of manifestation. He himself being

both its productive and material cause. So he quotes Oita

ix. 8, “Presiding over nature {prahrti) which is my own, I

send forth again and again this whole company of beings

(See I. 4. 8.)

Moreover, even a theistic Samkhya view which admits a

Lord as productive and ruling cause, but regards prahrti asso-

ciated with Him as the material cause of the world, is not
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admissible. There is only one ultimate cause. So he main-

tains, PraJcrti (or avyakta) denotes Brahman in its causal

phase, when names and forms are not yet distinguished

Further, as against Sankara, Avyakta is not Tmyd,—an illu*

sory manifestation of Brahman. It is a real mode (pralcdra) or

development (parindma) of Brahman, through which Brahman

evolves a real universe. (See esp. I. 4, 23-27.) ^

We may note that Madhva and Nimbarka substantially

agree with Ramanuja. Madhva says, The word avyakta^

which primarily denotes the supreme Lord alone, also denotes

the other (i.e. matter) for it is dependent on Him and like

unto a body of the Lord He goes on to say that it is the

will or creative purpose of the Lord that is spoken of as jpfahrti

(i.e. avyalda)} So also Nimbarka, "‘Through the statement

of reflective purpose in the words, " He thought, may I become

many {Gh, vi. 2. 3.) Brahman^s state of being prakrti or his

creativeness is declared "'A

All the chief schools of the theistic Vedanta, then, agree

in regarding avyakta^ in its higher sense as used in our

passage, as a divine hypostasis, the supreme Brahman in its

causal aspect, the creative, purposive energy or will of the

Supreme Person.

1 Rmmnuja's inizrpmtation of avyahta. Though justified as against

the Samkhyas and Sankara he is too scholastic. Like ^iahkara he says

that the text under discussion only refers to those entities which have

previously appeared in the simile of the chariot. Therefore avyahta must

mean the body, sjrmbolised by the chariot itself. This involves the

absurdity that the body is higher than the self, and constrains him to

go on to explain the body as meaning subtle matter or nature in its

unmanifested state as a mode of the Lord. This gives quite good sense,

but Ramanuja would probably have said much less about matter if in the

i^f%haaya he had been directly interpreting our passage instead of in-

directly discussing its use by the SSmkhyas. That this is so seems

evident from the way in which he interprets certain passages refer-

ring to avyakta (in his CfUa-hhasya) without any reference whatever to

matter.

^ Sutra^hhd^a I. 4. 1* 2 Sutra-’bhasya I, 4. 26.

4 ‘ Tad aih§ata bahu syam^ ity ahh/idyds^upadeSad brahmanab

prahrtitve variete, I. 4. 24.
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(4) Avyakta in the Gita and Upanisads*

Let us now attempt a more independent treatment based

upon the literature nearest in time and thought to the Katha^

i.e. the Qlta and early metrical Upanisads.

The Gita sometimes uses the word avyahta in what we may
nail a quasi-Samkhya sense to denote pralcTti or subtle matter

in the pralaya state, as when it says : From the unmanifest

sprang forth all manifest existence at the coming of day.”

^viii. 18.) But it goes on to say,

“ But higher than that Unmanifest

Is another eternal unmanifest existence,

Which, when all beings perish, does not perish.

Unmanifest, Imperishable, (avyahtay^ahsam) is it named,

Men call that the highest goal.

Attaining which they come not back :

That is my highest dwelling-place.

That higher (Unmanifest) is the Person (purusa)

To be gained by undivided devotion,

Wherein do beings abide,

Whereby all this is pervaded/’ (viii. 20-22).8

3 Paras tasmdt tu hhdvo ^nyo ""vyahtai sandtanah^

Yah sa saroesu bhutesu naSyatsu na vind^yaii,

AvyaMo '"hsara ity uhtas, tarn dhuh paramdm gatim.

Yam prdpya na nivartante, tad dkdma paramam mama*

Purusah sa pa/rah partha, bhahtyd lahhyas Vo ammyayd,

Yasya^antahsthdni bhutdni, yena sarvam idam tatam.

It is curious how variously ‘ Purusah sa parali ’ has been translated.

If it were prose it could surely only mean, ** That higher (one) is purusa ”,

Hill renders, “ This is the Person Supreme ”, and Barnett similarly,

“ This is the Supreme Male We doubt whether this is admissible,

but even if it is our interpretation would not be affected. Dr. P. M. Modi
iAhmta^ 148, 149.) renders verses 20, 21 and 22 as follows :

“ However,
beyond that Unmanifest (technically so called), there is another eternal

Unmanifest Existence ’ which does not perish when all beings perish.

This (latter) Unmanifest Existence is (technically) called the Immut-
able {ahscera); (the sages) call it the Highest Goal. That (Existence)

(from which the liberated) after having reached it, do not return, is my
Supreme Abode. Higher (than the Immutable) is that pwrusa obtainable

through undivided devotion, in the interior of whom (all) beings rest and
by whom all this (visible world) is permeated.”

I agree with his general interpretation, but doubt whether his transla-

tion of verse 22 can he grammatically justified.
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The Oita then uses avyakta in a double sense

:

{a) lower,—subtle or unevolved energy-matter, not in-

dependently existing as in the classical Samkhya but a lower

expression of the Lord’s nature

;

{b) higher,—eternal or sandtana avyahta, called also akaara,

the Imperishable. It also uses the term frahrti (nature) in

much the same double sense
:

{a) the lower nature,

—

a^ard

or guy^mayl prahrti, and (6) the higher nature,—pam prakrti,

of which it is said in vii. 5. that it is very Life (jwabhutd),

by which this universe is upheld”. The lower nature is called

in XV. 16. ksara (perishable), since it is subject to pralaya, and
the higher, ak§ara and kwtastha (immovably exalted). Then
in XV. 18. it is said, Because I transcend the Perishable and
am higher also than the Imperishable {aksardd api mjaUamai)
therefore am I known as the Person Supreme {PurusoUama)

Here then as in the Katha the Pwu§a is said to be higher than

the aksara {avyakta). The same is true of viii. 21. since Kr§na,

who is purusottama, says that the avyakta aksara is his highest

dwelling {dhdma paramam) and the highest goal {paramd gati)

of human life {of. Katha hi. 9, Visv^oli paramam padam).

The next verse however {GUd vhi. 22.)® at first sight presents

a difficulty, since it identifies the higher avyakta with the purusa

and speaks of the latter in terms which in the previous verse

have been used of the avyakta. But taken in conjunction with

viii, 21. and ix. 4, (which says that it is in the form of avyakta

that Krsna pervades the universe), there need surely be no

doubt as to the meaning. The avyakta is one with the purusa

in that they are not two separate beings, for the avyakta is

the Supreme Person’s own nature. But though one with the

Highest Person or Self there is yet a distinction, for it is that

Person, not in its inner being as the One self-subsistent Reality

but in its outward movement as the constitutive reality of the

many,—^not only the cause of the world but the source and ground

and dwelling-place of souls, in whom we live and move and

have our being For one whose movement of thought is

toward the One it is still therefore possible to say, Beyond

the avyaUa is the puTU§a"\^

^ I had reached this point in the exposition and was discussing it with

Professor F. W. Thomas, when he introduced me to a work which had
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We have dwelt at some length on the Gita doctrine of the

ahsara-myaTctaheoBiU^e there we see in somewhat developed form,

and so are able to realise the significance of the distinction

made by the Katha between purusa and avyahta. Let us note

first however that the root of the distinction is found in the

old prose Upanisads and possibly goes back to the still older

distinction between the dtman and the brahman,—^the principle

of personality and the more impersonal, though numinous,

world-ground. These two conceptions, which probably originat-

ed independently, were afterward identified,^ so that in the

early Upanisads the distinction was practically obliterated.

The term purusa (“ man ’’ or person ”) goes back of course to

the Purusa-suhta {Eg, s. 90) and is probably older than dtman.

It originally denoted the human being with his peculiar bodily

structure ’’ andis distinctly personal inmeaning.^ Another

term which occurs fairly frequently is ahsara. This may be

an adjective meaning “imperishable’" or “immutable” and

so is used to qualify Brahman. But, as Modi has pointed out

it, it frequently stands alone and becomes a technical term

for the eternal world basis,—a predominantly impersonal con-

ception. See e.g. Br, iii. 8, “Across what is space (or ether)

woven, warp and woof ? He said. That 0 Gargi, Brahmins

call the aksara. It is not coarse, not fine, not short, not long,

etc.” (i.e. avyahta, unexpressed). Contrasted with this we
find in Br, iii. 7. a description of the antarydmin, the dtman

or purusa who is Inner-controller, a distinctly personal concep-

tion. This suggestion of a difference between an impersonal

recently been sent to him by the author, Ahsara, a forgotten chapter in

the History of Indian Philosophy, by Dr, Prataprai M. Modi, Professor

of Sanskrit in the Samaldas College, Bhavnagar, an inaugural-disserta-

tion for the doctorate of Kiel University, (published at the Baroda
State Press, 1932). In my discussion of Avyakta in the Katha and
the Gita I thought I had explored new (or forgotten) ground, but I

find that Dr. Modi has anticipated me in much that I have said and has

pressed into much wider fields in the discussion of Ahsara in the schools

of the later Mahdbhdrata and in the Veddnta-sutras, I have written

the following paragraph after reading Dr. Modi^s treatise. If I had
met it before I should have made much more use of it, but it is perhaps

just as well that we should have reached our conclusions independently.

1 On these points see Introduction, pages 24-34.
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and a personal absolute is not however maintained, (in Br, iii.

8. 11, and iii. 7. 23, the two are described in identical terms)

and nowhere in the old prose Upanisads is there a suggestion

that the one is subordinate to the other.^

The Katha U^anisad seems to have originated a new move-

ment for distinguishing more clearly between the aJc§ara and

the puruaa, definitely subordinating the impersonal to the

personal, regarding the former as the nature of the latter, by
which He moves to manifestation in a world of matter and

finite spirits. This movement may be traced through the other

early metrical Upanisads, (i.e. the Mui^ha,^ Prahia and

^vetaAvoiam^) and leads to very important developments in

philosophy and theology which cannot be considered here.

For our present purpose its chief importance is that it led to the

personal theism of the Gita.

1 “ This identification did not satisfy the philosophers of the Earlier

Metrical Upanisads, who seem to have gone on reasoning * How could the

personal and the impersonal be identified ? Were they not both of them
mentioned separately in the Oldest Prose Upanisads ? If they should be

kept separate what should be their relation ? Can the impersonal be

master of the personal ? No. The personal must be higher than the

impersonal.’ This seems to have been the view prevalent during the age

of the Earlier Metrical Upanisads. All of them agree in placing purum
above (Mwnd. ii. 1. 1-2; PraSna v. 5. 7; S^et. i. 7-12, v. 1.)”

Modi, Akaara, 12, 13.

2 Mun^aka ii. 1. 1-2, probably represents the next stage in the

movement

:

Just as, from a well-blazing fi^e, sparks

By thousands issue forth, all of like form.

So from the Imperishable (akaa/ra) beings manifold

Are bom, and thither also go again.

Heavenly, formless, is the Person {puruaa)^

He is without and within, unborn,

Without breath, without mind (numaa), pure,

Higher than the high Imperishable.

{akaarat paraiali parak).

2 The iS'vet&SMara describes reality as a triad {trimdhar^ hrahmiamt

f j
i. 12.) of three unboms, purum deva), akaara {avyakta, higher

I
' prakrti), and jwa, Akaara is called ajd (female unborn) in contrast with

-I
^

puruaa (male), and yom^ i.e. the womb or source of creation ; also appa-

t rently devaima-^aktL
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(5) Summarising the various views.

The Mahat of the Samkhya is the intellect regarded as a mate-

rial instrument.

„ „ Sankara either {a) the individual soul

or (6) the soul of the world.

„ ,, Ramanuja „ the individual soul.

The Avyakta of the Samkhya is PraJcrti, i.e. Nature or independ-

ent matter-energy.

„ „ Sankara „ Nature or subtle matter-energy

regarded as Mdyd—an illusory

appearance.

,, „ thi^GUd „ {a) Nature or subtle matter-

and theistio energy as a real mode of

Vedanta Brahman.

(b) The inexpressible eternal

Brahman himself as having

such a mode : the Divine

Nature as creative cause and

ground of subsistence of the

world and of individual souls.

The Purusa of the Samkhya is a multiplicity of souls

„ „ (Sankara „ Paramdiman, the supreme,

unqualified Brahman.

„ „ the Qitd „ PuTuaottaTm^ the highest Self

andtheistic regarded as supreme personal

Vedanta God.

(6) Conclusion.

If, for the general reader, we might venture to sum up freely

in modem terms, our conclusion would be as follows :

The parable of the chariot teaches the necessity of yoga in

the sense of the yoking or ordered control of all the elements

in our nature so that they may work to a common end. So

far it is at one with Plato’s parable. But vv. 10-13 carry the

Katha teaching beyond Plato’s, teaching not merely the yoga

of self-discipline but the yoga of mystical religion. Plato

regards reason as the highest controlling principle. The Katha

says that ‘‘beyond reason is the great self”. Reason is

one of our highest faculties but it is not the whole self, and
in our self-discipline we must keep the whole in view. But
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tlie whole self is more than an individual self. Every stage

in the process by which we rise from the life of instinct and
sense to the life of scientific understanding and of reason,

is a transcendence of our subjective individuality and an
entrance into truth which is universal. So with morality,

we realise our higher self in which we are one with others

in proportion as we control our instinctive and individual

desires and satisfactions. But religion puts it the other

way. It is through the intuition that we are not merely
separate individual selves that we find power to overcome
our lower nature. Deep within and fundamental to the indivi-

dual self there is another. When first we meet that other it

appears mysterious and inexpressible (avyakta). Yet those

who feel its reality, centre their thought upon it in recollected

meditation and yield themselves to its control for ordered

unselfish living, find more and more that that other behind

our own lives and the world is not merely a mysterious power
or energy but is essentially one with us in nature. ‘‘Higher

than the unexpressed is the Person.’’ And with that realisa-

tion religion comes to full moral as well as full devotional

power.

It is to this fully religious yoga that the Gita applies the

name Bdja-yoga ^^—the royal rule, and says, ‘‘On me be thy

mind, to me be thy devotion,—^thus having yoked thy soul,

making me thine aim, to me shalt thou come”. With this

we may compare the saying of Jesus, “Take my yoke upon
you and learn of me, for I am meek and lowly of heart, and
ye shall find rest to your souls”. Here the yoke of Jesus

means the moral discipline to follow in His steps, but it also

means the fellowship which enables one to follow.

St. Paul expresses what we may call the lower Christian yoga

of self-discipline when he says, “Everyone that striveth for the

mastery keeps a grip upon himself in every respect (^-dj

d dycovi^ofievos Ttavra eytcpar^vTai; i CoT. 9» 2S) but he expresses

the higher or royal Christian yoga when he says, “ But it is

not I (the separate individual) that live, but Christ liveth in

me, and the life that I now hve in the flesh I live by the faith

of the Son of Grod who loved me and gave himself for me”.

(Gal 2. 20.)
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H<fT*i=WTsr ^^cT s:^ « t^s
II

xr^fTt^Tarnp w?ttt! ii

14> UUisthata jdgrata,

frdpya varan nibodhata ;

Ksurasya dhdrd niUtd duratyayd,

durgarjfh pathas tat Jcavayo vadantL

Id, Aiabdam asparsam ampam avyayam,

tathd 'rasam nityam agandhavat ca yat

;

Anddy-antantarn mahatah param dhruvarn,

nicdyya tan mrtyu-mukhdt pramucyate,

16, Ndciketam updJchydnam

mrtyu-prohtarn sandtanam

;

Uktvd imtvd oa medhdvl

brahma-loJce maMyate.

17. Ya imam paramam guhyam
irdvayed brahma-sarrisadi,

Prayatab, sraddha-hdle vd

tad dnantydya Tcalpate,

tad drmdydya halpate^iti.

Hi prathamo ^dhydyab samdptah.
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Concluding Exhortation.

14. Arise! awake!

Obtain your boons and understand !

Sharp as a razor’s edge and hard to cross.

So difficult that path,—sages declare.

15. That soundless, touchless, formless one, unchanging,

Is likewise tasteless, odourless, eternal

:

Endless, beginningless, beyond the Great, abiding,

—

Discerning That from death’s dread maw one finds

release.

16. This Naciketas story.

Death’s immemorial teaching,

—

Hearing and telling this the wise

Grows great within the Brahma-world.

17. Whoso then this highest secret

Shall recite in Brahmin-session,

Or at ^raddha-time devoutly,

For eternity prepareth

:

For eternity prepareth.

It must be admitted that the Katha Vpanisad only ad-

umbrates, and never fully reaches the kind of conclusion given

above. These concluding verses of the Third Valli (and probably

of the original Upani^ad) make it plain that though, as we hold,

the Katha Upanisad is on the main line of development toward

a personal theism which resulted in the OUa, that development,

spite of the use of the term Puruaa^* for the highest being,

had not yet proceeded very far. There is real mystical religion

in the Kafha Upanisad but the writer after repeated essays

toward a positive conception of the Divine repeatedly falls

back to negative conceptions like v. 15. Truly he describes

the difficulties of such a way, Sharp as a razor’s edge and

hard to cross The way of religion is never easy. ** Strive to

enter in at the strait gate, for narrow is the gate and straitened

the way that leads to life, and few be they that find it ”,
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said Jesus. But if His way was strait, how much more that of

the Upauisads.

Though in verse 11 the purusa is said to be the final goal,

it would seem that the Upani^ad sage had difficulty in penetrat-

ing further than the alcsara-avyakta. In the first place the

negatively described being of verse 15 is described as “ beyond

the Great ” (mahataik param), which in the context is most

naturally taken as technical expression, referring to avyahta.

In the second place the Oltd clearly has this passage in view

when, in chapter xii, it discusses the two ways or goals,—the

ahsara-gati, or way of meditation upon the nature of the soul,

and the purusa-gati, its own distinctive way of devotion to the

Highest Person.

1. Those devotees who, constantly yoked, thus worship Thee (i.e.

Krsna as pm-usoUatna), and those who worship the Imperishable-Unmani-

fest (alcaa/ra-avyahUi),—^which of these are better versed in yoga ?

2. (The Blessed One said ;) Those who have fixed their minds on me,

who ever-yoked worship me, who are possessed of supreme faith,—these

I consider perfect in yoga,

3. But those who worship the Imperishable (ahsara), the Undefinable,

the Unmanifest (aAyyahta)^ that is omnipresent, inconceivable, immutably-

exalted, unchanging, firm-abiding,

—

4. Who hold in control the group of the senses, whose judgment is

in all things balanced, who delight in the good of all beings,—these indeed

win to me.

(That is to say, those who follow the avyahta-gati, the Upanisad way of

meditation, especially as developed into the Katha way of yoga^ may
attain the Highest Person. But the way is very difficult.)

5. Greater is the toil of those whose thoughts are fixed on the

Umnanifest, for painfully is the way of the Unmanifest won by them
that wear the body.

6. But those who, casting all their works on me, intent on me,

meditate on me and worship me with single-hearted devotion {yoga),

7. Soon wiU I save them from the ocean of this life of death {w/rPyu^

samsdra), O son of Pritha, for their thoughts are stayed on me.

Perhaps we might rather say that the way of soul-mysticism

(or as the Qitd sometimes calls it dhyand-yoga) and the way of

personal devotion or faith (bhakti-yoga) are not so much alterna-

tive as complementary paths. The way of soul-mysticism may
lead to the very heights of religious experience, or, without

adequate basis, it may lead to a barren ego-centrism or a vague

and equally sterile pantheism. It needs as its basis the firm
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objective ground of historic divine revelation. Then, in

Christian language, faith in the Son or manifest Word of God,

leads on to union with the unmanifest Word or creative will

of God which is the true basis of the soul’s being. And such

union, ever growing more complete as sin, which is creaturely

self-will, is done away, issues in the realised communion of the

Holy Spirit, which is God’s ever renewed self-impartation of his

own power, truth and joy, of his eternal life and very being,

to the soul which he created and sustains, and now in love

indwells,

14. Obtain ymr boons {prdpya mrdn) Sankara says varan—
prahr^n dearyan, i.e. most excellent religious teachers. But
the primary reference is surely to the boons of Naeiketas in

which hearers of the Katha who have his devotion and keenness

are privileged to share.

17. The sraddha or funeral feast would be a most appro-

priate and solemn time for reciting the Naeiketas’s story which

here finds an appropriate ending. The other three vaUis were

probably added later.

Here ends the First Adhydya,
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II

siT*f!5C(W^ I

B t. II

Gaturthl Valll.

1, Pardnci hJidni vyatrv^t svayambhus

tasmdt pardn pa^yati na^antardtmmi,

KaScid dhlrab, ^ratyagdtmdnam aiJcsad

dvrtta-caksur amrtatvam icchan.

Second Adhyaya.

FOUETH VALLI.

The Self is not to be sought through the senses.

1. The Self-existent pierced^the senses outward

:

Therefore one looks without, not at the Inner-self,

Desiring immortality a certain sage

With eyes averted saw the Self-within.

The Self-existerd (Svayam-bhu), In Sat, Brdh, I. ix. 3. 10,

the word is applied to the Sun as symbol of Prajapati. “ Self-

existent art thou, best ray of light (see p. 89). Tail, B. III.

xii. 3. 1 speaks of Svayambhu Brahman. Br, three times at

the end of genealogical lists of spiritual teachers says, “Brah-

man is the Self-existenf' (II. vi, 3 ; IV. vi. 3 ; VI. v. 4). The
conception here is obviously theistic.

The terms Antar-dtman and Pratyag-dtman seem to be used

here for the first time in TJpani^ad literature. The latter

(according to Jacob, 0.) is used only here and in the Sarm-
panisad. Both here seem to indicate the One Self or Soul as

variously embodied (a difference from the doctrine of the two

selves in the previous valli). {Pratyag-dtman in later literature

generally denotes the individual soul as distinguished from the

Supreme Soul, but the two terms here are identical in meaning.)
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Pierced the openings (i.e. of the senses). The eyes and ears

are regarded as holes through which the soul can look.

Sankara comments ; (In the preceding valll) it has been said that, ‘‘ This

Self hidden in all Hving beings does not shine forth, yet it is seen (by

subtle seers) with keen intellect Now it is asked, What is the obstacle

to the keen intelligence because of which the Self is not (usually) seen ? .

.

The senses go outward to reveal their objects Therefore the percei -

ver sees or perceives external objects (which are not the aiman), and not

the antaratman. Though this is the nature of the world some wise or

discerning man, as though going against the current of a river, sees the

pratyagatmcm,—the Self which is within ,How he sees is thus ex-

plained,—^with avrtta caJcm, He whose eyes, ears, etc. are averted (vyavHta)

from all the numberless objects of sense is caUed avrtta-caksu. Thus pre-

pared he sees the Inner-self. For it is not possible for the same man to

be intent on external objects and to have vision of the Inner-self

We may agree with Sankara in his last remark if by external

objects is meant objects of desire ” {hdmdlp), as in the next

verse. But what of the unselfish intentness of the scientist,

—

or of the artist, who, as Plato says, uses the beauties of earth

as steps along which he mounts upward for the sake of that

other Beauty, absolute and everlasting

Sankara, in commenting on the phrase, ‘'The Self-existent

pierced the senses ”, interprets it as meaning that Paramej§vara

has cursed or injured them It is an estimate such as this

which has cursed with sterility much of India’s best effort, just

as it was the verdict of Genesis^ “ God beheld everything that

he had made and behold it was very good ”, which prepared

the way for modem science. And not only for science but for

such a spiritual view of the world as that of Wordsworth, who,

to the influence of natural objects revealed by sense owed

That blessed mood
In which the burthen of the mystery,

Of all this unintelligible world.

Is lightened :

While with an eye made quiet by the power

Of harmony, and the deep power of joy.

We see into the hfe of things.’*

1 Vyatrnai—Mipsitavan hananaip kriavan ityarthalK (STtarama

Ssstri ;
“ Parame^vara has damned them.”

^arma: “ God has doomed our senses,”)
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Our text does not say like Sankara that the senses are accursed,

but it does, at first sight, seem to say they are something to be

ignored. This would be quite different teaching from that of

the previous valli where the senses are compared to horses

which, properly guided, may lead us to our goal. Surely the

charioteer must come to grief if he keeps his eyes averted.

Vain IV then, if thus interpreted, would be a distinct declen-

sion from ValU HI. It would teach the negative yoga of sense-

suppression instead of the positive yoga of sense-direction.

This, however, I am now convinced, would be a misinterpre-

tation, It may rather be argued that Valll IV takes the truth

stated in the parable of the chariot for granted but stresses the

complementary truth reached in the sequel. Coleridge does

not contradict Wordsworth when he says :

It were a vaia endeavour

Though I should gaze for ever

On that green light which Imgers in the west.

I may not hope from outward forms to win
The passion and the life whose fountains are within.”

Spiritual seeking has two movements ,—outward to find libera-

tion from the narrow, self-seeking self in the vision of God^s

revelation in the wonder and beauty and harmony of nature,

and inward to a deeper vision in which even these are forgot in

the surpassing wonder of the immediate self-revelation of God
the Spirit in our inmost soul (and outward also again to find

and serve God in our fellow men). These two movements, says

Dean Inge, are the systole and diastole of the spiritual life, and
each is helpless without the other. Indian mysticism under

the domination of the doctrine of illusion has too often turned

away from all the wonder and beauty of the world and taken

only the inward, which has then become a negative path. On
the other hand we must remember that the Indian, far more
than the Westerner, has always worshipped in the open air,

—

his temple the river-side, his sacrament the rising or setting

sun, and even where the doctrine of illusion has been most
dominant it has seldom succeeded in closing the mind to the

suggestions of Nature. Further, though the second adhy&ya of

the Katha may have been somewhat influenced by the school

which produced the Brhaddrav^yaka^ the doctrine of illusion is

no more to be seen there than in the first adhydya. One of the
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most interesting features of Valll IV is its use of Vedic nature-

symbolism and one of our chief tasks in its exegesis is to show

how Sankara misinterprets it in the interest of his illusion

doctrine.

The correct view of our verse, then, is that it is a summary
comment on the final result reached in the first adhjdya. Most
men lead a purely outward life, but a certain sage, i.e. Naci-

ketas, turned his gaze inward and saw the Self. But though

attention is thus focussed on the final stage or result of

adhydtma-yogai there is no intention, we take it, to ignore the

necessity of the earlier stages set forth under the simile of the

chariot.

2, Pardcalp Jcdmdn anwyanti balds

te mrtyor yanti vitatasya pdiam ;

Atha dhlrd amrtatvam viditvd

dhruvam adhruvesv iha na prdrthayante*

2. The childish follow after outward pleasures,

—

They walk into the snare of wide-spread death

:

The wise, then, knowing immortality,

Seek not the eternal midst things transient here.

Verse 2. Gf, II. 6 and 10. Dhruvam adhmvesu : Seek not

the stable or enduring amid the unstable or transient. Yet

II. 10, speaking of the right symbolic use of so unstable a thing

as fire, says, ‘^By means of transient things I have obtained

the eternal. In its feeling IV, 2 may be compared with the hymn,

“ Swift to its close ebbs out lifers little day ;

Earth’s joys grow dim its glories pass away

;

Change and decay in all around I see

:

O Thou who ohangest not, abide with me.”

But II, 10 and Blake’s Auguries of Innocence are nearer

the heights of both Hindu and Christian mystic experience

:

To see a world in a grain of sand,

And a heaven in a wild-flower

;

Hold infinity in the palm of your hand,

And eternity in an honr.”
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5. Yena rupam msam gandham

iabddn sparidmi-ca maithundn^

Etena^eva vijdndti

:

kim-atm pariSisyate : Etad vai tat.

4. Svapndntam jdgaritdntam

mjahhau yena^anupaiyati^

MaMmiam vihhum dtmdnam

matvd dMro na iocati.

Yet the Self is the agent in all perception and knowledge*

3. That hy which (one perceives) form, taste, smell,

Sounds also and touches of love,

—

By that also one gains knowledge.

What is there here remains (unknown to it) ?

This indeed is that.

4. That whereby one both perceives

Dream-objects and the waking state,

—

That great and omnipresent Self

Knowing, the wise man grieves no more.

Though the Self is not manifest to the senses yet it is the

agent in all sense-perception and in all knowledge, whether

in the waking or the sleeping state. It is both all-pervading

and all-knowing, and is that supreme Reality concerning which

Naciketas has inquired.

3. What is there here remains ? {kim-atra parisisyate ?)

Max Muller takes as a relative clause, ‘‘By that we also

know what exists beside"*. Felly’s rendering, “What else is

there in the world ?
’* takes the passage as teaching a thorough-

going idealism. Hume is literal and non-committal, “What
is there left over here ?

*" but may mean the same. We prefer

to follow Sankara who comments, “ What is there in this world
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remains unknowable by the Self ? Nothing so remains,

—

for everything is knowable by the Self. That Self to which

nothing remains unknowable is omniscient.”

This is that {Etad vai tat)

:

Sankara says, The meaning

is that this is that which was inquired about by Naciketaa

(about which even the gods were puzzled, and which has been

spoken of as ' apart from dharma, etc.’ ‘ the highest place

of Vi§^u than which there is nothing higher)”.

If the ultimate reality inquired about is called Brahman

(which is very seldom in the Katha), then ‘'This is that

(inquired about)” is equivalent to “This (atman) is that

(Brahman) ” or in the words of Chdndogya III. 14. 4, Esa ma
dimdntarhrdaya^ etad brahma —“This self of mine within

the heart, that is Brahman.” This is afterward summarised

in <7^. VI. 8. 6, in the phrase, ‘‘Tat tvam asi^\—“Thou art

that

t^npr «r of<ft i ii ii

5. Ya imam madhvadam veda

dtmdnam jivarn antikdt,

Isdnarn bhuta-bhavyasya

na tato vijugupsate : Etad vai tat.

The individual soul is one with the Universal.

5. He who knows this honey-eater,

—

The living spirit close at hand,

—

As Lord of future and the past,

No longer seeks to hide (through fear) :
^

This truly is that.

1 Or, From Him he does nofe shrink away.

5. Madhv-ada: Honey•‘Saier

:

the individual experiencing

soul, compared to a bee, obtaining pleasure from the various

objects of perception.

(Sankara says, Madhvada^^karina-pJiala-’bhuja,
—*Hhe enjoyer of the

fruit of action **.)

Atman jwa=iiwdtman

:

“the living soul”, a term generally

used to distinguish the self as individual from the Supreme
soul {paramdiman).
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The soul not only experiences pleasure but also pain and fear

in the midst of what is apparently a hostile and alien world.

But when it realises that it is not a separate individual but

is one with that Supreme soul who is Lord and ruler of the

whole course of the world, then all cause of fear is removed.

This truly is that

:

means either as before, This is that which

was inquired about, or, This (individual percipient) is that

(supreme eternal Lord).

Sd. Na tato vijugupsatef recurs Br, iv. 15d., 14a 6d., and Katha iv.

12d. dc. also=J5r. iv. 16c. Tatas may mean “ thereafter ”, “ from Him ”

(i.e. the Atman or God), or (in the I4a) from them ” (i.e. “ all beings ”,

«t first viewed as alien but now “in the Self ”). In the Br, passage it is

clearly God from whom one does not shrink away or seek to hide.

“ When one perceives Him
As the Self, as God, clearly.

As Lord of the past and the future.

One does not shrink away from Him.”

In our verse and verse 12 the shrinking may be from God, or alien things,

or both. When one ceases to shrink from God one fears nothing else.

Sankara comments : “ Navijugupsate means ‘ does not wish to hide % be-

cause he has attained fearlessness. So long as dwelling in the midst of fear

he thinks himself to be non-etemal, he desires to conceal (or protect)

himself. But when he knows the Self to be eternal and without a second,

then who would wish to hide what ?—and from what ?
”

Na vijugupsate—ria gopayitum icchcuti ahhaya-praptatvat Yavad^hi
hhayamadhyastho ^nityarn atmdnam manyate, tdvad gopayitum iccJiati dtmd^

nam, Yadd tu nityam advaitam dtmdnam mjdnat% tad^ him hah kuto vd

gopayitum icchet.

We doubt whether quite such a simple doctrine of non-duality or

complete monism can be read into our text.

citwl STTeWSr TJWMWcr I

^ I II ^ 11

d. Yah purvarri tapaso jatam

adbhyaii purvam ajdyata,

Ouhdm praviiya tisthantam

yo bhutebhir vyapaiyata

:

Etad vai tat.
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6. He who born of old from tapas

Was formerly born of the waters,

—

Entering the cave one sees him stand

Who looked forth through the elements :
^

This truly is that.

2 Or, through beings.

6. Max Muller says, '‘The text of these verses (6, 7) is abrupt,,

possibly corrupt. The two accusatives, tuthantam and tisthantim, seem
to me to require veda to be supplied from verse 6 Hume says, “ This
stanza contains an ungrammatical form and impossible constructions.

The text here, as also in v. 7, is probably corrupt

We have supplied tarn with tisthantam, and also paSyati used imper-

sonally, continuing the idea of Jca^cid dhlroh aihaad of verse 1 ; We also

read jatah for jdtam, and vyapaSyat for vyapoSyata.

Purvam may be either an adverb meaning “first”, “formerly”,
“long ago”, or stn adjective meaning “before” (governing the ablative).

Almost all translators take the first purvam'^ adverbially but many, as

also Sankara, take the second adjectivally; “was bom before the

waters Hume takes it as we have done above. Grammatically both

are equally possible but we have taken it adverbially because it fits

better the Hiranyagarbha hymn.
Sankara does not need to supply paayati because he takes vyapaS-

yata as == paSyati, its subject being “
2/0

” in the sense of kaScid dhirah

or mumukmh. This involves taking tisthantam along with hMUebhir.

Hven so he does not escape the need of supplying at the end

—

sa etadeva

padyaH, Translating under his guidance our version would be as follows

:

“He (i.e. the Universal Soul) who, first produced from tapas (i.e.

Brahman characterised as knowledge, etc.), was produced before the waters

(i.e. the five elements),—he who sees Him (i.e. this blrst-bom) who,

(after creating bodies), entering the cave (of the heart) remains standing

(i.e. perceiving) with the elements (i.e. senses):—^he indeed sees that

(i.e. the Brahman which is the subject of discussion).”

The objection to l^ankara’s rendering is that it twists the words out

of the order of the text and in so doing destroys the parallelism with

the following verse. “ Fo bhuiehhir vyapa^yata^^ is clearly parallel with

“Fa bhutebhir vyajdyata ”, and no translation which obscures this can

be correct. Hume renders ;

“ He who was bom of old from austerity {tapas)

Was bom of old from the waters.

Who stands entered into the secret place (of the heart).

Who looked forth through beings—^This verily is that 1

”

This apparently involves reading “ tiapiati ” for “ tist^rdam ”, but he
does not give an amended text.

We have purposively left the reference of “ Entering the cave ” {guham

praviSya) ambiguous as in the original. The meaningmay be, “ Entering,

i.e. looking, within oneself one sees Him”, or, “One sees Him who
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has entered within one’s own inner nature.” Both meanings may be

intended.

The One horn of tapas : Hiranyagarbha ?

Sankara says that the subject of the verse is TiiraTi^yagar-^

bha^—the Universal Soul {sarvdtman). We both agree and

dissent.

(1) It is clear that the idea expressed in our text goes back to

the Hiranyagarbha hymn, Eg Veda X. 121 and to the great

Creation hymn, Eg. X. 129. For these see the Introduction^

pages 16-18. Note especially 129, verses 1-4, and 121, verses

1, 7, 8, 9. See also pages 88-90 and 133-5.

The myth appears in various forms in the Brahmanas (see,

e.g. ^afapatha vi. 1. 1. and xi, 1. 6), and in the Upanisads (see,

e.g. CTidndogya iii. 19). An interesting though unusual form is

that in Brhaddranyalca i. 2 where the first-existent is called

Death.

^‘Formerly there was nothing here whatever. By Death this was

concealed. He made up his mind,—‘ Let me be possessed of a self

(atman, probably here = ‘body’). From him as he was praising {arcan)

water was produced. The foam of the water hardened and became earth.

On it he toiled. From him as he toiled and became heated {tapta, ?

performed austerity) fire was produced whose essence is brilliance {tejas).

He made himself threefold—(Agni), Aditya and Vayu. He is that thrice

divided life (prana).”

Here the primitive being evolves himself and becomes

manifold, producing the world and the gods. Here tapas is not

simply natural heat but the energy of wiU and of austerity.

The ‘'desire^’ {Icdma) of Eg. 129. 4 is apparently a different

description of the same energy.

The developed Hiranyagarbha myth as found stated in the

Manu-samMtd i. 6-9 is as follows

:

‘‘This (universe) was formerly inamersed in darkness, unperceived,

without distinctive marks Then the Self-hom Lord {Svayambhur

bhagamn)f himself at first unexpressed (avyahta), making this (world), i.e.

the elements, etc. discernible, became manifest, dispelling the darkness.

Wishing to create various offspring from his own body, he first by thought

created the waters, and put his seed in them. That seed became a golden

egg, in ^lendour like the thousand-rayed sun. In that egg he himself

was bom as Brahma, the progenitor {pitamahdb) of the whole world.”

Thiff is of course later than the Katha hut practically all the elements

in the myth as here given can be found in earlier literature.
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Philosophically then the Hiranyagarbha myth is an attempt

to explain how the first-existent evolved the world from its

(or rather his) own being or energy, and then entered into it,

becoming manifest as world-sonl. We agree with j^ahkara

when he says that the subject of our verse,—the one bom of

ta'paa and the waters,—is that Universal Soul referred to in the

Hiranyagarbha hymn, etc. Our text is therefore equivalent in

meaning to BrhaddraV'yciJca i. 4. 7 : Verily that which is this

(i.e, the universe) was then undifferentiated. It became
differentiated by name and form. . . He then entered in here

even to the finger-nail tips.'" He is manifested in life, speech,

sight, mind. But these are only effects. His real nature is

best expressed by Atman—Self. For this self is the padanlya

(trace or footprint) of the All," i.e. it is the One Self which is

active and conscious in all beings and our own inner

nature is therefore the clue to His nature.

(2) While we agree with Sankara that the subject of our

verse might legitimately be said to be HiraTiyagarbha in that it

is the Soul of the world referred to in the Hiranyagarbha hymn
and myth, we totally dissent from the view that it is the

HiraTiyagarbha of his ^philosophy.

For Sankara Hiranyagarbha is a name for Saguiia Brahman
or livara, a being who possesses only empirical reality, the pro-

duct of the imposition of avidyd or Ignorance on the highest

or Nirguna Brahman. So here Sankara explains tapas as ‘‘the

Brahman defined as knowledge ", but knowledge here does not

imply consciousness. The supreme Brahman only comes to

apparent consciousness through the elements or creatures of its

(apparent) creation. This is a conception in some ways akin

to the Samkhya, where purtisa, though called pure intelligence,

is not in any distinctive sense conscious, till it rises to self-

consciousness through the sense-organs which are evolved from

nature {prahfti).

We may note, by the way, that both Deussen and Hume
interpret the one born of tapas as the Samkhya puru^a and

Aditi of V. 7 as prakrti.

As against both Sankara and the Samkhya interpretation we
maintain that the Self-existent of Katha iv. is conceived

as, from the beginning, a knowing, conscious being. It is true

that He is described as looking forth through the elements or
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senses of his creatures, but he does not there for the first time

gain consciousness. Moreover, as against Sankara, the evolution

of the world and of conscious individuals, is not conceived as

an illusory development from a characterless absolute but as a

real evolution of the Self-existent. In other words this passage

teaches not acosmism but a naturalistic (though idealistic)

pantheism. There are a number of passages in the Katha (and

in this valh) which seem to favour Sankara, but on the whole

we agree with Keith when he says, ‘"We have efforts in the

Kaiha to accept as real and deduce from the Brahman the

whole of the spiritual and non-spiritual world, efforts which

lead to antinomies regarding the relation of the absolute

and individual souls, and end in the abolition of the absolute

in the Samkhya, (of the individual in Sankara*), and of both

absolute and individual in Buddhism (K..P.V. 613,* inserted.

)

irTSsr i

^ i secciter^ ii « «

7, Yd ‘i^rd'iiimcL sambhavati,

aditir devatdmayl,

Guhdm 'pravisya tist^antlm

yd bhutebhir vyajdyata : Etad vai tat,

7. She who arises ^ with life,

—

Aditi, soul of the gods,

—

Entering the cave one sees her stand

Who was bom through the elements :
^

This truly is that.

1 Or, ** as Life 2 Or, ‘‘through beings

7. Aditi
:
probably derived from a^diti, not bound, bond-

leasness, boundlessness (Maodonell, V.M., 121), though Sankara,

following Br, i. 2. 5, derives from root ad, to eat.

The Adityas are sons of Aditi and she is sometimes called

the mother of all the gods,—hence the epithet devatdmayl=z
* containing all the gods

"
(Sankara comments 8arva~devdimiJcd,

i.e. the soul of all the gods). Aditi sometimes seems to be a
personification of the boundless sky and sometimes of universal

Nature (e.g. Eg, i, 89, 10— Aditi is the sky, Aditi the air,
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Aditi is mother, father, and son, Aditi is all the gods and the

five tribes, Aditi is whatever has been and will be born It

is in this latter sense of universal Nature (Natura genetrix—
Mother Nature) that Aditi is probably used here. Substan-

tially this agrees with Deussen and Hume’s interpretation of

Aditi as jprahrti though we deny that the idea is specifically

Samkhyan (see above).

Sankara takes Aditi as another name of Hiranygarbha to

express the fact that he is the universal eater ”, i.e. enjoyer

or experiencer. ‘‘ That soul of the gods called Aditi, because it

eats (i.e. experiences) sounds, etc. is born from the highest

Brahman as praupa (Life), i.e. in the form of Hiranygarbha.”

Anandagiri says that the reference is to another modification of

Hiranyagarbha. (HimTjbyagarbhasya eva viiesandntaram aha,)

If by Hiranyagarbha is meant the being of the hymn (x. 121)

who is described as ‘‘ devdndm asur eJcah ”— the one Life of the

gods”, we have no objection. If Aditi represents universal

Nature it is not dead unconscious nature but that Life-power

which comes to separate life and consciousness through the

material elements and the living creatures which are the

products of its own evolution.

Verses 6 and 7 then state that the creative energy which made
the world is present in the material elements he has made as

World-Soul, and Ruler. Further as supreme Life-power it is

born to separate life in the creatures which are the product of

the evolution of the elements. It has entered into the cave of

the heart of each conscious creature, so that the wise man,

looking within his own heart, realises that his own inner self is

an expression of the nature of that energy, life and soul manifest

in Nature, which again is an expression of that eternal reality

which is the subject of inquiry.

Additional Note. Ramanuja’s interpretation.

In the SH^bhdBya I. 2. 11, RSmanuja connects Katlm iv. 7 with “the
two entered into the cave ” of Katha iii. 1, and says : “To the individtial

soul there refers iv. 7, ‘Who is together with the vital breath, who is

Aditi, made of the deities, who entering into the cave abides therein, who
was born variously through the elements ’. Aditi here means the indi-

vidual soul which enjoys (atti) the fruits of its works; which is associated

with the vital breath ; which is made of the deities, i.e. whose enjoyment

is dependent on the different sense-organs ; which abides in the hollow of
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the heart ; and which being connected with the elementary substaneew,

earth and so on, is born in various forms, human, divine, etc.

3rra%T irw jrftrjftfH* i

t'sit I ?tci|cr^
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8, Amipyor nihito jdtavedd

garbha iva subhrto garhhiTplbhiTp)

Dive divejidyo jdgrvadbhir

havismadbMr manusyebhir agnib, : Etad vai tat.

8. All-knowing Agni hidden in the fire-sticks,

Just like an embryo borne by pregnant women,

Daily should be adored by the awakened,

—

By mortals offering their oblations.

This truly is that.

8. This verse is a quotation from Sdma Veda /. i, 8. 7,

and is found with slight variation in Rg HI. 29. 2.

Jdtavedas, n.s. Jdtavedd^: a title of Agni which occurs 120

times in R.V* It apparently means He who knows (all)

beings ” (jdtam sarvam vetti iti jdtaveddb) and so is equivalent to

vihavid and visvavedas all-knowing other titles of Agni (see

Macdonell, V.M. 97).

Hidden in the fire-sticks {aranyor nihitab) : the sacrificial fire,

produced by friction of the upper and lower fire-sticks {uttard

and adhard araifit) is regarded as existing previously in the

sticks.

Offering oblations {havis-mat) : the havis was a burnt-.offering

of grain, soma, milk or butter. One who offers such a sacrifice

is called havis-mat. In the Eg and Sdma Veda passages only

one class of people is referred to. Men when they wake in the

morning offer sacrifice to Agni. Or “ awakened ” (jdgrvat) may
mean watchful (so Stevenson, Sdma V. p. 12, By watchful

attendant priests

Sankara however distinguishes two classes
:
ftvihs or karmins,

those who follow karman in the sense of the Vedic ritual and offer

oblations of ghee, etc., and ‘‘awakened’’ men, i.e. yogins, who
offer in the heart contemplation and meditation (dhydna—bhd-

vand). Both in their different ways worship Agni and this

(Agni) is that Brahman who is the subject of inquiry.
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9. Yatai-cajudeti surya^

astam yatra ca gacchati,

Tam devdjp sarm arpitds

tadu na^atyeti haicana : Etad vai taL

9. Erom whence arisetli forth the sun.

And whither too he goes to rest,

On him all deities are fixed,

Beyond that none soever goes.

This truly is that.

9. The first two lines are a quotation from J5r. J. d. 23 and

also occur Atharva Veda X. 18. 16. In theBr. passage the sun,

as representing all the devatdh, is said to rise from and set in

Prdr^^ who among the cosmic powers (devata^) is specially

manifest in the unresting wind
(
Vdyu) and among the psychic

powers is the life-breath.

S'afdcara comments

:

“ That prana, from which the sun arises, in which day by day it also

sets, that Life or Self (atman) in which all the gods beginning with Agni

(speaking of its adhidaiva or theistie aspect) or all the senses beginning

with speech (speaking of its adhydima or psychical aspect) are during the

time of their existence fixed, like spokes in the axle of a chariot,—^he is

certainly Brahman. This is that Brahman who is the Self of all. Beyond

that none soever goes, i.e. no one ceasing to be of that nature becomes

other than that.”

Note that the existence of the ancient Vedic gods is recog-

nised by the Upanisads as the old Greek gods are recognised by

Epicurus, but they have become shadows of their former selves,

aU their reality consisting in the One from whom they derive

their being.

We thus see that verses 5~9, with the continual refrain etad

vai tat, first (verse 5) identify the living soul which experiences

sensation with the eternal Lord, then (6) the Soul of the uni-

verse with the individual percipient soul, and (7) infinite Nature

or the supreme life-power with the individual soul in which it

is bom. In verses 8 and 9 there is no specific reference to the

individual,—Eire worshipped in the daily sacrifices as itself
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divine is taken as a symbol of Brahman, and the Sun and all the

gods (or powers) are said to have their reality in Brahman, but

probably we should again interpret the refrain, ‘‘ This is that ”,

as meaning ‘‘ This Agni and this Surya, all the gods or adorable

nature-powers are or represent that Brahman,—that supreme

reality of which you ask, of which it has been said that it is

specially manifest in the cave of your own heart,

I

^ iiagfcr
ii ? <»

ii

^ ^ iTSiffcr ii «

10. Yad-eva^iha tad amutra,

yad amutra tad anv iha

;

Mflyolh sa mrtyum dpnoti

ya iha ndndjiva paiyati.

11. Manasd^evajidarfh dptavyam^

%ajhha ndrid 'sti hincaua

;

Mfiyoh sa mrtyum gacchati

ya iha ndimjim pasyati.

Failure to realise unity leads to reincarnation.

10. Whate’er is here, that too is there,

Whatever is there, that too is here

;

Death after death that man obtains

Who sees things as if different here.

11. By mind alone This is to be obtained

:

There is no difference here at all

;

From death to death he travels on

Who sees things as if different here.

10. Nana iva, as if different, various, manifold. Iha (‘here’) usually

means in this world, in this context it must mean in the ultimate reality.

10. c.d.=:JBr. iv. 4. 19. c.d. 11. a.b.=J5r. iv. 4. 19, a.h., except that for

aptavya^n (to be obtained) Br. reads dras^avyam (to be perceived).

These two verses then are clearly cognate with the teaching

of Yajnavalkya to Eng Janaka in Bp. iv. 4. As a caterpillar
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when it has come to the end of a blade of grass draws itself

together for the next step, so with the soul. . . Whereto

one’s mind is attached—the inner self goes thereto. Obtaining

the end of his action, whatever he does in this world, he comes

again from that world, to this world of action. But as for

the man who does not desire. Being very Brahman, he goes

to Brahman.” Then comes the verse quoted Kafka vi, 14^

and then the passage on the unity of Brahman as given above,

continiiiag in verse 20

—

“ As a imity only It is to be looked upon

—

This undemonstrable enduring being.”

The passage culminates in the famous saying, ‘‘That self

is not this, not that ” {Sa esa dtman neti neii).

Whereas however the Br, passage above makes rebirth (or

rather re-death) dependent on desire, this passage traces it

back to the very perception of plurality or difference. The

doctrine of non-duality could not be stated more emphatically

than in these two verses: Death after death he obtains

who sees (things) as if different here

It is curious that with such an emphatic statement of non-

difference should be coupled the saying, ‘‘By mind indeed

This is to be obtained ” [manasd eva idam d^tavyam). If the

word “ idam ” (this) may be interpreted, as Hume interprets it,

as meaning “this truth”, then there is no difficulty. But

Sankara interprets ‘ idam^ as ^ Brahman \ and Hume also in

the parallel passage Br. iv. 4. 19 interprets in the same way.

“ By the mind alone is It to be perceived ” (T.P.U. 143).

Our text then is parallel to Kafka vi. 9, and teaches that

Brahman is knowable by the mind,—^not a lower Brahman
but the Brahman in whom there is no difference. Yet how
the mind can know a pure undifferentiated unity is unin-

telligible.

Sankara tries to get out of the difficulty by saying, “ Before

the knowledge of the oneness by the mind prepared by the

spiritual teacher and scripture, This, i.e. Brahman, the one

essence, should be obtained,—(through such scripture passages

as) ‘There is the Self alone, nothing else exists’. When
obtained, through the removal of Ignorance {avidyd), which

is the cause of the perception of difference, then here, i.e. in the
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Brahman, there is no difference whatsoever, not even the

slightest.” {Continued below).

sr cfeit I 5ii:eRra^ II n
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12. Angusfha-mdtraJp purtbso

madhyejdtmani tispiati

;

Isdno bhuta-’hhavyasya

na tato vijngupsate : Btad vai tat

13. Anguspia-mdtralp puruso

jyotir-iva^adhumaJcah ;

lidno bhuta-bhavydsya

sa evajcbdya aa u ^valp : Etad vai taL

12c. Some Mss. have iMnarji.

Reassertion of the identity of the individual and the

Supreme Self : The angustha-matra purusa is

the eternal Lord.

12. A person the size of a thumb

Stands in the midst of the body

:

Lord of the past and the future

:

Therefore one does not seek to hide :
^

This truly is that.

18. A person the size of a thumb

Like a flame devoid of smoke

:

Lord of the past and the future,

—

Alpha and Omega He : ® This truly is that.

Or, From Him one does not shrink away.

2 Or, literoXI/y, He is (the same) today and tomorrow.

^ankara^s position has been represented as similar to that

of Herbert Spencer. Just as Spencer maintained that one

can know of the existence of the infinite and absolute though

otherwise it is unknown, so it is said Ankara maintained
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that we can know the existence of the One though we cannot

know anything about it except that it is One. This however is

not a fair statement of Sankara’s position: it an agnostic he

is of the type of Mansel rather than Spencer : that is to say,

he holds that while Brahman is not proveable by reason Its

existence and unity are known by the mind of the prepared

seeker through scripture and a qualified spiritual teacher. This

knowledge is however only preliminary,—it so dispels investing

Ignorance that the light of Brahman’s own self-manifestation is

able to shine in the seeker’s soul producing not merely intellec-

tual knowledge but an immediate realisation of oneness with

the Supreme. (See later note on vi. 12.) At bottom he is

a mystic, though His mysticism sometimes finds strangely

agnostic expression.

12, 13. The term angustha-matra purusa (‘'person the

size of a thumb ”), occurs in the Taittinya AraV'yaha x, 38. 1

;

Kafha iv, 12, 13 ; vi. 17 ; ^veL m. 13 ; v. 8 ; Maitri vi, 38 ;

Mahcmdrdyana xvi, 3. See also Mahdbhdmta, Yana Parvan, line

16765 (Calcutta edn.), where in the story of Savitri we are

told,

Tatah Satyavatah kayat, paaabaddham vaSaiigatam,

Ahgustlia-mdtram puruaam, nUcaJcarsa Yamo halut.

“ Then from the body of Prince Satyavan,

Yama with his grim force extracted out,

A person of the measure of a thumb,

—

Bound with his snare and brought in his control.”

The thumb-sized person here referred to is obviously the

individual soul, called "thumb-sized” because it is conceived

of as occupying the cavity of the heart. It is said to stand

madhye dtmani,—dtman here clearly meaning the body.

Sankara discusses the meaning of these two verses in his

SUtra-bhdsya L 3. 24^ 25. The question at issue is, Is the

person described as angustha-mdtra the individual or the highest

Self? It is natural at first sight to take it as referring to

the individual soul for how can the supreme self which is

infinite be said to be of the size of a thumb ? But then

the person here referred to is spoken of as " Lord of the past and

future”. Moreover the words "This verily is that” expressly

identify it with the Supreme Self. Our passage teaches then
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that the soul which is said to be the size of a thumb is in

reality Brahman. Pamanuja and Nimbarka agree but add

that the highest self can be called thumb-sized because He
dwells in the heart of the worshipper.

Perhaps the better way of stating it is to say that the

thumb-sized person is primarily the individual soul but it is

here taught that this is not a separate entity in each creature

but is the antardiman,—the one eternal Self present in each

individual. So the Upanisad ends with the verse
:
(vi. 17) :

A person of the measure of a thumb,

The inner-self, dwells in each creature’s heart

:

So from the body one should draw it forth

As from its sheath one firmly draws a reed :

Then know that as the deathless and the pure.

We remarked at the beginning of the valli on the difference

between vallis iii and iv. Valli iii spoke of two selves. Valli

iv sets forth a doctrine closely akin to the single self theory

which is so prominently associated with the name of Yajna-

valkya, and it is perhaps significant that it borrows very

largely from the Bfhaddranyaka^ or draws from the same

material.

Lord of the past mid the future^—Alpha and Omega He

:

the

last clause translated literally reads, ‘‘ He alone is to-day, and

also to-morrow ” ($a eva adya sa u SvaTf), and is a quotation

from Bf. i. 5. 23. Cf. Pev. i. 8. The one Self is not viewed

as a timeless absolute (as with Sankara) but as Lord and

ruler of the time-order. This comes out even more strikingly

in Bf. iv. 4. 15, 16 with which 12. c.d. is connected.

At whose feet time rolling on,

In years and days goes by ,*

Whom as light of lights the gods,

Adore as immortality

:

On whom the fivefold host of living things.

And also space depend,

—

Him know I, being wise, as my own soul,

Immortal, the immortal Brahman.
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14, 7athd^vdakaTp, iurge vrstam

'parvatesn vidMvati,

Emm dharmdn prthah paJyams

tdn-eva^anuvidJidvati.

Id, YatMjudaham iuddhe iuddhzm

dsihtam tddfg [evd] bhavati^

Evam muner vijdnata

dtmd bhavati Omdama.

Perception of multiplicity and unity, and their results.

14. As water rained upon a height

Runs various ways among the hills,

So he who views things as diverse

Distractedly runs after them.

15. Just as pure water into pure

Poured forth, becomes the very same,

—

So, Gautama, becomes the soul

Of the sage who really knows.

14. Height : Hume, “ rough ground ”
; durga means a place where it is

difHoult to go. Here it must mean a mountain ridge from which rain-

water flows in different directions.

Dharmdn prthah paSyan : He who views things as diverse.

Hume : He who sees qualities separately, runs to waste after them.

Beussen : He who attends to sense-impressions as distinct existences

himself runs after them.

Sankara: He who sees dharmdn^ i.e. different selves as separate, i.e.

different in each separate body, runs after them only, responsive to

the variety in the bodies,—i.e. again and again he obtains a separate

body.
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The interpretation turns on the meaning of dharmdn. The
various meanings of dharma are discussed in connection

with ii. 13 (page 96). Philosophically we said dharma means
the characteristic quality or nature of anything. Here we take

it the meaning is, He who views the natures of things (and

therefore things themselves) as quite separate, etc. Sankara

limits the things to ‘ selves ’ but the text is more general. It

insists on the necessity of perceiving the unity of law and
nature among the apparently quite separate individual things

(and selves) of experience, otherwise there is not only intellec-

tual error but moral distraction and running to waste. (If this

is too much to read into anuvidhdvati we believe that it

represents the spirit of the passage.) The continual warnings

of the Upani^ads against pluralism are wearisome repetitions if

regarded only as the enunciation of a metaphysical monism:
we only understand them if we credit the writers with some-

thing of the moral and religious feeling which animated

Xenophanes and the Hebrew prophets in their protest against

polytheism.

15. This verse attempts to describe through a simile the

state of the soul when liberated through true knowledge (i.e. of

oneness with the Supreme Self). Does it become identical with

the Supreme ? Yes says Sankara,—the perception of difference

due to the limiting conditions (which are the product of

Ignorance) having been destroyed then, “Just as pure water

poured into pure becomes just such {tddrg eva), i.e. completely

of one essence and not otherwise {eka-rasam-eva na anyathd) so

also the soul of the sage, i.e. the man practised in meditation,

who knows the oneness, becomes just similar {evam-eva bhavati)**

The nature of the simile seems to favour Sankara’s interpretation

of tddrg eva and therefore we have translated it as “ the very

same Literally however it means simply “ just such ” or
“ exactly similar

The interpretation given by Ramanuja and Nimbarka is not

therefore excluded by this verse,—i.e. the view that the liberat-

ed soul is non-different (i.e. not in any way separate

—

prthah)

but not metaphysically identical with the Supreme. It is one

with Him in will and nature (except that it does not share His
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power of ruling the world), but not identical in a sense that

would exclude the supreme bliss of the contemplation of the

perfection of the Supreme Lord. (See Veddnta-sutra'-bhdsya

iv. 4, 17-22.)

With our verse we may compare Mur^doM Hi. 2. 8

:

Even as rivers flowing to the ocean

Merge in it and relinquish name and form,

Just so the wise, from name and form delivered.

Attains unto the highest, heavenly Person.

Prima facie this also teaches the merging of identity. Yet

the highest being is conceived theistically. The oneness there-

fore cannot be that of bare identity but must permit of

personal relationship.

It is interesting to note that a Christian mystic with so

ardent a personal religion as Bernard of Clairvaux could use a

simile like that of our text and say: “As a drop of water

poured into wine loses itself and takes the colour and savour

of wine, so in the saints aU human affections melt away, by

some unspeakable transmutation, into the will of God. For

how could God be all in all if anything merely human remained

in man ? The substance will endure, but in another beauty,

a higher power, a greater glory.’’

St, Theresa also says, “ Spiritual marriage is like rain fallinig

from the sky into a river, becoming one and the same liquid,

so that the river water and the rain cannot be divided; or’

it resembles a streamlet flowing into the ocean, which cannot

afterward be dissevered from it

Lord, we are rivers ruuniiig to Thy sea.

Our waves and ripples all derived from Thee

:

A nothing we should have, a nothing be.

Except for Thee.”

—Christina Rosetti.
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Pancaml Valll.

1, Puram ekddaia-dvdram

ajasya^avaJcra-cetasdfb

;

Anusthdya na socati

vimuhtai-ca vimucyate, Etad vai tat,

2. Hammlp Sucisad vasur antariksa-sady

Tiotd vedi^sad atithir duro'^a-sat

;

Nr-sad vara-sad rta-sad vyoma-sad,

ab-jd go-jd rta-jd adri-jd rtam brJiat.

FIFTH VALLI.

The Lord of the city of the body is Lord of the world.

1. There is a city of eleven gates,

Owned by the unborn uncrook’d intelligence :

By ruling it one does not grieve,

And being freed is freed indeed.

This truly is that.

2. The swan in the sky, the Vasu in space.

The priest at the altar, the guest in the house :
^

In men and their betters, in right and the sky,

—

Born in water and earth, born in right and in rock,

is the Right and the Great.

1 Or, jar.

The Fifth Valli simply reinforces the argument of the fourth

that the soul of each individual is not a separate soul but is the

one eternal Atman dwelliag in each individual as Inner-self
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{antardtman). The later verses of the valli, however (from

V. 12), seem to depart from the one soul theory, and, at least

provisionally, speak of two souls,—the antardtman being

spoken of as dtma-stha (standing in the soul) : an apparent

return to the standpoint of the third valh.

1. The eleven-gated city : Bunyan, in his Holy War, des-

cribes the human soul as living in a city with five gates, i,e.

the five senses. So in the Qitd {v. 13) we are told that, ‘‘ Re-

noimcing with the mind all (attachment to the results of)

works, the embodied soul sits happily as master in the nine-

gated city The nine gates of the body there referred to are

the two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, mouth, anus and genera-

tive opening. The other two to make up eleven are the navel

and sagittal suture (vidrti),
—^the opening at the top of the skull,

perceptible only in children, through which the liberated soul

is supposed to escape at death.

The uncrooked intelligence (avakra-cetaa) : uncrooked, i.e. up-

right, righteous. By implication there must exist, at least in

appearance, crooked, perverted (human) intelligences. This

verse however says nothing of such. It apparently assumes

that there is only one Self eternal and perfect, which is Lord of

all bodies, directly, without vicegerents.

Renderings of the second half of the verse vary according to the mean-

ing given to anuathaya, Anu-^^stha means (1) to stand near, (2) to perform,

practise, (3) to rule, govern. Sankara takes a modification of the second

meaning and interprets cmusthaya as dhyatva, Anuathaya means con-

templating that Highest Lord, the master of the city.” Following him

w© should translate, Contemplating (or meditating on) Him one does

not grieve.” Like Hume however we prefer the third meaning, which

gives a more natural construction, the object being purctm.

We take the verse as resuming the theme of iv. 1, and

to some extent also reconciling it with that of the Parable of

the Chariot. The senses ‘"pierced outward ''are not merely

openings from which bhe soul must turn away
;
they are like

the gates of a city through which its Lord receives influences

from the outer world and through which also he acts upon

it. As by controlling the gates the Lord of a city dwells

in happy peace, secure from attack, so the soul, controlling the

senses, is free from sorrow, being free from insurgent desire.
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This is the true freedom which begias even here and leads after

death to complete release from the task of controlling a body.

2. This verse, except the last word, occurs Sg Veda w. 40. d, and in

full in the Taittirlya Samhita of the Black YajuT Feda, i. 8. 15 ^ iv. 2,

1

the Vajasaneyi Samhita of the White YajuT Veda, x» 24; xii, 14; and the

S'atapatha Brahmana, vi. 7. 3. 11,^

As quoted in the SatapatJia B, the passage refers to the triune

Agni who is identified with the Sun in heaven, Vdyu (wind) in

the interspace, and dwells on earth both as the divine priest

(symbolised by the sacrificial fire) and as the guest in the homes

of men (atithir duroy^asat).

Here in our text the triune Agni, the supreme energy that

sums up all the gods, all the powers of the universe, is implicitly

identified with Brahman, who is the universal Atman.

Sankara says : The Self is not a dweller in one city only but dwells in

aU cities. He is hamaa (the swan), i.e. the mover, Sttciaad—dwelling in the

clear (sky) as the Sun (Adiiya). He is the Vaau (so called because he

euiimates all) dwelling in the interspace (antanJem) as the Wind {Vdyu).

As a priest (hotd), i.e. as Agni at the altar, i.e. on earth. As a guest, i.e.

Soma, he is called durona-sat, i.e. dwelling in a jar ; or else duronaaat may
mean that he dwells in houses as Brahmin guests. Nrsat—•dwelling in

men ; varaaaf—dwelling in betters, i.e. gods {Shtapatha says t?aro=:space) i

rtasat—dwelling in ria, i.e. truth (satya) or the sacrifice (yajna), vyomasat—
dwelling in the sky or ether. Ab-jdh—bom in water in the form of

conches, whales, etc.
;
go-jdh—^born of earth as rice and barley, etc. ; rta~

jdh—bom as adjuncts of the sacrifice {yajfidfiga) ; adrijak—rock-bom,

born of mountains as rivers. Though the soul of all yet he is rtcm—^i.e, of

unchanging nature, and because he is the cause of ^1 he is called hrhgt—
great. The meaning of the mantra is that the all-pervading Soul of the

world is only One and there is no distinction of self {dtma’hkeda).

Apart from the interpretation of rta-jdb, which we have rendered ** born
in right’’ we have on the whole followed Sankara. Keith 2 renders fta—
**holy order” and Eggeling—“law”. “Bight” is intended as including

these two meanings, for pta in the J^g Veda signifies that sacred Law or

order of the world which is both true, i.e. dependable, and right, i.e. morally

good.

2 See Keith: Veda of the Black Yajtis School, Vol. I. 127, 11. 308.

2 See Eggeling : The Satapatha Brahmana, part III (S.B.E. XLI), p. 281

.
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S, tJrdhvam prdTiam unmyati^

apdnam pratydgasycdi ;

Madhye vdmanam dslnam

vihe dem updaate,

4. Asya visrainsamdnasya

ianrasthasya dehinalp

;

Dehdd vimucyamdnasya

;

Kim atra paniisyate.

Etad vai taU

5, Ka prdTpena na^apdnena

martyo jlvati haicana

;

Itareipa tu jlvanti

yasminTiy^etav npdiritau.

3. Upward the outbreath he leadeth.

The inbreath downward he casts

:

The dwarf who is seated in the midst

All the devas do worship.

4. When this embodied soul that dwells

Within the body, is unloosed

And from the body is set free,—

What is there here that then remains ?

This truly is that.

5. Not by outbreath nor by inbreath

Does any man whatever live,

But by another do they live

On which these (life-breaths) both depend
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3. Prana and Apana : i.e. the life-breaths or vital powers. Prana is a

word of very varied meaning. Originally it meant “ breath ”, then “ life ”,

and was also, even as early as the Atharva V^da, used as a name for the

Supreme Being (30 ==:Atman), In the early Upanisads all the vital powers

(e.g. speech, breath, eye, ear, manas) are called Then a distinction

is made between the prdnah, as forces of unconscious life, and the indri-

ydni and mcmasy—^the forces of conscious life. The prana^ are distinguish-

ed as five,

—

prana, apana, vydna, samana, uddna (e.g, Br, i. 5, 3, Tait. i,

7). These are sometimes looked upon as varieties of breath and some-

times as powers presiding over difierent parts of the body. When prana
is used alone itusuedly means ** breath” (both inspiration and expira-

tion), but when used with apana it generally means expiration, while

apana means inspiration. Apana also came to mean the “ wind ” or power
of digestion and evacuation. For a fuller discussion see Beussen, P.IJ,

274-280.

The dwarf {vdmana ) : another name for the angustha-mdtra

purusa, i.e. the embodied self. This person within, ‘‘nearer to

us than breathiilg’’ is the Supreme Being whom all the gods or

nature powers worship. Sankara however interprets “ all the

devas as the senses and vital powers (prdndi,) which are sub-

ject to the person within who is their Lord and worship him by

their uninterrupted activity on his account. In any case the

main point of the verse is that it leads on to v. 5.

4. “Here’’, i.e. in the body. Sankara answers, “Nothing

remains ”, For when the soul leaves it, then this assemblage of

causes and effects we call the body becomes powerless and

perishes. But atra may equally mean there or then. What
remains after the soul is freed from the body ? Just the one

Self,—the dehin or embodied soul is one with the universal Soul

{sarvdtman). “ This is that,”

5. This verse may have in view the Buddhist doctrine of

anattd {an-dtrmn) that what we call a person is only an assem-

blage of parts, but is more likely to refer to the Carvaka
doctrine.^ Sankara says, the theory may be urged that man
lives only by the life-breaths, etc. and is destroyed by their

exit,—^that a man, like a house, is a combination of parts.

But a house does not exist for itself but for one who directs the

combination of its parts. So the bodily powers are not self-

explanatory ; they depend on and exist for another,—the Soul.

1 See Veddntaswra vi, J. 77. Also Introduction, 43.
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6^ Hanta tejidam pravaksydmi

guhyain brahma sandtaiiam

;

Yathd ca rmraijbcm prdpya

dtmd bhavati Oautama,

7. Yonim anye prajyadyante

sanratvdya dehinalj,

;

Sthay^um anye "nusamyanti,

yathd Icarma yathd Srutam,

The Eternal yet Transmigrating Soul.

6. Come then, to you I will declare

This hidden Brahman everlasting
;

And also, after reaching death.

How the soul fares, O Gautama.

7. Some souls go forth into a womb,

Unto a new embodiment

;

Some enter stationary things

:

According to their knowledge and their deeds.

6, 7. Soul (v. Q)=zdtman; Souls (v. l)=zdehinaTh* The soul

or self {diman) which in its essential nature is one with

Brahman, becomes a dehin (owner of a deha or body). How
this occurs is nowhere clearly stated. Embodiment is not,

as with Sankara, an illusion. ‘‘In the Upani^ads we have,

on the one hand the constant efforts to show that there is

but one self, and on the other hand the reality of the individual

self is constantly insisted on.^’ (Keith, R.P.V. 552.) But

embodiment having occurred, souls go on after death to new

embodiment

—

yathd Icarma—^in accordance with their deeds.

As Br, iv, 4. 5, says, in one of the earliest statements of the

doctrine of transmigration, yathd karma tathd bhavati,—“as

one acts so one becomes Our verse mentions only two

of the kinds of possible embodiment,—as men and trees.

For a fuller statement see Ohdnd. v. 10. 7 and Kati§. i. 2,
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The nature of rebirth is also said to be ‘‘ according to know-

ledge” {Eaus. L 2, yathd vidydm, here yathd irutam), since

knowledge is largely determinative of deeds. True knowledge

however, of the kind here communicated, leads beyond all

rebirth.

We have taken dehinah as nom. pi. agreeing with anye, (So Sankara)

Hume takes as gen. sing. “ Some go into a womb for the embodiment of a
living being.” (So apparently also Heussen and Max Muller.)

^^ 3rT*rf§ i

crf^wNr: f^^T! m cTf » ^cifer^ n ’= «

8. Ya esa suptesu jdgarti,

Mmam kdmam puruso nirmimdy^al},

;

Tad eva ^uhram tad brahma,

tad evajamrtam ucyate.

TarniinJLdkdTi iritdb sarve,

tad n Tiajatyeii haicana, Etad vai tat.

The Inner Soul is ground of the world.

8. He who is awake in the sleeping,

The person who fashions desire on desire,

—

That is the Pure : That is Brahman

:

That indeed is called the Immortal

;

On that do all the worlds depend

;

Beyond it none soever goes. This truly is that.

8. The Upani^ds hold that the oneness of the individual

with the supreme Self is more manifest in the sleeping than

in the waking state. See for example Ghdnd. vi. 8. 1, where

svapiti—'^he sleeps” is coimected with svam aplta—‘^he has

entered into himself”: ‘‘When it is said that the man is

asleep, then has he attained to union with the seK-existent

Moreover dream-consciousness is regarded as a proof of the

existence of the Atman. In sleep the prdyMb—all the bodily

powers, are laid to rest. What is it then that remains active ?

“ Striking down in sleep what is bodily.

Sleepless he contemplates the sleeping (organs).”
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“There are no chariots there, no teams (of horses), no roads, but he

creates for himself chariots, teams, roads. There are no blisses there

or pleasures or delights, but blisses, pleasures, delights he creates for

himself’* (see the whole passage, B.A.U. iv. 3),

Desire on desire (hdmam hamam) : Kama primarily means desire but

here as in i. 24. 25, “ objects of desire ”, probably as in the B.A.U. passage

just quoted, “dream objects of desire”. Sankara, commenting on

wlrmimana^, i.e. fashioning or creating, adds avidyayd, “by Ignorance”.

Ramanuja however objects. Dream-objects, like the objects of our

waking consciousness, are creations of the Supreme Person and are only

maya, not in the sense of illusion but in the sense of “ wonderful

^ srf«r^ ’Tfrg it t ii

9, Agnir yatM^elco bhuvanam jpravistOy

rupam rupam pratirupo babhuva^

Ehas taihd sarva-bhvta-antardtmd^

Tupavi mpam pratirupo baJiU-ai.

10. Vdyur yathd^eJco bhuvanain pravispo,

rupam ruparn pratirupo babhuva^

Ehas tathd sarvabhutdntardtiud^

rupain rupam pratirupo bahU-ca.

The One Inner-soul : Immanent yet Transcendent.

9. As Fire, though one, having entered the world,

Adapts itself in form to every form.

So the one Inner-soul of every being,

Enwrapped in every form is yet outside.

10. As Air, though one, having entered the world,

Adapts itself in form to every form.

So the one Inner-soul of every being,

Enwrapped in every form is yet outside.
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9, 10. Rupam mpa/m, pratirupo babhuva ; literally, “ Has
become the eounterform of every form ” so also line d. :

“ Is

the counterform of every form and is outside

This is a quotation from Jig Vtda. vi. 47. 18, the famous Maya verse,

Ruparjt rupam pratirupo babhuva,

Indro mayahhih pururupa lyate.

It tells, how, in his conflict with the demons,

‘‘ Indra went multiform through his magic powers.

He became the counterform of every form.”

The thought of the passage is, however, probably more based on Eg
X. 51. 1-3, which tells how Agni, fearing to be injured by continual use in

sacriflcial worship, hid himself in animals and plants, assuming their

forms.

The interest of this verse Mes in its teaching of the imman-
ence and yet the transcendence of the Supreme Self. The
thought is evidently a development of Eg Veda x. 90 (the

PuTusa-sukta)^ where it is said

“ The Person had a thousand heads,

A thousand eyes, a thousand feet :

He filled the earth on every side

Yet stood ten-fingers’ length beyond.

Such is his greatness, and yet more
Than all this is the Purasa :

AU beings are one-fourth of him
;

Three-fourths immortal in the heaven.”

The ^vetdivatara develops the thought by quoting the Purusa-
suMa and saying,

*‘By him, the Person, this whole world is filled
”

Who utterly transcends this world.” {S'vet, Hi, 9, 10,)

Sankara says, Bahi4-ca^—svena aviJcrtena rupejja, dkdsavaL
That is to say, The Self, like the ether assumes many forms and
yet is outside them in its own unmodified nature. This implies

that all modification is in appearance only. But this surely is

going beyond the text which intends to preserve transcendence
while at the same time teaching immanence.
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11 . Suryo yathd sarva-lokasya cahsur,

na Upyate cdksusair bdhya-dosaih,

Elcas tathd sarvabhutdntardtmd,

na Upyate loJsa-du^khena hdhyaJi.

The Impassive Self, untouched by the world’s pain.

11. Just as the Sun, the eye of all the world,

Is not defiled by outward faults of vision.

So the one Inner-soul of every being

Is touched not by earth’s pain, being outside it,

11. iSankara says, '*If one is the Atman of all he may be

regarded as subject to the grief of sarnsdra, therefore this is

said. As the sun, manifesting unclean things like dung, is not

tainted by their outward visible faults, so the one inner Self of

all is not tainted by the misery of the world, being outside it.

For the world, by ignorance (avidyd) superimposed on the

Atman, experiences misery arising from desire and karman, but

that is not really in the Atman

:

just as a snake superimposed

on a rope (by mistaken imagination) does not really exist as a

blemish in the rope. Thus the world having superimposed on

the Atman the false notion of deed, agency and fruit of action

(Icriyd-lcdraha-phala) suffers thereby the misery of birth, old-

age, death, etc. But the Atman, although the soul of all the

world, is not tainted by the misery of the world through such

false attribution: because like the rope he is external to the

false notion imposed upon him,”

We quote this explanation more because it is so character-

istic than because we consider it gives a correct interpretation

of our text. Sankara denies the reality of the world’s misery

:

it is an illusion. The XJpani^ad admits its reality though it

denies that it touches the Self. Sankara’s teaching here is

based on his acosmism. He denies not only the world’s pain

but the world itself except as a creation of Ignorance. The

teaching of the KatJia, though it sometimes seems to
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follow the one soul theory (the absolute idealism of Yajna-

valkya which is the precursor of Sankara’s teaching), is

on the whole a panentheism more akin to Ramanuja’s teaching,

in which the world, including individual souls, constitutes the

body of Brahman, while Brahman is antardtman, not as being

the only self, the sole real existence, but as the Self within all

selves, their innermost reality (see atma-stha next verse).

To return to our text. It does not deny pain and misery,

and it may have been written about the time when another

Gautama, the Buddha, saw in dulphha^
—^human suffering, the

one great indubitable fact which bulked so large it almost shut

out the vision of all else. Our text however denies that human
suffering {loka duljMia) touches (literally smears ”) that

Supreme Being who is also our inner-self. May not such

teaching have been one reason why Buddha found no use for

God or the dtman. A reality transcendent in this sense was
too out of touch with the desperate facts of life to be of any

practical value.

The doctrine of the impassiveness of God has infected most

theologies. Even Christian theology took it over from Aristotle

and counted Patripassianism a heresy: and this spite of the

teaching of the Old Testament that In all our afflietions He
was afflicted ”, and of the New, that the cross of Christ is not

merely an event in time but is the manifestation of the eternal

spirit of God.

fsrwt5^»*rT*rt %cT’r%cnrT«rT%5iFt ^ fsrT^rrfeT i

12. Eko vail sarvabhMdniumimd,

ekam r^arn bahudhd yah karot%

Tam dtma~3tham ye ^nupaiyanti dhlrds

te§dm sukham adimtam TmjHaresdm.
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IS, Nityo ^nityamm cetanas cetaimndm,

eko bahundm yo vidadhdti kdmdn^

Tam dtmastham ye ’nupadyanti dhlrds

tesdm sdntib ^divatl najitaresdm.

13. Some Mas* : Nityo nityanam.

The Vision of God within the soul leads to eternal bliss.

12. The One Controller, Inner-soul of all things,

Who makes his one form manifold,^

—

The wise who see Him, standing in the soul,

They and no others have perpetual joy.

13. Eternal mid the transient. Conscious mid the conscious,

The One amid many who grants their desires,

—

The wise who see Him, standing in the soul,

They and no others have perpetual peace.

12. The One Controller {Eko vast) : This title is a name for

the supreme Self only occurs here and ^vet* vi* 12^ but it goes

back in thought to Br* iv* 4* 22* Verily He is the great, un-

born Soul, who is this (person) consisting of knowledge among
the senses {prarbal})* In the ether within the heart lies the

Controller of all, the Lord of all, the King of all.” {Sarvasya

va^i, sarvasya UanaJ},^ sarvasya adhipatib.) Our verse is repro-

duced in t§vet. vi. 12 with the first two lines in the following

form:

—

The One Controller of the inactive many,
Who makes the one seed manifold.”

Standing in the soul (Atma-stha)

:

Here surely we have a clear reversion to the two soul stand-

point,—Brahman being regarded as the Inner-soul of our

individual souls. It is true that dtman sometimes means

body Sankara, while desiring to uphold the one soul stand-

point, denies that it means ‘^body” here. He explains it

as meaning the Self manifest in the form of intelligence in the

buddhi (conditioned intelleot) in the ether within the heart.

{Tam dtmastham—svaAarira-hrdaydJcdse buddhau caitanya^

dkdrena abhivyaktam iti eiat). This explanation, however,
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ultimately involves his illusion doctrine, which, as Eamanuja

remarks, makes nonsense of the Vedas (see ^rlhhdsya ii. 3. 42,

Thihaut 561, 2). Supporting his contention that individual

souls stand to the Supreme in a bheddbheda relation, i.e. are

eternally distinct but not separate, Ramanuja several times

quotes Katha v. 13 (see ^ribhasya i, 1. 4 ; ii. 3. 43).

13. We have translated verse 13 literally keeping the order

of the original, but the sense is perhaps better rendered in

Thibaut’s translation, ‘‘He who, one, eternal, intelligent, fulfils

the desires of many, non-eternal, intelligent beings Better

still, “ grants (or disposes) the objects of desire,’’ (taking kdmdn

objectively as in i. 24, 25 ; v. 8). Deussen sees in this a doc-

trine of Divine providence. (P.U. 212.)

Getanas-cetaThdndm—“Conscious mid the conscious”, “Intel-

ligent mid the intelligent Sankara says, The intelligence of

other conscious beings, beginning with Brahma is due to the

intelligence of the Atman {dtma-caitanya-nimiitena). Yet else-

where he denies intelligence of a conscious character to the

supreme Brahman.^

Returning to our discussion of atma-stha, we have surely in

these verses a doctrine which is not Absolutism nor mere

Pantheism but something analogous to the Christian doctrine of

the Spirit. We hope to discuss this more fully elsewhere. Here

we will only ask whether it is fanciful to compare vi. d,

which continues the thought of our passage, “ Know Him
who stands within the soul, the immortal abode of all ”, with

i John iv. 13,—“Hereby know we that we abide in Him and

He in us, because He hath given us of his Spirit.’’ There are

of course important differences, but there is surely also an

equally important agreement.

1 ctfif^rnfbri wrfh wt ii b

1 See note on cit, Vedankiaara, Introdn. Jacob 3-6 or Rawson, Qiat

oj the Vedanta.
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X4. Tad etad iti manyante^

^nirdesyam paramam suhham

;

Katharp nu tad vijdmydm,

him u bhdti vibMti vd.

Id, Na tatra suryo bhdtii na mndraddraham,
imjimd vidyufo bhdntiy kuto ’yam agnib ;

Tam-eva bhdntam anubhdti sarvaTjfh^

tasya bhdsd sarvam idavri vibMti,

14.d. One Ms, : na hhati va.

The Light of the World.

14. This is that ”—thus they recognise,

The supreme indescribable bliss.

How then may I come to know this ?

Does it shine, or does it reflect ?

15. There shines not sun, nor moon, nor any star

;

These lightnings shine not, how then could this fire ?

Him, the resplendent, everjiiihing reflects,

His shining only all this world iilumiaes.

14. Recognising that this, the Inner-soul, the Dweller in the

innermost, the Spirit, is that supreme Reality of which they are

in search, the wise or steadfast taste supreme bliss. But how
can one know the supreme Reality ? Ordinary knowledge takes

place when objects reflect back the light of the mind. Is the

Supreme Being such an object or do those who have been pre-

pared know it through its own self-luminous manifestation?

(N.B.—This involves taking vibMti here as equivalent to

amibhdti—^reflect.)

15. No earthly light can illumine the Supreme for He is the

source of all light. So our knowledge cannot find Him out

except as He communicates himself as “ the master-light of all

OUT seeing.” 0/. Revelation xxi. 23.
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SastM Vain.

1, Vrdhva-mulo ^mh-sdlcha

eso ^^vaUhaTp sandtanai^ ;

Tad-eva iuhram tad brahma

tad-evajamrtam ucyate,

Tasmin^lokdh iritah sarm,

tad-u na^atyeti haicana

:

Etad vai tat,

2. Yad idam Uncajagat sarvam

prd7j,e^ejaii nihsrtam

;

Mahad bhayam vajram udyatam

;

ye^etad vidur amrtds te bhavanti.

S. Bhaydd asyajagnis tapati,

hhaydt tapati suryah

;

Bhaydd indraS-ca vdytci-ca

mrtyur dhdvati pancmmlp.
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SIXTH VALLI.

The World Tree.

1. With root above and branches down

Is this eternal pipal tree.

That is the Pure
; that is Brahman,

That indeed is called the Immortal

;

On that do all the worlds depend

;

Beyond it none soever goes.

This truly is that.

A picture is here drawn of an aivattha or pipal tree {Ficm>S‘

religiosa) with its root upward, presumably out of sight, and its

branches hanging down The question arises, what is the point

of comparison ? Is the whole tree compared to Brahman ?

This seems the most natural interpretation if we take this

verse alone into account. Taken however in conjunction with

the next verse which says that the whole world springs from

Brahman, we judge, with Sankara, that the unseen root

represents Brahman.

Sankara says that the tree represents the world of experience

(samsdra), and the object of this valU is to ascertain the nature

of Brahman, the root or cause, by examining the nature of the

effect, i,e. the tree of the world. If so one would expect the

root to be of the same essential nature as the tree. Yet in

describing the tree he says, The tree of sarnsdra, always shaking

to the wind of desire, like the aivattha tree, has as its branches

all the worlds (heaven, the world of the fathers, the world

of men, etc.)—with nests thereon built by the birds (i.e.

aU living beings), reverberating with the singing, laughing and

crying produced by mirth and grief, , . . changes in its nature

every moment, like jugglery, like a mirage, like cloud-cities

1 Some confusing the pipal with the banyan have supposed that
‘‘ branches down” refers to the aerial rootlets of the banyan which drop

down from its branches. Hill also commenting on this passage as parti-

ally quoted in GUa xv. (p. 236) is very anxious to turn the tree right

side up. This seems only to detract from a striking simile.
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in the sky, and ultimately vanishes, cut down by the sword of

the realisation of the Paramdtman.

But if the tree is so unreal, what of its root 1 That root is

said to be the Highest Brahman yet in the same breath the

tree is said to be produced from the seed of Ignorance (avidyd).

That is the fitting source for such a tree. The reality of the

world is very explicitly taught in the next verse.

The Great Fear,

2. The whole world, whatever here exists,

In life originates and moves :

A great fear ! An upraised thtmder-bolt !

—

Those who know that become immortal.

3. Through fear of Him the Fire burns

;

Through fear (of Him) the Sun gives heat

;

Through fear, Indra and Vayu both,

With Death as fifth, speed on their way.

2, 3. Here Brahman is described as the mysterium tremen-

dum, the source and the moving energy of the universe. He is

called Prd')^—^life-force (elan vital) and the universe is said to

originate (literally, ‘^be emitted”

—

niJ^rtam) from Him and

to continue to move (vibrate or tremble

—

ejati) in Him.

Evolution is no mechanical process,—the world trembles with

awe as it moves to obey that Living One on whom it depends.

Verse 3 is very similar to Tait- U. 8,

1

Bhlaa^asrmd vatah pavate, bhim^udeti suryah,

“ Through fear of Him the Wind doth blow,

Through fear of Him the Sun doth rise.

Through fear of Him, Fire and the Moon,

With Death as fifth speed on their way.”

Note on page 187.

4. aSdkat^ 2 aor. of sak, to be able, have power. So, If a man has

been able to know”. Tattvabhusan says, aiakat^na Salcat (sakwu/yat)

and translates, If anyone fails to know it So too Sarvananda

** o^a&c»t==become unable”. But this is a grammatical iowr de force,

visras, V.=:faUing, decay, dissolution (fr. srams to fall), viarasdh (abl.)

jpral?=C. Sk, viararj^andt purvam.
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^efT^ crm(»Tf*rw^ ewi fii«^% i

^ren^ ?rm Jra^?isft%
i

V*

?lprT?nnitftw ^^psf^% j SL ii

4. Iha ced asahad boddTiurri

prdh ianrasya visrasaJ).,

Tatalp sargesu lokesu

ianratvdya kalpate.

5. YatM (d)darh tathd {d)tmani,

yathd svapne tathd pitrloke,

YatM *psio pariy^iva dadrSe

tathd gandharva-loke,

GMyd4apayor4va brahma-loke,

4.C. OneikTfi. sarveau kalesu (Weber, I.Sm 198);

Bohtlingk, svargem loJceau;

Geldner, sarvem lokasu.

Degrees in the vision of Brahman.

4. If here a man has come to know (Him),

Ere the falling of the body,

Then in the created worlds,*

He partakes embodiment.

5. As in a mirror, so (it is seen) in the soul

;

As in a dream, so in the Fathers’ world

;

Just as if seen in the waters,

So in the Gandharva world

;

As in shadow and light (it is seen) in the Brahma-world.

Or, Then within the heavenly worlds.

4. Sai^atvaya kdlpate may mean “he is fit for embodiment*’, but kip

with the dative commonly means “ to partake of

For sargem we may amend to avargeeu,
—“ in the heavenly worlds

a much more suitable meaning. There is, however, no MSS. support

and on© wonders why such an obvious reading should have been changed
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to one more difficult. The same remark applies to Geldner’s emenda-

tion. He reads sarvesu and emphasises the possible idea of fitness con-

tained in halpate, rendering.

Then indeed in every world.

He is fit to bear a body.

If we keep the reading sargem, we may understand it as meaning
** other ” (and higher) created worlds, e.g. those enumerated in the next

verse. Either of these interpretations however only mitigates the diffi-

culty that this verse contradicts the theory that knowledge of Brahman
produces release from reincarnation immediately after death.

Sankara attempts to avoid the difficulty by treating the verse as

containing an and renders as follows : If here, in this life, a man
is able to know the awednspiring Brahman before the falling of the

body, he is freed from the bond of samsara : if he is not able to know,

then, for lack of knowledge, he takes embodiment in earth and other

created worlds**. This, however, quite changes the meaning, and it

would be better frankly to emend the text and supply a negative. Max
Muller says, doubt whether it is possible to supply so much (as

Sankara), and should prefer to read, iha cm naiafcod, though I find it

difficult to explain why so simple a text should have been misunderstood

and corrupted”, Banade (U.P. 327) also reads a negative—“Unless a

man can know Him”. This certainly seems the simplest way to deal

with the text.

Another way to deal with the text is to understand it (as Deussen

does) as teaching krama-muhti (salvation by stages). If a man can know
Brahman (e.g. by scripture and works) even though he has not attained to

that intuitive vision of Him in his own soul which is attained through

adhyaima-^oga, he enters on the devayana, or path of the gods, from

which there is no return to earth and which leads gradually to the

Brahma-world. The difficulty of this interpretation is that it would

require us to take the Pitr-loha and the Gandharvadoka of the next verse

as stages on the path. But the Pitr-loka or world of the Fathers is

usually represented as the terminus of the other path,—the pitrydna, by
which, after a period in the world of the Fathers (usually pictured as the

moon) souls return to re-incarnation on earth. This difficulty may
perhaps be surmounted by regarding our text as following KauattaM 1. 2,

which represents all souls as first going to the moon (or pitr-loha), some
returning thence to earth but others going thence by the devaydna

through the worlds of Agni, Vayu, Varuna, Indra and Prajapati to the

Brahma-world.

The Qandhawaa (“angels”) are spirits which, in the Pg Veda, are

said to dwell in the fathomless spaces of air (J^g VIII, Bo, d), but

they are also associated with the sun and in Atkarva Veda IV. 34, 3

the blest are said to live with them in heaven. In Br, IV, 3, 33, we
are told that the bliss of the world of the Fathers is a hundred times

the highest bliss of men; the bliss of the Oandharva-world is a hundred
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fold that of the Fathers’ world ; the bliss of the gods by works a hundred-

fold that of the Gandharva-world ; the bliss of the gods by birth is a

hundred-fold that of the gods by works of merit. Again the bliss

of the Prajapati-world is a hundred-fold that of the gods by birth, and the

bliss of the Brahma-world and of him who is learned in the Vedas,

without crookedness and free from desire, is a hundred-fold the bliss

of the Prajapati-world. Here we have a series of stages which may
be stages on the devayana corresponding in some degree with that in Kaus

T, 3, and our text may give a similar but abbreviated series. Further our

text is almost certainly connected with Br. IV. 4. 4,
—“As a goldsmith

taking a piece of gold, reduces it to other and more beautiful forms,

just so this soul, striking down the body and dispelling its ignorance,

makes for itself other and more beautiful forms, like those of the Fathers,

or the Gandharvas, or the gods, or Prajapati or BrahmS

But though it is possible to regard verse 4 as referring to hrama-muhtif

it is clear from verse 5 that this method of salvation is not taught in

the sense of recommended. Almost in the spirit of an evangelieal

preacher, warning those who would put oB the business of salvation

to some purgatorial world hereafter, our text says in effect, “Now is

the day of salvation”. For, as Sankara says. Here, in this world, the

vision of the Atman may be as clearly visible as one’s own face re-

flected in a mirror, but not in other worlds except the Brahma-world.

Just as in a mirror one sees oneself very clearly reflected, so here, in

the soul, i.e. in one’s own purified intelligence, a clear vision of the Self

may be obtained. As in a dream perception is confused, so indistinct

is the vision of the Self in the world of the Fathers (because one is

engrossed in the enjoyment of the fruit of one’s deeds). Just as in

water one sees as if an image of oneself with the parts not clearly defined,

so is Self-vision in the Gandharva-world. It is only in the Brahma-world

that a vision may be attained clearer than that possible on earth, and that

world is hard to reach. The meaning is, therefore, that one should seek to

attain the vision of the Self here and now.

in; JTsft iTsusr* i

vKt 1

1

v»
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6, InAriyd7},am fTthag-bThavami

udaydstamayau ca yat,

Prthag-utpadyamdndndm,

maim dhlro na socati.

7, Indriyebhyalp param mano,

rmnasalp sattvam uUamam

;

SaMvdd adhi maJidn dtmdy

maJiato ^vyahtam uUamam,

8, Avyaktdt4u parah puruso,

vydpako 'linga eva ca,

Yarri jmtvd mucyate jantur,

amrtatvam ca gacchati.

The order of progression to the inmost Self,

—

to the highest Person.

6. The separate nature of the senses,

And that their rising and setting

Is of things produced separately (from the self),

The wise man notes and does not grieve.

7. Beyond the senses is the mind.

Higher than mind is its essence {aattva, i.e. reason)

Above that essence is the great self {maJidn dtmd)

Higher than the Great—the Unexpressed {avyahta)

8. Beyond the Unexpressed is the Person, (purusa)

All-pervading and bodiless, {alinga)

By knowing whom a man is freed,

And goes to immortality.

6. How then is the vision of Brahman to be realised in

the mirror of the soul ? The first thing is to recognise that the

senses and their objects are quite distinct from the self. Their

fluctuation does not trouble the wise and steadfast man.
Verses 7-9 are practically a repetition in slightly modified

form of iii. 10-12, and our verse stands to them in the same
relation as the Parable of the Chariot stands to iii. 10-12,

Rising and setting: i.e. activity and its cessation in the waking
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and sleeping states. Things separately produced

:

i,e. tlie senses

are regarded as produced from the subtle elements and not

from the self, of which they form the instruments.

This verse lends itself naturally to a Samkhya interpreta-

tion :—the senses belonging to the sphere of pralcrti, the first

essential to the attainment of salvation, which consists in

kaivalya is the recognition of their total separateness from the

purusa. We have already discussed, however, whether a dis-

tinctively Samkhya interpretation of iii. 10, 11, is permissible

and decided in the negative. The arguments apply here also.

7, 8. Comparing the series here given with that in iii. 10, 11,

we note (1) the omission of the sense-objects, (2) sattva corres-

ponds to huddhi, i.e. reason or intelligence. Sattva is either

used here untechnically in its primary sense of essence or

reality, reason constituting the essence of mind; or semi-

technically, the buddhi being called sattva because in it the guna

or quality of '‘goodness” predominates. But with this very

doubtful exception there is no trace of the Samkhya doctrine of

the guy^as {sattva ^
rajas and tamas) before the much later Maitrl

Upanisad.

The Alihga Purusa :

The highest being is here called the alinga purusa. The word
' Unga ’ has two main meanings

:

(1) A mark or sign, particularly a characteristic or distinctive mark.

Later special applications of this meaning are

—

(a) to distinctive sex marks,—so the word is applied to the outward

male generative organ, the phallus ;

(&) as a logical term li<hga means an invariable sign which is a basis

of inference.

(2) The subtle body {suhama ^arlra),—^the transmigrating entity consist-

ing of huddhif ahcmhara, manas, indriyanit and subtle elements. (This

is the sense of the term in the Samkhya philosophy but it is used in the

other systems also.) Derivatorily

—

(a) it sometimes seems to be used in the general sense of * body *

;

(&) it may be applied to anything * perishable’.

Alinga may have a corresponding variety of meaning ^ but

there are two* main meanings, (1) without distinctive mark,

(2) without subtle body or psychic apparatus.

In seeking to determine the meaning here we note that this
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seems to be the first occurrence of the term. Rather later

occurrences are Mw)4. Hi. 2.

4

and Maitri vi. SI ; vi. 85 ; mi. 2,

in all of which the first meaning is most suitable. Linga occurs

in the sense of ' mark ’ or ‘ characteristic ’ in Maitri ii. 5 ; v, 2 ;

vi. SO. 81 ; Gitd xiv. 21, and in the sense of 'subtle body \ &veL

vi. 9 (probably)
; Maitri vi, 10. 19. There is however a very

important earlier usage in the famous transmigration verse,

Bf. iv. 4, 6, and as the Katha refers repeatedly to this section

of the BrliaddraTi^yaha it probably may be taken as determina-

tive of the meaning here.

Tad-eva saTctalp sahakarmav^d^eti,

Lingam mano yatra nisaktam asya,

" Where a man’s mind and linga (subtle body, i.e. whole

psychic disposition are fixed, there he goes, together with his

work, being attached to that alone.” Here ^ lingam^ seems

clearly to refer to the transmigrating entity. Deussen, com-

menting on this verse (P.U. 282), says," Here we meet, apparently

already a technical term, the word lingam, by which the

adherents of the Samkhya were accustomed later to denote the

subtle body.” It is perhaps to be taken in the same meaning in

Kath. vi. 8, and /§vet. vi. 9, where moreover the atman is des-

cribed as " Lord of the lord of the senses ”, i.e. lord of the subtle

body. Keith (S-S. 18) partially disagrees, preferring to adopt

the meaning, " bearing a characteristic mark ” in Br. iv. 4. 6,

but says that Katha vi. 8 and ^vet, vi. 9 may refer to the

'subtle body’. In his later R.P.V. (565), however, he says,

" The term li'^a is apparently used technically to denote the

entity which transmigrates as early as the Katha at least.”

We take it then that the meaning is that while the individual

self or person has a psychic organisation (reason, mind, senses)

which of itself may be perishable, deep within it, constituting

its ultimate reality, there is another Person, which needs no

such psychic organs and is not subject to transmigration or

decay. Truly knowing that Highest Person the individual self

shares in His immortality.

If however the other meaning is preferred (i.e. 'without

mark’) we should note that this passage cannot be taken as

supporting the doctrine of a characterless Absolute, which
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could not by any possibility be known. Even Sankara says,^

He is called cHinga, meaning devoid of all empirical attributes

And tbe Maitri Dpanisad which takes alinga in the sense of

^ without marks speaks of the mark of Him who is without

marks” and says, '^He is to be apprehended by his own
peculiar marks ” (vi. 31). He verily is pure, clean, tranquil,

undecaying, eternal, etc.” (ii. 4).

1 Here aresome of the renderings of alifiga given by ditPerent translators

:

Hume: “Without any mark **5 Sitarama Sastri: “Devoid of distinctive

marks”; Mead; “Far beyond distinction’s power”; Max Muller: “Entire-

ly imperceptible”; Tattvabhusan : “oianm” (“bodiless”). Deussen

(S.XJ. 286) says that it may mean either ( 1 )
“without mark” (ohne

Merkmale), (2 ) “imperishable” (unverganglich), or (3) “devoid of a

subtle body ” (ohne feinen Leib).

2 {Sankara’s comment is as follows :

—

Avyaktat tu parah puruso mjapako, vyapakasya^apy ahaiadeh sarmsya

hdranatvat. AUfigah—Uhgyate gamyate yena tal-lihgam—hiiddhyadi^ tad’

avidyamdnam asya^iti so^yam alifiga eva. Sarva’Samsdra’dharma’vargita

ity etat. Yam jfldtvd^Jdcaryatah SdstrataSca mucyate jantur avidyddi-

hrdaya’grantJiibhir jlvanneva, patite '"pi 4arwe ’ mrtatvam ea gacchati,

“ Beyond the Avyahta is the Purusa called ‘ all-pervading ’ because it is

the cause of all things like the ether which are all-pervading. Re. alifiga

—that by which anything is reached or known is Uhga,—such as the

buddJii, etc. and just because of its absence in His case He is called

alinga. The meaning is, He is devoid of all empirical attributes. Know-

ing Him through teacher and scripture, even while living a man is freed

from the knots of the heart, beginning with Ignorance, and when the

body falls he goes to immortality.”

8 The {§iva-lihga : Though unnecessary for the interpretation of this

passage it is interesting to note that while we have here a statement that

the Highest Person is alinga^ and while the l^vetdSvaiara some hundred

years or so later identifies that Highest Person with Mahe^vara-^iva and

says, nai/oa-ca tasya l%f\>gam^ “He has no linga at all”, India is now full

of stone lingas or phallic emblems of Siva. It is true that as we

have seen vi. 9, uses liiiga in a difiEerent sense, but it could hardly

have made the statement if the author were familiar with the stone

phallus as an emblem of ^iva. Bhandarkar, V.S. 114, says that he could

find no trace in literature of the ^iva-lihga as an object of worship before

Anu§dsana’parmn of the Mahdhhdrata (? c. 300 A.D.). He consi-

ders that it was borrowed by the Aryas from the aborigines of the

sub-Himalayan forest region (Vratyas, Hisadas, etc.).
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*r ’T wt^ I

^ JT^^NT ^ ’lerflf^lTfferTO »TWf^ II €. II

9^ Na samdrse tisfhati m^am asya^

na caksusd pasyati Imicmm^eTiam

:

Hrdd manlsd manasd ^bMhlpto^

ye^etad vidur amrtds te bhavanti.

Inner Vision.

9. Not in tlie field of vision stands His form,

By outward eye no one soever sees Him

:

By heart, by thought, by the mind apprehended

:

Those who know Him thereby become immortaL

9. Of. Taittinya Iranyaha, x. 1, S, and also, (probably quoted from

the Katha), Shet iik IS ; iv. 17 ; Mahan, i. 11,

9. This verse is one of the most striking in the Upanisad.

Negatively, the first half insists on the utter impossibility

of forming a visual image of the Supreme Person
;
positively,

the second half insists with equal eniphasis that there is a way
by which the Supreme Person may be apprehended or known.

By heart, by thought, by the mind apprehended/’

The Heart {hrd) is in Vedic usage the seat of the emotions

and mental activities. No antithesis is therefore intended

between heart and mind (in its wider sense). The reference is

not to a merely emotional religious experience but to an

apprehension or intuition of the supreme reality which involves

the whole self through the yoga, i.e. yoking or concentrated

direction of all its ppwers. The apprehension by the heart

referred to here, then, is something which goes beyond the

mere processes of the understanding. “Not by learning or

power of intellect {medhd) is this Self to be obtained. Only by

the man whom He chooses is He obtainable. To him the Self

reveals His person.^’ But though mere intellect can never

attain Him ,
nevertheless intelligence or reason is not supersed-

ed. “ By thought, by mind He is apprehended.”
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Manlsa is a Vedio word meaning "‘reflective tiiouglit'”.

Sankara interprets as vihalpa-varjita-buddM,—“Intelligence

freed from false notions, ruHng as controller of the purposive

mmd'\

(Note that in V.Sk. the ioisL of manim has the same form as the nom.
In C.Sk. it would be mammya,)

Manas (see p. 124) in V.Sk. does not mean merely the organ

of sense-perception as in later Samkhya and Vedanta usage, or

as in the parable of the chariot and the scale of the faculties,

iii. 10 ff. and vi. 7, but is often used in a wider sense. It is in

this wider sense it is used here and is evidently intended to be

synonymous with manlsa. Sankara interprets as manana^mpei^a

samyagdariana—“ true insight in the form of meditation

Abhihlpta (apprehended) : A common V. use of the root hip is

in the sense " to share or partake of ’ (e.g. yajno devesu halpa^

tarn, “Let the sacrifice be partaken by the gods”). Sankara

explains as abhisamarthita^ abMprahdsita, i.e. " realised ’ or
" revealed*.

Sankara does not attempt to explain away the force of this

verse. Instead he says, “ The Atman can be known, should be

added to complete the sentence ” (i.e. “ Being realised by heart,

thought and mind the atman can be known ”).

Ramanuja has a very illuminating reference to our text in

its relation to others of similar import in J§nbMsya i. 4 (Sk.

text, 159). “ I maintain that by such scripture texts as the

following,—"He should be heard (i.e. through scripture), re-

flected on, steadily meditated upon ’ (Rf . ii, 4. 5) ;
" He who

knows Brahman obtains the highest* {Tait. iL 1. 1); "Not by
the eye is He apprehended nor yet by speech’ (Mup,. iii. 1. 8)

but by a pure mind; ""By heart, by thought, by mind, He is

apprehended”:—it is proved that through the injunction of

meditation {dhydna-niyoga) the mind becomes pure, and that

the mind so purified gives rise to direct (intuitive) knowledge

of Brahman” (Nirmalam ca mano Brahma^aparoh§a-jnanam

janayati).

Compare the greatly simple words of Jesus, "" Blessed are the

pure in heart, for they shall see God
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’^PTT^ H’T’eiT ?rf i

ffs^ sr cTUTTSS tr^CHT II
\o

»

cif ?ftirf*Tfcf i

^ETSW^^ »rafeT f¥ THTWTtq^ || «

10 . Yada pancajamti^thante

jndndni manasd saha,

BuddhU-ca na vicestati ^

Tam dhuTb paramdm gatim,

11. Tdm yogam iti manyante,

sthirdm indriya-dhdray^dm

;

Apramattas tadd bhavati,

yoga hi prabhavdpyayau.

The Way of Yoga further expounded.

10. When the five means of knowledge rest,

Together with the knowing mind,

And intellect no longer strives,

—

That is, they say, the highest way.

11. This they consider as Yoga,^

—

The firm control of the senses

:

Then one becomes concentrated,

For Yoga is acquired and lost.^

1 0. vicestate.

2 Or, Yoga is creation and passing away,

or, Yoga is beginning and end.

Yoga: In ii. 12, in the phrase adhydtma-yoga^ we have the

first usage of the word ^^yoga'' in the Upani§ads in a philo-

sophical or religious sense. The verse emphasised as strongly

as possible the utter mystery and inaccessibility of the supreme
being yet stated that He might be perceived through adhydfma^

yoga. This theme is taken up and expounded in the Parable of

the Chariot and throughout the third valh. The word yoga is

not used, but the nature of yoga is expressed when it is said
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that the senses and all the powers of one’s nature must be

yoked {yuhta) so that there may be complete restraint or control

of the lower by the higher,—the object being the direction and

concentration of our whole being upon the goal,—^the realisa-

tion of that Highest Person who is also our inmost self. Valhs

iv and y emphasise this identity in various ways and point out

as a prerequisite to Self-realisation what the later Yoga calls

fratyahdm—the turning aside of the senses, and mind from

outward objects with a view to inner concentration. This is the

state referred to in verse 10.

In verse 11
,
Yoga\s> defined as indriya-dhdrand,—the holding

firm of the senses (including the mind). The term is probably

here used non-technically, and means very much the same as

the yoking and restraint {yama^ niyama) of the senses in valli

iii. In the developed Yoga however, as set forth in the Yoga-

autras of Patanjali (c. iv century A.D.) the eight parts or angas

of yoga are said to be: yama, niyama, dsana, ^rdndydma,

pratydhdra, dhdra^d, dhydna, samddM. Here yama has be-

come specialised to mean ' abstinence ’ from injury, falsehood,

theft, incontinence, and greed, and niyama means such positive

religious duties as cleanliness of body and mind, contentment,

austerity, study and devotion to God. ^ Asana of course refers

to bodily postures and frdy^dydma to the control of breathing,

subjects to which the later Yoga devoted disproportionate

attention. These are aids to pratydMra and so to dhdrayn,

with which yoga in its higher sense begins. This is the con-

centration of the mind in fixed attention upon some symbol or

object. In its higher stage it passes into dhydna,—meditation

or contemplation, when the object thought of completely oc-

cupies the mind, and this again into samddM when one is so

absorbed in the object that one loses sight of oneself.

Eight centuries intervene between the first exposition of Yoga

in the Katha U'pani^ad and its full formulation in the Yoga-

sutras, so that one obviously ought not to be particularly

guided in one’s interpretation of the former by the latter. It is

fairly certain, however, that the astdhga-yoga is much earlier

than its formulation in the Sutras, and in any case it is of

interest to note its relation to yoga as set forth in our text.

1 8mra ii. 29 (Woods, 177 n.).
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Apramatta : Eesuming our exegesis : As a result of the yoga

which consists in —steady control, one is said to

become apramatta (concentrated). This too is a technical Yoga

term. In Toga-sutra i. 30, pramada^ literally intoxicaMon

‘‘ excitement but generally used in the sense of carelessness
’’

is mentioned as one of the distractions that stand in the way of

yoga. Apramatta occurs Gh, i. 3. 12 and ii. 22. 2 in the sense

‘‘careful’’, “intent”. In Mmyd. ii. 2. 4, it is used of un-

distracted or concentrated attention to one’s aim. “ The

praryam {Om) is the bow, the arrow is the soul, Brahman is

called the mark. By the ‘ undistracted ’ man it should be

pierced : like an arrow he should become one with it.” &vet,

ii. 8, mano dhdrayeta apramattaJp^ is obviously a development of

our passage :
“ Like a chariot yoked with vicious horses a wise

man should control the mind, being ‘undistracted’.” Apra~

matta then means as Sankara says, negatively, free from care-

lessness and distraction, and positively, constant endeavour

toward complete concentration {apramattah—pramdda-varjitahj

samddhdnam prati nityam prayatnavdn).

It is of interest to note the central importance of apramdda

(Pali, appamddo) in Buddhist ethics. All the virtues are said

to have their root in it.^ (PausboU translates it by ‘ vigilantia ’

;

Max Muller, ‘ earnestness ’
; Saunders, ‘ zeal ’

;
I suggest ‘ keen-

ness’.) The whole of the second chapter of the Dhammapada
(called by Barua the Apramdda~vaga^), is concerned with this

root virtue. It begins, in the Pali version,

Appamddo amata-padam, pamddo maccuno padam ;

Apamaitd na mlyanti, ye pamattd yathd maid,

“ Keenness is the way of immortality, slackness the way of

death

;

The keen never die, the slack are as if dead already.”

The Dhammapada seems to have been accepted at the Council

of Asoka in 240 B.C. as a collection of the sayings of Gautama
Buddha, and certainly this chapter breathes the spirit of the

Buddha and also of his kingly disciple, with his continual

exhortation, “Let everyone exert themselves, both small and
great.”®

It is further of interest to note that apramdda is one of the
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three virtues whioh^ according to the short summary of the

ethical requirements of the early Bhagavata faith, given in the

second part of the Besnagar pillar inscription (c. 180 B.C.)?

lead to heaven

Nayamti svaga dama cdga {i,e* tydga) apramdda.^

Self-control, self-denial, and keen concentration lead to

heaven. ” Though the Katha Upanisad is not specifically a

Bhagavata or Vaisnava work it is, we hold, on the general line

of development of thought which connects CMndogya Hi, 17

with the Besnagar inscription and the Gltd,

Further, on this line of development it is clear that Buddhism
is not, as once supposed, an intrusion. The Buddhist ethics

and Buddha's own living example help to provide the founda-

tion for the ethical yoga here set forth. We may also surmise

that the second adhydya of the Katha may be Asokan in date,

though there is no real proof of this.

Yogo hi prabhava^apyayau : The fourth line gives a reason

for the concentration of attention,—^literally Yoga is an arising

and passing away", the meaning of which is ambiguous.

(1) Sankara says, Yogo hi yaamdt prahhavajapyayau—upajana^

apdyadharmakah—iti arthali, Because yoga has the attributes

of being acquired and being lost. Hence the meaning is that to

avoid the risk of losing it vigilance is necessary." Hence,

following Sankara, Max Muller translates, ‘^For Yoga comes

and goes ", and Sadananda and Sitarama Sastri, ‘'For yoga can

be acquired and lost ". The difficulty some have found is that

the essential characteristic of yoga is defined at the beginning

of the Toga-sutra as “the restriction of the fluctuations of

the mind" (Yogas citta-vrUHnirodhah)* How can this be if

yoga itself fluctuates ?

^ Ye Jceci kusala dhamma sahhe te appaw^da-mvlakd. Note on Bham-
mopada, S.B.E., X., p. 9.

s Barua and Mitra, Prakrit Dhammapada, 119 fl.

3 Read the whole chapter, Max Muller’s Dhammapada, S.B.E.,X,, 9-11,

or Wagiswara and Saunders, The Buddha^s Way of Virtue, 24, 26.

4 Raychaudhuri, Early History of the Vaimava Sect, 69. J.R.A.S. 1909,

pp. 1061-6, 1087-94.
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Even if with Patanjali we regard Yoga simply as mental con-

centration the difficulty is more dialectical than real. The mind

of the Yogin is liable to fluctuation and therefore his degree of

attainment of yoga. As the Yoga-bhdsya (i. 14) says, Practice

when it has been cultivated for a long time and carried out

with selLcastigation and continence, with knowledge and with

faith,—in a word, with earnest attention,—becomes con-

firmed”,—not otherwise. Ignorance, egoism, desire, aversion

and attachment are the five obstacles at the beginning of

the path, but not at the beginning only : in various forms they

recur,—for every stage of the path there is its own obstacle,,

and the greater the restraint the greater may be the recoil..

Self-complacence, leading to heedlessness, is the most deadly

spiritual foe. So in Yoga-bhdsya ii. 34, the devotee in whose

mind resentment at injury may arise is bidden to reflect.

Baked in the terrific fire of transmigration I have taken

refuge in the virtue of yoga through charity and love to all

beings. So if 1 revert to questionable paths after giving them

up, I am a miserable cur, revertmg as a dog to its vomit.”

But the Yoga of the Kapha Upanisad diflers from Patanjali’s

Yoga and is not definable as ciUa-vrtti-nirodhab,. There are of

course points of agreement, and Patanjali and his successors

develop one side of the Kapha teaching in a way that is worthy

of the attention of all aspirants after spiritual discipline. But
the Yoga-sutra and bhdsya are painfully lacking in religious

motive. True, devotion to God is mentioned along with

asceticism and study as a means of attainment, but God has

very little real importance in the system. The Yoga of the

Katha^ on the other hand, is distinctively religious. It in-

cludes mental concentration and the firm control of sense and

appetite, but recognises that this can only be accomplished by

yoking the soul in communion with the Supreme Self. Now
religious communion notoriously ‘ comes and goes \ It cannot,,

here in this life at least, remain on one level. Hence the

higher we rise the greater the need for keen and vigilant

attention. Watch and pray” said, Jesus, ^‘that ye enter

not into temptation,” for the tighter we hold the reins of the

senses, the greater the danger of reaction unless we vigilantly

maintain that communion through which alone our strength

comes.
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(2) Another type of interpretation of the phrase Togo hi

prabhava apyayau is indicated by Hume's rendering, “Yoga^

is the origin and end and Deussen's, Yoga is creation and

passing away These we reject as involving much later ideas-

which are foreign to the Kafka.

() Commenting on his rendering, “Yoga is the origin and the end’*

Hume says, “Perhaps of ‘the world’ of beings and experiences,

—

here too, as in Mand 6, where the phrase occurs. That is: the ‘world’

becomes created for the person when he emerges from the Yoga state, and

passes away when he enters into it”. The Manduhya says, “This self

is Brahman, This self has four fourths, i.e, the waking state, the dream-

ing state, the state of deep sleep and ‘ the fourth Concerning the self in

the third state (sumpta^stJmna) it is said, “This is Lord of all, this is

the all-knowing, this is the inner-controller, this is the source of all,

for it is the origin and end of all beings {Esa yonih sarvasya, prabhava-

pyayau hi bhutandm.) The self in the fourth state is described as un-

thinkable, ungraspable, completely one without a second. Por the self in

the fourth state then, in that complete samddhi in which yoga culminates,,

there is no world. But when the self passes back into the third state then

the world is created in consciousness.

This doctrine of absolute idealism, however, is not the doctrine of the-

Katha Upanisad but is a later development.

() Deussen gives a similar rendering; “Yoga is creation and pass-

ing away”, and comments. The world sinks down in Yoga and again

is created afresh”. He refers however not to the Mdndukya passage

but to Yoga-sutra i. 35, which reads, “He (the Yogin) gains stability

when a sense-activity arises connected with an object, bringing the

central organ {citta) into a relation of stability ”, i.e. an object is needed on

which to focus attention. Then, says the Yogabhasya, the Yogin will

without hindrance acquire faith and energy and mindfulness and concen-

tration (samddhi). But though a lower sarmdhi may be thus acquired, in

the higher samddhi all consciousness of objects is transcended.

All this, however, is Patanjali’s Yoga and is a later development.

(c) A third and quite different interpretation of the rendering “Yoga is

the origin and the end ”, is possible, i.e, that Yoga in its various stages is

both the alpha and omega of religion, A similar idea is expressed

about hhahti in the Ndrada-bhahti-sutra, 25, 26. “It is higher than

karman, jfiana and yoga : because it is its own result Also about
* faith ’ in Romans i. 17 where it is said of Christ’s gospel that, “ Therein

is revealed a righteousness of God from faith unto faith.”

This possibly is Whitney’s interpretation when he translates “ Yoga
is beginning and end.” The objection may be raised that apyaya does not

mean * end * in the sense of consummation, but if by apyaya we under-

stand hrahmdpyaya (see vi. 10) this may certainly be the meaning.

1 Yoga ist Schopjung und vergang.
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(3) Geldner says, ‘‘For Yoga is an arising of a new inner-

world and a passing away of the outer-world As an alterna-

tive to (1) this is probably best.

Whether one has in view (1) the fluctuating character, (2c)

the importance, or (3) the difficulty, of Yoga, vigilant keenness

is necessary.

TTWT sr Tprsm- ITT# i

ssr^tf^ 9R^* cf^tr’sivEi^
II ^5^ II

12 .

IS.

clyStrrR:

Na^eva vdcd na manasd

fmfium iahyo no, caksusd ;

Asti^iti bruvato ’nyatra

Jcaiham tad u'palahhyate,

Astijity-evajapalabd'havyas,

tattva-bMvena cajabhayoJp ;

AstiJity-evajii'palabd'hasya

tattm-bMvdh prasldati.

Faith essential in Yoga.

12, Not by sight can one obtain Him,

Nor yet by speech or by the mind

:

Except by* one who says, ‘ He is

How can He be experienced ?

13. He should be apprehended as He is

And by His real nature,—in both ways

;

When He is apprehended as He is

His real nature is made manifest.

*Or, from (i.e. from a true guru),^

12. Hume’s rendering, How can He be apprehended other-

wise than by one’s saying ‘He is ’ ? ” implies a Spencerian

1 denn Yoga iat Enstehen (einer neuen Innenweli) und Vergehm {der

Auaaenwelt), V. B. 168. 2 See Appendix IV, p, 228.
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agnosticism, i.e. the existence of the Absolute may be known
but otherwise He is unknowable. Deussen’s rendering is similar

:

'‘‘He is’—^by this word alone, And in no other way is he

comprehended”. He treats the verse as a declaration that the

dtman as knowing subject can never become an object for us^

and is therefore itself unknowable. (P.U. 403, 4.)

This is surely to misinterpret the emphasis of the verse by
ignoring the context. The general subject is the apprehension

of the Highest Person through yoga,—it is admitted that He
transcends the ordinary means of apprehension, and it is there-

fore urged that faith in His existence is an indispensable

prerequisite to that immediate experience which comes by the

way of yoga. As the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews says.

He that cometh to God must believe that He is Such

faith is often criticised as an assumption at the start of that

which we set out to discover
:
yet what adventures of discovery

in science or in life start in any other way than with a convic-

tion of the reality of that which is sought ?

Sankara’s comment may be condensed as follows: True,

Brahman cannot be apprehended by the senses or intellect as

specifically this or that. Nevertheless since He is conceived as

root or source of the universe He certainly exists {jagato>

mulam ity-avagatatvdd asti em). The chain of effects being

traced back and back leads to the conviction that real being

must exist (i.e. the ontological postulate is inevitable: we
cannot conceive of the world as produced from nothing). Those

then who, following the general teaching of scripture and

having faith, maintain His existence, are able to apprehend

Him, but in the case of the atheist or nihilist {ndstiJca-vddin}

who maintains that no dtman, the source of the world, exists,

and that this world-effect, not being inseparably connected

with a cause is absorbed into non-existence,—in the case of

one who thus sees perversely how can Brahman be truly

apprehended ? It is obviously impossible.

Sankara is here arguing against the atheism and nihilism of

the Buddhist doctrine of andtman and exhibits a side of his

teaching too often ignored by his European expositors : Sankara

the mystic and man of faith, as opposed to Sankara the

metaphysical agnostic.
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13. The most obvious way of rendering the second line is

''And by the real nature of both’^ (so Hume). So too Max
Muller renders, "And by (admitting) the reality of both ”

; and

Deussen, " In so far as he is the essence of both’’. But what

in this case is meant by " both ” ? Two things have not been

referred to, so the meaning is decidedly obscure. Inferring a

meaning of " both ” from the context Hume suggests that they

ure "his comprehensibility and incomprehensibility”; Max
Mdller, " the invisible Brahman and the visible world as coming

from Brahman”; Mead, asti and ndsti, sat and asat, the

manifested and unmanifested aspects of Brahman”; most

Indian commentators, ubhayo^:=sopddMJca-nirnpddJiihayoJi^’

(the qualified and unqualified Brahman).

Surely the plain antithesis of the text is between the astitva

(existence) and the tattva-bhdva (essence, inner being or real

nature) of the Supreme Being. These are the " both ” referred

to, and the whole difficulty disappears if ubliayolj, is separated

from tattva-bJidvena-ca and taken either (1) as a genitive ex-

pressing the agent (M. 202. 3)
—" He should be apprehended as

existent, and by His essential nature,—i.e. by both”; or (2)

ubhayoh may be taken as Sankara suggests as a definitive

genitive {nirdhdrayurthd sastM),

—

“ He should be apprehended as existent.

And by His real, nature : Re. these two—
When He is apprehended as existent

His real nature is made manifest.”

Eational faith in the Divine existence should lead on to spiri-

tual experience in which His nature is immediately revealed to

and apprehended by the believer. This is the end or culmina-

tion of true yoga (spiritual yoking).

At first sight there seems to be a contradiction between verse 12 and
verse 9 with its emphatic declaration that the Highest Person may be

apprehended or realised by the mind”. This leads Ranade (TJ.P.

339, 340) to suggest that in verse 9 we should read a negative right

through. ** Never has any man been able to visualise God by sight, nor

is it possible to realise Him either by the heart, or by the imagination, or

by the mind. It is only those who know this sublime truth who become
immortal.” This is surely almost perversely gratuitous! Manas is in

verse 12 used in its narrower meaning of the central organ of ordinary

perception, while in verse 9 it is used in a much wider sense (see note

on 9).
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Tliis verse brings to a point all that vre have previously

noted in the teaching of the Upanisad re : the knowability of

Brahman. To recapitulate : II. 9 says that He is not to be

obtained by argumentative reasoning (tarJca) yet when taught

by a fit guru He may be well known. II. 12 emphasises the

difficulty of seeing Him by any ordinary means, yet says that

He may be perceived by adhydtma-yoga, II. 20 and 23 set

iorth the greatness and subtlety of the Supreme Self and teach

that He cannot be obtained by force of intellect, nor even

by instruction in and knowledge of Scripture, but also affirm

that to the man whose will is at rest in Him there comes,

by His grace, a vision in which He makes His person manifest.

The Third Yalll goes on to speak of the discipline of yoga

by which a man’s whole being may be unified and concentrated

on the realisation of the Highest Person who is our iimer

and most real Self. This subject is resumed in Valll VI. It

begins with the picture of the world tree of which Brahman is

the root, and goes on to speak of Brahman as the mysterious

life and energy of the universe. This Brahman must be known

if we are to escape death and transmigration and attain true,

abiding reality, and He may be known, not indeed by the

outward ranging senses and striving intellect, but by the thought

which has been disciplined and concentrated within upon the

Highest who is also the inmost Person, the Inner-Self,—Brahman.

Thus, though we may not be able to demonstrate the existence

of Brahman (since He is alinga

,

‘without empirical marks’),

we may have a rational conviction of His existence as root

or ground of the world and of our own being (as also from

scripture and the communicated experience of spiritual

teachers). Religion then begins with the conviction or rational

faith in the Divine existence and this opens the way to the

higher faith of spiritual experience {adhydtma-yoga), in which

the real nature or inner being of God, which transcends

description, is revealed or immediately realised.

The Eatha Upanisad does not describe the stages of this

adhydtma or rdja-yoga^ but the Maiiri Upanisad and Patanjah

1 Nor does it give any detailed account of the practice of yoga* For

this as described in the S'vetdhjata/ta and the Qltd see Appendix III.
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later speak of them as d}idra7j,d, dhydna, and aamddhi. Using

these terms to express what we conceive to be the nature of

the adhydtma-yoga of the KatJia we might summarize as follows.

In dhdraym (concentration) the soul, when it has controlled

the sense-life, concentrates attention on the thought of God.

In dhydTia (contemplation) the soul is at rest in the thought of

God. In samddhi (ecstasy) the thought of God wholly occupies

the consciousness. The sense of separateness, the conscious-

ness of ‘I’ and ‘my’, disappears. We attain sayujyatd,^ the

consciousness of being completely yoked with God.” “ To
him the Self reveals His own person.” “ His inner nature is

made manifest.” ^

^ mm i

^ ii n

^ jTwfOTcft ii n

14, Yadd sarve pramucyanfe

harm ye ^sya Tirdi Sriidlp^

AtJia martyo ^mrto bhavaty

atra brahma samasnute.

15, Yadd sarve prabhidyante

hrdayasyajiha granthayaJij,

Atha martyo ’mrto bhavaty

etdvad anuidsanam,

15,d. A. etavad^his^^anu^

1 So when this chariot-rider is liberated from those things wherewith

he was filled full and overcome, (i.e. delusion, passion, self-conceit, and
attachment to external objects), then he attains complete union (s&yujya)

with the Atman.” {Ma/itri iv. 4.)

2 We should remind ourselves once more of the great difierence between

the fully theistic yoga we have been considering and the yoga of Patafijali.

In the latter God (l^vara) is simply a special piorusas untouched by
afflictions or the fruits of hmmany who assists the devotee by removing

the obstructions in the lower stages of yoga. Even then meditation on

him is optional. In any case completed {nirUja) samddhi is objectless,

a trance supposed to lead to dissolution of the citta (including intellect,

self-consciousness and mind) and the attainment by the pwruaa of hamalya,

the freedom of absolute isolation.
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The Consummation of Yoga.

14. When all desires are given up

That dwell within the human heart.

Then a mortal becomes immortal,

Even here to Brahman he attaineth.

15. When are out asunder all

The knots that fetter here the heart.

Then a mortal becomes immortal

:

Thus far is the instruction.

14, 15. These verses refer to the state of samddhi (ecstatic

union) in which yoga culminates, in which all separate desires,

all self-will is given up. The knots of the heart, which bind

it to a lower life, are hdma (self-seeking desire), midyd
(ignorance) and samiaya (fear and doubt). (See Muijd. ii. 1. 10,

ii. 2. 8.) When self is lost sight of in the vision of God all

these knots are finally cut.

Na paSyo mrtyum pa^yati, na rogam na^uta duhhhatam ;

Sarvam ha paiyah paSyati, sarvam dpnoti sarvaSdh,

“ The seer does not see death,

Nor sickness nor any distress :

The seer sees only the AH,

Obtains the All entirely.**

Through such firm recollection {dhruvd smrtiJp)^ Sanatkumara

taught Narada {Ch. vii. 26. 2) ‘‘the knots (of the heart)

are unloosed. To such a one, his stains wiped away, is shown

the further shore of darkness.’^

What is the nature of the consummation here described ?

Lanman has said that, “The great practical aim of all the

teaching (of the Upani^ads) is, by exterminating in the soul

all desires and activity, root and branch, to lead to the realisa-

tion of the unity of the soul and the Supreme Soul. This

realised it is liberated ;
and death can only do away with what

no longer exists for the emancipated soul, the last false

semblance of a difference between itself and the Supreme.’’^

1 Transactions of the American Philological Association, Vol, XXI,

p. xiv.
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At first sight our text might seem to justify this statement.

But . iv, 4. 7, of which it may be a quotation, speaks of the

man who is freed from desire not as being entirely impassive but

as one “whose desire is satisfied, whose desire is the Self’’.

And Chn via. i, 6. d, distinguishes desires that fetter from

“true desires” (satya-Jcdmdi) that liberate, and speaks of

the Supreme Self also as satya-hdmalp satya-sanhalpal^ (“ desiring

and purposing truth ”).

Lanman’s words are true of course for many Upani^ad texts,

but they are by no means generally true, the theistic element in

the Upani^ads being much stronger than was once supposed.

In particular, the Katha Upanisad, though quoting (in its second

adhydya) from the Brliaddranyaka, and possibly affected in parts

by the idealistic monism of Yajnavalkya, is on the whole dis-

tinctly theistic.

Verse 14, though in its context in J5r. accompanied by the

comment of Yajnavalkya, “ Being very Brahman he goes to

Brahman”, does not in itself read like an assertion of meta-

physical monism. It is rather a statement, in final answer to

the third question of Naciketas, that that fellowship with

Ood which is the consummation of spiritual experience is

immortality. “ This is life eternal, that they might know thee,

the only true God.” “The soul utterly puts off itself (i.e.

its self-centred desires) and puts on divine love; and being

conformed to that beauty which it has beheld, it utterly passes

into that other glory.” (Richard of St. Victor.)

Thus far is the instruction

:

These words seem to mark the

end of the enlarged Upanisad (the original Upanisad ending

at in. 17). The remaining verses are a still later appendix.
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Ttpf^ sTT^WT i

^(^rrri i \i ii

*1

^ srsmi I

^ ^Srr^^t^<l|€|^^Tf^%^aRt Iw I

SJ

cf cT II ^ II

26. ^atam ca^ehd ca Jirdayasya nddyas^

tdsdm murdhdnam ahhinilpsrtd^ekd

;

Taydjdrdhvam dyan amrtatmm eti^

visvann anyd uihrama/ifpe, bhavanti.

17. Ang%sfhu-7mtrah puruso ^nfamtmd,

saddjamndm hrdaye samnivisfab ;

Tam svdt^sanrdt pravrket^

munjdd-iva^isiMm dhairyeTpa^

Tam vidydt^inhram amrtam,

tarn vidydt suhram amrtam—iti.

16.d. Two Mss. : viSvaganya.

The parting of soul from body.

16. A hundred and one are the veins of the heart

;

Of these one leads up to the top of the head

;

Eising by this one attains immortality

;

The others are for going forth in various ways.

17. A thumb sized personage, the Inner-self,

Dwells ever in the heart of every creature

:

Him from one’s body one should draw.

Firmly, as from its sheath a reed

:

Him know as the pure, the immortal

;

Him know as the pure, the immortal.

16. This verse is taken from Ghdnd, viii. 6. 6. There it is said

that if a man has lived the chaste life of a student of sacred

knowledge {brahmacarya) and so found the Self”, then at

time of death his soul, dwelling in the heart, will pass upward

by a vein or artery, known later as susumnd {Maitri vi. 21.— ?

the carotid vein) to an aperture in the crown of the skull
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known as the brahmarandhram or vidrti (the junction of the

sagittal and coronal sutures, the opening in the child’s skull

known as the anterior fontanelle), by which at the beginning of

life it first entered. Thence the soul arises by the sun’s rays to

the sun, which is a doorway to the Brahma-world to those who

know, but a stopping place for non-knowers.

Sankara, very naturally from his point of view, says that the

verse only applies to those who have not attained the imme-

diate knowledge of Brahman spoken of in the preceding in-

struction,—to those who by knowledge of the lower Brahman

and by worship attain a relative immortality. With regard to

the liberated man of the preceding section who ‘‘even here

attains to Brahman”, the Brhaddrai^,yaha in the prose part

of the section from which Kafka vi. 14 may be quoted, says,

“ His breaths ('prdi/}.dlp) do not go forth. Being very Brahman,

he goes to Brahman”. Yajnavalkya pictures the body of the

freed man as it appears to an outward observer, “As the

slough of a snake lies on an ant-hill, dead, cast off, even so lies

this body”. But the man himself “the incorporeal immortal

life ”, has not departed anywhere : being spirit, attaining Spirit,

he is free from the form of space.

CMnd. viii. 6. 6 and Br, iv. 4. 6. 7, are written, then, from

very different view-points. The first with its mixture of quaint

physiology and cosmology is naturalistic, the second is the

view-point of idealistic metaphysics. To Sankara these corres-

pond to his vydvahdrika and pdramarthika points of view and

he naturally takes vi. 16 as expressing the first. The editor of

the Kafha^ however, does not seem to have minded the dis-

crepancy in the points of view of his sources, and pace Sankara

he certainly intends vi. 16, b, c, to refer to the completely

freed man of 14 and 15. With Sankara we take line d. to

mean that the other veins are for leading the unliberated

soul to re-embodiment.

17, Tins verse is distinctly composite, consisting o£ half a tristuhh

stanza united with an anuatubh. The half verse 17 a, h, is identical with

^vet. iii. 13, a, b, and there the verse is completed by the words found in

Ka\ha vi. 9, c, d

:

By heart, by thought, by the mind apprehended

:

Those who know Him thereby become immortal.
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-Jit f%T«TT<ffirf ii ii

TfH wm II

^ ^TT *rT^ I ^Bf’^r I ^^ 5|i?::wT^ i

I HI II

’sn^! I I ’snt%! ii

xfa sR^q^j^Twr II

18 . Mrtyu-proUdm Naciheto Hha labdJivd,

vidyam etdm yoga-vidhim-ca Icrtsnam^

Brahma-pmpto virajo ^bhud vimrtyur^

anyo ^py evarp yo vid adhydtmam eva,

Iti sastM valU samdptd.

Om!

Saha ndv avatu ;

Saha nau bliunahtu ;

Saha vlryam haravdvahai

;

Tejasvi ndv adhltam astu

;

Md vidvisdvahai

;

Om! sdntiT}.! Sdntih! idifdih!^

Iti Kathopanisat samdptd,

1 Some Mss, read : Saka nav4ti Santih.

Conclusion.

18. Then Naciketas having gained the knowledge

Declared by Death, and the whole rule of Yoga,

Found Brahman and was freed from evil, freed from

death

:

So may another who thus knows the Real Self.

Om ! May He protect us both 1

May He be pleased with us

!

May we act manfully together 1

Successful may our study be

!

Let us not hate one another

!

0ml Peace 1 Peace! Peace!
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18. Whitney notes the use of the forms Naciketa and viraja

for Naciketas and virajas as an indication of late and careless

origin. Max Muller and BohtHngk suggest that viraja may be

a slip for vijara, “ free from old age Taking it as virajas^ the

meaning may be '' free from earth’s dust ” (see the description

of the gods seen by Damayanti, Nala v. 24), or ethically, ‘‘ free

from taint of evil”, “free from passion”. The final prayer,

which repeats the opening, though not a part of the Upanisad

is found in most manuscripts.

Here ends The Katha Upanisad.
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APPENDICES
I. The Taittirlya Brdihmmia account of the Naciketas Story,

is really part of the Introduction.

II. The Parable of the Chxriot, is partly introductory and in

part gives the later development of the parable.

III. The Practice of Yoga in the Gita and ^veidivatara illus-

trates the nature of yoga from the literature nearest in time and

spirit to the Katha and leads on to a concluding Epilogue,

IV and V are merely supplementary notes which have been

placed here rather than in the body of the book so as not to

distract the general reader.

The book as it stands is obviously incomplete. It was my
intention to add two concluding chapters : One on The Doctrine

of God in the Katha Vpanisad : the other on the whole theistic

movement initiated by the Katha, tracing the ideas of pumsa,

ahsara-avyakta, and mahdn dtmd through the other early metrical

Upanisads, {Mnu^Mka, Svetdsvatara and PraSna), the Vedanta-

sutras, and the schools of the Mahdbhdrata. Here, in essence,

we see the assertion of an internal differentiation within the

unity of the Divine Being which presents obvious analogies to

the Christian doctrine of the Trinity,—^the philosophical object

in both cases being to provide a basis for the reality of personality

both in God and man, and so for real religious experience.

Actually, however, it was from a religious experience of com-

munion, which could not but be taken as real, that the philo-

sophical doctrine in both cases has grown.

We may also see how the concept of the aksara-avyakta has

been developed in most untheistic directions into the independent

prakrti of the Samkhyas and the avidyd or cosmic principle of

illusion of Sankara’s Vedanta. Yet again the avyakta, which as

divine creative energy is called in ^vet, devdtma-iakti, and also

the womb (yoni) from which creation is derived, being personified

as female and called dakti and devl is used to provide philosophical

justification for that goddess-worship which is perhaps India’s

most popular religion.

All this however requires much more than two chapters.

This book therefore remains a Preliminary Study in the Hindu

Doctrine of God, gathering material which we hope later to

develop in more systematic form.
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APPENDIX I.

The Taittiriya Brahmana account of the Naciketas
story,
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Being desirous (of reward) ^ Vajasravasa gave away all his

wealth. Now he had a son named Naciketas. When he was

still a boy, as the offerings were being led away faith entered

into him. He said, Father, to whom will you give me ?
”

Twice he asked and thrice. Then, overcome (with annoyance),^

he said, ‘‘ To Death do I give you

As he stood up (to go) a Voice addressed him. It said to

young Gautama,^ He has said, ‘ Go to Death’s house. To
Death have I given you (^ therefore while he is away from

home. Stay in his house for three nights without eating. If he

should ask you, ' How many nights have you stayed here,

boy ?
’—say ‘ Three (When he asks) ‘ What did you eat

the first night ? ’ (answer) ‘ Your offspring ’
;

‘ What the

second ? ’ (answer) ' Your cattle ’
;

‘ What the third ?
’

(answer) ^ Your good works

He went (to Death’s house) when he was away from home.

He stayed in his house three nights without eating. When he

returned he asked him, '' How many nights have you stayed

here, boy ? ” He answered, “ Three.” What did you eat the

first night ? ” Your offspring “ What the second ?
”

Your cattle.” What the third ? ” Your good works.
”

Then he (Yama) said, I bow to you, Sir. Choose a gift.”

May I return livhag to my father ”, he said. “ Choose a

second TeU me how my sacrifices and good works {i§td-

purte) may be imperishable ”, he said. So he explained to him

this Ndciheta fire. Thereafter his sacrifices and good works did

not perish. He who prepares the Ndciketa fire and who more-

over thus knows it, his sacrifices and good works do not perish

-

He said, “ Choose a third gift ”. “ Tell me the conquest of

re-death {punar-mrtyu) ”, said he. Then he explained to him

this Ndciketa fire : thus indeed he conquered re-death. He
who prepares the Ndciketa fire and who moreover thus knows it,

he conquers re-death.

1 Following ^arUiara. But uian here, if an adjective, may mean
‘ willing “ of his own free-will ”, or, as Bhattabhaakara Mi^ra says,

TOan may be a proper name, “Now IJi§an Vajasravasa (i.e. desoen-

dent of Vajasravas) gave away all his wealth (See p. 58, 65.)

2 Commentary, hruddha^va,
—“ as though angry

8 Qcmtama-humdram iti—the translation given above is doubtful

siace iti should mark what is said. The commentator, Bhattabhaskara
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The Parable of the Chariot.

The theme of the chariot recurs many times in the history of

Indian religious thought.

In Vedio mythology almost all the gods are represented as

riding in cars, usually drawn by horses. In the case of the

various Sun-gods this imagery is specially prominent and

vivid. Surya is represented as riding in a golden chariot

{ratha) drawn by seven bay mares. Savitr’s shining chariot is

drawn by two radiant horses.

So too to-day, two figures of horses precede the car of

Jagannath at Serampore, and four at Puri.

This imagery is often treated symbolically and we have a

number of chariot parables. That of the Katha is the most

famous and important, but it may be of interest to examine

some of the others.

(1) The Dirghatamas parable. The first chariot parable

is that found in Rg Veda I. 164 (see Introduction, page

There the wheeled car with seven horses primarily denotes the

sun, but the sun as symbolising the one universal reality. The
sage then goes on to speak of that which possesses bone (the

body) as sustained by the “ boneless ”, i.e. by an incorporeal

reality more fundamental than the blood or the life-breath, i.e.

by the diman, the invisible soul. This dtman, moreover, not

only upholds the body but the whole universe.

(2) The Aitareya Aranyaka parable. Ait, Ar, II, wii,

is considered by Keith ^ to be the earliest Upani§ad extant.

The general theme is the allegorical significance of the five-

Midra (c. 1188 a.b.) reads Gautama Mm kumdram iti, and comments.
Aha, he Ckmtcma i him Jcumdram iti, him evam bdlom mrtyave daddsi.

Following him we should translate, ^‘As he (Vajasravasa) stood up a
Voice addressed him. It said, ‘ Gautama ! What of the boy ? ’ What
kind of son have you given to Death ? Does this befit your Gautama
race ? ’). He (i.e. the father) said, * Go to Death’s house (that I may not
sin). To Death, indeed, have I given you. But go while he is away
from home, etc

I^f&purtayor ahsUim; “The imperishability of sacrifices and good
works The commentator reads, k^timi=sthdnam : “ The abiding-

place of. . -good works
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fold hymn {uMha), sung in connection with the Mahavrata

rite, as symbolising the Self. He who knows himself as the

fivefold hymn from whence all springs is wise Hewho knows
more and more clearly the Self obtains fuller being. In plants

and trees sap only is seen, in animals consciousness. The Self

is more and more clear in man for he is most endowed with

inteUigence. He knows to-morrow, he knows the world and

what is not the world. By the mortal he desires the immortal,

being thus endowed. As for animals, hunger and thirst com-

prise their knowledge. But this man is the sea, he is above all

the world,—^whatever he reaches he desires to be beyond it.^’

The chariot parable is introduced abruptly in II. iii. 8, as

follows

:

“ Here are these verses :
2

“ That fivefold body the undying (aksara) enters.

That which the harnessed steeds draw to and fro,

In which is yoked the truenesa of the true.

In that are all the gods in one combined.

Which, from the undying, the undying joins,

—

That which the harnessed steeds draw to and fro.

In which is yoked the trueness of the true.

In that are all the gods in one combined.

In which revealed the poets did rejoice.

In it, in unity, the gods exist

;

Casting aside all evil by this lore.

The wise man rises to the world of heaven.”

1 Keith, The Aita/reya Arai^yaha (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1909),

from which the translation given above is quoted.

2 Tatra^ete Uohdli,

Yad aksaram paricavidham sameti^

yujo yuhtd abhi yat sarmahanti,

Satyasya scUyam arm yatra yujyaite,

tatra devdh aarva ekam hhcwanti.

Yad aksardd aksaram eti yuktam^

yiyo yuktd abhi yat saimaha'nM,

Satyasya satycm arm yat^a yujyate,

tatra d&mh sarva ekam hhavanti,

Yasmin ndrna samatrpyari ohrute

tatra devdh sarvayti^jQ bha/varUi,

Tena pdpmdnam apahatya brdhmarid,

Svargam lokam apyeti vidvdn.
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There is a chariot of the gods that destroys desire. Its seat is speech,

its two sides the ears, the horses the eyes, the driver the roiad. This

life-breath {prarca) motints upoa it.

A ®si says (Bg X. 39. 12), ‘ Come hither oa what is quicker than

the mind and (Bg VIII. 73. 2),
‘ On what is quicker than the winking

of an eye ^

There is mucli in this passage that is obscure, bnt yet it would

seem clear that we have here (especially in the verse portion

which Keith considers the older), a foreshadowing of some of

the most distinctive ideas of the Katha.^ The car of the body,

made of the five elements, is drawn by horses, which the prose

identifies with the eyes but the verse probably with all the

indriyaV'i (described also as devalp). The soul, called in the

prose prdTiba and in the verse ahsara (“ the undying ” or

imperishable ’’) mounts the chariot of the body and so is

united with the senses, controlling them by means of his driver,

the mind (the huddhi of the Katha) so that they act in unison.

In the second verse the soul is called ahsardd ah§ara ("* imdying

from the undying”), and Sayana comments that the first

undying ” is 'prdm and the second Brahman. It is Brahman
also that is probably described as satyasya satyam (‘^ trueness of

the true”, ‘"reality of reality”). Brahman therefore or the

ahsara {avyahta), being the basis of the soul, may truly be said

to be yoked in the chariot, controlling all our life-powers to

harmony. In verse 3 also, where Keith translates brahmai^d
“ by this lore ”, Sayana says "" by this Brahman ”.

(3) The Ghagaleya parable. The CMgaleya Upanisad also

speaks of the body as a chariot, sustained by its rider, the soul.

The parable is introduced by a story which seems to be based

on Altareya Brahmarpa ii. 19. Certain Brahmin sages, holding

a sacrificial session on the banks of the Sarasvati, debarred

Kavasa Ailu^a from initiation because he was the son of a

maid-servant. He asked by what right they did this. "" Be-

cause we are Brahmins, and so it is our right. ” What makes

1 AnaMrna-rnd/ro HJia deva rathas. Tasya mg uddhih, irotre pahsoM,

’Cahsusi yuMe, manab sarrigraMta. Tad ayam prdxbo ^dhitisthUi.

Tad uktam rsind, A tena ydtam manaso jamyasd, Nimisai cij javtyaseti,

2 i.e. Toga and the ahsara-avyahta. Modi seems to have overlooked

this passage which ic of obvious importance for the development of

the Ahsara doctrine.
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a Brahmin ? he asked. The birth-rites and initiation {upana-

yana), they replied. He then took them to the corpse of the

celebrated Brahmin priest, Atreya, which was lying close at

hand, and asked, Did he lack birth-rites or upanayana % Then
where are his powers departed ? The Brahmins, being at a

loss, asked that Kavasa would teach them. Surely such a

low-born one cannot teach the highest persons, he smilingly

said, and sent them to the Child-sages {balisas) of Kuruk§etra.

The Child-sages showed the Brahmins a chariot, rushing

along a road, and then, at the end of the day, the same chariot

tumbled down and inert, with its horses unyoked. What is the

difference, they asked ; What has departed from it ? The
drirer, of course, said the Brahmins. Quite so, said the Child-

sages. “ The Soul is the impeller of this (body), the senses

(haraT^ni) the horses, the veins the straps, the bones the reins,

blood the lubricant, volition the whip, speech the creaking and
the skin the outer top,^ And just as the chariot, abandoned

by the driver, could not move or creak, so (this body) abandoned

by the intelligent self {prajndtman) neither speaks or even

breathes
;
it just putrifies : and dogs may run at it, crows alight

on it, vultures tear it, and jackals devour it/’

No application of the teaching is made, but its obvious

meaning is that the dtman is the one source of power and
greatness, and caste and caste-privilege belong merely to the

perishable body. The Brahmins, we are told, received the

teaching and learned humility.

Belvalkar is inclined to date this parable earlier than the

Katha (“ judged by language alone ”).^ Of this we are doubtful.

The account of the bdliias is surely dependent on the bdlya

teaching of Br. iii. 5, and they correspond to the vdlahhilyas

of Maitri ii. 3.^ But for our purpose the question of priority

is not important as the chariot parables of the Katha and the

Chdgaleya are obviously independent.

1 Atma vd asya praoodayitd, karainMny a^vdh, sird naddhayo, *sthiny

upagraha, asfg adjanamf karma pratodo, vdkyam kvdrartaip, tvag upwraha

iti. For the full text and translation see Belvalkar, Fowr Unpublished

Upanisadic Teads. 2 H.I.P. 132.

2 There are several other points of connection between Gkdgaleya and
Maitri, e.g. the description of the Atman as pracodayitf (impeller) and
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(4) Buddhist chariot-parables. Thereiare several interest-

ing Buddhist chariot-parables, all however later than the

Katha parable and quite different in their teaching.

(a) The Dhammapada parable. The oldest of these

Buddhist chariot-parables is that found in the opening verses

of the Kharosthi Dhammapada,^ which seem to be taken

from the Samyutta Nihdya :

“ Straight ” is the name that road is called,

“ Fearless ” the quarter it leads to

;

The chariot is named ‘‘Silent-runner’’,

With wheels of ‘ right-effort ’ well-fitted.

“ Conscience ” is its leaning-hoard,

“ needfulness ” its canopy

;

“ Dharma ” I say is its driver,

“ Right views ” the horses that draw it.

Whoso has such a chariot.

Be it wanderer or householder,

Be it a man or a woman.

By that very same chariot.

Is carried right to Nirvana.

Here the chmot is the Buddhist teaching which, in its silent

spiritual progress, takes one straight to fearlessness, straight

toward Nirvdv^, and the Dharma itself is said to be the

charioteer. The metre is the same as that of the Katha parable.

(b) The Milinda-panha parable. The most famous of the

Buddhist chariot-parables is that found in The Questions of King

Milinda,^ (c. 1st century b.o.). Milinda (Menander), King of

the Graeco-Bactrian kingdom which in India had its centre in

Taxila, asks the Buddhist missionary Nagasena what is his

name. I am called Nagasena, he replies, but that is a mere

name, a convenient designation, for there is no Ego here to be

found/^ Then replies the king, there is no Nagasena

Pray sire, how did you come here ?
’’ “ In a chariot.”

What is a chariot ? Is it the pole ?
” “ No.” “ The

wheels?” ‘‘No”. “The chariot-body?” “No” “Then

the mention of his whip or goad (pratoda) which in Qhdg, is called ka/tman

(probably “acquired disposition ” rather than ‘‘ volition ”) and in Maitri,

prakfH-maya.

1 See Barua and Mittra, Prakrit JDIiamniapadaf 98. The rendering is

my own with acknowledgments to Dr. Barua and Mrs. Rhys Davids.
2 See Warren, Buddhimn in Tramlaiions,
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there is no chariot.” Then the monk goes on to teach the

king that just as the word “ chariot ” is a convenient name
for the assemblage of pole, axle, wheels, and body, so the word
Nagasena ” is only a convenient name for body, sensations,

perceptions, consciousness, etc. “ In the absolute sense there

is no Atman or Ego here to be found.” So the priestess

Vagira said in the presence of the Blessed One,

“ Even as the word * chariot ’ means

That members join to frame a whole.

So, when the groups appear to view.

We use the term, * A living soul

Here we note that the very same simile which in the Katlia

and all Hindu chariot-parables is used to point out that there

must he a Self or Soul as the sustainer of the body and the

directive power behind all its activities, is used to teach the

opposite Buddhist doctrine, i.e. that of anattd, the denial of

any continuing Self.

Buddhaghosa in the Visuddhi-magga'^ (5th century a.d.)

expounds the parable as follows, Just as the word ' chariot
’

is but a mode of expression for axle, wheels, body, pole, and

other constituent members, placed in a certain relation to each

other, but when we come to examine the members one by one

we discover that in the absolute sense there is no chariot,—^in

exactly the same way the words " living entity ^ and ' Ego ’

are but a mode of expression for the presence of five attachment

groups, but when we come to examine the elements of being

one by one we discover that in the absolute sense there is no

living entity there to form a basis for such figments as ^ I am ’

or ^ Ego

(5) The Maitri parable. In the Maitri, which is probably

the latest of the classical Upanisads, we have a very detailed

development of the Kafka chariot-parable (ii. 3 to iv. 4). Here

there is no distinction made between intelligence or reason

{bvMhi) and mind {manas), and it is said, The charioteer is

the mind The two classes of indriymp are clearly dis-

tinguished and it is said that “ the horses are the organs of

action ” {harmeridriydni) while the senses or organs of perception

{jnanendriydT^i) are likened to the reins. As in the Ghdgaleya

1 See Warren, B.T.
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the soul or self is called the ‘‘impeller’’ or “stimulator’^

{pmcodayifr) of the body. As to the nature of the soul two

accounts are given. According to the second prapdthaJca

there is really only one Soul. “ Verily that subtle, ungraspable,

invisible one called the Purusa turns in here (in the body) with

a part (of himself).. . Now assuredly that part of Him is what

the intelligence-mass in every person is—^the spirit {ksetra-jna)

which has the marks of conception, determination, self-conceit

{ab%imd7ia)J^ This would suggest that individual souls are

parts {amsa) of the one Purusa, and a picture is given of the

Purusa, called Prajapati, differentiating himself and entering in

to the living beings he creates that he may enjoy objects. But

this is only appearance. The Atman or Purusa seems to wander

from body to body but He is only covering himseff with a

veil of qualities—^while remaining fixed like a spectator and

self-abiding. “ Yea He remains fixed.”

The third prapdthaJca gives a different account. It dis-

tinguishes between the inner Purusa, the great, immortal

Atman, and what it calls the bJiutdtman,—the elemental or

individual soul. This is called Jcartr, the doer, while the other

Atman dweUs apart, pure and unaffected, “ like the drop of

water on the lotus leaf ”, and yet it is called “ the causer of

action ” {Jcdrayitr), The individual soul, we are told “ is

overcome by the quahties {guim) of Nature {praJcrti) and goes

on to confusedness. Now because of confusedness he sees not

the blessed Lord, the causer of action, who stands within oneself

{dtrm-stha). Borne along by the stream of quahties, unsteady,

wavering, bewildered, full of desire, distracted, one goes on

to a state of self-conceit {abhimdnatva). In thinking ‘ This is I
’

and ‘ That is mine he binds himself with his self, as does a

bird with a snare.” Here we see certain Samkhya ideas but

by no means in a classical Samkhya form, for we are told in

the next verse (hi. 3) that the pure Self is not without responsi-

bility for this evil state of the individual. “Assuredly the

bJiutdtman is overcome by the inner Purusa and beaten by

quahties.” This agrees with ii. 6.d. where the Purusa or

Atman, called the “ Impeller ”, makes use of the whip or goad

of praJcrti {praJcrti-maya pratodana) to drive the body. We
may infer (though we are not directly told) that the over-Soul
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goads the individual to rush round and round amid the fancied

delights of material objects that it may be ‘'fed up with them
'paripurni^a^ iii. 5) and also with its self-conceit, and

driven to seek salvation. For this the first rule is, as in the

pursuit of one’s regular duty. Nothing can make up for

lack of this. Then “by knowledge, by discipline and

by meditation Brahman is apprehended “ So when this

chariot-rider is liberated from those things wherewith he was
filled full and overcome, then he attains complete union

(sdyujya) with the Atman ” (iv. 4).

APPENDIX III.

The Practice of Yoga in the Gita and SvetaSvatara,

The Katha Upanisad does not give any directions for the

practice of Yoga. It is clear, however, that by Yoga it does not

mean (as the later Yoga so often did) the production of a

hypnotic trance or ecstasy in which knowledge is superseded,

but rather a discipline akin to meditative prayer by which

all the powers of our being are controlled and concentrated for

the vision of the highest. The earliest account of the practice

of such dhydna-yoga is probably that given in Gltd vi. 10-15.

‘‘ Abiding in a secret place, alone, with mind and soul controlled,

without craving 6«id without possessions, a Yogin should constantly

yoke his soul.

Setting for himself in a clean place a firm seat, neither too high

or too low, with ku^a grass, a skin and a cloth spread thereon.

There, sitting on that couch, with thought and sense restrained,

making his mind intent {ekdgm, * one-pointed *), he should practise

yoga for the cleansing of the soul.

Firm, holding body, head and neck erect and still, gazing at the

tip of his nose and not looking around.

Tranquil, free from fear and steadfast in the vow of continence,

(brahmandri^vrata), with mind controlled thinking on Me, so should

he sit, yoked, intent only on Me.

Thus ever yoking his soul, the Yogin with miad restrained, attains

the peace which culminates in bliss and which abides with Me,”

The J^vetdhatara Upanisad (ii. 8, 9, 10) gives an almost

contemporary and very similar account.

Holding his body steady, the three (upper parts) erect,

Restraining the senses with the mind in the heart,
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A wise man with the Brahma-boat should cross over

All the fear-producing streams.

Repressing his breathing here (in the body), with movements

controlled,

One should breathe through the nostrils with diminished breath

;

Like that chariot yoked with vicious horses,

A wise man, undistracted, should restrain his mind.

In a clean place, free from pebbles, fire, and gravel,

By the sound of water and other surroundings

Favourable to thought, not ofiensive to the eye,

In a hidden retreat, sheltered from the wind, he should practise

yoga.”

In both these accounts it is clear that place and posture

are not regarded as important for their own sake, but are only

means to secure undistractedness of meditation. On this

matter even the much later Yoga-sutras of Patanjali are content

to say, The posture should be steady and easy ” {sthira-suhJiam

dsanam). Re breathing, the Gita in the passage quoted says

nothing, though in iv. 29, it refers to frwK^a/yama (restraint of

breath) as a kind of sacrifice offered by some ascetics, and

V. 27, advocates level, steady breathing during meditation.

The later Yoga, on the other hand, attached exaggerated

importance to praimyamay ascribing to it the acquisition of all

kinds of super-normal powers, and we see the beginnings of

this even in the Svetdsvatara (see ii, 11, 12).

The point, however to which we desire to draw attention is

that both in the O^td and Svetdavatara the practice of yoga as

quoted above is essentially of the nature of contemplative prayer.

In commenting on the word Vipa^cit (ii. 18, p. 105) and also in

our account of contemplative sacrifice in the Introduction,

p. 23, we pointed out that the fountain-head of the idea of

yoga seems to be found in the prayem to Savitr (whose stimula-

tion or insphation enables the worshipper to yoke mind and

thought ’’)j which occupy a central place in the directions for

the piling of the fire-altar both in the Taittinya and the Kdthaka

Samhiids of the Yajur Veda. In introducing its descrijition of

yoga, (ii. 1-7) first quotes these verses :

Yoking first of all the mind
And thoughts for truth, Savity,
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Discerning the light of Agni,

Brought it down to earth.

With mind well-yoked are we,

By inspiration of god Savitr,

With strength for gaining heaven.

They yoke their minds and yoke their thoughts,

The sages of the great wise Sage.

With Savitr as inspirer,

One should joy in the ancient prayer.

If there thou makest thy source,

The past besmears thee not.

Whether the brahma 'purvyam of the last verse be rendered

ancient prayer ” or ancient Brahman ’’ the reference to

prayer as the inspiring power for ordered thought and life is

very clear. It is tempting to see in ancient prayer ” a

reference to the Gdyatn, but, whether this is so or not, the

nse of the term pracodayitr (“ stimulator ”) of the Atman in

both the Chdgaleya and Maifri chariot parables is plainly

derived from the Gayatri. The Maitri iadeed directly quotes,

“ Let us meditate upon the adorable splendour

of that divine Vivifier (Savitr) :

May He inspire our thoughts.”

{dJwyo yo nah pracodaydt)^

—

and interprets of the adhydtman saying, ‘‘ Assuredly the Soul

of one’s soul is called the Immortal Leader ” (vi. 7).

In the Gita the matter is plainer still. Unswerving devotion

to Me through undivided yoga, resort to a solitary place and

distaste for the concourse of men ”, in words like these the

natme of yoga in its highest aspect as the prayer of communion

is made manifest. In the Katha it is true this intensely personal

yoga of bhakti is not attained, yet it seems clear that by yoga

the Katha, like the GUd, means not only the discipline of control

but the prayer of communion which inspires it. (Where the

Katha definitely falls short of the Gita, however, is that it does

not have anything to say about karma-yoga,— the right running

of the chariot along the highway of social life.)
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Epilogue.

We have insisted, perhaps ad nauseam, on the religious

nature of yoga in the Katha just because, as we have said,

yoga has so often meant something quite different in spirit,

though making use of somewhat the same outward practices—

a

negative yoga of suppression rather than a positive yoga of

ordered control, a yoga which spite of its formal recognition of

Isvara is often essentially atheistic, a yoga which seeks not the

illumination of a higher knowledge in communion with God
but h3q)notic trance or ecstasy in which all things fall away
and the self is left isolated, in kaivalya, void of all conscious

content- Even in its higher expression, e.g. in the Yoga-

sutras of Patanjali, this negative yoga, to which so much of

India’s highest effort has been devoted, has been a sadly sterile

aberration. Just because India so greatly needs the positive

yoga of control and self-realisation through communion, the

essential diversity of the negative yoga of suppression and the

extinction of personality must be so strongly insisted on.

In conclusion, one might perhaps profitably inquire wherein

has lain the great attraction of this negative yoga for the Indian

mind. One clue is given in the words of Professor Manilal

Dvivedi in his Introduction to The Yoga-sutra of Patanjali

(p. ii), The rule is clear that extinction of personality is the

only way to real progress and peace- When one consciously

suppresses individuality, • , .he becomes part and parcel of the

immutable course of nature, and never suffers.” This attitude

of mind and the negative yoga to which it leads is a relic of

Buddhist pessimism. The Buddha, whether consciously or

unconsciously, confused the metaphysical and the ethical

meanings of aharrilcdra. He rightly saw that aharrihdra, egoism

or selfish individuahsm, is the root-cause of the sin and misery

that set the world aflame and he went on to teach that the

only way to cure it is to eradicate the notion of ahamhdra in

the sense of self-conscious individuality or personality. This

confusion, excusable perhaps in a teaching which had lost

God and therefore could not find salvation in recaUing man
to the divine basis of his being, was inherited by Hindu teachings

which professed to condemn Buddhism as atheistic,
—

^by the
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Yoga of Patanjali and also in a different form by the Vedantism

of Sankara. It has even in part infected such theistic doctrines

as ^aivism and Vai§navism.

There was a further inheritance also. Buddha, like the

early Upani^ad teachers, believed in the saving power of

knowledge applied in a life of discipline. Some of his later

followers, despairing of knowledge, sought for a short cut and

they seemed to find it in the disappearance of the consciousness

both of the outer world and of their own individuality in a
state of trance. Hindu negative yoga also took the same

fatal short cut.

So to-day the same message comes to India’s youth as came
to Naciketas, “ Arise, awake 1 Obtain your boons and under-

stand !

”—^the boon of the knowledge of God, promised to those

who truly seek, no philosophic abstraction but Soul of our soul,

our Creator, Hedeemer, and Sustainer ; the boon of the knowledge

of ourselves, utterly weak and unworthy if we live in selfish

isolation, yet sons of God, of infinite worth and unmeasured

potency if yoked in communion with Divine wisdom and power ;

and the boon of service, of the privilege of using all the powers

of our being, raised to their highest through communion with

Him, in His service through the service of our fellow-men.
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APPENDIX IV.

‘Faith essential in Yoga.’

Additional Note on the interpretation of Katha vi. 12 , 13.

Asti ity bruvato ‘nyaira

katham tad upalabhyate ?

We have taken bruvatah as ablative after anyatra^ and render, “ Other-

wise than (by one) saying, ‘ He is % how is that one apprehended ?
”

Or, more freely, Except by one who says, ' He is how can He be

experienced ?
’’

Professor F. W. Thomas has suggested that it would be better to

render, “ Otherwise than from on© who says, ‘ H© is ” i.e. from a true

guru. I not© that Geldner also (V.B. 168) adopts the same rendering.

‘‘ Wie konnte es anders erfasst werden als von einem (Lehrer), der sagt,

er ist ? “ How could He otherwise be apprehended than frorn one

(i.e. a Teacher) who says, ' He is ’ ? ” Charpentier also who follows him
says that he gives the only possible meaning. Among Indian commentators

Madhva interprets in the same way.

With all deference to such authorities I still venture to think that the

rendering I have adopted is grammatically quite as admissible and,

on the whole, preferable. In any case the assertion of the need of faith

remains, even though it is in the first place the teacher’s faith which is

communicated to his pupil.

I note that '\AOiitney, Arabinda Chose, Sitarama Sastri, and Tattva-

bhusan render substantially as I have done. The gist of Sankara’s

comment is, S'raddadMndd anyatra hatharp tad brahma tattvatah^

upalabhyate ? Except by a man who has faith, how can Brahman be

truly apprehended ?
”

Vers© 13. Cariying on the idea of teacher and pupil, Professors

Thomas, Geldner, and Charpentier all interpret ubhayoh as meaning

‘'for both (teacher and scholar)”. So Geldner renders, “IsTur mit dem
Wort ' er ist ’ wird er fassbar als daa wahre Wesen fur beide. ‘ Er ist ’,

wer ihn so auffasst, dem wird sein wahres Wesen klar ”. “ Only with

the statement, ' He is ’ does He become apprehensible as the true Essence,

for both (teacher and scholar). ‘He is’,—who so apprehends Him,
to him His true essence (substance or nature) becomes clear Thomas
renders, “ Only by the statement, * He is % is He to be known in His

true nature, by both parties

Geldner however apparently has certain doubts, for he gives the

alternative, “ as the true essence of both : i.e. of both the personal and
the highest Atman ”, He also adds, according to Raghavendra, how-

ever, of the Prakyti and Puru^a of the Satpkhya philosophy
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APPENDIX V.

Notes on the Dirghatamas Hymn*

(1) Asya vdmasya palitafiya hotus

tasya hhrdta madhyamo asty (dnah,

Trtiyo bhrdtd ghrtapr^ho asya

atray^apaJyam vi^patim saptaputram.

Ancient of days ; Geldner, altersgrauen^—hoary with age. The word
palita which originally appears to mean grey or pale (c/. Ok. TreAtrvoV,

ttoXlos, L. palliduSf E. pale), seems at first inapplicable to the sun,

but through the meaning grey-haired, hoary with age, it comes, like

TToAtfi? to mean ancient, venerable. Gf Daniel’s description of the

Ancient of days (vii. 9) and Bemlation i. 13-16. Also Francis Thompson’s
Orient Ode.

Vdrm : c/. the Upakosala-vidya, Oh, iv. 15. 2.

Aditia is taken by Sayana to mean sarvatra vydpta (all-pervading)

and is interpreted as referring to Air (Vayu). Sayana apparently derives

from \^ai—to reach, attain, but most modern philologists from
{(linati)—to eat (so B.R., Uhlenbeek), so that it moans the voracious

(B.R.) or hungry one (Ueldner, der Biingrige). B.R. apply to Lightning,

but Geldner denies both this and Sayana’s interpretation, taking the

three brothers as the three sacrificial fires,—the Ahavaniya, the Dak^ina

and the Garhapatya, the Daksina being called hungry ” because the

sacrifices come preferably to the Ahavaniya. This is not convincing.

There is a certain truth, since the Ahavaniya represents the celestial

Agni, the Daksina is connected with the antarihm and the Garhapatya

with the household. But, as Keith remarks, the three forma of Agni

explain the three altar fires and not vice versa (R.P.V. 157). A$na then

is probably the lightning fire and may perhaps be regarded as a variant of

the more common name aiani./ Now oAani appears in various passages,

e.g. V.S. xxxix. 8, and 6.B. vi. 1. 3. 7 as cognate with Rudra or Mahadeva,

the destroyer, and they are said to be forms of Agni.

Atm (Here) may mean in the first brother (the Sun) or the third brother

(so Geldner who says that the Garhapatya fire is StammJierm {ViSpati—
Lord of the race or family). Or again it may refer to all three brothers :

so Sayana says atra=:iatre§u hhmtf^ madhye,—taking Viipati as Para-

me^ra, the supreme Lord, ntlanifest in three forms.

2* (2) Sapta yuiijardi radJiam ehacakrami

eko advo vahati saptandmd ;

Triryahhi caJcram ofatom anarvam

yatray^irm vi^d bhuvand dhi tasthuk.
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3 * (4) Ko dadarda pratfimnam jdyamdnam,

asthanvamtaTn yad anasthd hihkarti ;

Blvmnyd asur asrg atnm kva svit,

ho vidvdmsam upa gat prasfum etaf,

Geldner renders lino c, “ Wliere is the life-spirit, blood, and soul of the

earth So, in effect, Griffith, Regnaud, and Whitney, Geldner inter-

prets of the first living being and mother earth. Sayana of the avyakta or

avydkrta (the prakrii of the Samkhyas or 14vardyaUa or God-dependent ”

mdyd of the Vedantins) and the created or manifest world.

4* ( 6) Acihitvdn cikitusaS cid atra

kavln ptcdmi vidmane na vidvdn,

XH yas tastamhha sal imd rajdry,sy

ajasya rOpe Mm api svid eJcam.

(20) Dva suparTxd sayujd mhhdya
samdnam vrksam pari sasvajdte,

Tayor anyah pippalam avddv atty

aiiahymn anyo aWii cdkaiUi.

Gehiner interprets the tree as the tree of knowledge, and the birds as

two kinds of seekers after loiowledge,—^those who seek the higher wisdom

and the non-speculative.

So Sayana, Regnaud considers Agni is the speaker.

(35) Dyaur me pita janitd nabhir atra

handhur me mdtd prthim maMyam,

Ndbhir atra—* Here’s the navel ’ or connecting link. Sayana says aira^

amnin antarikse— * this mid-world O/. x. 90. 14, and note that x. 90. 19,

is identical with I. 164. 50. Or ndhhi may refer to the Sun, the seat of

Vivasvat, father of Yama, the first man. (Keith, R.P.V. 113.)
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dbMmdna, self-conceit, 222.

Absolute, The, 99, 182, 192.

Absolute Idealism, see Idealism.

adhydtma^ 92, 94, 225.

adhydtma-yoga, 79, 90-5, 99, 205.

adhvaryu, offering priest, 102.

Aditi, 117, 167-9.

Aditya, 13, 14, 102, 172.

advaitUy non-dualism, 2, 26, 168-9.

Agni, 12, 15, 25, 61, 69, 70, 72, 102,

160, 177, 186, 229 ;

The Triune, 12, 13, 73, 172, 229.

aynihotra, fire-offering, 71.

ahamhdra, ethically, egoism, 1, 226 ;

metaphysically, the principle of

individuation, 131-2, 226.

aham hmhmdsmi, ‘ I am Brahman
32.

dhavamya fire, 71, 229.

ajtti unborn, 14, 103.

Ajata^atm, King of Ka^i, teaching

of, (Br. ii. 1), 31.

Ajatasattu, King of Magadha, 43.

Ajita Kesakambalin, 43.

Air, one yet manifold, 177.

Aitareya Aranyaha, 10, 22, 28,

216-8.

Ailareya Brdhmana, 102, 218.

Aitareya Upanisad, 6-10, 35.

ahsara^ word, imperishable, =Om,
100-2 ; epithet of Brahman,

121 .

Imperishable, a name for

Brahman as basis of the world

and of souls, m Br., 33, 140;

in 217 ; in E.M.XT. 141

;

QO^avyakta in. Gltd, 48,

146.

Akaara, by Dr. B. M. Modi, 140-1.

ali^ga pumaa, 191.

Amen, 102.

Anattdf Buddhist doctrine, 42-3,.

174, 203.

subtle, atom ; of Brahman as

Atman, ofiyi/ydn axhupramdtidt^

subtler than the subtle, 84

;

etam dpya^ 95 ; av>OT

arnydn, 106.

dnandu, bliss, an attribute of

Brahman, 35-6.

Ananda^vcdU, Bliss chapter of

TaiL, 35.

Anandajfiana, or Anandagiri, com-

mentator on Sankara, c. 1250,

87, 159,

antxxrdtnianf Inner-self, 46, 148,

177-180, 209.

antarydmin^ Inner-ruler, 33, 41, 140.

apdna, in-breath, 173.

apramdda, vigilant concentration,

44, 198 ,*—Bali appamddo,
apraniatta, undistracted, 41, 44,

198.

Apsara, celestial nymph, 77.

ahguatlm’^mdtra puruaa, thumb-
sized person, 29, 164-6, 209.

Aranyakas, Forest-books, 22.

Aristotle, 180.

Arseya Upaniaad, 9, 27.

Aruni, see Uddalaka, 62, 65.

aacmdhita^ unprepared, 115.

aina, meaning discussed, 229.

Moka, 43, 44, 198.

aati, ‘ He, or it, exists % 75, 202-4.

a.9M, life-breath or spirit, 17, 28.

amray evil spirit, 21.

A^aldyana Gfhya-sutra, 101.

aivamedha, horse-sacriSce, 23.

udvattha, pipal tree, 185.

ataraxia, drapaila^ 107.

Atharva Veda, 6; XJpanisads of, 7 ;

Brahman in, 24-5 ; Gandharvas

in, 188
;
quotation from, 45, 161

.
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atheism, 10, 131-3, 203.

athletic life and yoga, 2.

AtmaUf Self or Soul, in Introduc-

tion :

etymology, 27-8;

in the Rg Feda, 14;

in A.A., symbolised by the

uJctha, progressively manifest

in trees, animals and man,

217; =the chief life-power, 28;

in (7/i., the person in the eye,

27;

in Br., the vijud/nainaya punisa^

the source of life and intelli-

gence and reality of reality,

30, 31.

Is the Atman doctrine a revolt ?

20 .

Related growth of dtman and

pumsa concepts, 30

;

identification with Brahman, 27,

30—4

;

Is the Atman knowable? 35-9;

two forms, individual and Sup-

reme, jwdtman and paramaU
man, 15, 34;

one Self doctrine, 32-4, 104, 166

;

no Self doctrine, 42-4.

Atman in the Katha

:

subtle and difficult to know, 84

;

not obtainable by reasoning, 85

;

knowable through a guru, 84-5

;

deeply hidden, yet perceptible by
adhydtma-yoga, 90

;

joy of knowing this Spirit, 95;

deeper than duty, action or time,

98;

{Does this mean that the Atman

is an unqualified, supra-moral

Absolute ? 95-100.)

rnibom, undying, eternal, 103 ;

spaceless, hidden in the heart,

106;

visible through Divine grace, 106

;

active yet efiortless, onanipresent,

111 ;

gained not by learning but by
self-revelation, 112

;

by one morally prepared, 115.

The two selves, shadow and light,

118.

The soul, lord of a chariot, 123 ;

hidden, yet seen by subtle seers,

129;

with eyes averted from sense-

objects, 148;

the perceiving subject, 152

;

Lord of the past and the future,

153, 164;

bom of tapas and the waters, 155

;

manifest as life, 158;

source and abiding place of all

deities, 161

;

embodied as thumb-sized, yet

eternal Lord, 164

;

Lord of the city of the body,

170;

and omnipresent, 172;

as embodied called dwarf, 173;

eternal yet transmigrating, 175

;

ground of the world, 176

;

immanent yet transcendent, 177

;

untouched by pain, 179;

source of perpetual joy and peace,

181;

light of the world, 183

;

called oMi^ga purusa, 190 ;

knowledge of whom gives freedom

and immortality, 190;

not seen by the eye, yet appre-

hended by heart and thought,

194;

through yoga, 196

;

faith leads to vision, 202

;

vision to immortality, 207,

Auna-stha, standing in the soul, 181.

Auddalaka Amni, name of Vaja-

sravasa, 64-5, or a name of

Naciketas ? 65.

austerity or asceticism, see tapas,

avidyd, ajndna, Ignorance, 32, 81,

134, 163, 179, 207.
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avyaktaymKatlia^ 129-146, 190, 213

;

in Qitd, 48, mff., 146;

in SainMiya, 131

;

in Sankara, 135;

in Ramanuja, 136-7

;

in Nimbarka and Madhva, 137,

Badarayana, author of Vedanta-

sut/ras, 11.

bdla, child=fool, 83.

bdlya, child-like simplicity, 83.

Balaki Gaa*gya, conversation with

AjataSatru, 30.

Barnett, L. B., 138.

Bama, B. M., 198, 220.

Bdshala Upanisad, 9.

Beivalkar, S. K., 8-11, 22, 28, 42,

47. ^

Bernard of Clairvaiix, 169.

Besnagar pillar inscription, 44, 191).

Birds, Parable of the, 15.

Bhagavata, 44.

BJiagavad-gltd, see Qltd»

bhakiif 114.

Bluikti-mtTa of Narada, 201.

Bhandarkar, Sir R. G., 193.

Bhattabhaskara Mi^ra, 58, 65,

215-6.

Black Yajur Veda, 40.

Blake, WilUam, 151.

Bohtlingk, Otto, 64, 187, 212.

Brahmacaria, religious student, 101,

personal form of Brahman in

A.V., 25.

hrahmacaryai 101, 115, 223.

hraJima-ja-jna, 72.

Brahman, in Introduction

:

Meaning in JRg Veda, 24.

„ M.F., 24-5.

„ Bmhmar^s, 25.

The One God, {Yajhavalkya), 26.

Story in Kena, 26-6.

The Golden Person in sun, 27.

Identified with Atmcm, 17, 30-4.

Is Brahman knowable ? 35-9 ;

saociddnanda, 35

;

unknowabiHty of the knower,

36;

Sankara’s answer : the two Brah-

mans, 36-7.

Yajfiavalkya’s mysticism, 37

;

in 14d and Kerm, 38.

The teaching of the Katha,

38-9.

Brahman, in the Kapha text:

symbolised by Om, 101

;

bridge to the fearless shore, 121

;

hidden, everlasting, =dtman, 175;

the pure, immortal, unsleeping

inner person, on whom the

worlds depend, 176 ;

compared to an a^vattha tree, 185

;

called Prana (Life), from which

the world evolves, 186

;

the mysteriufn tremendum, 186;

attainment of, 207.

Kaciketas obtained, 211

;

see also Atiimn in the Katha,

Brahman, in the Commentary,

58, 72, 79, 85, 88, 94, 99, 100-2,

104, 107, 111, 116, 121, 1.34,

137, 140, 142, 148, 153, 159,

1G2-6, 180-1, 185-8, 190, 195,

203-5, 210.

Brahm4n, m.nm. Brahma, =Saguna
Brahman, 72, 88, 134, 157.

Brahma, the Creator, 89, 102, 166,

189.

hrahma-vid, Brahma-knower, 118.

Brahma-world (brahmadoJca), 89,

116, 146, 189.

Brahmins (brahmai^), high position

of, 19, 62

;

taught by Ksatriyas, 62

;

What makes a Brahmin ? 219.

hrahmodya, theological riddle, 13.

BrhaddratLyaka Upanisad, 6-11, 23,

30, 32, 33, 35-7, 42, 45, 46,

61-3, 83, 100, 116-7, 121, 124,

160, 164, 166, 161-2, 166,

175-6, 181, 188, 192, 208, 210.

Brhaddevatd, 44.

Brkat-sarnhUd, 120.

Buddha, *42-4, 77, 180, 198, 226.

Buddhagho^a, 221.
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huddhii reason, intellect, 123-5,

128-32, 191, 221.

Buddhist chariot-parables, 220-1

;

dharma, 220

;

doctrine of anatta, 42-3, 174, 203,

226;

pre-Buddhist date of Kapha ? 75.

Bunyan, John, 171.

Carvakas, a school of materialists,

75, 174.

Caste, origin of, 19.

Causality, 100.

Cave, Hidden in the, [nihitam

guliayam, guM-hita), 68, 91;

Lodged in the {guhdip pravista),

118.

Entering the {guhdm pravUya),

155.

Ohdgaleya Upanisad, 9, 218-20.

Chdndogya Upanisad, 6-10, 23,

31, 35, 38, 44, 62, 98, 101,

104, 106, 153, 156, 175, 176,

199, 207-10.

Chariot (ratha), 77, 122-8, 216-

23, 229.

Charpentier, Jarl, 41, 43, 44, 65,

72, 82, 93, 228.

Childlikeness (hdlya), 37, 83.

Child-sages {halidds), 219.

ciUa-vrUi-nirodha, Yoga defined as,

93, 199.

City, Parable of the, 170-1.

Coleridge, S. T., 150,

control of the senses, etc., 51, 123-

9, 136, 142-3, 196-200, 218,

223, 226.

Controller, Inner, 33, 41, 140.

The One, 181.

Cosmogonic h3nnns of ^g X, 15-20.

Cosmogonism, 9, 10,

creation, 16-20 ; Creation-hymn, 16.

Creator, Prajapati, 25, 89 ; Brahma,

89;

Grace of the, 106-110.

CiUihd Upanisad, 8.

dahsizi^ (or southern) sacrifioial

fire, 71, 229.

dahsixid, gift to a priest, 59.

Daagupta, S. X., v, vii, x, 20, 48,.

62, 93, 134.

death, (mrtyu), bodily decay, 17,.

66 ;

compared to curry-spice, 116 ?

the meaning of, 77-8.

Death {Mrtyu), a name of Yama..

26, 56, 59, 61, 66, 79, 145,

186, 215 ;

a name for Brahman, 117 ;

the snare of, 151, 165.

dehin, the embodied soul, 173, 175.

desire (kdma), 16, 17, 58, 107^

207-8 ;

objects of, {hdyndli), 76-7, 177 ;

renunciation of, (mrdga), 79, 207 ;

fulfilment of, (kdmasydpti), 87 ;

leads to reincarnation, 163 ;

destroying chariot, 218.

Deussen, Paul, ix, 6-11, 20, 27.

31-5, 65, 70, 87, 88, 91, 96,

98, 102, 107, 109-111, 120.

134, 157, 167, 176, 192-3,

201, 203-4.

deva, resplendent, divine, god, 17,

72, 91, 111 ; devdh, name for

the senses, 173, 217.

devaydna, path of the gods, 188.

Dhamiyiapada, 44, 198, 220.

dhdrafid, concentration, 197, 206.

indriya-dharaijid, control of the

senses, 41, 197.

dhartna, meaning discussed, 96 ;

anyatra dhanndd, 98-9 ;

dharmdn pfthak paiyan, 167-8 ;

Buddhist, 220.

dharmyam, 96.

Dhdtr, Creator, 108-110.

dhdtu, element, 108.

dhydna, contemplative meditation,

197, 206 ; dhydna^yoga, way
of meditation ; dhydna-yajfia,

contemplative sacrifice, 23.

Dirghatamas, Vedic seer, 15.

Hymn of, 13-15, 29, 216, 229,

230.
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discipline, need of, 23, 115;

227;

power for, 2.

Divine grace, 106, 112 ;

election, 112, 113 ; love, 113 ;

activity and rest. 111

;

immanence and omnipresence,

111, 178;

omnipotence, lordship, 181.

impassiveness, 180.

revelation, 112.

dream-consciousness, 176-7.

duty (dkarrrba)^ 98.

Dvivedi, Maixilal, 226.

dwarf (vdrnana), 173.

Dyaus, Heaven-god, 70.

Edgerton, Franklin, 93.

egoism, ego-centrism, 1, 3, 46,

200 .

eko vaAl, The One Controller, 181.

elemental soul {hhutdtman), 222.

Epicurus, 161.

etad vai tat,
"

This truly is that \

lo2, 153, 154, 155, 160, 161,

164, 170, 173, 176, 184.

eternal, of the Atman, 103.

eternity, (or infinity, diiantya), 145.

Ethics, 98, 99.

ethical preconditions for inquiry

into Brahman, 25, 38-9, 79,

115-6,

evil, beyond good and, 99.

faith, i.e. reverence (^raddhd)^ o7,

79.

i.e. the ontological postulate,

202 .

Farquhar, J. N., v, vii, x, 7,

fear, 66, 186; fearlessness, 154.

fearless shore, 87, 121.

fire, source of the worlds, 70

;

sacrificial, 70, 71, 86 ;

altar, 69, 72, 105

;

symbol of Brahman, 13, 27,

68, 161 ;

one yet manifold, 177 ;

Jfii'e-sticks, 160.

Gandharvas, 188.

Gandharva-world, 187-9.

Garbe, Biohard, 20.

gdrhapatya fiire, 71, 229.

Garutman or Garuda, the sun-bird,

15.

Gautama, i.e. descendant of

Gotama,

applied to Uddalaka Aruni, 62 ;

„ Vajasravaaa, 64, 65 ;

„ Naciketas, 167, 175

;

„ teacher of Bharadvaja

(Arseya), 27.

„ Buddha, 42, 180, 198.

Gayatri, 105, 225,

Geldner, K. F., 72, 82, 108, 113, 187,

188, 202, 228, 229, 230.

Genesis, 149.

Ghora Angirasa, teaching of, 23.

Ghose, Arabinda, 97, 107, 228.

Qua, 18, 20, 23, 47-9, 82, 92, 94,

96, 103, 104, 106, 109, 113,

138-143, 146, 171, 192, 223-5.

God {deva), Prajapati called the

one God (deva ehah), 17

;

Agni called deva idyali, 71 ;

perceiving God (devam maivd),

90;

maddmado devah, 110.

gods, nourished by sacrifice, 21

;

supplanting of Vedic gods, 25 ;

number of the, 26 ;

contest of gods and asuras, 21 ;

existence of gods recognised,

161 ;

but all fixed in Brahman, 161.

Brahman called the one God,

26;

good and evil, do dJmrnia and

adharma mean ? 98 ;

the Absolute beyond, 99.

Gough, A. E., ix, 103, 108.

guM-Mta, set in the cave, 91 >

see Cave.

guno>s, Samkhya doctrine of, 191.

Grace, Divine, 3, 39, 106, 112.

Heaven, 56, 59, 63, 66, 71, 89 ;

Kingdom of, 121.
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Hebrews, Epistle to the, 77, 203.

Hegel, quoted, 95.

Hill, W. D. P., 49, 93, 138, 185.

HUlebrandt, Alfred, 24, 65, 72, 76.

Hiranyagarbha, 17, 18, 20, 28,

72, 88-90, 133-5, 156-9.

Hiranyagarbha-suJcta, IRg X. 121,

17, 18.

Holy, The, 95.

Honey-eater {madhvada), 153.

hotf, reciting priest, 102.

Hume, R, E., 65, 72, 77, 85-7, 91,

96, 98, 107, 108, 119, 152,

155, 157, 163, 167, 171, 176,

193, 201-2, 204.

Idealism, idealistic monism, 9-11,

32-4, 180, 208.

Ignorance {avidyd), 32, 81, 134,

163, 179, 207.

lUusion, 32, 36, 100, 104, 150, 179,

182.

Immortality, 17, 19, 56, 78, 105,

190, 192, 209.

Indra, 12, 15, 25, 178, 186.

indriydni,
'

senses % 122-5, 129-

isi, 136, 190, 218, 221.

i7idriya~dhdrand, control of the

senses, 41, 197.

Inge, Dean, 150.

Jia Upamsad; 1, 6-9, 12, 38, 111.

is^-purte, sacrifices and good

works, 56, 63, 215.

l^vara. Lord, Ruler, 36, 134, 157.

l^a, „ „ 109.

jfrfana, „ „ 153, 164, 181.

Jagannath, “ World-Lord ”, car of,

14, 216.

Jdtavedas, All-knower, a name of

Agni, 72, 160.

Jesus Christ, 107, 121, 143, 195,

200.

jwa, jwdtinan, the individual soul,

32, 120, 163.

jfldna, knowledge, 5, 24,

a characteristic of Brahman, 35.

^jndna^dtman, the self of kno’w-

ledge {Katha iii, 13), 129.

jfid^ia^mdrga, the way of knowledge,

24, 35, 79.

jfidna-yoga (in the Qitd), 93.

jfhdrha-prasdda, the peace of know-
ledge iii, 1. 8), 109,

115.

haivalya, isolation, ia Yoga-sutra,

93, 226.

kdma, see desire.

Kant, Immanuel, doctrine of the

transcendental self, 36.

harman, 175 ; reincarnation, yathd

harma,

haTma-rrharga, the way of works.

harma-yoga, Gita method of salva-

tion by selfless performance of

duty, 93, 225.

Katha, the rsi, 40.

Kdfhaha Samhitd, 21, 23, 40, 105.

Kaimtahi Upanisad, 6-9, 45, 62,

175, 188.

Kavasa Ailu^a, 218.

Keith, A. B., x, 8-11, 24, 42, 44,

47, 62, 93, 100, 102, 105,

158, 172, 175, 192, 216-8, 229.

Kerwh Upanisad, 6-8, 25, 37.

knowledge of the Brahman-Atman,

the way of salvation, 24, 35,

79,

Brahman is an object of know-

ledge, 35,

the knowing self cannot be

known, 36,

two orders of knowledge, 36,

moral preconditions of know-

ledge, 39, 79, 116,

Kaciketas eager for knowledge,

81 ;

delivers from sorrow, 111,

only possible to the elect, 112,

saves from fear, 153,

leads to union with Brahman,

167,

through self-revelation, 183,

determines reincarnation, 187,

leads to immortality, 194.

K^atriyas, instruct Brahmins, 62.
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Lanman, C. R., 96, 207, 208.

liberation, from sorrow. 111,

from fear, 153,

from desire, 207,

from the knots of the heart, 207,

from evil and death, 211.

life (breath), see cmi, prdrM,

light, realm of, 89,

Prajapati as highest, 89,

Brahman the self-luminous light

of the world, 183.

lightning, 13, 229.

lingat meaning of, 191

;

Siva-lihga, 193.

Krsna, 48, 82, 103.

Krsna Devakiputra {Gh. iii, 17),

23.

Macdonell, A. A., ix, 8, 16, 40, 62,

112, 119, 160.

Madhva, vii, ix, 120, 137, 228.

maddniada deva. 111.

MahdhMrata, 132, 165, 193, 213.

Mahdndfdya^a Upanisad, 6-9, 47,

108, 165, 194.

Malian dirm^ Great soul, 20, 190,

Atmd mahdn, 129, 132-6,

Mahdtman, 88.

rnahat, Samkhya=:5wdc^fe«, 21, 131.

—Atmd mahdn, 129, 132.

Maitri Upcmisad, 6-9, 109, 165,

191-3, 205, 209, 221-3.

man, the clearest expression of the

Atman, 217

;

unsatisfied like the sea; desires

the immortal, 217.

maTias, ‘mind’, 123-5, 129-131,

190, 195, 221.

MdnL^uhya XJpanisad, 6-9, 201.

man^d, reflective thought, 195.

Mansel, Dean, 165.

Mcmu, Code of, 166.

Matari^van, 16.

Materialism, 43, 75.

Materialists called fools, 82, 83.

mdyd, illusion, 32, 36, 134-5, 137,

178.

md/yd'i>ddd, doctrine of illusion, 11.

Metre of the Kafha, 44.

Milinda (Menander), 220.

Mitra, 12, 16, 102.

Modi, P. M., 138-141.

Monism, 2, 26, 32-4, 168-9, 180.

Morality, see Ethics.

Muller, P. Max, 12, 59, 60, 70, 77,

86, 86, 91, 96, 98, 107, 108,

152, 176, 188, 199, 204, 212.

7nu7mhmtva, desire for salvation, 79.

Muridaka Upaniaad, 6-9, 15, 44-9,

98, 109, 115, 120, 141, 169,

192, 207.

mysterium tremendum, 25, 186.

mysticism, 2, 3, 24, 37, 146, 165,

169, 203.

NdciJceta fire-sacrifice, 41, 56, 71,

121, 215.

Nagasena, Buddhist monk, 220.

name and form, ndina-rupa, 169.

Narada, seer, 207.

Ndrada-bhalcH-mtra, 201.

Narayana, list of XJpanisads, 6,

(S.XJ.V. 638).

Ndstikas, 42, 43, 56, 75, 203.

Naturalistic pantheism, 27.

Nature powers, worship of, 12.

Influence of, 149-150.

symbolism in Valli iv, 151^.

Natura genetrix. Mother Nature,

169.

prakrti, q,v.

Nimbarka, author of Veddtita-

pdHjdta-saufoblia,advoAtadvaita

commentary on the Vedanta-

mtraa, vii, 33, 120, 137, 166,

168.

nirvdva, 220.

nididhydaana, steady meditation,

113.

nihitam guhdydm, 68, 91, see Cave,

Oldenberg, H., 8.

Oltramare, Paul, 93.

Om, 56, 79, 100-103, 211.

One soul theory, 32-4, 104, 166,

181.

Otto, Rudolf, 26, 93.
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Oicpnekhatf 6.

pain, misery (duhhka), 179, 180.

palitaf ancient, 229.

paficdgn% having or maintamiag

five fires, so pancdgnayah,

pious householders, 118.

Panini, grammarian, 4th cent. B.O.,

93.

Pantheism, 9, 10, 27, 146, 182.

Paramdtman, the Supreme Self, 120.

Paramesvara, the Supreme Lord,

149.

Parmenides, 33.

PatanjaH, author of MaJidhMiya,

40;

author of Yoga-sutrast 92, 93,

197, 205, 224, 226.

Patripassianism, 180.

Pelly, R. L., xiv, 162.

pitr-lohaf world of the Pathers, 1 88.

Plato, Phcedrus, 125-6

;

BepuhliCf 127 ; Symposium, 149.

Plotinus, 149.

pracodayii/r, impeller, stimulator,

219, 222, 223.

Prajapati, Creator-god, 13, 17,

18, 21, 23, 25, 28, 89, 102,

105, 148, 188, 222.

Prajapati-world, 188-9.

projfldtman, the intelligent self,

33, 219.

Pmlcfti, nature, matter, of the

Sainkhya, 131 ;

Is the Aiiyahta of the KatJui

prahrti, and if so in what sense?

132-7,

in the Gita, para and apard

pralcfti, 139 ;
pa/td prakrti.

Higher Nature=a/c5ara avyahta,

called jivdbhutd, 139.

in the Maitri, the goad of

prahrti, 222.

pramdda, slackness, 115.

prdria, life-breath, 25, 28, 161,

173, 186, 218.

a name for Brahman as 5.tman,

161, 186.

prdt^h, the life-powers or organs,

124.

pranava, a name for Om, 102.

ptdiukdydma, restraint of breath,

197, 224.

prasdda, grace or tranquillity, 108-9.

Pradna Upanisad, 6-9, 47, 141.

pratistlid, foundation or abode,

68, 73, 87-9.

pratyagdtman, individual self, 04,

248.

pravrliya, having extracted, prct-

vrhya dhannyam, 96.

Purusa, Man or person,

in Bg (Purusa-sukta), 19 ;

A.V. and 29 ;

person in the sun, Pr. ii. 1, Ck.

i. 6, etc., 27, 30,

person in the eye, Pr, ii. 1, (7/i.

iv. 15, etc., 27, 30.

A,A., muhhya-pTdTia^^mTma—
dtman, 28.

Bt, i. 4, dtmd purusavidliah, 30.

ii. 1, vijndnamaya purusa, 30.

iu. 9, aupanisada purusa, 30.

in Katha, afigustha-mdtra-purusa,

29, 164-6, 209.

higher than the 129, 190,

than which there is nothing

higher, the end and final goal,

129;

all-pervading {vydpaka), 190 ;

bodiless (alinga), 190-3 ;

invisible but apprehended by
heart and thought, 194 ;

knowledge of whom leads to

freedom and immortality, 190,

194.

PurusoUama, 132, 139.

Radhakrishnan, Sir, S., 47, 113,

Ramanuja, vii, ix, 33, 78, 113-5,

119, 120, 128, 135-7, 166,

168, 177, 182, 195.

Ram Mohan Ray, 88, 91, 108.

Ranade, R. D., 113, 11.5, 188, 204.

reason, intellect {buddhi, vijndna),

123-9, 190-1, 221.
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reasoning, argument (tarha), cannot

reach Brahman, 85, 205.

rebirth {puTtar-janma), 66, 61, 162-3,

175-6.

re-death {punar-mrtyu), 56, 61,

78, 83, 162-3, 215.

Regnaud, Paul, 108, 110, 230.

reincarnation, see rebirth,

renunciation of desire, 79.

Revelation^ 112.

Rg-Veda, 5-7, 12-20, 23, 24, 56,

63, 66, 88, 101, 105, 108, 110,

116, 120, 160, 172, 178, 188.

Roer, E., 97, 98, 107, 108.

Rosetti, Christina, 189.

Rudra (or Siva), 12, 102, 229.

Ttay right, divine order, 119, 172,

sacciddnanda, epithet of Brahman,
35.

sacrifice, of the Puru§a, 19.

renews the power of gods and
men, 21,

sustains the universe, 22, 68

;

meditation on, 23 ;

AU life a, 23 ;

Vaja^ravasa’s, 57-8 ; 215 ;

The pui^ose of, 67-9 ;

The Ndciheta, and its result,

69-71, 215.

knowledge through, 121.

Saguna Brahman, see Brahman.

Salvation, by knowledge, 24, 190^^.

faith needed for, 202.

ethical requirements for, 79^

115-116, 207.

samddhi, concentration, 93, 201 ;

ecstasy, 201, 206-8.

Sdma-Vedaj 6, 7, 45, 160.

Sa/rnMid, collection of hymns, etc., 5.

Samkhya philosophy, ix, 10, 20,

elements in the Kafha ? 132-3,

167, 191

;

outline of, 131.

SdifiJch/t/a-hdrika, 132.

Sainkhya-yoga, in Qitd^ 93, 104.

samnydaa, abandonment of action,

93.

sdmpardya, passing beyond, transi-

tion, i.e. death and its meaning,

78, 83.

Samyutta Nihdyaf 220.

samsd/ray the changing world, the

cycle of existence, 121, 185 ;

transmigration, 123.

S'd'^dilya-vidyd, 31,104, 106.

Sankara, vh, ix, 3, 6, 7 9, 12, 26,

32, 34, 35-7, 59-63, 65, 70,

72, 77, 79, 82, 84, 85, 88, 92,

94, 97-101, 104, 107, 108, 110,

111, 113, 116, 119, 120, 130,

132-6, 142, 147, 149, 151-161,

163-168, 171-9, 181-2, 185,

188, 193, 195, 199, 203, 210,

227, 228,

^dntiy peace, 55, 72, 211.

Sarma, D. S., 149.

fSUtapatlia Brdhmai^, 23, 62, 68,

73, 89, 104, 148, 156, 172.

saUva—hnddhif 190.

satyasya satyam, reality of reality,

5, 31, 37, 217-8.

Savit?, the stimulator, sun-god, 12,

13, 23, 89, 105, 216, 224-6.

Savitri, 165.

Sayana, commentator on the Rg-
Veda (d.c. 1887 A.D.), 16,

106, 218, 229, 239.

ad/yujya, aayujyatd, complete union,

206, 223.

Schrader, P. O., 9.

scripture learning insufficient, 112.

senses, see indriydi^i,

Serampore, vii, 216.

Sermon on the Mount, 107.

Shadow and light, the individual

and Supreme selves ?

sin, missing the mark, 1, 3, 81.

Sitarama §astn, 97, 98, 108, 149,

193, 199, 228.

^iva (Rudra, Mahadeva), 193.

sleep, the Self manifest in, 176-7.

Soma, pavamdna, the purifier, 105,

the guest in the jar, 172.

Spencer, Herbert, 164.
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Spirit, 17, 95, 99, 182.

iraddha, faith or reverence, 67,

79, 228.

^rdddha, funeral feast, 147.

Sravaxi^a, scripture-hearing, 113.

S^rlhhdaya, Ramanuja’s commentary
on the VeMnta-sutrcis, see

Ramanuja,

Srinivasa, commentator on Nim-
barka’s Veddnia-mtra’-hhdsya,
120 .

hnhdf chain, 70, 73, 82.

St. John, 3.

8U JohrCs Gospdf 107.

First Epistle, 182.

St. Paul, 2, 3.

St. Paul’s Epistle to the Ephesians,

126.

Galatians, 116.

Oorinthians, 2, 143.

Homans, 201,

suhjrtasya lohe, meaning discussed,

119.

suhsma icmra, subtle body, 191.

sun, chariot, 14 ; wheel, 14

;

eye of the world, 179 ;

abode of the blessed, 66, 89,

230.

symbol of Brahman, 13, 14,

27, 148, 229.

sun-god or gods, 12, 89, 216.

Surya, sun-god, 12, 13, 161-2,

186, 216.

su^rrmd, a vein”, 209.

SvayamhJm, self-existent, 148*

^vetaketu, son of IJddalaka

Aruni, 101.

8'vetd^vatara Upani§ad, 6~11, 15,

46-9, 88, 92, 105, 109, 120,

135, 141, 165, 178, 181, 194,

223-5.

swan (hamsa), i.e. the sun, 170,

172.

Taittinya Aranyaha, 22, 40, 108,

165, 194.

Taittmya Brahmaxia, 40, 42, 45, 66,

68, 65, 71, 148, 214-6.

Taittirlya Samhitd, 23, 46, 102, 105,

172.

Taittirlya Upanisad, 6-10, 35, 38,

45, 55, 106.

Tandya Brdhmana, 21.

tapas, heat, asceticism, 16, 17, 21,

23, 101-2, 115, 165-6, 223.

Tattvabhusana, Sitanatha (written

also as in Bengali without

final a’s), 91, 97, 98, 186, 193,

228.

tarJca, see reasoning.

tat tvam asi, That thou art, 32,

153.

Tathagata, title of Buddha, 44.

teacher {acdrya, guru), 55, 72,

need of a, 84-6, 202, 228.

Theism, 9, 10.

Thibaut, G., 91, 98, 119, 182.

Theresa, St., 169.

Thomas, P. W., ix, 70, 139, 228.

Thumb-sized person (angustha-

mdtra-purusa, q,v,

time, 100, 166.

transcendence, divine, 178.

transmigration, see rebirth.

trindciheta, having a triple Ndciketa,

71.

Turner, R. L., x, 28, 70.

Tuxen, 93.

Uddalaka Aruni, sage, =Gautama
Aruni, 40, 62, 65.

Unity, Upanisad doctrine of, 2, 26,

163, 167-9.

Upanisad, meaning of, 6.

Upani§ads, nature of, 5 ;

number of, 6

;

hst of classical, 6 ;

classification of, 7, 9 ;

date of, 8-12, 49.

uian, 57, 58, 65, 215.

Vac, Word, hymn to, 108 ;

divine voice, 215.

Vdjasaneyi Samhitd, 172.

Vajasaneyin school, 7, 40,

Vaja^ravasa, father of Naoiketas,

57, 58, 66, 216.
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^ai^ampayana, seer, narrator of the

MaMbharaUtf 40.

Vai^vanara, a name of Agni, 61,

Vaivasvata, son of Vivasvat, i.e.

Yama, 61.

Varuna, 12, 16, 188.

Veksu, a class of gods, used of

Vayu, 172.

Vayu, 12, 25, 102, 161, 172, 177, 186.

Vedanta, ix, 96, 129, 137.

Veddnta-sutras {Brahma^sutras),

vii, ix, 24, 33, 79, 120.

Veda, Vedas, 6-7, 101.

Vedic gods, 12, 25, 26, 161.

schools, 6, 40,

Vipa^citf a name for the Atman,

103, 224.

Viraj, 18, 25, 28.

virdga, renunciation of desire, g.v*

Vision, of God or the Atman, 2,

109, 187, 194.

Visnu, 12, 68, 88, 102, 119, 127-8.

Vi^vakarma, world-maker, 13.

Vivasvat, sun-god, 61, 66, 230.

Xenophanes, 26.

Yajnavalkya, 5, 9-11, 23, 26, 33,

34, 35-37, 42, 46, 62, 66, 83,

104, 115, 162, 166, 180, 208,

210 .

Yaour-Veda, 5, 7, 21, 40, 102, 106 ;

Black, prose explanations mixed
with Saiphita ; White, separat-

ed, 40 ; schools of Black, 40.

Yama, god of death, 56, 59, 61,

66, 165, called Death, g.r.

Yoga, 2, 3, 23, 41, 48.

derivation, various meanings,

92-3 ;

in the Yajur-Veda, 23, 105, 224 ;

in the Gltd, 93, 223-6.

of PatahjaU, 93, 197, 200, 201,

226.

in the Katha, 123-147, 160, 196-

208.

the practice of, 223-5.

concluding remarks on, 226-7.

yoga-ksema, 82.

Yoga-sutras of Patanjali, 199, 224,

see also PataujaH.

Yoga-sutra-hhd^a of Vyasa, 200.

Warren, H. C., 220.

water, 16-18.

Wintemitz, M., 8.

Wordsworth, 149.
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ADDENDA AND COREIGENDA

Page xviii. Square brackets in the transliterated text denote that thos

words enclosed should be omitted as hypermetrical.

P. s 9, note 1, read S.K. for S.P.

21, line 11. „ Kava^ for Kavasa; also pages 218-9.

46, 99 8, „ lokas ,, lokas.

74, 99 16, „ sujneyam : so A and majority of MSS, : B,C. have
suvijfLeyam.

99 99 3, „ sujneyam in NSgari text also.

98, 99 16, „ krta^akrtdt for hrta^akrtdt.

110, 99 11, „ mados^a/tnadam „ mada-amadam.

114, 99 27, ,, dtma-kdmasya „ atmd-hamasya.

122, 99 19, „ atmd^ ov dima^ ? atmd {=^atmdnam) may, like

bhoktUy be taken as predicative aec. with nom.

form, (see Macdonell, V.G.S. 196 jS.)* Sankara

reads atma in the sense of Sarlra and takes it

as member of the compound Mma^indriya-mcmo-

yuktam which is adj. qualifying dtmdnam under-

stood, (“ the soul, joined with body, senses, and

mind, etc.”),

„ 126, note 3, ddete 4 before Loeb.

add It is interesting to note that the car of Jagonnath at-

Serampore (Maheah) has two horses, one white

and one black, but I have not been able to obtain

any traditional explanation of the s5nnbolism.

„ 129, line 3, read [niyacchefl.
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